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EDITORIAL

When speaking about archaeology, everybody thinks of excavations. Only for past years, had general public
chance to learn about how can be the archaeological knowledge obtained without disturbing a terrain. It is thanks
to non-destructive archaeology applying methods of prospection, aerial photography, geophysical or geochemical
measurements and other techniques like surface surveys, mapping of anthropogenic relief shapes, application of GIS
methods and many more.
The impact of these methods on archaeology is permanently growing because of their relatively low price, high
effectiveness and potential for studying whole sites or even regions. Therefore, non-destructive approach is crucial
for the research on settlement and landscape archaeology, but also for planning archaeological excavations and archaeological heritage management.
An importance of prospection has been growing in present archaeology. It is possible to observe it in the case
of building boom, where prospection methods can influence planning of terrain disturbance, i.e. directing excavations most effectively. In the future, archaeological prospection as a group of non-destructive methods should become
a primary source of information. Archaeological research could only supplement the results if necessary, i.e. beyond
reach of archaeological prospection.
The complete 41st volume of Študijné zvesti Archeologického ústavu SAV is dedicated to the 7th Conference on
Archaeological Prospection, planned for September 11-15, 2007, in Nitra, Slovakia. It is organized by the Archaeological Institute of Slovak Academy of Sciences and the International Society for Archaeological Prospection.
The volume contains abstracts of 83 papers presented at the conference.
The first part of the volume includes articles presenting results achieved by members of the Archaeological
Institute of the Slovak Academy of Sciences. The opening articles briefly inform about Aerial Archaeology and
Geophysical prospecting at Archaeological Institute of SAS and are followed by themes from Slovakia and abroad
as well. In the end, there are presented some results of Kuwaiti-Slovak Archaeological Mission (KSAM), which has
been designed as a joint Kuwaiti-Slovak multidisciplinary research project fostering international cooperation and
ties between young-generation researchers. The major objective of KSAM is salvage excavation of Al-Khidr site on
Failaka Island.
The second part of the volume contains invited paper of Otto Braasch and abstracts of papers presented at the
conference in a form of concise articles, which briefly inform about latest knowledge, developments and results of
archaeological prospection worldwide.
This volume was prepared by Ivan Kuzma, Zuzana Turzová, Tereza Belanová and Ján Tirpák. English texts of
all papers are the responsibility solely of the individual contributors.

Ivan Kuzma
Editor-in-chief
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In Honour of Otto Braasch

this volume, produced for the conference, is dedicated to an extraordinary men who was celebrating his seventy anniversary last year - Mr. dr. h. c. otto braasch, which has had major impact on the
development of aerial prospection in the whole europe.
i think it is appropriate to say, otto and archaeological/aerial prospection have been always somehow interconnected. thanks to him, we obtained in this discipline new impulses and thus it is hard to
imagine archaeological science without it. results of aerial prospection have influenced the development
of other prospection methods, notably geophysics, which confirmed new discoveries from the air.
Former lieutenant colonel and starfighterpilot of german air force otto braasch has been already
for 30 years the main moving spirit behind the aerial prospection in europe, which has been developed
thanks to his work in a large extent. the beginnings of his aerial prospection go back to 70’s in bavaria
and baden-Württemberg. otto flew after 1989, with great enthusiasm, over the areas of former german
democratic republic and at that time on an untouched part of the country by aerial prospection, he made
a lot of work.
otto braasch has initiated various projects, e.g. “Treasures of our common past in Europe – history written in earth” within eu raphael-program. this project has proven his great sense of european cultural
heritage. the travelling exhibition (in prague, dresden, pécs, bratislava, nitra and košice) has successfully mediated to public results of aerial archaeology from the czech and slovak republics, germany,
hungary and great britain.
besides further methodological developments of the aerial prospection, it is worth to mention wide
range of otto’s activities, which are aimed to educate young generation of aerial archaeologists. he was
the main moving spirit behind the culture 2000 project „Conservation through Aerial Archaeology,“ which
initiated periodic series of training schools and workshops in poland, great britain, italy, germany and
other countries. a notable increase of qualified archaeologists specialized on aerial prospection is the
result of these activities.
otto braasch has published his results in numerous publications, among which unforgettable remain das unterirdische bayern and unterirdisches baden-Württemberg.
For his activity, he was awarded several renowned prizes. in 1994 he was given deutsche preis für
denkmalschutz (german prize for heritage preservation) and in 2001 european association of archaeologists awarded him with european archaeological heritage prize 2001. in 1999 otto braasch was given
by Freie universität berlin the honorary title of Doctor honoris causa for his contribution to aerial archaeology in germany.
i could go on in enumerating of otto’s merited acts, but i think all his outstanding work will always
speak for him.
ad Multos annos otto
(and many more flying hours)

ivan kuzma
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AeriAl ArchAeology in SlovAkiA
ivan kuzma
Key words: Slovakia, aerial archaeology, historical overview, present state

a historical overview
Modern prospection methods of searching and mapping archaeological sites have recently been developping
primarily in western europe. almost all of the techniques were initially derived from methods used in geologicalgeophysical surveying and in topographic aerial photography. today they are independent scientific disciplines. one
of the most important and most effective primary methods of searching archaeological sites is aerial prospection,
which at relatively low costs provides us with a lot of knowledge unattainable in other ways.
aerial prospection and its systematic exploitation in archaeology in slovakia are still in their beginnings
compared to the countries where they have been used for several decades. photographs taken before the second
world war are scarce. the only one from that period is what is also the first aerial photograph published from the
territory of slovakia. it shows the area of the roman fort in iža from 1936 (Mencl 1937, Fig. 1) and was taken by the
third aerial regiment (Fig. 1: 1). the photographing was not intended for archaeological purposes and thus an
existing vertical topographic photograph was used. the next photograph was taken intentionally in 1940 (Fig. 1: 2);
it is a oblique photograph of excavations in the area of the so-called “roman station” in stupava (Ondrouch 1940/41,
tab. i). there are unfortunately minimal sources from this period.
nevertheless, aerial photography has a forty years’ tradition at the archaeological institute of the slovak
academy of sciences (aú sav) in nitra, the first flights being initiated by the then director A. Točík in 1963. as in other
countries, however, this use of prospection was intended for documentation of known sites and excavations. From
this period we have several aerial views of e.g. the excavation in nitriansky hrádok, hillforts in Bíňa, smolenice and
starý tekov, the fortified settlement in kamenín as well as burial mounds (tumuli) in cabaj and dvory nad Žitavou,
and some other sites (Točík-Vladár 1971, 385, Fig. 16; Habovštiak 1971, 611, Fig. 7; archive of aú sav in nitra). the first
site in slovakia discovered from the air - the slavic hillfort in Majcichov - was also photographed during these flights.
it continues to be photographed under various conditions (Fig. 2).
this period was followed by a longer break until a helicopter was used for aerial photo-documentation of the
excavation of the neolithic circular fortification in svodín (Fig. 3) in 1977 (Němejcová-Pavúková 1978, Fig. 90).
the first actual reconnaissance flight intended for searching archaeological sites visually was thus the one in
1978 over the building area of the hydro-electric power plant system gabčíkovo-nagymaros on the danube. insufficient experience and short-term flight permits in bad conditions, partially without vegetation cover, brough about
very modest results (Kolník 1987, 193). Further flights in the region of south-west slovakia were realised from 1982.
to complete the enumeration of aerial activities at the institute, photographing from a radio-operated model
must be mentioned. it was carried out in 1974 and 1975 on the excavation of the so-called “roman station” (Fig. 4) in

Fig. 1. 1 - roman fort in iža. vertical photograph from 1936; 2 - stupava. oblique photograph of the excavation on the “roman station”
(Ondrouch 1940/41, tab. i).
this contribution has arisen in support grant vega 7015.
aerial photographs except 20 : 1 i. kuzma.
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Fig. 2. Majcichov, trnava district. slavic hillfort 1 - 15 May 1967; 2 - 15 december 1988; 3 - 18 april 1996; 4 - 17 december 2003.

a cooperation with the geographic institute of the czechoslovak academy of sciences (Čsav) in Brno (Kolník
1987, 189, abb. 1-3). this method was taken up indirectly
in 1987-88 as supplementary to the real prospection, for
photographing excavations and detected sites such as
roundels or roman forts. the method gave at minimal
costs vertical photographs in the required scale. unfortunately, it ceased to be used after 1989.
wider employment of aerial prospection in the
previous regime was prevented by various restrictions.
therefore, at least topographic vertical photographs
borrowed from the Military topographic institute and,
less frequently, multispectral aerial photographs from
the archive of the geographic institute of sav were
used. however, smaller anthropogenic features cannot
be fully determined on these photographs, which are
created in scales 1 : 6.000 to 1 : 25.000. on the other hand,
they provide important information on the structure of
land utilization and on the original natural environment
of known sites, e.g. extinct and aggradated old water
courses, meanders, river branches and river-beds. the
vertical photographs are still used and larger features
have been identified on them, e.g. roundels in prašník,
(Kuzma 2002), hosťovce, chorvátsky grob and others, of
which some have later been verified by aerial survey.
present

Fig. 3. svodín. lengyel culture roundel, 24 november 1977,
photo J. krátky.

at the archeological institute in nitra we started
systematic aerial prospection as late as in mid-1980s. today we are still the only institution that deals with this
activity.
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For surveying we usually use a four-seat cessna
172 or 182, in the past also zlín 43 was used. Flight paths
and site localisation are filed both in a 1 : 100 000 map
and by gps.
For photographing we used the most common
photographic equipment. First it was pentacon six especially for black and white material of 6 x 6 format
and practica for colour diafilm. we used video camera
supp-lementarily, especially for photographing wider
cir-cumstances and the surroundings of archeological
sites. gradually the quality of the equipment was improved and today digital technique dominates (nikon
d200 connected to gps).
Fig. 4. cífer-pác. photograph from a radio-operated model,
we have focused on the territory of west slovakia
1975.
so far, which was due not only to financial means and
flying range but also to suitable geomorphological and
soil conditions as well as intensive agricultural use of this region. rich in archeological material are especially the
regions of middle and lower váh river basin, nitra river basin, Žitava river basin, hron river basin and trnava
upland, and záhorie and Žitný ostrov regions. the regions of Middle and east slovakia are covered by aerial prospection to a lesser degree.
we fly most in early spring when archaeological objects are manifest in vegetation, and less in late autumn and
winter months when there is little or no vegetation.
our experience so far has fully confirmed the advantages of this prospection method in the geomorphological,
climatic and soil conditions of slovakia. the results are a significant contribution to our knowledge of settlement and
land development from prehistoric to medieval period. of particular importance is the marked increase of archaeological sites discovered by aerial prospection, which supplies new information on the density and intensity of the
settlement in several regions. significant are also qualitatively new data connected with geographic enlargement,
location and structure of some settlement types, fortifications and burial grounds. particularly valuable and irreplaceable is information about the total range, character and state of preservation of archaeological sites, with regard to
effective protection against possible danger or destruction.
Bratislava-rusovce is a good example. in 1996, a burial ground of about 100 graves was discovered by aerial
prospection (Fig. 5: 1). thus we were able to document the necessity of archeological excavation, since construction
of family houses was planned for 2002. the excavation took place in 2002-2003 (Fig. 5: 2) and over 160 graves from

Fig. 5. Bratislava-rusovce. 1 - burial ground before excavation, 8 June 2000; 2 - during the excavation, 17 May 2003.

the Migration period were excavated (Schmidtová/Weberová 2004, 169). without the results of aerial prospection this
largest 6th century burial ground in slovakia would be destroyed in construction works.
aerial prospection should not be limited to mere photographing and mapping. a more complex procedure is
desirable so that we do not talk merely of aerial prospection but of aerial archaeology, which has become a separate
discipline. its aim is surface surveying of the landscape from above, documentation of both hidden and visible parts
of the cultural landscape, and their recording, interpretation and mapping. aerial archaeology is an integration of
partial processes (aerial prospection, field walking, verification surveying, geophysics, geochemical and pedological
analyses and others) into one whole. today it is considered an integral (and often decisive) part of landscape archaeo-
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Fig. 6. excavations on sony construction site, nitra, 17 May 2007.

logy, which makes it possible, on the basis of analyses,
to observe links between particular settlement units and
their hinterlands, as well as their relations to the natural
environment.
with typical objects and features we use mainly
geophysical methods, which confirm the results of aerial prospection quickly and unambiguously. they are
primarily used for verification of the existence of archaeological objects, and only secondarily for their cultural
classification. the detected object does not necessarily
need to be an anthropogenic feature, for in some cases
it might be a geological phenomenon or a recent object.
on the other hand, also with archaeological objects can
the results of a geophysical measurement be surprising.
as for the cultural classification, the circular enclosures
are rarely accompanied by material indicating their dating. however, geophysical measurement revealed two
to four ditches so that there is no doubt that the roundels
date back to the neolithic period.
geophysical survey is thus the first step in confirmation of the existence of archaeological objects, and in
determining their exact position, size, range, orientation
etc. these data allow for a more effective approach to
excavations, which can in turn confirm the previous findings.
results
Fig. 7. 1 - skalica town centre with the original fortification;
2 - castle of topoľčianky.

the number of newly found sites is currently
around 800. the archive of the archaeological institute
holds around 2500 oblique black-and-white 6 x 6 nega-
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tives, more than 4000 slides and around 2000 vertical topographic photographs from several years. the number of
photographs increases significantly after the transition to digital technique due to lower expenses.
the results are different in various regions of slovakia but this does not always depend on the intensity of
aerial prospection. the highest number of sites has been detected along nitra and Žitava rivers, on predominantly
light soil. loess areas of trnava upland and hron river basin give more modest results although there was more
or less continuous settlement (especially in case of the latter). the region of Žitný ostrov was a big empty place for
a long time. also documentation of sites in this area by traditional archaeological methods was only sporadic, due
to complex hydrogeographic conditions. as a consequence of multiple alluvium especially the prehistoric sites lie as
deep as 1,5 m under the current surface. therefore there were doubts about the effectiveness of aerial prospection.
the situation was similar north of Žitný ostrov, between Malý dunaj and Čierna voda, dudváh and váh rivers. these
regions lie in the zone of black soil, on alluvial loams with gravel background, where favourable conditions for aerial
archaeology are difficult to obtain. ideal conditions are particularly very dry years with bad crops.
the sites discovered so far range from single objects to settlements, burial grounds, fortifications of various
types and dating, fortified settlements, circular enclosures, roman temporary camps, traces of deserted villages and
other features, which are often hard to interpret. documenting the excavations (Fig. 6) as well as centres of towns and
castles is a matter of fact (Fig. 7: 1, 2).
wide-ranging presentation of our results would be impossible and therefore we will try to focus on particular
exemplary cases from the more significant categories.
circular features
it is not long time ago that density of circular ditch features was typical especially for the territory of austria,
and in a lesser degree for south Bavaria and south Moravia. concentration of roundels in these areas was due to
systematic aerial prospection. in the area of lower austria the large-scale aerial prospection developed from late
1970s and helped discover around 40 circular enclosures (Friesinger/Nikitsch 1982). in analogy, the number of circular
fortifications in south-moravian region increases from 1983 when J. Kovárník (1985) and M. Bálek (1985) initiate systematic prospection. G. Trnka (1991, 16) mentions only roundels in Bučany and svodín on the territory of slovakia
but he assumes the existence of others. this assumption is confirmed in late 1980s when aerial prospection becomes
more intensive at the archaeological institute in nitra. the results obtained recently by surveying and verification of

Fig. 8. roundel typology in slovakia: datable to the neolithic
period. 1 - Bajtava; 2 - Bučany; 3 - cífer; 4 - golianovo; 5 - horné
otrokovce; 6 - podhorany-Mechenice; 7 - kľačany; 8 - prašník;
9 - ružindol-Borová; 10 - šurany-nitriansky hrádok 1; 11 - svodín 1
and 2; 12 - Žitavce; 13 - hosťovce.

Fig. 9. roundel typology in slovakia: datable to the Bronze
age. 1 - podhorany-sokolníky; 2 - veľký lapáš; 3 - veľký cetín;
possibly datable to the neolithic period: 4 - komjatice; 5 - nitrapárovské háje; 6 - nové sady; 7 - zemianske sady; 8 - zbehy;
9 - alekšince; 10 - Branč; 11 - dolné trhovište.
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circular enclosures, mainly expansion of the type range (Fig. 8; 9) are remarkable and will undoubtedly contribute to
the discussion of their place and significance in the neolithic society.
prior to aerial prospection we only knew circular enclosures in nitriansky hrádok, svodín, Bučany and Žlkovce (palisade fortification), discovered by traditional terrain methods. today we file more than 60 circular or circle-like
features of diameter 30 to 300 m and their number is increasing (Kuzma 1997, 47-58; 1998, 94-102; 2005). especially the
last years has seen a growth in the number of roundels in the wider nitra region (approximately 25 to 30 km), where
we know of more than 20 (Fig. 10).
however, not all of them can be dated to the neolithic period. the smaller ones of diameter 5 to 20 m come
probably from different periods and should rather be associated with funereal purposes.
But we can assume that double and multiple circular features of diameter more than 60 m belong to the lengyel
culture, although finds are missing in some cases. verification by excavation is problematic with objects of this size.
so far we have only excavated the roundel in ružindol-Borová and with one section through all ditches also the one
in golianovo. the assumption that small-scale excavation might not give clear-cut results was confirmed. we did not
find any significant material although there were enough finds and the dating was unquestionable.
on the other hand, several facts and analogies make it probable that simple “roundeloids”, which have oval shapes with proportions from 80 x 70 to 120 x 100 m, can be dated back to the Bronze age on the basis of their shape.
so far we are uncertain of circular or slightly oval ditches of 20 to 50 m, which are quite numerous. excavation
of one of the ditches with diameter of 38 m in Branč, nitra district did not result in clear dating due to little material.
however, the assumed dating to the Bronze age does not need to be final because the ditch was v-shaped, which is
typical of eolithic roundels (the Bronze age ditches of circular enclosures have rounded bottom), and the material
came mostly from the top layer (Kuzma 1999).
RUŽINDOL, Trnava district
the circular enclosure in ružindol is the only one of the recently found roundels where large-scale excavations
have been carried out (area of 60 x 140 m). the results are interesting in many ways but above all from the perspective
of interpretation of aerial photographs. the roundel was discovered on photographs from 1985 where it appeared
as a double circle (Kuzma 1995). as double it was also photographed as a soil mark in 1989 (Fig. 11). however, the
subsequent geophysical survey only confirmed the existence of one ditch with two wing-shaped entrances (Tirpák
1997). only one ditch was also revealed in excavations in 1990, with diameter of 93 m and width of 13 m (NěmejcováPavúková 1997). the interpretation or existence of the other ditch thus remains open. the roundel dates back to the
lengyel i phase.
KĽAČANY, Hlohovec district
an exemplary double circular fortification (Fig. 12) was detected as a crop mark in 1993 (Hanzelyová, Kuzma,
Rajtár 1995). geophysical measurement was done for the first time with the cesius magnetometer sMartMag
sM-4g on the area of 100 x 100 m. two ditches were confirmed, the diameter of the outer one being 62 m and of the
inner one 35 m.
HORNÉ OTROKOVCE, Hlohovec district
the circular enclosure in horné otrokovce was found as a soil mark in 1988 (Kuzma/Kopecký/Rajtár 1990). on
the photographs it appeared as an elliptical double circular ditch without visible interruptions (Fig. 13: 1). the subsequent magnetometric measurement was realised by proton magnetometer pM-2. the results confirmed two oval
ditches: an inner ditch with the main axis 125 m and the secondary axis 95 m, and an outer ditch with the main axis
160 m and the secondary axis 130 m. the roundel has four entrances, of which the outer ones are wing-shaped. this
case proves the importance of repeated documentation of some objects, since it was not before 1999 we had opportunity to photograph the roundel as a crop mark (Fig. 13: 2).
PODHORANY, Nitra district
the vertical photograph taken in 1998 by aero slovakia company (Fig. 14) showed two circular features in the
village of podhorany. one of them had a simple ditch and the other one had a double ditch, and both of them appeared as a soil mark.
PODHORANY-SOKOLNÍKY
during surveying in May 2001, the object was again seen as a soil mark. it appeared as a slightly oval ditch
without visible interruptions. results of aerial prospection were confirmed by geophysical survey in 2002 (Tirpák
2007, Fig. 12 in this jouurnal). the ditch has proportions 70 x 60 m and can be dated to the Bronze age.
PODHORANY-MECHENICE
in May 2002 the roundel was verified as a soil mark (Fig. 14). it appeared as a slightly irregular double circular
ditch without visible interruptions. there ran another, relatively narrow linear mark approximately in the middle of
the roundel.
Magnetometric measurements on the area of 165 x 150 m confirmed a system of two ditches. the diameter of
the outer one is 120 m in north-south direction and 110 m in east-west direction. the diameter of the inner ditch is
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Fig. 10. Map of roundels in western slovakia. 1 - Bajtava; 2 - Borovce; 3 - Bučany; 4 - cífer; 5 - demandice; 6 - golianovo; 7 - horné
otrokovce; 8 - hosťovce; 9 - kľačany; 10 - podhorany--Mechenice; 11 - prašník; 12 - ružindol-Borová; 13 - svodín 1; 14 - svodín 2;
15 - šurany-nitriansky hrádok 1; 16 - Žitavce; 17 - alekšince; 18 - Branč; 19 - dolné trhovište; 20 - komjatice; 21 - nitra-párovské
háje; 22 - nové sady; 23 - zemianske sady; 24 - Biskupová; 25 - pavlová; 26 - podhorany-sokolníky; 27 - rybník nad hronom;
28 - veľký cetín; 29 - veľký lapáš; 30 - Bajč-vlkanovo; 31 - Bernolákovo?; 32 - dubník; 33 - ducové?; 34 - chorvátsky grob 1?;
35 - chorvátsky grob 2?; 36 - chorvátsky grob 3?; 37 - chotín; 38 - Jakubov; 39 - kálna nad hronom; 40 - Mostová; 41 - naháč;
42 - nové zámky; 43 - palárikovo; 44 - šintava; 45 - šoporňa; 46 - šurany-nitriansky hrádok 2; 47 - šurianky; 48 - topoľčianky?;
49 - veľký kýr; 50 - vinodol; 51 - zbehy; 52 - ratkovce; 53 - Žlkovce 2; 54 - slovenský grob; 55 - svodín 3; 56 - rastislavice;
57 - Modrovka; 58 - štefanová.

90 m in north-south and 85 m in east-west direction. Maximum distance between the outer edges of the wing-shaped
entrances is 145 m. the measurement confirmed four entrances orientated nne-ssw and wwn-ees. the entrances
of the inner ditch are simple, except on the west side where the entrance seems to be wing-shaped. in contrast, the
outer ditch has distinct winged entrances, which are 8 to 15 m long. the length of the entire entrance corridor is
34 m at the south entrance. the width of the inner ditch entrances is 2 to 4 m, the width of the outer ditch entrances
is 1 to 1,5 m.

Fig. 11. ružindol-Borová. 1 - vertical photograph, 24 august 1985; 2 - oblique photograph, 18 november 1989.
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apart from the ditches linear anomalies have been
detected, reaching 2 to 4 m in width and visible also on
aerial photographs. they may indicate extinct road communications but they might also be ditch lines running
directly through circular fortifications, which is known
from several places in germany, e.g. neutz-lettewitz in
saxony-anhalt (Braasch 1995, abb. 20). in field walking
we obtained material which dates the roundel to lengyel culture.

Fig. 12. kľačany. oblique photograph, 6 June 2003.

Fig. 13. horné otrokovce. 1 - 4 May 1994; 2 - 4 June 1999.

GOLIANOVO, Nitra district
the roundel was discovered as a soil mark in april
2000 (Fig. 15: 1). it appeared as a slightly irregular, perhaps
double circular ditch without visible interruptions. it was
not before 2003 that the roundel was documented as a crop
mark with a clearly visible course of ditches (Fig. 15: 2).

Fig. 14. podhorany. vertical photograph (aero slovakia 1989)
and oblique photograph in the left corner, 6 april 2002.

Fig. 15. golianovo. lengyel culture roundel. 1 - oblique photograph, soil mark, 16 april 2000; 2 - oblique photograph, crop marks,
11 June 2003.
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the results of the geophysical measurement were surprising. the roundel has a non-standard, almost trapezoid groundplan (Tirpák 2007, Fig. 5 in this journal) and it is the first triple enclosure from the territory of slovakia so
far, where the widest is the outer ditch reaching 5 to 6 m. the ditch has simple entrances, which are formed by simple
interruption. however, the middle and outer ditches are interconnected at the entrances. the roundel has totally six
irregularly placed entrances. as for the size, it is the largest roundel so far, with the diameter of the outer ditch approximately 178 x 210 m, the middle one 158 x 182 m and the inner one 148 x 167 m. Maximum distance between the
outer edges of the wing-shaped entrances is 230 m.
we have also used earth macine cut all the three ditches. profiles of the trench reached the total length of 29 m.
all the ditches were v-shaped. the inner one was in the depth of 520 cm under the current surface, the middle one
in 360 cm and the outer one in 400 cm. the fill of the ditch was without distinct stratification and no traces of filling,
reparation or cleaning were found. the golianovo roundel can be dated to the lengyel i phase.
CÍFER, Trnava district
in 2001, the first quadruple roundel in slovakia was discovered by aerial prospection (Fig. 16) as a crop mark
in cífer (Kuzma/Tirpák 2001). Magnetometric measurements confirmed four slightly elliptical ditches of measures

Fig. 16. cífer. oblique photograph, crop marks, 6 May 2001.

Fig. 17. Žitavce. oblique photograph, 23 april 2004.

Fig. 18. prašník. oblique photograph, 16 april 2003.

Fig. 19. hosťovce. oblique photograph, 16 april 2003.
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71 x 78 m, 80 x 84 m, 97 x 105 m and 114 x 127 m. it has four entrances orientated nnw - sse. however, only the entrances in sww - nee direction are situated in a direct line opposite each other, while the other direction shows a
slight deviation. the entrances of both the outer ditches and the inner ditch are formed by simple interruption. the
shapes of the third ditch are combined, the entrances in nnw - sse direction having winged shape with 10 m long
wings. the mutual distance of the inner ditches as well as their distance from the two outer ones point to the possibility of two construction phases: an earlier phase with two ditches and a later one with two new ditches, while it is
unclear which two of them were built in the first phase. although field walking has not given dating material yet,
most probably the roundel can be dated to the lengyel culture.
ŽITAVCE, Vráble district
the roundel was found as a soil mark in May 2001 (Kuzma/Bartík/Rajtár 2002). it appeared as a slightly irregular,
probably double circular ditch without visible interruptions; inside there could be seen an outline of another but less
visible oval (Fig. 17). the results of magnetometric measurements were once again surprising (Tirpák 2007, Fig. 18
in this journal). it is a system of six ditches, the diameter of the first two outer ditches being 132 and 118 m, that of the
third one being 108 m and that of the other three being 75, 60 and 40 m in sw-ne direction. analogically to podhorany, the function of the line cutting across the roundel is not clear. as far as the interpretation is concerned, the roundel
may have had several construction phases. the first phase could be associated with the four inner ditches with six

Fig. 20. Mužla. 1 - burial ground 2-4 May 1994 (photo o. Braasch); 2 - burial ground 6-13 June 2000; 3 - buried church with graveyard,
3 June 1993.
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to seven interruptions which are related to one another.
the second phase could be connected with the two outer
ditches with four interruptions, which are also related to
the inner one. however, reverse procedure is possible.

Fig. 21. štúrovo-obidská pustatina. Burial ground from the period of avarian khaganathe (7-8 century), 4 May 1994.

PRAŠNÍK, Piešťany district
the circular enclosure in prašník was detected on
a vertical photograph taken on 24 august 1985 (Kuzma
2002a, 95). in May 2002 it was verified as a soil mark
which formed two incomplete concentric circles (Fig. 18).
it is the northernmost and at the same time the highest
situated roundel on the territory of south-west slovakia.
the roundel is situated in a moderate valley on
a slope orientated in se direction, 310 to 322 m above sea
level, so that the difference in altitude between the highest and the lowest point is 12 m. this position allows
for a view southeastwards but only in a rather limited
angle of 80-900. due to this limited angle we tried the visibility range from the roundel on a terrain model (in arcgis), since we in surveying in 2004 discovered a double
roundel in kočín, only 4,8 km distant. the analysis on the
terrain model confirmed mutual visibility of the roundels
(Kuzma/Lieskovský 2007, pp. 60 in this journal).

HOSťOVCE, Zlaté Moravce district
the roundel was detected on a vertical photograph from 1991 where it appeared as a soil mark with two lines of
ditches (Tirpák 2007, Fig. 7 in this journal). next to it there is another circle of 60 m in diameter. it was verified in 2003
(Kuzma/Bartík 2004) by oblique photographing (Fig. 19). it is situated on a moderate slope orientated towards sw
and it borders on a clear terrain rupture in the north. the diameter of the outer ditch is approximately 280 x 300 m,
which would make it the largest known roundel.
Burial grounds
surveying of burial grounds, burial mounds and graves with circular cairns has given positive results. especially in searching for burial grounds aerial photographs as the only non-destructive method provide invaluable

Fig. 22. 1 - nové zámky, grave with a circular cairn, 7 June 1999; 2 - svodín, 28 May 1994.
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Fig. 23. 1 - dolné Janíky. Buried burial mounds from the hallstatt period, 15 december 1988; 2 - reca buried burial mounds from
the hallstatt period, 21 June 2005.

Fig. 24. dunajská lužná. the third burial mound from the hallstatt period, 13 June 2006.
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Fig. 25. iža. roman stone castellum kelemantia - 11 May 2004.

Fig. 26. Map of temporary camps from the roman period in slovakia.
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Fig. 27. iža, roman temporary camps 2-4, 31 May 1990.

Fig. 28. 1 - radvaň nad dunajom-virt. eastern corner of camp 1 and line of the northern ditch of camp 2, 3 June 1993, in smaller
photo rounded corner of camp 2.
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information about their total extent and about the number and position of the graves. geophysical methods cannot
be so effectively used in this case. with regard to the fill of the graves (often filled in a short period of time) their
filling has almost identical value of magnetic susceptibility as the subsoil and they do not need be detected. on the
other hand, we have good results from the graves with circular gutters and sometimes from buried tumuli, where the
longer period of their filling led to favourable conditions for geophysical measurement.
the most numerous so far are burial grounds. we have found six of them only in the Mužla region, on the
danube terrace in the length of 3 km. excavation dated two of them to the period of avar khaganate (7-8th century),

Fig. 29. chotín. roman temporary camp, 21 June 2005.

Fig. 30. Mužla. camp 1, 28 May 1994.
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another one to the 10-11th century and the rest, which is situated next to the ground plan of a deserted church, to the
12-13th century (Fig. 20: 3).
particularly impotant are newly found burial grounds from the period of avar khaganate. two of them have
been confirmed in excavation - Mužla-Jurský chlm 2 (Fig. 20: 1) and štúrovo obidská pustatina (Fig. 21) and they
supplement our knowledge of their presence in the wider štúrovo region, where their number has risen to five (štúrovo military training ground, obid, štúrovo obidská pustatina, Mužla-Jurský chlm 2 and 3). it is possible that the
burial grounds in Mužla-Jurský chlm 1 and Mužla 5 (Fig. 20: 1) belong to them too, perhaps also the one in obid in
position Bánom. it seems that štúrovo region might have been a centre of avar settlement in the same way as komárno, where we know of seven burial grounds from this period.
SVODÍN, Nové Zámky district
the circular feature approximately 30 m in diameter and with interruptions on western and eastern sides, as
well as with traces of other objects (graves?) inside is probably a burial mound (Fig. 22: 1). orientative geophysical
measurements confirmed the ditch as well as anomalies in the middle of the object. there was no sherd material but
we found a circular bronze target 70 mm in diameter, with two ears on the inner side, which can be dated to the late
Bronze age.
NOVÉ ZÁMKY, Nové Zámky district
the grave with a circular cairn, which was has been found on eroded dune in position letomostie (Fig. 22: 2) is
probably from latène period. geophysical measurement on the area of 50 x 50 m confirmed the course of the cairn of
7 m in diameter, as well as the existence of a grave. other five circles 4-5 m in diameter were detected by magnetomet-

Fig. 31. Mužla. camp 3, 10 June 2004.
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ric measurement though they had not been identified on
aerial photographs.
Round barrow cemeteries
in the west Žitný ostrov region, within 20 km from
Bratislava there are several s from halstatt period, some
of which have been surveyed in the past. we do not
know the exact number of burial mounds, since most of
them are no longer visible in the terrain.
apart from the three known preserved barrows
on the round barrow cemeterie from halstatt period in
dolné Janíky traces of around 40-50 barows (Fig. 23: 1)
have been found, which copied the old river-basin of the
water course. other barrows have been found in veľká
paka-Čukárska paka, reca (Fig.23: 2) and pusté úľany.
a third barrow cemetery (Fig. 24) has been found in the
area of dunajská lužná (originally nové košariská).
roman temporary camps
essential contribution of aerial archaeology is also
in the field of roman armies in the territory of southwest slovakia. For a long time only one roman stone
fort was known in this region north of the danube - that
in iža by komárno (Fig. 25). ancient written sources
on several roman expeditions to the barbaricum north
of the danube was the background for the hypothesis
about the existence of short-term roman military
forts. however, discovery and identification of such
Fig. 32. hviezdoslavov. roman temporary camp, 8 June 2000.
temporary roman camps was first facilitated by aerial
prospection.
Five temporary camps were found in close vicinity to the fort in iža by aerial survey in spring 1990. today
we document 13 to 16 roman temporary camps (Fig. 26) on sites in iža (5), radvaň nad dunajom (2), chotín
(1 to 2?), Mužla (2 to 3?), hviezdoslavov (1), and in záhorie region in suchohrad (1) and závod (2). geophysical
measurements on most of these sites were done by proton magnetometer pM2 but the results were mostly negative
(e.g. in iža the magnetic susceptibility of the ditch filling showed lower values than top soil). we have positive results
from the camp 1 in Mužla and camp 1 in radvaň nad dunajom, though the latter was already measured by cesium
magnetometer.

Fig. 33. Čičov. possible roman temporary camp, 24 May 2000.
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Fig. 34. Bojná. great Moravian fortified settlement, 11 March 1998.

the only camp that has been measured completely
is in závod. geophysical measuremet confirmed ditches
of a roman temporary camp with measures 250 x 170 m.
at the northeastern corner we have measured what
is probably a part of another camp (a sector of a ditch
and a corner). Both ditches intersect, which proves their
different chronological origins.
IŽA, Komárno district.
interpretation of five roman temporary camps was
unambiguous already on the aerial photographs (Fig. 27).
it is interesting that the course of their ditches appeared
as a negative crop mark. all camps were fortified by one
ditch only and lied close to each other but they definitely
did not intersect. they had rectangular, slightly oblique
ground plans with rounded corners with longitudinal
axis orientated approximately in west-east direction.
entrances on the shorter sides were always situated
in the centre, the ones on the longer sides were in two
thirds of their length, shifted towards the v. their size
was 130 x 90 to 210 x 150 m. the northern front of the
largest camp was 330 m long and in front of its entrance
was an advanced short sector of a ditch (titulum).
excavation of the camps took place in 1992-1993.
the ditches had identical regular v-shape, width of
2-2,5 m and depth of 150-170 cm. apart from minor potsherds a denarius of emperor commodus, stamped for
crispina in 178-182, or 180-183, was found in the filling
of one of the ditches, which confirmed their hypothetical
dating to the Marcommanic wars (Hüssen/Rajtár 1994,
219).

Fig. 35. velčice. Medieval fortified settlement, 23 March 2005.
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Fig. 36. liptovská Mara “havránok”. Fortified settlement of the púchov culture.

RADVAŇ NAD DUNAJOM, Virt and Žitva section, Komárno district
two other camps were found not more than a few kilometres east of iža, in the area of the village of radvaň
nad dunajom. the first one of them - camp no. 1 - was found in survey in 1993 (Fig. 28). a part of its ditch of the
south-east front, and the north-eastern rounded corner appeared as a clear crop mark in an uninterrupted line in the
length of 270 m. By a testing trench was cut a huge v-shaped ditch, which went 280 cm under the current surface
and was 4,5 m wide. in 1993 to 1994 we used proton magnetometer to observe the line of the north-east front of
the ditch in the length of more than 800 m. the course of the ditch was interrupted in two segments. a detailed
measurement confirmed that these are entrances to the camp. Both of them were protected by an titulum. we also
localised northwest corner. the northeast front of the camp is approximately 830 m long, its assumed width is 600 m.
the camp covered an area of around 50 ha.
aerial prospection in 1994 not only confirmed the localisation of the northwestern corner of camp 1 but also
revealed in its vicinity traces of a camp 2 (Fig. 28 in the corner). the visible part of the second camp’s v-front with
rounded corner was approximately 340 m long, a part of the northern front shaped as a slightly pointed line was
440 m long. the course of the ditch on the northern front
of the camp 2 proves that it intersects with the ditch of
the southeastern front of the camp 1, so that both camps
partially intersect and were built in different phases.

Fig. 37. kátlovce. so-called “viereckschanze”, la tène period,
16 april 2003.

CHOTÍN, Komárno district
the camp in chotín was found 6 km from the
danube in 1993 as a crop mark approximately 110 x 110 m
large (Fig. 29). a testing trench in 1994 revealed a ditch
3 m wide and 130 cm deep without material. it was
only in numerous repeated field walkings that we
managed to obtain material which corresponds with the
findings from iža and can be dated to the same period.
in addition, we found another line approximately
400-450 m long with a rather unclear existence of
rounded corner. in 1994 we cut this line and uncovered
a huge v-shaped ditch 4 m wide and 2,7 m deep, which
could be a ditch of a temporary camp from the roman
period. however, this interpretation is premature.
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MUŽLA- JURSKý CHLM, Nové Zámky district
two roman camps have been found in the village of Mužla. camp 1 was discovered on the edge of the high
danube terrace by aerial prospection in May 1994 (Fig. 30). it was confirmed by geophysical measurements and
subsequent short-term excavation. Measurements specified the ground plan and localised both corners of the
northern front 135 m from one another. excavation by three trenches fully confirmed the results of the prospection
and geophysical measurements. in three sections we uncovered a ditch 2-2,2 m wide, which lied 125-130 cm in the
subsoil. the fill of the ditch did not give any dating material.

Fig. 38. pobedim. great Moravian fortified settlement. 1 - 16 May 2003; 2 - 10 May 2004.
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Fig. 39. štúrovo. a part of the defence system of esztergom. 1-2 -13 June 2000; 4 - 2 May 2005; 3 - map of fortification (about
1740).
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the camp 2, which lies under the terrace in close vicinity of the camp 1, was identified already in aerial
prospection in June 1988. in 1994, we did testing geophysical measurements and an excavation. we did not manage
to observe the course of the ditch by proton magnetometer. But we uncovered by three trenches a ditch 200 cm wide
and 95-125 cm deep. in one of the trenches the ditch was intersected with a german hut, which dates to the second
half of the 2nd century according to the finding material.
the camp 3 was found in 2004 as a ditch with rounded corners in the distance of 500 m east of the camp 1 (Fig. 31).
it is most probably a roman temporary camp like the two previous ones.

Fig. 40. komárno. 1 - so-called palatinus line, redoubts 5 a 6-18 May 2002; 2 - plan of komárno fortification before 1830.

Fig. 41. nové zámky. wasted church with circular fortification in form of a wall, 1988.
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Fig. 42. Malá Mača. deserted medieval village surrounded by the meanders, 12 June 2003.

HVIEZDOSLAVOV, Dunajská Streda district
in 2000, a course of a ditch visible 250 and 800 m
from the corner of the camp was discovered in
hviezdoslavov (Fig. 32), around 6 km from the danube
(Kuzma/Blažová/Bartík/Rajtár 2001). it is the first camp on
the territory of Žitný ostrov, between Bratislava - komárno.
although it has not been verified yet, the assumed dating
is to the Marcommanic wars also in this case.
ČIČOV, Dunajská Streda district
a ditch rectangular ground plan with rounded
corners (Fig. 33) was found in Čičov in 2000, in the distance of 7 km from the danube (Kuzma/Blažová/Bartík/
Rajtár 2001). in 2003, a testing trench was done (Varsik
2004, 192) but did not confirm a camp; a shallow ditch
with flat bottom was found in a section. however,
a 4th century roman coin was found in field walking,
which means this camp could after a detailed research
also be dated to the roman period.

Fig. 43. poľný kesov. deserted medieval village with a church,
8 June 2000.

the temporary roman camps found so far are
mostly situated directly on the left bank of the danube or in its vicinity. all of them lie vis-a-vis the camps
on the hungarian side of the danube (Fig. 26). Five of
such camps in iža were concentrated directly opposite
the legionary camp Brigetio. it is obvious that the roman troops used the protection of Brigetio several times
when crossing the danube. also the camps in virt, only
9 km by the danube flow, might have been built by the
Brigetio troops. three camps in Mužla lie in a longer
distance from the danube (6 km) but still in the close foreground of the limes, vis-à-vis the camp in crumerum
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(today nyergesújfalu). they functioned probably as defence or strategic support points, or as supplying camps on
an important junction which went from this distinct terrace to the mouth of the hron river. the camp in hviezdoslavov is situated opposite the roman fort ad Flexum by Mosonmagyarovár, and the camp in Čičov, which has not
been confirmed yet, is situated in the distance of 15 km between arrabona and ad statuas forts. in future we should
focus on the areas situated opposite the pannonian forts, and try to expand the number of known temporary camps
on the territory of slovakia.

Fig. 44. Čierna voda. ground plans of houses, 7 June 1999.

Fig. 45. tomášov. ground plans of houses, 6 May 2001.
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Fortifications
in both hilly areas and lowlands of slovakia we have found and documented several fortifications from different periods from prehistory to the Middle ages. as they are hard to find in forested areas, the survey must be done
especially in winter time when there is no leaf cover but with needle trees the survey is practically impossible. good
examples are the slavic fortification in Bojná (Fig. 34) or the medieval fortification in velčice (Fig. 35).

Fig. 46. tomášikovo. ground plans of houses, 7 June 1999.

Fig. 47. orechová potôň. ground plans of houses, 9 June 2000.
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Fig. 48. Močenok. ground plans of houses, 17 May 2003.

Fig. 49. komárno-nová stráž. ground plans of houses, 20 July 2004.
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Fortifications range from prehistoric hill forts (Fig. 36) to fortifications from la tène period - the so-called
“viereckschanze” in kátlovce (Fig. 37), which is the only one in slovakia so far, to forts like the aforementioned Majcichov
(Fig. 2), slavic fort in pobedim (Fig. 38: 1, 2) and others. the large line fortifications from the Middle ages belong here too.
ŠTÚROVO, Nové Zámky district
in 2000, we discovered as a positive crop mark in corn the course of a large medieval earth fortification, which
was visible in the length of about 2500 m. it consisted of a straight line with several lunettes in regular intervals, with
a forward redoubt with two lunettes and with a forward hexagonal redoubt with four visible bastions on the western
edge (Fig. 39: 1, 2). in 2005 we photographed its termination on the eastern side (Fig. 39: 4). it is also visible on the
map of esztergom district created around 1740, where the fortification is drawn in and corresponds with our results
(Fig. 39: 3). what we determined is the outer line of the fortification, while the inner one has been destroyed by a pulp
mill and the inner town of štúrovo. although the dating of the fortification has not been confirmed, we assume it is
a part of the defence system of esztergom during the turkish wars.
KOMÁRNO, Komárno district
in addition to the documentation of the current state of preservation of the komárno fortification (Fig. 40) we
have photographed the course and the two of six redoubts of the so-called palatinum line, which no longer exists and
was built in 1809 (Gráfel 1986, 22, Fig. 4). Fortress of komárno was a greatest fort in austro-hungarian empire and
was planned for garrison of 200.000 soldiers.
Architectures and deserted villages
we have also discovered some deserted medieval villages. very good example of the traces of such a village is
from Malá Mača (Fig. 42).
remains of stone and walled architectures have been found in smaller extent. they are mostly wasted churches, e.g. the church with a rectangular fence in Mužla district (Fig. 20c), and another with a circular once in position
letomostie in nové zámky (Fig. 41). Both of them have been confirmed by geophysical measurement (Tirpák 1994).
the most distinct example is the church in poľný kesov district, which was detected as a crop mark in 2000.
also traces of a deserted village with traces of the original subdivision of land were found in the church area. the
church itself appeared as a lighter crop mark in corn. around it there was a darker green circle of 30 m in diameter
which appeared as a positive crop mark (Fig. 43). although circular church fortifications in form of a wall are not
exceptional, in this case we assumed a ditch, which was also confirmed by geophysical measurements. two methods
were used: magnetometric and geoelectric resistivity profiling. Magnetic measurement showed a circular ditch of
33 m in diameter. its width ranges from 2 to 3 metres. the results of the resistivity measurement indicate the presence
of the remains of foundation walls of the church with measures 16 x 7 m, and the foundations of supporting pillars by
the western wall of the church aisle (Tirpák 2007, Fig. 23 in this journal). the first mention of the village is from 1113
and the presence of the parish is documented in the first third of the 14th century. the village including the church
was destroyed by the turks at the end of the 16th century.
long houses
one of the most important recent finds is a large group of sites with various numerous clusters of objects of
rectangular ground plan with rounded corners, 5 to 7 m wide and up to 40 m long. in several of them division into
two or more sections was visible. they are situated on dunes or elevated areas especially around the small danube
and its tributary Čierna voda. today we know of more than 30 sites of such ground plans in Čierna voda (Fig. 44),
tomášov (Fig. 45), tomášikovo (Fig. 46), orechová potôň (Fig. 47) and others. in several cases these are rather dense
clusters of ground plans, e.g. in Močenok (Fig. 48) or in komárno-nová stráž (Fig. 49).
the first and northernmost ground plans of this type were found in 1994 in komjatice, where there were 20 of
them on sand dunes. since their dating was unclear, we realised an excavation in 2000 in order to confirm the dating
and interpretation of these objects. two ground plans of measures 12,7 x 7,7 and 11,4 x 6,6 m were uncovered. they
had belt gutters 35 to 110 cm wide and 10 to 80 cm deep, which were v-shaped on most of their course. there was
little material of unclear character, so that the objects could only be dated generally to the prehistoric period and their
interpretation is still open (Kuzma 2002b). however, on the basis of analogy we can assume that they belong to the
neolithic period and that they thus represent a new housing type.
conclusion
in the relatively short time that aerial prospection has been in use in slovakia, we have seen its advantages in form
of a number of remarkable results and valuable knowledge. the increase in the number of newly found sites itself, and
the reliable data for their localisation, as well as the basic data on their size, structure and position in the landscape are
a clear evidence of the effectiveness of this prospection method. without the employment of aerial prospection many
of the sites would undoubtedly remain unknown. the acquired data are of various value but they definitely form
a valuable background for primary documentation and thus also for effective protection of archaeological monuments.
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Geophysical prospectinG in the slovak archaeoloGy
Ján tirpák
Key words: geophysical prospecting, Slovakia, circular and oval linear structures, fortification, architecture, Neolithic, Bronze
Age, Roman period, Middle Ages
the first use of the geophysical prospecting in the
slovak archaeology has almost as long tradition as aerial photography. the first who employed geophysics,
namely resistivity method, was B. Benadik from the institute of archaeology sas in nitra in 1966 by the localisation of medieval sacral building foundations on
the archaeological site in poltár. later, the use of geophysical methods in archaeology was developed at the
department of applied physics of Faculty of natural
sciences of comenius university in Bratislava under the
direction of v. gajdoš. a need for intensive geophysical
surveys grew in 1970s along with the development and
construction activities in the country. therefore, a geophysical division was founded in the institute of archaeology sas in nitra (J. Tirpák) that brought a systematic
employment of geophysical methods by the excavation
throughout slovakia. Within past 30 years several thousands hectares on more than 130 archaeological sites
dated from palaeolithic to the modern era were geophysically prospected not only for institute of archaeology
sas but for the other organisations as well. Beside surveys on the territory of slovakia, several missions abroad were realized, namely to Bulgaria (drama, krivina,
kovačevo), romania (porolissum), austria (hartberg),
hungary (esztergom) and kuwait (Failaka island).
generally, the equipment is a determining factor
by application of specific geophysical method. at the
beginning, the institute of archaeology sas in nitra
made use of the geoelectric resistivity devices geohm
(austria) and Minigeska (czech republic) and the resistivity profiling method was used. after purchase of
proton magnetometers g-816 (usa) and pM-2 (czech
republic) and conductometer eM-38 (canada) the geophysical prospecting was enriched of magnetic and
electromagnetic applications. kappameter kt-2 from
czech republic is being used in field for measuring
the magnetic susceptibility. in 1997 a caesium magnetometer sMartMag model sM-4g (scintreX company, canada) and in 2004 a ground penetrating radar
raMac-X-c-3M with shielded 250 and 500 Mhz antennas from geoscience Malå company (sweden) have
been purchased for the institute.
For data processing the software packages oasis
Montaj from geosoft company (canada), reflex-Win
sandmeier (germany), and surfer and voxler from golden software company (usa) are being used.

Fig. 1. alekšince. Magnetogramm, dynamics +/-9nanotesla/m
in 256 colour values from blue to violet.

results of geophysical prospecting
Below the results of geophysical prospecting of selected archaeological sites are presented. these surveys
were focused on detection of following features:

this contribution has arisen in support grant vega 6122.

Fig. 2. Bajtava. Magnetogramm, dynamics +/-10 nanotesla in
256 colour values from blue to violet.
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• sunken features - single and multiple circular and oval linear structures, ditches, palisades, channels, fortifications and other objects within hill forts and roman marching camps
• features with stone construction - stone masonries and their foundations, pavements, fortifications with
stone construction, sacral and other covered structures - churches, chapels, monasteries, stone architecture of castles,
chateaus and towns
• hollow and mined-out-features - hollows, tombs, crypts, basements and quarries.
prehistoric single and multiple circular and oval linear structures
around 50 such objects from the time period from the neolithic up to the Middle ages were identified by aerial prospecting in the south-western slovakia and more than half of them was followingly explored by geophysical
methods.
ALEKŠINCE, Nitra district
oval fortification occurred as a cropmark and was discovered by aerial prospecting in 1996 (Blažová/Kuzma/
Rajtár 1998). Magnetic measurement was carried out on the area 50 x 50 m with the point density 0,2 x 0,5 m in the
vertical gradient mode. it resulted in the map (Fig. 1) depicting the magnetic vertical gradient anomalies of intensity
-9 nt/m to 9 nt/m and width varying from 4 to 5 m. the anomalies indicate the course of the ellipsoid ditch with
the main axis 32 m long, cross-axis 27 m long and with two entrances. Material found by field-walking cannot be
ambiguously dated.
BAJTAVA, Nové Zámky district
rondel occurred as a soil mark and was identified by aerial prospecting (Hanzelyová/Kuzma/Rajtár 1996). geophysical prospecting could have been realized only on two thirds of the rondel (area 200 x 150 m, point density
0,15 x 0,5 m) as its remaining part was covered by vineyard. resulting magnetic map shows anomalies with intensity
-10 nt to 10 nt with width from 4 to 6 m. these anomalies form enclosed geometrical shapes; thus, they indicate the
presence of two ditches. as outer ditch forms more rectangle than circle or oval, the rondel can be considered for
non-standard rondel type (Fig. 2). other anomalies with intensity from -2 nt to 2 nt run parallelly with ditches, in
the space between them. From outside and inside, both ditches are bordered by anomalies of the same values. their
interpretation is not clear but it cannot be excluded that they reflect palisade grooves. Measurements of outer ditch
are 188 x 130 m; inner ditch is 150 x 115 m large. inner ditch has accentuated wing entrances that reach length up to 16
m. outer ditch shows only traces of wing entrances that are bowed inside on its nW edge and they reach the length
6 m. the length of sW entrance corridor is 34 m, of ne 37 m and of nW 38 m. the width of the inner ditch wing
entrances is 5 m; the width of outer ditch wing entrances varies from 2 to 5 m. the rondel can be dated to lengyel i
according to the material from archaeological survey (Kuzma/Tirpák 2006a).
BRANČ, Nitra district
circular ditch fortification of 35 m diameter was identified by aerial prospecting as a cropmark (Blažová/Kuzma/
Rajtár 2000). the course of the ditch was verified by magnetic measurement of the area 50 x 50 m with the point

Fig. 3. Branč. Magnetogramm, dynamics +/-10 nanotesla in 256
colour values from blue to violet.

Fig. 4. cífer. Magnetogramm, dynamics +/-10 nanotesla in 256
colour values from blue to violet.
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Fig. 5. golianovo. Magnetogramm, dynamics +/-15 nanotesla in 256 colour values from blue to
violet.

Fig. 6. golianovo. vertical profile of apparent magnetic susceptibility, dynamics from 0,1.10-3 to 3,3.10-3 u. si in 256 colour values
from blue to violet.
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Fig. 7. hosťovce. Magnetogramm, dynamics +/-10 nanotesla in 256 colour values from
blue to violet.

Fig. 8. kočín. Magnetogramm, dynamics +/-10 nanotesla in 256 colour values from blue
to violet.
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density 0,2 x 0,5 m. it is possible to specify anomalies with
intensity -10 to 10 nt on the map of residual magnetic
anomalies that reflect the shape of the ditch of diameter
ca. 38 m and show an interruption in the southern part of
this circular structure. Furthermore, anomalies indicating
perhaps settlement structures could have been defined on
the prospected area. archaeological excavation under the
direction of i. kuzma revealed ditch fortification datable
to the early Bronze age (Kuzma 1999).
CÍFER, Trnava district
Quadriple rondel was detected as a cropmark by
aerial prospecting (Kuzma/Bartík/Rajtár 2002; Kuzma 2007,
Fig. 16 in this journal). Magnetic measurement was carried out on the area 150 x 150 m with the point density
0,15 x 0,5 m. linear anomalies with intensity -10 to 10 nt
and from 2 to 4 m wide can be specified on the magnetic
map (Fig. 4). these anomalies form enclosed geometric
shapes and reflect a neolithic rondel with four entrances
and four ditches with diameters 60 m, 71 m, 84 m and
114 m. only the ditch of 71 m diameter has wing entrances along the n - s axis. along with the linear anomalies,
the isolated isometric anomalies of the width up to 5 m
were identified with intensity from -5 to 10 nt (Kuzma/
Tirpák 2001b). these anomalies probably reflect archaeological objects such as pits, sunken dwellings etc. Measurements were negatively influenced by presence of three
ferro-concrete poles on the prospected area.
GOLIANOVO, Nitra district
Magnetic measurements were carried out on the
area 420 x 215 m with the point density 0,15 x 0,5 m that
was specified on the basis of the results of aerial prospecting (Kuzma/Blažová/Bartík/Rajtár 2001; Kuzma 2007,
Fig. 15 in this journal). on the map of total vector of
magnetic field (Fig. 5) it is possible to specify positive
linear anomalies with intensity -15 to 15 nt and width
from 3 to 10 m. these anomalies form enclosed geometric shapes and reflect the course of the ditches of
a rondel. along with linear anomalies, isolated isometric
anomalies with intensity -5 to 10 nt were identified. the
width of these anomalies is up to 5 m and they probably
reflect individual archaeological features. according to
geophysical measurements, the rondel has trapezoid
ground plan and massive 5 to 6 m wide inner ditch with
simple entrances that are formed only by interruptions in
the course of the ditch. Middle and outer ditches are connected by striking wings in entrances. rondel has total
6 entrances. Measurements of outer ditch are 180 x 210 m,
middle ditch has 160 x 180 m and inner ditch 150 x 170 m
(Kuzma/Tirpák 2001b).
to verify the results of geophysical prospecting, the
ditches were cut in their northern part. this archaeological excavation under the direction of I. Kuzma (2005)
confirmed the information obtained by geophysical measurements. rondel can be dated to lengyel i. vertical section of archaeological trench was measured for magnetic
attributes of apparent magnetic susceptibility (Fig. 6).
HOSŤOVCE, Zlaté Moravce district
rondel was detected as a cropmark (Kuzma/Bartík
2004; Kuzma 2007, Fig. 19 in this journal). it appeared to be
a double-ditch fortification system.

Fig. 9. komjatice. Magnetogramm, dynamics +/-10 nanotesla in
256 colour values from blue to violet.

Fig. 10. nové sady. Magnetogramm, dynamics +/-10 nanotesla
in 256 colour values from blue to violet.

Fig. 11. podhorany - Mechenice. Magnetogramm, dynamics
+/-15 nanotesla in 256 colour values from blue to violet.
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Magnetic measurement was realized on the area 300 x 200 m with the point density 0,15 x 0,5 m. on the map of
residual magnetic anomalies (Fig. 7) the circular anomalies with intensity -10 to 10 nt and width from 3 to 6 m can be
specified. these anomalies reflect the ground plan of a rondel with two ditches. rondel has probably six entrances.
the diameter of outer ditch is 280m in n - s direction and of inner ditch 200 m also in n - s direction. east of rondel
a semicircular anomaly with intensity -5 to 6 nt and measurements 20 x 20 m was detected. along with the linear
anomalies of intensity 5 nt and width of 1 - 2 m, the isometric anomalies with intensity -5 to 5 nt were identified that
are caused by archaeological structures of present settlement (Kuzma/Tirpák 2006b).
KOČÍN, Trnava district
circular double-ditch system occurred as a cropmark (Kuzma/Bartík 2006). Magnetic measurement was carried
out on the area 150 x 150 m with the point density 0,2 x 0,5 m. it resulted in the map of residual magnetic anomalies
(Fig. 8) where it is possible to specify anomalies with intensity from -50 to 50 nt. anomalies with intensity from -10 to
10 nt are concentrated into two enclosed ditches with four interruptions. outer ditch has diameter 75 m, inner ditch
60 m. outer ditch has wing entrances on the southern side. the northern side has probably the same shape but it is
disturbed by modern gasoline that causes difficulties by its interpretation.
KOMJATICE, Nové Zámky district
archaeological structure of circular shape was identified on the vertical topographic photographs (Kuzma
1992). Magnetic measurement was carried out on the area 60 x 60 m with the point density 0,2 x 0,5 m in vertical
gradient mode. it resulted in a map (Fig. 9) depicting the course of magnetic vertical gradient anomaly in which it is
possible to specify anomalies with intensity -10 to 10 nt/m indicating presence of a ditch of 50 m diameter with four
interruptions. noteworthy are two ditches in the south-western part of a rondel. Field walking yielded only indistinct material from neolithic through the Bronze age up to the Middle ages.
nové sadY, nitra district
rondel occurred as a cropmark (Kuzma/Bartík 2004). it appeared as a circular ditch without visible interruptions.
Magnetic measurement was realized on the area 70 x 70 m with the point density 0,15 x 0,5 m. it is possible to specify a
linear anomaly of intensity from -10 to 10 nt on the map of residual magnetic anomalies (Fig. 10). this anomaly forms
enclosed circular shape - 4 to 5 m wide ditch of a rondel with measurements 54 x 50 m. rondel has two simple entrances
along e - W axis. dating of this prehistoric rondel is not precised yet. although there were few sherds of linear pottery
culture recognized among materials from rondel, such dating is not probable (Kuzma/Tirpák 2004a).
PODHORANY - MECHENICE, Nitra district
rondel was detected as a soil mark during aerial prospecting (Kuzma/Bartík/Rajtár 2002; Kuzma 2007, Fig. 14
in this journal). Magnetic measurement was realized on the area 145 x 150 m with the point density 0,2 x 0,5 m. geophysical measurements on the site was processed as a map of residual magnetic anomalies (Fig. 11) where it is
possible to specify anomalies of circular shape with intensity from -15 to 15 nt and width from 4 to 6 m. these anomalies form two ditches system - a rondel with four entrances. diameter of outer ditch is 120 m in n - s direction and
110 m in e - W direction. the diameter of inner ditch is 85 m in n - s direction and 80 m in e - W direction. advanced

Fig. 12. podhorany-sokolníky. Magnetogramm, dynamics -+/10 nanotesla in 256 colour values from blue to violet.

Fig. 13. prašník. Magnetogramm, dynamics +/-11 nanotesla in
256 colour values from blue to violet.
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four wing entrances can be identified by outer ditch. along with three linear anomalies with intensity 5 nt and width
from 1 to 2 m, the isolated isometric anomalies with intensity from -5 to 10 nt were identified. average width of the
latter varies from 5 to 8 m. the origin of linear anomalies can be probably searched in old roads while isometric anomalies were caused by settlement archaeological objects (Kuzma/Tirpák 2004c).
PODHORANY - SOKOLNÍKY, Nitra district
rondel was detected by aerial prospecting as a soil mark (Kuzma/Bartík/Rajtár 2002). Magnetic measurement
was carried out on the area 90 x 90 m with the point density 0,2 x 0,5 m. on the magnetic map (Fig. 12) anomalies of
oval shape with intensity from -10 to 10 nt and width from 2 to 4 m can be specified. residual magnetic anomalies
form ellipsoid object with the 70 m long main axis and 60 m long cross-axis. supposedly, they represent a prehistoric
rondel with three entrances. apart from linear anomalies, the isolated isometric anomalies with intensity from -3 to
5 nt and average width up to 5 m were identified. Magnetic anomalies probably indicate archaeological structures,
such as pits, sunken dwellings etc. (Kuzma/Tirpák 2004c).
PRAŠNÍK, Piešťany district
rondel in prašník was identified on the vertical
topographic image and verified by aerial photographing (Kuzma 2002; Kuzma 2007, Fig. 18 in this journal).
it occurred as rather indistinct soil mark represented
by two incomplete concentric circles. Magnetic measurement was carried out on the area 150 x 150 m with
the point density 0,15 x 0,5 m. on the magnetic map
(Fig. 13) the anomalies with intensity from -11 to 11 nt
and width from 4 to 7 m can be specified. they reflect
a ditch of 130 m diameter. Measurement confirmed
four simple entrances along n - s as well as e - W axis
with the width from 3 to 6 m. other linear anomalies
with intensity from -2 to 2 nt run parallelly with the
ditches and they probably represent palisade grooves.
anomalies of isometric shape with the same values
probably indicate archaeological objects such as pits.
unlike aerial photographs, geophysical measurement
confirmed only one ditch (Kuzma/Tirpák 2006c).
RUŽINDOL, Trnava district
the only one from recently discovered rondels
where extensive archaeological excavation was realized
on the area 60 x 140 m is situated in ružindol. its results
are interesting from several perspectives, primarily from
the point of view of aerial photographs interpretation.
it was identified on the topographic images from 1985
where it appeared like a double circular structure (Kuzma
1995; Kuzma 2007, Fig. 11 in this journal). in 1989 it was
also photographed as a double linear soil mark.
consequent geophysical measurement was carried out with an objective to precise the area of identified fortification. Magnetic method was employed
on the site; proton magnetometer pM-2 for the area
190 x 175 m with the point density 1 x 1 m and caesium
magnetometer for the area 150 x 100 m with the point
density 0,15 x 0,5 m.
Measurements resulted in the maps of residual anomalies for both proton (Fig. 14a) and caesium (Fig. 14b)
magnetometers. the results confirmed only one ditch
with two advanced wing entrances (Tirpák 1997). it is
represented by two semicircular linear anomalies with
magnetic intensity from -15 to 15 nt and width from
5 to 10 m. these anomalies face each other and end up in
wing entrances. inside rondel the isometric and less striking
linear anomalies with intensity from -5 to 8 nt were identified. archaeological excavation also proved only one ditch
of the rondel with diameter 93 m and with the width 13 m
(Němejcová-Pavúková 1997). it can be dated to lengyel i.

Fig. 14a. ružindol. Magnetogramm, dynamics +/-15 nanotesla in
256 colour values from blue to violet (proton magnetometer).
recognising trench

Fig. 14b. ružindol. Magnetogramm, dynamics +/-15 nanotesla in
256 colour values from blue to violet (caesium magnetometer).
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VEĽKÝ CETÍN, Nitra District
rondel was detected by aerial prospecting as a soil mark (Kuzma/Hanzelyová/Rajtár/Tirpák 1996). Magnetic measurement was realized on the area 120 x 90 m with the point density 1 x 1 m. on the magnetic map (Fig. 15) the
anomalies with intensity from -10 to 10 nt and width from 3 to 5 m can be specified. residual magnetic anomalies
concentrate into enclosed ellipsoid shape with the main axis 95 m long and cross-axis 70 m long. it is probably
a circular enclosure from the Bronze age with three entrances. Moreover, the isolated isometric anomalies with
intensity from -4 to 7 nt and width up to 5 m were identified that probably indicate archaeological features such as
pits, sunken dwellings etc.
VEĽKÝ LAPÁŠ, Nitra district
rondel was detected by aerial prospecting as a soil
mark (Kuzma/Bartík/Rajtár 2002). Magnetic measurement
on the area 100 x 100 m with the point density 0,2 x 0,5 m
revealed anomalies of oval shape with intensity from
-10 to 10 nt and width from 2 to 4 m (Fig. 16). residual
magnetic anomalies concentrate into enclosed ellipsoid
shape with the main axis 80 m long and cross-axis 70 m
long. it is probably a circular enclosure from the Bronze
age with three entrances. also isolated isometric anomalies were identified with intensity from -3 to 5 nt and
width up to 5 m. they probably indicate archaeological
features such as pits, sunken dwellings etc.

Fig. 15. veľký cetín. Magnetogramm, dynamics +/-10 nanotesla
in 256 colour values from blue to violet.

Fig. 16. veľký lapáš. Magnetogramm, dynamics +/-10 nanotesla
in 256 colour values from blue to violet.

ZEMIANSKE SADY, Nitra district
rondel occurred as a soil mark on aerial photographs (Kuzma/Tirpák 2004b). it appeared as slightly
oval ditch without visible interruptions. Magnetic measurement was realized on the area 70 x 70 m with the
point density 0,15 x 0,5 m. linear anomaly with intensity
from -8 to 8 nt can be specified on the map of residual
magnetic anomalies (Fig. 17). it forms enclosed slightly
ellipsoid shape - a ditch with measurements 45 x 51 m.
From interpretation of the magnetic map it is obvious
that the ditch is 4 to 5 m wide and rondel has simple entrances along ne - sW axis. other linear anomalies with
intensity -8 nt were identified in the northern part of
the rondel. anomaly 15 m south of rondel has intensity
up to 4 nt.
on the basis of few fragments the rondel can be
dated generally to the prehistory, perhaps to the neolithic.
ŽITAVCE, Nitra district
rondel was detected by aerial prospecting in
2001 as a soil mark (Kuzma/Bartík/Rajtár 2002; Kuzma
2007, Fig. 17 in this journal). Magnetic measurement
was carried out on the area 160 x 150 m with the point
density 0,15 x 0,5 m. on the magnetic map (Fig. 18) the
anomalies with intensity from -12 to 12 nt and width
from 2 to 6 m can be specified. Magnetic anomalies
concentrate into enclosed geometric shapes that reflect
six ditches system presumably from more chronological phases. according to the archaeological material
the rondel can be dated to the neolithic. the first building phase is represented by outer ditches with four
entrances where ditches have diameters 132 m, 118 m
and 108 m. the second building phase is represented
by inner ditches with six entrances. along with the linear anomalies, the isolated isometric anomalies with
intensity from -3 to 8 nt and average width up to 8 m
were identified. these anomalies are probably caused
by archaeological features such as pits, sunken dwellings etc. (Kuzma/Tirpák 2003).
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Fig. 17. zemianske sady. Magnetogramm, dynamics +/-8 nanotesla in 256 colour values from blue to violet.

Fig. 18. Žitavce. Magnetogramm, dynamics +/-12 nanotesla in
256 colour values from blue to violet.

Fig. 19. Majcichov. Magnetogramm, dynamics +/-15 nanotesla in 256 colour values from blue to violet.
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Fig. 20. Majcichov. Map of analytic signal of magnetic field.

Fig. 21. závod. Magnetogramm, dynamics +/-7 nanotesla in 256 colour values from brown to beige.
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Fortifications and other features within hill forts
BRANČ, Nitra district
according to the written sources, a medieval
settlement was situated on the low sand dune that used
to be an island in the past detached from the terrace of
the nitra river by narrow river branch (Ruttkay et al.
1995).
Magnetic measurement was realized on the area
1,4 ha with the point density 0,2 x 0,5 m in the vertical
gradient mode. it resulted in a map (Fig. 22) depicting
the course of a magnetic vertical gradient anomaly with
intensity from -15 to 15 nt/m and width from 3 to 4 m.
this anomaly reflects a ditch of circular shape with 45 m
diameter and two entrances. settlement structures datable from the neolithic through the Bronze age up to
the Middle ages are present on the site, too.
MAJCICHOV. Nitra district
two different types of magnetometers were employed by geophysical prospecting in Majcichov, namely Förster Ferex 4.032 dlg from Förster company
(germany) and caesium magnetometer sMartMag
sM-4g from scintrex company (Ruttkay/Henning/Fottová/Eyub/Milo/Tirpák 2006).
Below the results obtained by caesium magnetometer are presented. Magnetic measurement was
carried out on the area 300 x 400 m with the point density 0,5 x 0,2 m. on the map of residual magnetic anomalies (Fig. 19) local anomalies with intensity from
-15 to 30 nt were specified that represent archaeological features. a feature that is the best to follow is a fortification system - a rampart of the hillfort and a ditch
along its outer face (Kuzma 2007, Fig. 2 in this journal).
Magnetic anomalies inside the hill fort reflect present
archaeological settlement features. there is only few
such features visible on the map what is caused by
fluvial layer burying cultural layer, the fact also proved by very few sherds found on the surface.
it is obvious from the map of analytic signal of
magnetic field (Fig. 20) that the slavonic hill fort fortification system - the rampart - was burnt in three forths of
its circumference. its south-western part that remained
untouched by the fire allows following the structure of
the rampart on magnetogramm. however, the image
is negatively influenced by a gasoline with cathode isolation and by electric ferro-concrete poles that caused
magnetic values of several hundreds nt.

Fig. 22. Branč. Magnetogramm, dynamics +/-15 nanotesla in
256 colour values from blue to violet.

Fig. 23. poľný kesov. Map of apparent resistivity, dynamics 50
- 75 ohm.m in 256 colour values from blue to violet.

roman marching camps
aerial prospecting played an important role by
discovering of the roman marching camps. More than
dozen camps were identified during prospecting and
more than half of them was followingly prospected by
geophysical methods.
ZÁVOD, Malacky district
the roman marching camp was detected in
the grain field (Blažová/Kuzma/Rajtár 2000). Magnetic
measurement was realized on the area 260 x 210 m
with the point density 0,15 x 0,5 m. From the results
a map of residual magnetic anomalies was processed
(Fig. 21) where linear anomalies with intensity

Fig. 24. poľný kesov. Magnetogramm, dynamics +/-15 nanotesla
in 256 colour values from blue to violet.
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from -7 to 7 nt indicate the ditches of the marching
camp. Measurement allowed precising the marching
camp’s ground plan with measurement 170 x 250 m.
archaeological structures from the roman period are
present on the site, too.
architectures
Many of geophysically prospected sites represent
sacral objects such as churches, chapels and monasteries. in total 28 churches, 3 chapels and 8 monasteries
were prospected. prospecting was aimed at completing
the knowledge about the ground plans of buried structures outside the standing buildings, localisation of architectures below the floors of standing buildings, their
interior ground plans, identification of building phases
and preservation condition and building development
of the sacral architectures.

Fig. 25. poľný kesov. selected amplitude time slices from the
gpr survey above the main church building.

Fig. 26. reconstruction of church’s ground plan on the basis of
geophysical measurements.

POĽNÝ KESOV, Nitra district
location of a deserted church was detected by aerial prospecting in 2000 (Kuzma/Blažová/Bartík/Rajtár 2001;
Kuzma 2007, Fig. 43 in this journal). in the course of more
extensive aerial prospecting knowledge about location and
extent of the deserted medieval village were obtained too
(Kuzma/Samuel/Tirpák 2004).
consequently, with the aim to investigate in nondestructive way the deserted architectures, a geoelectric
resistivity profiling, magnetic and georadar measurements were carried out on the site.
as seen on isoohm map (Fig. 23), the local resistivity anomalies reached values from 50 to 75 ohm.m.
the resistivity values over 65 ohm.m show increased
ground apparent resistivity. this kind of increased local
resistivity anomalies indicate the presence of the foundation remains of a sacral building with measurements
16 x 7 m with recognizable supporting pillars foundations by the western wall of the church nave.
in the map of residual magnetic anomalies (Fig. 24)
a circular anomaly with intensity from -7 to 7 nt can be
specified that indicates the ditch of oval shape around
the church. supposedly, the ditch originated at the end
of the 19th century and delimited the area of the church.
isometric anomalies with intensity from -3 to 5 nt indicate archaeological settlement structures.
results of georadar measurements with 500 Mhz
antenna refined and completed the knowledge about the
building development of the sacral object (Fig. 25). church
foundations were identified in the depth 20-150 cm
and they are ca. 80-100 cm wide. georadar measurement
allowed defining the eastern part of the church’s ground
plan, of the apse in the shape of prolonged semicircle
and of a feature with measurements 6 x 7 m situated
north-east of the church sanctuary (Samuel/Tirpák 2007).
geophysical measurements allowed reconstructing the
building phases of the deserted architecture and of its
immediate surrounding (Fig. 26).
RADOĽA, Kysucké Nové Mesto district
geophysical measurement aimed at localising the
architectural remains from the 13th century was carried
out on the site of the deserted church that was archaeologically excavated in 1956. according to the results of
archaeological excavation, the foundations of the stone-
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built sacral structure consisting of 9,8 x 9,1 m large nave and 6,4 x 5,1 m large sanctuary were unearthed. a sacristy
with measurements 5 x 4,1 m was uncovered on the sanctuary’s northern side. the church had nW - se orientation
(Petrovský-Šichman 1963).
to verify these results, the resistivity method with twin configuration of electrodes and the dipole electromagnetic
profiling method were used on the site. an area of 300 m2 with the point density 1 x 1 m was geophysically prospected.
anomalies with intensity from 230 to 420 ohm.m are visible on the resistivity map (Fig. 27) where anomalies with the
values over 300 ohm.m indicate the architectural remains of excavated church. on the isomilisiemensmeter map (Fig. 28)
the anomalies vary from 7 to 18 ms/m and anomalies below 10 ms/m indicate the architectural remains of excavated
church. comparison of the results of both applied methods shows the importance of employment of different geophysical
approaches that allows obtaining of more complex information about the preservation of the church’s foundations.
conclusions
non-destructive methods including geophysical prospecting enlarge considerably the database and knowledge
about the past settlement of the territory of slovakia. in the course of the period of employing the geophysical prospecting in archaeology, its undoubted advantages and effectiveness by localising the archaeological sites, by acquiring
basic data about their extent, structure and location in the past landscape were established. these data have reliability

Fig. 27. radoľa. Map of apparent resistivity, dynamics 80-300 ohm.m in 256 colour values from
blue to violet.

Fig. 28. radoľa. Map of apparent conductivity, dynamics 7-18 ms/m in 256 colour values from
red to violet.
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and they also represent a valuable base for the primary evidence of archaeological sites and their protection. complex
processing of geophysical results along with the geographic, geological, pedological and other data offers new insights
on the development of individual sites and of the whole landscape. geophysical data gained in importance thanks to
their irreplaceability and complementarity in the relation with other field methods in archaeology.
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the quality of DtM with respect to the useD software
anD Definition of input Data
Elena Blažová
Key words: digital terrain model, triangulated irregular, GIS software, interpolation
using modern technological approaches, the topographic mapping and survey of archaeological sites, manifesting by artificial changes of the relief, offer very demonstrative view of the landscape.

Fig. 1. aerial view of the site. photo by i. kuzma, institute of archaeology sas.

Fig. 2. dtM examples without and with defined terrain lines
processed in 3 softwares.

such, in regard of the extent of the site and its vegetation sometimes rather minor relief changes, can become
more expressive after data collecting and model creation.
digital terrain model can be simply defined as a result of interpolation of a set of spatially defined points.
paper presents the digital terrain model creation for archaeological sites and compares the models
processed from the identical data sets with the help
of different softwares. to be able to create the dtM of
a good quality, it is inevitable to assign specific character
to data already by their collecting. unlike data collecting
in natural terrain, lining-up of single elements is very
important by mapping the archaeological sites as they
represent the determining characteristics by creation of
tin (triangulated irregular network).
a module for dtM creation is a usual accessory by
majority of available gis softwares. a combination of proper
data collecting and suitable software is a precondition for creation of the most realistic model of an archaeological site.
For archaeological site’s dtM it is more convenient
to use tin method as the topologic relations between
the points are expressed explicitly (triangular network
connecting neighbouring points) that becomes evident
by complicated processing and presentation. it is also
possible to create a dtM from data in regular network,
i.e. raster or grid, where, however, tolopogic relations
are expressed implicitly. in regard of processing optimization, this method is rather fitting for processing the
topographic relief of larger units.
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Further step is interpolation and choice of optimal spatial resolution of resultant rasters. it is obvious that apart
from hydrology, meteorology, modelling of geomorphological processes etc., the dtM found its position also in
archaeological sites prospecting.
as a case study, a dtM creation from kamenín site is presented.
Figured dtMs are based on the identical data and processed in three softwares - site Works (Microstation),
arcgis (esri) and surfer (goldensoftware). on the right side the results regarding the point characteristics - lines
- and on the left side the results not regarding the point characteristics are shown. the models are presented in the
grey scale without implementing the colour scale or other overlays for better comparison.
elena Blažová
archaeological institute of sas
akademická 2
949 21 nitra, slovakia
nrauhanz@savba.sk

archaeoloGical research anD Geophysical exploration at the early MeDieval fortifieD settleMent in MaJcichov anD other sites
Joachim Henning - Matej Ruttkay - Eyub Eyub - Peter Bednár - Eva Fotová - Peter Milo - Jan Tirpák Monika Kopčeková - Klaudia Daňová
Key words: Majcichov, Slavic fortified settlement, magnetometry, excavations
More detailed archaeological exploration and excavationat several early medieval fortified settlements in
western slovakia were realized in yearsr 2004-2006 within the common project called summer school of archaeology
(archaeological institute of the slovak academy of sciences in nitra - the project manager Matej ruttkay - and the
J. W. goethe universität Frankfurt am Mein - the project manager prof. Joachim henning) and in the framework
of the project „protection and rescue of archaeological and historical Monuments as an integral part of european
cultural heritage“. the impulse for the rise of these projects were also first new results of aerial photography that in

Fig. 1. Majcichov, distr. of trnava. the timber grate found under the chamber and the front stone screen of the mound.
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Fig. 2. Magnetic gradiometry survey of Majcichov.
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several cases brought signs of changes in original ground plans of buildings or a presence of new fortifying structures. the project task was also to educate archaeological youth within the summer school of archaeology as well as to
obtain dendrological samples, which consequently could be evaluated in german laboratories.
special attention was paid to three lowland finding places - inundation fortified settlements in Majcichov, pobedim und Bíňa. Majcichov and pobedim were completely geophysical measured and Bíňa only partly. in Majcichov
and Bíňa also probing was done that was aimed in finding-out the site state, defining its construction characteristics
and also in précising its dating (the best way by dendro-chronology).
two independent magnetometric measurements were carried out in Majcichov, the first with caesium magnetometer sMartMag sM 4g (scintrex, canada) by J. tirpák and the second one with caesium Forster Ferex
4.032 dlg (Foerster instruments incorporated, usa) by e. eyub and p. Milo. using these apparatuses we can compare the measured results, which differ in certain details.
as far as the geophysics is concerned, the measurements from the fortified settlements brought relatively different results. Whereas the site in Majcichov is outstanding mainly by its well observable structure of fortification, in
which also detailed construction elements are visible at some point, in pobedim such observations were not possible.
in spite of the fact that the mound in pobedim was also destroyed by fire, it does not show remarkably different
magnetic values toward its neighbourhood and its line is only less better observable than non-burnt less identifiable
segment of the mound in Majcichov.
the other and basic different in results of geophysical measurements is the presence of archaeological objects
inside the fortified settlement area and out of it as well. in Majcichov the archaeological objects on the site area were
measured only rarely, however, in pobedim they are documented almost on the whole acropolis as well as on the
big area of the settlement in front. the absence of magnetic anomalies within the fortified settlement in Majcichov
cannot automatically indicate the absence of archaeological objects. it probably is a consequence of inundation layer
covering the inner area of the settlement.the archaeological research alone documented a system of the fortification
construction - a mound and a timber chamber construction with foundation grate.
results of geophysical measurements between middle and outer rampart in Bíňa pointed out to the presence
of earth-houses, but also to other anomalies. at each of these sites, samples for 14c analysis were taken directly from
the constructions.
results of the three stage of the project solving prove that a pointed research can give constant new information
on early medieval fortified sites. remarkable precision has been obtained first of all in the question of knowing of the
fortifying construction in Majcichov, in finding of another settlement agglomerations.
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GeoMaGnetic prospectinG of the hill-fort of pobeDiM (slovakia)
Joachim Henning - Eyub Eyub – Matej Ruttkay
Key words: Pobedim, slavic hill fort, magnetometry
the hill-fort of pobedim, known for a long time, was fully geo-magnetically prospected by three consecutive
measuring campaigns (2004, 2005, 2006). With together 23 hectares of prospected surface is pobedim the largest geomagnetically researched fort area in central europe.
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after the years-lasting excavations, generously focused on the fortification-structures, an exact picture of the
internal-structure of the area could be eventually gained. the geomagnetic prospecting brought many information
and interesting results according to this structure. the geomagnetic picture provides us not only with the view of
the whole location, but also with lots of detailed information. Besides many little-spacious anomalies, which have
clearly definable frontiers, also a lot of linear structures along the fortification line were exactly documented. in spite
of the high number of the obviously anthropogenic ground movements enables the geomagnetic picture to identify
many of the detectable single structures such as pole-tracks and holes. at many places, parts of the wall constructions
with fire-tracks were found. they were the right locations for targeted excavations in order to gain charcoal. thereby
there is a chance for an exact dendrochronologic dating. the last measuring discovered till now unknown parts of
the fortification. this new-appearance could have been probably a previous construction, that means an older fortification area.
the complexity of the magnetization-process reflects the existing archeological problems. the geomagnetic
prospecting has shown on the example of pobedim, what a large spectrum of questions could be handled.

Fig. 1. Magnetic gradiometry survey of pobedim.
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analysis of rounDel visibility in Gis environMent
Ivan Kuzma - Tibor Lieskovský
Key words: Prašník, Kočín, roundel, GIS, visibility
analyses of spatial relations between prehistoric circular enclosures (roundels) and the countryside, and analyses of mutual spatial relations between the rondels may help clarify their origins and function. the analysis of
mutual visibility is one of such analyses. visibility could have been an important factor for selection of a site. it had
the pragmatic defensive function, for it was necessary to strategically choose places with the largest possible view
and thus control the territory. Mutual visibility of rondels allowed to signal possible attacks. visibility of rondels
could have played an important role also with regard to their functions as centres of cult or power, since sites were
sometimes chosen symbolically on elevated areas dominating the countryside (Dreslerová 1996). visibility was also
a key factor in those cases when rondels were built for the purposes of astronomy.
visibility analyses are currently done in geographic information systems (gis) environments, which are equipped with relevant analytical instruments (viewshed, or line of sight). the basis for the analysis is a digital altitude

Fig. 1. a - prašník, oblique photograph 6 May 2001; b - kočín, oblique photograph 9 June 2004.

Fig. 2. a - Magnetic map of prašník enclosure; b - Magnetic map of kočín enclosure.
this contribution has arisen in support grant vega 7015.
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model which is most frequently in the grid form. at this point it is important to specify terminological difference
between the digital terrain model (dtM) and the digital relief model (drM):
- Digital relief model DRM is a statistical representation of the continual earth’s surface through a large number
of selected points with known coordinates x, y and z in a random grid system (Rapant 2005). it defines the primary
earth’s surface and excludes anthropogenic and natural elements such as buildings and vegetation.
- Digital terrain model DTM represents the top part of the surface including buildings and vegetation. it expresses not only earth’s surface but also the surface of all objects on it (roofs, treetops etc.). the model can be created from
entry data acquired by photogrammetry, lidar data or similar.
in most cases drM is used for spatial analyses because anthropogenic and natural elements (woods or lines
of trees) cause problems which must be reduced (e.g. analysis of possible watercourses). in contrast, dtM is used
for visibility analyses as it takes into account natural and anthropogenic obstructions which might prevent the view
(e.g. vegetation). however, usually only drM is available.
natural obstructions are generally one of the biggest problems in visibility modelling. this was even more so
in the past. if we know the current position of vegetation and at least its approximate height we are able to model its

Fig. 3. digital relief model.

Fig. 4. process of summing up visibility layers.
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course. this is also the case with buildings. the problem arises, however, when the structure of the countryside in the
past is being determined. it can partially be reconstructed on the basis of historic maps (e.g. 1st. and 2nd ordnance
survey) but that is only possible approximately to the Middle ages. however, we assume there was more vegetation
in the prehistoric ages than there is today. therefore we suppose that where it was necessary and purposeful, there
might have existed aisles between two points or, in case of hillforts, the hilltops might have been depleted of vegetation, or artificially elevated areas might have been built (watch towers).
the analysis is done on the principle that from a particular point (the grid cell) the visibility of all other cells
is observed. this point approximation has its limitations, for an archaeological site rarely represents only one point
(like with e.g. a watch tower). objects are usually of area character, which means that what is visible is always a
particular part or that different parts of the area are observable from different places. there is also certain risk in
localising a site (or an object) as a point. if localised for example directly below the hilltop, the object might be hidden
in phantom obscuration. such problems can be partially reduced by adding the height of the observer or the aim to
the surface (so-called offset).
We have analysed mutual visibility of prašník and kočín circular enclosures. these roundels were identified by
aerial prospection. subsequently they were geophysically measured and their position was determined by gps.

Fig. 5. geoprocessing model of mutual visibility analysis.

Fig. 6. visibility of the surrounding area of the rondels.
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Prašník
the prašník roundel was detected on a vertical photograph taken on 24 august 1985 (Kuzma 2002, 95). it was
confirmed as a soil mark (Fig. 1a) by oblique photographing on 6 May 2001 (Kuzma/Bartík/Rajtár 2003).
the roundel is situated above vrbové town in a slight valley. this position allows a view from the enclosure in
sse to ssW direction but in a relatively limited angle of 80-90 grades. it lies 310-322 m above sea level on the slope
orientated in south-east direction; the distance between its highest and lowest points is 12 m.
Field walking on the rondel area has given small amount of material, which dates it to the first phase of lengyel
culture.
the magnetometric measurements confirmed a ditch with diameter of 130 m with four simple entrances 3 to 6 m
wide and orientated in north-south and east-west directions (Fig. 2a).
Further anomalies are inside the rondel. they follow the ditch in two lines in the distance of 11 and 19 m. the
diameter of the first one is 90 m, that of the second one is 70 m; they are 1 m wide. the inner line has two interruptions: one is wing-shaped, 7 m long and directed outwards; the other one has 8 m long wings directed inwards, the
width between them is 10 m on southern side and 13 m on northern side. the outer line has four interruptions with
width of 28 m on northern and south-western side, and 6 m on eastern side. the wings on the northern side are orientated inwards, on the eastern side outwards. the interruptions of both of the lines only follow the entrances of the
main ditch in case of the northern entrance.
the most surprising result of the geophysical measurement are 12 distinct anomalies with intensity of 4 to 16 nt
and with a diameter of 4 to 6 m, situated in regular distances between the ditch entrances. it is always three holes
between two interruptions. When the opposite holes are connected by lines, their intersections are with slight deviation situated in the middle of the rondel.
We suppose the existence of two other concentric circles with unclear point anomalies inside the inner line, on
the axes of the lines of the outer holes. the inner circle has a diameter of 38 m, the other one 60 m. however, this interpretation is hypothetical and could be confirmed by a new measurement by a magnetometer of higher sensitivity
(0,001 nt).
KOČÍN, Trnava district
a roundel of a diameter of 60-70 m was detected as a positive crop mark in low maize on 9 June 2004 (Fig. 1b).
it lies 180 m above sea level on a slight slope orientated south-eastwards.
geophysical measurements on the site were processed into a map of residual magnetic anomalies (Fig. 2b).
negative factor was the presence of an iron pipeline, only the south-eastern part of the enclosure can thus be used for
interpretation as two ditches can be identified here, probably with two interruptions.

Fig. 7. view from kočín on prašník.
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the original intention to analyse these rondels with regard to the orientation of the gates was made impossible
by the presence of the pipeline running through the kočín rondel, which also disabled its exact interpretation. We
have therefore only analysed mutual visibility with respect to the geometric centre of the rondels.
as a basis drM (Fig. 3) was used, acquired by vectorisation of contour lines of the Basic map of the slovak
republic in scale 1 : 10 000. these contour lines were supplemented with terrain edges and with height points. superstructure arcgis - 3d analyst was used to generate a terrain model in tin form, which was for the purpose of
further analyses converted to grid with cells of 10 m.
the process of analysis was as follows (Fig. 4):
• for each rondel an individual binary grid was generated, with visibility values 1 - visible, and 0 - invisible
• the grids were summed up
• the final grid shows the number of places from which a particular cell of the grid is visible at the same time,
or how many places are visible from a particular cell at the same time
For this process the so-called “geoprocessing” instrument was created in arcgis - Model Builder environment,
which also allows analyses on a different area or on different sites (Fig. 5). this instrument can be modified to script,
which is used for batch processing of several sites and for generating of “visibility matrix” (Lieskovský, 2006).
When analysing we assumed visibility from earth’s surface, i.e. we did not add any artificial height above the
terrain. With respect to the short mutual distance we did not account for the influence of atmospheric refraction or for
earth curvature. this influence can be modelled and must be accounted for especially in case of more distant points,
for in this way artificial visibilities could be created, which are in reality impossible because of earth curvature.
the results imply that both rondels were mutually visible almost on the whole area. From the visibility of the
surrounding area (Fig. 6) we can assume that they might have been built deliberately out of the requirement about
their mutual visibility. this assumption is especially valid for the prašník rondel, as almost the whole area is situated
in the zone of mutual visibility (red colour), while the closest area is partially or completely invisible. this analysis
was experimentally verified in the terrain (Fig. 7).
in conclusion, the spatial analyses of archaeological objects and their relations may bring significant results.
the analyses contribute especially to a better understanding of the function and significance of these constructions.
however, the analyses and their interpretations have their limitations caused by both the methods and the
quality of input data. in case of rondels it will be interesting to observe the mutual visibility with regard to the orientation of the gates and inner features. the basic and necessary assumption is the simultaneous existence of these
constructions in the same period.
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Geophysical prospectinG of DeserteD villaGe Dolný poltár
Ján Tirpák - Eva Fottová - Martin Bartík
Key words: dipole electromagnetic profiling, ground penetrating radar, magnetometry, digital terrain model, Middle Ages,
deserted village
archaeological excavation of a deserted village dolný poltár was realized in 1965-1968 by institute of archaeology of slovak academy of sciences in nitra under the direction of i. hrubec. site is situated in the south of the central slovakia in the valley of the river ipeľ, at the south-western edge of town poltár. the first known written record
about medieval village in dolný poltár comes from the mid 13th century. village was deserted in the 17th century.

Fig. 1. plan of archaeological excavation in dolný poltár. 1 - manor house
15th century; 2 - manor house 16th century; 3 - tower 13th century.

Fig. 2. dolný poltár. Map of apparent conductivity, dynamics
12-32 ms/m in 256 colour values from black to violet.
this contribution has arisen in support grant vega 6121.

in the course of four excavation seasons major
part of the village was explored (Fig. 1). three manors,
a church with a cemetery and several outbuildings were
unearthed. in the 13th century two- to three-storey stone-built residential tower and one-nave gothic church
with cemetery were established in dolný poltár. in the
later periods the cemetery was enclosed by a stone wall
and ossarium was built there. in the 15th century a new
gothic manor was established. it was built on the rectangular ground plan (23 x 8 m) with northern tower and
western annex. the third manor - a mansion of the sóos
family originated in the course of the 16th century. it consisted of fortified renaissance building with a tower and
inner courtyard and was rebuilt after fire in the second
half of the 16th century. the village and sóos’ mansion
deserted during the turkish raids in the 17th century.
in 1791 remaining stones from the ruins were collected
and used for the construction of a new church in horný
poltár village (present poltár). at the same time the inhabitants from deserted dolný poltár moved to horný
poltár, too.
it was during the archaeological excavation of dolný poltár in 1966 when non-destructive resistivity profiling method was used for the first time in slovakia that
was aimed at localisation of the church. on the spots with
anomalies of apparent resistivity the negatives of church
foundations and stone enclosure were uncovered.
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Fig. 3. dolný poltár. Magnetogram, dynamics 20 - 110 in 256 colour values from blue to violet.

Fig. 4. dolný poltár. gpr survey of the 15th century manor, selected amplitude time slices.

Fig. 5. dolný poltár. gpr survey of archaeological structures,
selected amplitude time slice for depth = 0,35 m.

the main goal of the geophysical prospecting in 2006-2007 was to investigate the preservation condition of
the archaeological structures uncovered in the course of excavation in the past and buried again as well as to detect
up-to-now unknown archaeological structures. total area of 1,5 ha with the point density 0,5 x 0,2 m was measured.
several non-destructive methods were used at the site, namely mapping and survey, dipole electromagnetic profiling
(deMp), magnetic and ground penetrating radar (gpr) measurements.
the deMp results are presented on the map of apparent conductivity for the area 60 x 37 m (Fig. 2) where anomalies reach the values from 12 to 32 ms/m. the conductivity values below 15 ms/m indicate present remains of the
foundation masonry and stone destruction of the 15th century manor. in the north-eastern part of prospected area the
lower conductivity value is caused by the presence of foundations, probably preserved only in their negatives.
Magnetic measurement was carried out on the area 100 x 90 m with the point density 0,5 x 0,2 m. local anomalies on
the map of analytic signal of magnetic field (Fig. 3) indicate presence of archaeological structures of a settlement character.
obtained results of gpr measurements with 500 Mhz antenna completed the information about the building
development of the 15th century manor (Fig. 4) where new southern annex, division of inner space by two division
walls and foundation walls with the width 80-100 cm in the depth 40-160 cm were specified. Furthermore, in the
north-western and eastern part of prospected area a concentration of anomalies indicating up-to-now unknown and
unexcavated archaeological structures was detected (Fig. 5).
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Geophysical prospectinG in porolissuM, roMania
Ján Tirpák - Ján Rajtár - Alexander Matei - Florin Scurtu - Vladimír Varsik
Key words: Roman city, magnetometry
porolissum is one of the largest and best preserved archaeological sites in romania. it is an ancient roman city
established by the roman emperor trajan in 106 ad. in the course of the time the site developed from a large military base for 5000 auxiliary soldiers to a roman city of about 25000 inhabitants (Matei 1997).

Fig. 1. view of the porolissum site.

Fig. 2. porolissum. Magnetogramm, dynamics +/-75 nanotesla in 256 colour values from blue to
orange.
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Fig. 3. porolissum. 3d visualization of magnetogramm.

in 1982 geophysical prospecting (magnetic measurement) was realized in the cooperation of zalau county Museum of art and history in zalau (romania) and institute of archaeology sas in nitra (slovakia). an area
300 x 300 m was measured with cesium smartmag sM 4 magnetometer (point density 0,15 x 0,5 m) and with proton
magnetometer (point density 1 x 1 m, Fig. 1). as the geological bedrock is formed by neovulcanites, the high values
of magnetic anomalies were expected. on the spots with the large terrain gradient corrections were made before data
interpretation.
on the map of residual magnetic anomalies (Fig. 2), where data from both magnetometers were joined, it was
possible to specify line anomalies with intensity from -75 nt to 75 nt that indicate terraces, street system and structure of neovulcanites - built foundation walls of architectural complexes - individual buildings of the city. Forum area
is dominating on the 3d visualization of magnetogramm (Fig. 3). Forum represented a centre of the city that covered
an area ca. 100 x 85 m and appears to consist of a central court that might have served as a marketplace, of basilica on
the northern, and of the public buildings, porticoes and shops along the western, eastern and southern sides.
the results of the geophysical prospecting are gradually verified by archaeological excavation within the american-romanian project (2006-2010) focused on the porolissum civic Forum (www.porolissum.org).
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Geophysical prospectinG of the bronze aGe site al-khiDr,
failaka islanD, state of kuwait
Peter Barta - Martin Bartík - Lucia Benediková - Jozef Ďuriš - Karol Pieta Shehab A. H. Shehab - Svorad Štolc, Jr. - Ján Tirpák
Key words: Al-Khidr, Failaka, Bronze Age, Early Dilmun, dipole electromagnetic profiling (DEMP), ground penetrating radar
(GPR), stone architectures, 3D modeling
Abstract
al-khidr is a Bronze age (early dilmun) site in the north-west of Failaka that has been excavated by the kuwaiti-slovak archaeological Mission (ksaM) since late 2004. the site indicated by numerous sherds and stone alignments over uneven surface is not in full accessible for digging. While a smaller part on the western shore of al-khidr
Bay is fully accessible for both non-destructive and destructive archaeology, a larger portion below the ground of
a modern islamic cemetery is available only for field-walking and geophysical prospecting (Fig. 1)
geophysical survey, which is aimed at tracing archaeological structures to estimate the extent of the site, has
been carried out at al-khidr since 2004. unlike deMp and gpr, magnetic method turned to be unsuitable due to the
large amounts of iron (gulf War) spoiling the signal.
DEMP
during the first season (2004) the shoreline part of the settlement and 2 smaller test areas in the cemetery were
measured by deMp and maps of apparent resistivities were produced (values 16 - 34 ohm.m for horizontal component and 9 - 20 ohm.m for vertical component, device eM38 from geonics company/canada).
after comparing results of the deMp measurements with results of excavation it was possible to associate anomalies on the shoreline with the Bronze age architectural remains (value 29-34 ohm.m for horizontal and
17-20 ohm.m for vertical component, pink and violet colours; Fig. 2). in the next seasons (2006, 2007) the whole cemetery ground was prospected by deMp. the map of apparent resistivities for the cemetery showed same values of
anomalies as the map for the area along the shoreline. this fact together with Bronze age sherds from the surface of

Fig. 1. general view of al-khidr site with general map of apparent resistivity for vertical component.
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Fig. 2. comparison of geophysical (deMp, horizontal component) and archaeological results on the shore of al-khidr.

Fig. 3. gpr results for al-khidr shore.
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Fig. 4. 3d model of bedrock layers on al-khidr shore on the basis of gpr data (250 Mhz antenna).

Fig. 5. comparison of geophysical (gpr, 250 Mhz antenna, depth 75 cm) and archaeological results on the shore of al-khidr.
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the cemetery allowed us to assume here some Bronze age architectures and to conclude that the Bronze age settlement spread from the shoreline to the south-west (Fig. 1). however, a sounding in the peripheral zone of the apparent resistivity anomaly outside the middle of eastern cemetery wall did not prove any buried features. as the core of
the anomaly lies inside the cemetery, which must for now remain unexcavated, we could not investigate its origin.
GPR
the areas on the shore and in the cemetery previously measured by deMp were in 2006 and 2007 surveyed by
gpr (device raMac X3M from geoscience Malå company/sweden with 250 Mhz and 500 Mhz antennas). the
gpr collected data have been presented in vertical and horizontal plains and further analysed by a complex image
processing.

Fig. 6. comparison of geophysical (gpr, 500 Mhz antenna, depth 30 cm) and archaeological results on the
shore of al-khidr.
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as for the shore (250 Mhz antenna), the areas with the highest amplitude of signal (value from 10000 to 23000; yellow and orange) are in the horizontal view recognizable as two curved lines (Fig. 3). the eastern one corresponds with the
course of the coastline, i.e. with the solid sea rock sloping down to the bay and forming its present bottom. similarly, the
western line might correspond with other solid sea-rock formation, perhaps marking an earlier coastline. this preliminary
view could support stratigraphic observations throughout the site (investigated by 9 test soundings along the cemetery
wall). irregular course of layers of hardened sand and other marine sediments, as well as varying level of water table testify to local changes of palaeorelief. as seen on the vertical gpr profiles, the bedrock layer between the two curved lines
is not fully interrupted. even a 3d model of the bedrock layers built from the vertical gpr profiles hardly shows major
disturbances of the bedrock in the extent estimated from Fig. 3 on the spots with lower amplitude of signal (below 8344.65;
Fig. 4a, 4b). accordingly, the hypothesis about an earlier coastline has to be viewed with caution.
the 3d bedrock modeling as well as depth and thickness estimation (Fig. 4b, 4c) has been carried out using
the scientific computational environment Matlab r2006a. Fairly good agreement between real bedrock depths and
gpr estimated depths has been achieved in three soundings 24W, 24X, 24z. however, in 22s a substantial estimation
error has been observed (Fig. 4b). nevertheless, in this particular case the gpr signal might have been spoiled by
opened trench under the gpr device while measuring. therefore we may assume that our view of the bedrock layers
is generally correct.
however, the main goal of prospecting by gpr was to detect archaeological (architectural) remains. leaving
the areas of the highest amplitude of signal out of consideration, relation of gpr results (250 Mhz antenna) with
archaeological remains is rather problematic. as shown on the general horizontal slice for the measured area on the
shore, the anomalies with amplitude of signal 3500-5000 (dark blue) follow the main course and orientation of the
excavated architectures from the Bronze age (Fig. 3). however, as seen from detailed comparison of gpr images with
what has been excavated, the radar signal from certain depths does not indicate buried stone architectures (Fig. 5).
the 500 Mhz antenna applied on two small areas on the shore (trenches 22s, 23v, 24v) turned out to be more
appropriate for this type of environment as it shows more details in the course of the ground plans of underground
structures. Fig. 6 shows e.g. continuation of the stone walls from trench 23W to the north (23v). at the same time it
has to be kept in mind that the 500 Mhz antenna, like the 250 Mhz one, reflects not only archaeologically interesting
structures (e.g. stone foundations) but also natural layers of sea rock that occur very close to surface on spots with
lower altitude.
even though some details from gpr horizontal slices (250 Mhz antenna) and deMp maps of resistivities
depict, perhaps, the same facts (Fig. 2; 5), the gpr results from the 250 Mhz antenna (used for the whole investigated
area) cannot be unambiguously interpreted, even for the excavated area.
therefore, neither the linear anomalies on the 250 Mhz antenna horizontal slices from the cemetery allow
univocal conclusion about the presence or absence of the Bronze age stone architectures.
Conclusion
as seen from comparisons of geophysically measured data and excavated situations, a simplistic interpretation
of geophysical maps from environment of al-khidr may well be over- or misinterpretation of the buried features.
having learned our lesson on the shore, the question of the presence and extent of the Bronze age structures in the
cemetery seems to be open.
Beyond work at al-khidr site, ksaM is involved in the general archaeological survey of Failaka employing the
geophysics also elsewhere on the island. this first extensive survey project in the north of arabian gulf (for more
details see paper on al-Qusur site in this volume and ) is possible only thanks to generous financial and material
support of national council for culture, arts and letters (state of kuwait) and the scientific background provided
by the institute of archaeology of slovak academy of sciences (nitra, slovakia).
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archaeoloGical anD Geophysical prospectinG of DeserteD early islaMic
villaGe al-qusur (failaka islanD, state of kuwait)
Karol Pieta - Shehab A. H. Shehab - Ján Tirpák - Mario Bielich Martin Bartík - Jozef Ďuriš
Key words: ground penetrating radar (GPR), archaeological excavations, settlement units, Early Middle Ages (6th-8th cent.
AD), Al-Qusur, Failaka Island, Kuwait
Abstract
First records of a settlement at al-Qusur site inland of the Failaka island with exceptionally well preserved
foundations of settlement units (houses with enclosures) come from 1960 aerial prospecting.

Fig. 1. plan of early Medieval village at al-Qusur on digital terrain model.
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Fig. 2. horizontal time slice for depth 0.3 m on the area of settlement unit 1.

Fig. 3. horizontal time slice for depth 0.3 m on the area of settlement unit 26.
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early Medieval village at al-Qusur was discovered and first excavated by italian mission in 1970s
(Patitucci/Uggeri 1984). in late 1980s it became a part of
a research project of the French mission that discovered and excavated, inter alia, a church there (Callot/Calvet 1999).
in the course of excavations in 1970s italians uncovered two houses in the centre of the site. in the monograph about discoveries on Failaka they presented a general plan of al-Qusur settlement that does not show all
the houses and enclosures, however. at the end of 1990s
the French mission worked out a new plan that was accessible for us only as a copy of a low quality without
numeration of individual objects.
according to the results of both missions it is
possible to say that the centre of the site was a monastery with a church (6th -7th cent. ad) surrounded by densely settled area. in its broader surroundings a large village was located with ca. 80 settlement units organized
in rows that can be dated to the early islamic period
(7th-8th cent. ad, umayyad and early abbasid dynasties).
scientific program of the kuwaiti-slovak archaeological Mission (ksaM) at al-Qusur started in February
2006. apart from field walking, ground penetrating radar (gpr) was employed on the site.
Archaeological prospecting
in 2006 ksaM mapped and surveyed sparser
settled and not yet completely documented southern
part of the early Medieval village. Most of the settlement units were sketched and some were 3d modelled in pc on the basis of the surface details observed
in field.
only three units were prospected in details with
the main goal to obtain datable material. one of the units,
no. 1-s (81 according to italian numeration), was prospected using two geophysical methods - gpr and dipole electromagnetic profiling (deMp).
in the course of survey in February and March
2007, 26 settlement units as well as number of simpler
structures was mapped on the western and very southern edge of the early Medieval settlement at al-Qusur and previous plans by italian and French missions
were corrected in important details. settlement units 26
and 41 were surveyed by gpr.
according to the knowledge obtained by three missions (italian, French. ksaM), the southern part of the
village was organized on linear ground plan (with main
axis in W-e direction) where enclosures and houses had
n-s orientation. the settlement unit consisted of the house, generally built of mud bricks on stone foundations,
outbuildings (e.g. barns, storerooms) and other structures
(e.g. fireplaces, wells, water cisterns).
in several settlement units, particular details, such
as turrets in the corners of enclosures, tower-like central
houses, well defendable entrances etc., could have been
observed.
as for an extent of the settlement, in comparison
to previous knowledge, ksaM proved much larger area
inland of Failaka was occupied during early Middle
ages (Fig. 1). the eastern and western borders of the
settlement area are, at the present time, clearly delimited by the marshes.
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GPR prospecting
gpr data were obtained using raMac X3M (geoscience Malå, sweden) device equipped with 500 Mhz
shielded antenna. selected areas were measured along
parallel profiles with mutual distance 0.50 m, in a step
mode of 0.035 m and time window of 60 ns.
the time slice data were processed in reflex-Win
sandmeier software (germany) and oasis Montaj (geosoft inc., canada).
three areas were measured with gpr: 1. settlement
unit 1 (50 x 50 m; Fig. 2), 2. settlement unit 26 (60 x 100 m;
Fig. 3), 3. settlement unit 41 (40 x 77 m; Fig. 4).
on each horizontal slice the structures can be
identified between 0 ns to 5 ns and from 23 ns to 40 ns.
time slices (Fig. 2, 3, 4) clearly show that anomalies
are caused by the foundations of the houses and enclosures. the results obtained with gpr within all
investigated areas highlight the relevance of using
the method on this specific site. in particular, this
method can be used for detection of complete ground
plans of the structures only partially exposed on surface.
Conclusions
recent archaeological excavations confirmed
some details of the structures detected by geophysical
prospecting. this part of the project is still in progress
and new surveys with employment of integrated geophysical methods are planned for the future years.
as for next, field research will be followed by
scientific analysis of the obtained material to draw up
complex picture of this 6th-8th century ad settlement important for chronological and cultural development in
kuwait and in the whole region of arabian gulf.

Fig. 4. horizontal time slice for depth 0.3 m on the area of settlement unit 41.
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Gallipoli ahead - air Survey between the baltic and Mediterranean
Otto Braasch
Key words: aerial archaeology, Baltic, Central Europe, Mediterranean
anyone who flies from the german Baltic sea coast to the Mediterranean, in order to search for archaeological
traces there, would be well advised to gather experience in domestic waters. there are sufficient opportunities on
offer. When the private flying prohibition in east germany, that had lasted over 50 years, was finally waived after
the fall of the iron curtain (Braasch 1995), the official archaeological Monuments authority in Mecklenburg-Western
pomerania under Fritz lueth soon called for archaeological aerial survey. the intention was to expand knowledge
of the existence of monuments, to document the condition and endangerment of well-known archaeological sites
- on land and at sea - as well as to make good with it the considerable lack of research caused by the prohibition of
flying and air photography (Braasch 1999). it should be said that romania amongst other countries still forbids aerial
photography officially and that italy only waived the prohibition in the spring of 2000 - aerial archaeology in europe
still suffers from the consequences of war and a fossilized bureaucracy.
searching in shallow water applies equally to unknown shipwrecks as well as to sunken harbour facilities, fortifications and settlement traces. changes are documented to already known underwater monuments and possible
threats to them are observed on repeated flights over a period of years. Flights are concentrated from october till
June. low sea-temperatures during this time provide acceptable visibility under water. the search applies just as
much to unknown ship wrecks as to sunken harbour facilities, fortifications and settlement traces. the aims also
include the lake forests, moorlands and stream meanders which have sunk into the sea over the millennia and which
are also of interest to the most diverse fields of Baltic sea research.
Airplane and equipment
the author travels as a one-man pilot and photographer in a light airplane of cessna 172 type at flight altitudes
of between 150 to 600 m. the plane is equipped as a stable photographic platform for quiet slow-speed flight over
noise-sensitive beach zones with a stol kit (short field takeoff and landing kit), a 3-blade-propeller and a special
silencer. the rich bird world of the coast deserves those pollution free, expensive alterations and benignly accepts the
slow forward movement of the metallic species together with its considerate route planning and does not let itself
be disturbed by the aircraft’s size and noises. occasionally migratory birds invite the aircraft to accompany them in
autumn and spring on their way over the open sea. as a high-winged machine with hinged upward opening side
windows the airplane offers ideal viewing conditions. the open windows and a roomy cabin offer ample freedom
of movement to the handheld digital and analogue 35 mm cameras so that they can be positioned freely for oblique
photographs. solidly mounted cameras are not used. gps devices and coloured electronic land and sea charts, which
are adjusted automatically, help to mark position coordinates of discoveries, to store them and to display them on
the screen as symbols. thus rapid and secure navigation is made possible to the find spots. the stored coordinates
and the recording time are set and evaluated after the flight together with handwritten recordings as a check list. the
similarly installed autopilot heads independently to the wrecks, that have been marked by gps on previous flights,
for renewed control observation. its assistance, above all its reliable maintaining of altitude, is no luxury over the sea
with thick mist and a concealed line of horizon. the fuel supply is sufficient for more than eight hours of economical aerial survey, which permits a full working day in the air without time-consuming interruptions for landing or
refuelling.
Water, sand and wind
although the aeroplane’s performance and equipment are every bit as good as required, the successful search
for and documentation of underwater objects is dependent on a number of additional factors. apart from the required clarity of the water, which is determined in the main by its temperature and thus by the proportion of plankton
and suspended matter - the summer and early autumn months are therefore mostly less suitable - the condition of
the sea-surface is crucial. suspended matter from river mouths or as a consequence of strong shoreline erosion can
float along the coast like smoke clouds depending upon the direction of the current and really „fog up“ long stretches
of the water. along some stretches of coast considerable sand shifting takes place under water. particularly under
the influence of winter storms this shifting can reach a thickness of up to 2.5 m and in the spring not only the marine
navigation and port authorities can receive a nasty surprise when charting, marking and keeping clear channels. the

J. stewart aitchison, netolice, i thank very much for translating my german text into english and i am grateful to gabor Bertok, pécs, who in advance
provided information about the sondaging and the geophysical survey at the henge in szemely (plate 7).
susanne gerhard, schwerin, supplied data on the wooden wreck off the darss (plate 3) for which i heartily thank her.
all photographs taken by the author.
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Fig. 1. an 80-year old legend. the russian four-masted barque “krusenstern” under full sail on the Baltic sea off arkona, Mecklenburg-Western pomerania, germany. digital photo, 14th of July 2007.
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Fig. 2. a journey ends off dierhagen. the Finnish schooner “Janne” foundered during the night of 14th november 1930 just off
dierhagen village, Mecklenburg-Western pomerania, germany. the sand devours the wreck in the course of the years and releases
it again at intervals. 30th of March 1999, Fujichrome velvia film.

Fig. 3. stranded and broken. a broken up danish fishing cutter off the darss peninsula, Mecklenburg-Western pomerania, germany. in the top left of the picture its stern disappears into the dark, deeper water. Winter storms distribute the wooden remains in
the sand. 30th of March 1999, Fujichrome velvia film.
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Fig. 4. Middle neolithic in infra-red. after 50 years the sky opens for archaeological aerial survey in the east - the Middle neolithic
henge near goseck, Weissenfels district, saxony-anhalt, germany. positive crop marks. 19th of June 1991, kodak eir film.

Fig. 5. arrived in hungary. vegetation characteristics at the interface of positive to negative at the ikervár henge, antónia major
corridor, komitat vas, hungary. 4th of June 2002, kodak eir film.
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sand beaches provide the airman with a new, often surprising picture each spring, depending on the storm and flow
events of the winter: recently discovered wrecks disappear, new ones suddenly emerge and „old acquaintances“
stretch out their wooden framework again from the sand after years of absence (Braasch, in print).
the eye and brain work with previously known examples during the search. thus the encounter with the russian four-masted barque “krusenstern” encourages the imagination when sailing past the island of ruegen (Fig. 1).
likewise, its picture helps to identify a wooden wreck off dierhagen as a sailing ship on the basis of the shape of
its hull (Fig. 2). You can also make out an eighty-year old story from the full sails of the 115 metre long four-masted
sailing ship: the earlier “padua” was built in 1926 by the J. c. tecklenborg shipyard in Wesermuende for the laeisz
shipping company in hamburg and it sailed as one of the “Flying p-liners” together with the “pamir” and “passat”
in the saltpeter trade journeys to chile and transported late wheat from australia. the ship was delivered to the
ussr as war reparations after World War ii and is now a russian naval academy school ship.
off dierhagen right beside the beach bathers can observe how the wreck of the Finnish three-masted schooner
“Janne”, which foundered on the 14th of november 1930, is regularly buried and reexcavated in the sand by the sea
over a several-year cycle. Finally we obtain an impression of the destructive forces, which can transform a wooden
ship to “matchwood”, by looking at the photograph of the wreck on the west coast of the darss peninsula (Fig. 3).
With the proud “krusenstern” before your eyes your thoughts can wander from the sight of the scattered, pitiful
rubble to the sailors, whose cutter came to such a disastrous end off the darss. thus curiosity for the past and a healthy imagination provide effective motivation for the aerial survey - over land and sea.
a steady wind starting from 5 knots in strength produces waves with such reflections and mirroring within
two hours that even with the use of polarisation filters to reduce them the search in deeper layers becomes practically
impossible. therefore low wind high pressure weather conditions with weak pressure gradients and the morning
hours in general are ideal for aerial work over the sea before the onset of disturbing local sea and land winds which
occur during the course of the day. therefore obtaining of longer term weather forecasts is a routine part of flight
planning - and a due portion of patience, particularly if the local weather god transforms the best forecast into its
opposite.

Fig. 6. a henge prompts questions. comparative photo of the site of ikervár after 5 years in natural colours. digital photo, 14th of
June 2007.
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Eyes and Patience
the aerial survey takes place exclusively with the naked eye, which undertakes the main burden of the aerial
work as a flexible “biological sensor”. While the pilot and photographer recognize traces, identify them and interpret them on an ad hoc basis, camera and film only provide the recording. sites are not discovered “in” or “with
the aerial photograph” during these aerial surveys - as even archaeologists often thoughtlessly and erroneously
write under the influence of the anonymity of the authoritative picture - but by the observer in the aeroplane. the
german expression “luftbildarchaeologie” (aerial photographic archaeology) encourages this misunderstanding.

Fig. 7. Monumental lengyel culture. the largest neolithic henge in europe so far is situated on a loess tongue in south-west hungary. szemely, hegyes corridor, komitat Baranya, hungary. positive vegetation characteristics with erosion gulleys. discovery photo,
12th of June 2003, kodak eir film.
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Fig. 8. ancient apulia. a neolithic ditch work with house foundations appears under a complex roman agrarian corridor in tavoliere. palmori, Foggia province, puglia region, italia. 22nd of May 2005, kodak eir film.

Fig. 9. in front of the harbour. the slim wooden wreck of a sailing ship lies half buried in the sand with the bow pointing towards
the beach. vieste del gargano, Foggia province, puglia region, italia. digital photo, 30th of May 2003.
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Fig. 10. sunken remains. Massive stone tablets mark the remains of a harbour facility under water off the west coast of salento. porto
cesareo, lecce province, puglia region, italia. digital photo, 24th of May 2006.

Fig. 11. gallipoli, greek foundation on the ionian sea. view of a Mediterranean port with a long, eventful history. gallipoli, lecce
province, puglia region, italy. digital photo, 24th of May 2006.
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We are however not dealing with the search for archaeological traces in vertical photographic images or in satellite
photos, like google-earth offers.
under favourable conditions larger objects in the Baltic sea can be made out and identified up to a depth of approximately 6 metres. however bright sandy sea-soil is then necessary, so that dark outlines can appear at all clearly
enough as wreck or harbour traces. a darker, usually rocky seabed makes the search more difficult just like regular
deposits of dark sinking material, which together with sand can form a dune-like underwater landscape. occasionally swarms of fish - as long as they remain still - fool the aviator as a grey shadow. if you keep your eye on these suspicious features for long enough it can happen that the alleged wrecks transform themselves into groups of wandering
animals which shoot away as amorphous shadows on the approach of cormorants, carnivorous fish or hunting seals.
as is the case with waiting for suitable weather, perseverance and patience are required for the search: finds often
remain unclear and unconfirmed for a long time. and sometimes it takes years until traces can be confirmed with
any degree of certainty from the air. then diving archaeologists are required for final clarification. access to historical
sources, like maps and writings and looking into navigation history and historical ship types is also helpful. constant
information exchange with an intact and flexible archaeological Monuments service and close co-operation with
inventory and research workers are a requirement for aerial survey both on land and along the coast. these tools for
the broad and comprehensive acquisition of information hold the key to success. the actual craftsmanship in the air
appears comparatively simple in contrast, the keywords here are “information management” (Braasch 1983).
Camera and Film
apart from a few characteristics the photographic equipment for the work over the sea corresponds to
the tried and tested set-up for flights over land. and for as long as the archaeological Monument authorities do
not have a system for the safe long-term archiving of digital photographic data, work will continue with analogue films. analogue 35mm cameras with the following set of features that enable rapid deployment have
proved their worth to the “one-handed flier” who carries out the tasks of pilot, observer and photographer:
- single lens reflex cameras (slr) featuring automatic bracketing at a robust version for professional employment;
- automatic film transport including rewinding;
- insertion of exposure data, if possible, in the film bar between photographs.
professional cameras with their large number of mechanical and electronic components operate for more than
400 films without breakdown in 2007 whereas in 1983 the average was only at 150 films. Between 40 and 60 photographs are taken per flying hour. at the beginning high-quality, strong light adjustable lenses with focal lengths of
between 50 to 200 mm worked satisfactorily. in the meantime they have been increasingly replaced by zoom lenses
with image stabilizers to avoid blurring through movement. automatic focussing is also increasingly used. Both types
of mechanism have been subject to constant improvements in the course of the years and these days they permit work
with longer exposure times with an acceptable rate of occasional out of focus pictures. in the case of long focal lengths
this is usually to be put down to the failure of the automatic focus when photographing underwater and land objects
with extremely low contrast, where the automatic focus is pushed to its present limits. a remedy is provided by manual
focussing which however requires some practice in the case of underwater objects with telescopic lenses.
the previously often mentioned restrictions on small display format regarding magnification and reproduction of detail have long been compensated for in relation to the larger medium or aerial photograph formats through
the use of fine-grained films with higher resolution. these films however are less sensitive, they are “slow”. the
shutter speeds however have to be kept as short as possible because of the danger of blurring through engine vibrations of the plane and by gusts of wind. as a result of this the lens is required to fulfil a standard which can only be
achieved at great expense i.e. it has to have a large initial opening with good contrast and high resolution at the same
time. picture stabilizers can reduce the shutter speed problem, but they cannot banish it completely. thus the choice
of lens retains a key role for the quality of the picture results. in the following list of priorities, which was set up for
the selection of complete camera equipment, the optics therefore also appear in first place:
1. high resolution already during the initial opening of the lens;
2. high reliability and a small error rate;
3. simple and fast operability;
4. little danger of making a mistake when aiming and operating;
5. compact dimensions and light weight.
While the requirements for lenses and cameras are generally fulfilled by several makes such as canon, contax
and nikon with their lenses, only a few of the exclusively used colour slide and monochrome photographic films
come into consideration for the specialized work over the sea. in the case of black and white films the kodak technical pan film 2415 was the leader for 20 years. however it has not been manufactured since 2006 and as the last
supplies are running out it is necessary to find a replacement. With a theoretical dissolution of a maximum of 400
lines per millimetre and variable sensitivity, which in the case with low-contrast objects, such as underwater targets,
can be increased up to 100 asa, the technical pan Film supplies excellent results. photographs with this film, which
was originally created for astronomical photography, can be magnified to an almost unlimited extent.
in the case of colour slide films after the cessation of production of the „slow“ archive reliable kodachrome 25
which had only 25 asa - which only permitted the employment of fast lenses with focal lengths of 50-90 mm - ko-
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dachrome 64 and Fujichrome velvia 50 as well as Fujichrome velvia rvp 100 have been used. Because polarisation
filters greatly reduce the available light, the achievement of sufficiently short shutter speeds in the case of a dark
water background remains critical even when employing velvia rvp 100 at 100 asa. the deeper-lying stern of the
large wreck off the darss, which has already broken into pieces, is already a headache during exposure and details
can therefore scarcely be made out there now (Fig. 3). the sensitivity of the velvia rvp 100 can however be pushed
to 200 asa and higher through adapted development with little loss of quality. there is no quick fix for analogue
photography with high resolution, when targets lie so deep in the water that their weak outlines only appear blurred
even under optimum conditions. here digital photography with almost arbitrarily high asa values in combination
with image stabilizers followed by image processing on the computer provides some remedy. it is also therefore to
be wished that digital archaeological photographic data will very soon be able to be entrusted to a reliable, long-term
safe archiving system.
For longer air journeys over land to the Mediterranean the film assortment is completed by an exotic candidate:
kodak ektachrome professional infrared eir film (Kodak 2005). it is also known as false-colour film and first French
archaeologists have been experimenting with it on an individual basis since the 1960s. this particular type of film
was originally invented in the usa for military aerial photography.
roger agache was the first archaeologist to report about it in 1968 (Agache 1968). he was followed by daniel
Jalmain in 1970, who amongst other things demonstrated through example the special suitability of the film for the
clearer rendition of soil dampness (Jalmain 1970). in 1973 the French magazine archeologia appeared with exciting
infrared aerial photographs and dedicated a complete edition to archaeological aerial photography. in the journal
rene goguey, Jacques dassié and Maurice Marsac compared infrared photographs with aerial photographs with
conventional colour and black and white films (Archeologia 1973). in 1975 then an essay by Jack rinker in a respected
cBa research report on the suitability of special film emulsions for the interpretation of aerial photographs provided
the impulse for others to make use of this special type of film (Rinker 1975). he certified the eir film’s special suitability for the representation of soil dampness, water, bank lines, shadow edges, foliage green and lawns. through
the nearly complete darkening of shadows the film brings out even the weakest surface relief at low sunlight. thus
traces which can only be made out by the eye with difficulty, like flattened grave mounds, can still be documented
with sufficient clarity. the employed yellow and orange filters block portions of the blue light and let the film better
penetrate dry mist, which in addition can be advantageous for landscape photography over greater distances.
the characteristics listed by rinker, like the strong differentiation in colour between healthy and withering
foliage, which has great importance for the representation and interpretation of vegetation characteristics, are only
demonstrated by the film when it is developed using the original ar-5 process. at the time of writing the film is only
to be obtained from specialist outlets with a relatively long delivery period. it is therefore recommended to order it
in the usa where it is professionally developed in good quality. Because analogue camera exposure meters that are
adjusted to daylight do not use the infrared portion of the light spectrum that is registered by the film, the exposure
is critical. automatic exposure bracketing provides help. it is adjusted with changing intermediate stages in cases
of difficult lighting. it should also be noted that the proportion of infrared varies dependent on cloud cover and
the position of the sun - so the infrared proportion is greatest in the morning and in the evening. it is also therefore
recommended to extend the exposure sequence in both directions from the measured initial value for important
photographs. cloud shadows are to be avoided absolutely, shadows almost totally blacken the infrared film - other
than a normally sensitised film, which records the blue light proportion in the shadow. For 30 years the author has
used the eir film - in addition to the usual black-and-white and colour slide materials - for special targets such like
neolithic henges. in the summer of 1970 John hampton had already carried out a test series with different kinds of
film already to document vegetation characteristics in the south of england and amongst other things he reported
the result as: “… colour is useful in the experimental stages as a measure of crop conditions. subsequently it seems
likely that two cameras, one with panchromatic and the other with Fcir (False colour infrared) would record most
of the anomalies. if separation printing from kodak type 2443 Fcir continues to show the advantages found in this
limited experiment, it may be that one camera loaded with this film is adequate. clearly this is an area for further
work but the importance of sunlight in the use of this film should be noted as a limiting factor” (Hampton 1974). the
eir film will present some places of discovery on our route to gallipoli.
Southbound
on a southerly course the plane carries us from the Baltic coast to goseck (Fig. 4) in saxony-anhalt, where
archaeological air survey started after the political changes on the 17th of May 1991. already on the 11th of June 1991
the first Middle neolithic henge came to light (Braasch/Kaufmann 1992).
the annual precipitation in east germany is on average 200 mm below that of West germany, which regularly leads to a higher soil water deficit in the vegetation period. over many years in the east precipitation averaged
between 250 to 350 mm in the crucial period for the development of crop marks from april to september (Hanke
1991). survey results are accordingly favourable and in addition they are based on larger field units in comparison
with the west (Schwarz 2003). the goseck henge with a simple ditch, three pincer gates with outwardly facing cheeks
and two palisade rings, was discovered due to positive crop marks, which betrayed themselves in the picture by greater height growth and more intensive colouring. after its excavation, which began in 2002, the henge was restored
in a media-friendly way from 2005. With archaeological tours and torch lit processions including a fire spectacle on
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the occasion of the Winter solstice it attracts numerous visitors as an example of “event archaeology” (Meller 2007).
ralf schwarz took aerial photographs of the site for the cover and the back of his pioneering monograph about
archaeological aerial photography in saxony-anhalt and underlined the central location character of the sites with
reference to three of the ditches leading off from the gates as possible boundaries between settlement or economic
areas (Schwarz 2003). in doing so he referred to the condition for the central location components of henges as formulated by gerhard trnka (Trnka 1991).
Over Pannonia
the aerial journey continues through the henge rich landscapes of Moravia, lower austria and Western slovakia - which are known to be centres of the lengyel culture - to hungary (Petrasch 1990; Kuzma 2004; Meyer/Raetzel/
Fabian 2006).
there in pannonia in the valley of the rába we came across a classical henge with a double ditch and three
narrow palisade rings on the inside on the 4th of June 2002 near ikervár (Fig. 5) in komitat vas (Braasch 2003). its outer
diameter can be estimated by comparison with tractor tracks to 55-65 m. so far only one gate can be recognized with
certainty. in the past the river obviously had washed a layer of humus onto the site into which the henge was half
dug. this gives a stronger and later green layer to the cereals and the covering layer of humus and therefore lends
it a darker red colour on the eir film. the ditches appear to us there as bright vegetation features on account of the
darker surrounding area, although their original colour tone from the left half of the picture is unchanged where they
are considered to be positive crop marks. Wandering wildlife has left its traces as narrow bright ridges in the wheat.
a digital comparative photograph in natural colours from the 14th of June 2007 betrays amongst other things the now
partial dissolution of the palisade ditches into countable post pits and the planting of grain that visibly reduces the
traces of soil interference to a greater extent than the vegetation in 2002 (Fig. 6).
Questions about the complex interaction of archaeological soil disturbance and field plants that still await an
answer lie behind this change and also in the influence of the postulated covering layer of humus which appears here
in natural dark green. they arouse however little interest in the guild of field archaeologists. literature on the topic
of crop marks meanwhile dates a long way back into the past century (Strunk-Lichtenberg 1965; Jones/Evans 1975). it
remains to be wished that the investigations undertaken by J. Fassbinder and h. stanjek in Bavaria on this group
of topics will be continued and that also the phenomenon of rather exotic moisture and snow marks will be more
thoroughly examined (Stanjek/Fassbinder 1996).
the discovery photo of the “mother of henges” was taken on the 12th of June 2003 near szemely in the komitat
of Baranya (Fig. 7). the site lies to the south of pécs on loess near the border with croatia. in the photo an enormous
circular ditch enclosure with four washed out dark traces of ditches in a wheat field fills out the centre of the picture. Fresh, bright erosion gulleys that have been dug out by heavy rain eat into the monument from its edges. the
outermost pair of ditches forms a slightly irregular oval. in the background a second henge appears in the upper
edge of the picture. according to gabor Bertok, archaeologist at the Museum of the Baranya komitat, the results of
an initial excavation which cut trenches of 240 and 140 m in length and a magnetometer survey which was carried
out by Mihaly pethe in 2006 can be summarized as follows: the finds date the complex to the lengyel culture. the
internal complex of circular ditches consists of 5 single ditches with 4 gates. the greatest ditch depths lie between 3.5
and 4.0 m. the middle v-shaped ditch has a diameter of 200 m. it is 2.5 to 3.0 m in depth and likewise has 4 gates.
the outside double ditch visible in the aerial photograph proved during the field investigation to be an oval complex
of ditches with a diameter of 400-450 m. it consists of 3 to 5 individual, v-shaped ditches of differing depths from
1.5 to 2.5 meters. the four gates are arranged into a complex with several protruding ditch sections. a further ditch
also runs from the outermost ring ditch in a southerly direction towards the smaller henge at the upper edge of the
photograph (Bertók/Gáti/Vajda 2007; Pethe in print).
With its outer diameter of 400-450 m the henge is almost twice as big as the largest previously known sites
of this type. it thereby corresponds approximately to the dimensions of the enormous prehistoric monuments of
avebury and durrington in the english county of Wiltshire. the discovery of szemely may give further impetus
to aerial survey in hungary, whose rich archaeological landscapes along the danube and theiss quickly opened to
aerial survey after 1989. Both szemely henges together with a further group of such sites nearby strengthen the assumption that the distribution area of the Middle neolithic circular ditched enclosures extended even further down
the danube. do regional forms and influences of the henge rich lengyel culture extend into the north of croatia as
tihomila tezak gregl reported in 1999 (Tezak/Gregl 1999)? it would be easier to confirm this supposition if the southern danube countries would finally allow their archaeologists to undertake free flying and photography after the
end of communism and the Balkan wars.
Over Apulia
From hungary the course leads across croatia over the adriatic to the south of italy. here in apulia the eye can
expect to see a veritable paradise of archaeological remains from the air (Riley 1992). the flat landscape of the tavoliere spreads out around Foggia, which with a hardpan-like, hard sinter layer, the „crosta“ at depths of 30 to 60 cm, provides ideal conditions particularly for the forming of positive crop marks. all examples of soil disturbance, which
broke through the „crosta“, remain stored in it to this day and allow suitable field plants to trace the breakthroughs
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with their root work. in the case of a lack of moisture this leads to extremely clear and sharply defined differences
in height and in the foliage index between plants that live over the layer and those disadvantaged ones that take
root beside a hole in the layer. John Bradford was the first archaeologist to report in detail about the tavoliere and
its potential for aerial survey (Bradford 1957). the oblique photograph in the palmori corridor (Fig. 8) in the north
of Foggia was taken on the 22nd of May 2005. it shows how in large modern fields a regionally typical monumental
neolithic ditched enclosure with its round house ground plans is overlain by a classical roman centuriation. From
the foreground of the picture up to and beyond the middle the ancient traces dominate the image and in the cornfield
they even superimpose themselves over contemporary traces of soil working. here aerial survey demonstrates its
strength as an ideal tool of landscape archaeology. the archaeological treasures of the tavoliere however are shrinking constantly: since 2005 wind parks with cable ditches and concrete foundations have destroyed archaeological
monuments in the ground and the deep cultivation of wine, lemon and olives has been replacing the more careful
and archaeologically compatible cultivation of grain. traces of such encroaching, deep destructive cultivation show
in the bottom left and top right of the photograph (Musson/Campana 2005; Romano/Volpe 2005).
on the east coast of apulia on the gargano Massif off the port of vieste a wooden wreck betrays itself as
a Mediterranean sailing ship through its elegant outline - a design of ship which is a rare guest in the Baltic (Fig. 9).
the bright light in southern latitudes facilitates the underwater search.
Finally we have reached the salento peninsula on the italian boot, where on the 24th of May 2006 we noticed
massive foundation tablets in the crystal clear water of the ionian sea in front of the entrance to porto cesareo
(Fig. 10). arranged in a double arc they may indicate a harbour fortification which the staufer or the anjou established. after a further 24 km the destination of gallipoli appears on the horizon - a port and fortified town in an ideal
situation and of greek origin (Fig. 11). it was conquered in 265 B.c. by rome and afterwards suffered an eventful
history. sieges and conquests by the vandals and Byzantinians, the normans, the anjou, venetians, spaniards and
French, allow us to hope to find ships in the area. conditions for sea sightings seem to be suitable for future endeavours, in places there is even contrast supporting bright sand on the sea bed, which would offer ideal prospects for
future aerial survey.
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circular archaeoloGical Survey baSed on the GiS
At thE SikiryOu-SitE, kAgOShimA, JAPAn
takayuki Ako - hiroyuki kamei
Key words: GIS, archaeological database, data integration
application of the gis in archaeology is now classified as follows:
- Management of archaeological resources
- gis and excavation
- landscape archaeology
- spatial and simulation modelling (Conolly/Lake 2006)
spatial analysis developed the existing archaeological research greatly. however, there are few examples in the
management of archaeological resources. a system of archaeological survey carried out by researchers in various

Fig. 1. the gpr time-slice.

Fig. 2. the result of excavation (the paddy field).
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fields has not been established. in addition, most of the
research results by using the gis techniques come not
from the investigations of the same periods.
archaeological survey usually does not end with
only single survey such as archaeological prospection,
excavation, analysis etc. archaeological facts are accumulated by several surveys, and a new archaeological
theory is derived from the accumulated facts.
all results from several surveys should be integrated. archaeological information of the surveys has positional information. a document about archaeological
survey can exchange links with all archaeological information, not to mention result of prospection and excavation, via the positional information. so, the authors propose the method of archaeological survey based on the
gis. this method integrates results from several surveys
for multiple periods.
in this research, the authors will describe the proposed method through the example of archaeological
survey at sikiryou-site, kagoshima, Japan. For some excavations, the remains of many paddy fields in medieval
period had been excavated in sikiryou site. since 2005,
archaeological prospection and excavation have been
carried out repeatedly. Fig. 1 shows the gpr time-slice
in March 2005. We can see many lines in the gpr timeslice, but we cannot determine what these lines are. Fortunately, our survey team had the results from the previous excavation in the area of gpr survey. as a result,
our team determined that these lines are paths between
paddy fields by comparing the result of the gpr survey
to excavation. it became easy to set an area of excavation
by using the gpr time-slice, and our team could excavate two complete paddy fields for the first time on this
site (Fig. 2). in addition, a historian found the parallel
paths running north-south by integrating all results of
surveys on the gis (Fig. 3). he thinks that these parallel
paths prove the social system of the period.
our team constructed the below cycle of archaeological survey through the survey of this site.
- estimation of the underground structure by archaeological prospection
- excavation based on the result of the prospection
Fig. 3. the integration of the several results.
- understanding the past by the accumulated archaeological facts
the present cycle is the third time all researchers of our team can be sharing equally the results. the circular
archaeological survey based on the gis will become a mainstream of archaeological survey. We must discuss how to
share a wide variety of results.
this study is supported by the 21st century coe program, coe-lkr, at the tokyo institute of technology,
J06 and Ministry of education, science, sports and culture, grant-in-aid for scientific research, grant number
16089206.
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COmPAriSOn OF thE mAgnEtiC SurvEy And ExCAvAtiOn rESultS
in rESCuE ArChAEOlOgiCAl PrOJECt OF tAng-E BOlAghi (irAn)
Babak Aminpour
Key words: magnetic survey, Tang-e Bolaghi, Pasargadae, rescue archaeology, Sivand dam

Fig. 1. Magnetic gradient anomaly map of site 64 in tang-e Bolaghi.

Fig. 2. excavated structure related to wine production in site 64.

tang- e Bolaghi valley is located north of Fars province and 5 km southeast of the important archaeological area, pasargadae. as the construction of a dam over
the river pulvar threatens the whole valley, which contains lots of archaeological sites of various sizes and periods, the international rescue archaeological researches
have been done behind the reservoir of the dam.
some settlement sites were revealed during preliminary archaeological expeditions. some of the more
important parts were studied in detail by magnetic survey and excavation. the magnetic survey is related to
two settlement sites named “64” and “131”, which have
been excavated by a joint iranian-polish and iraniangerman team, respectively. in this paper the comparison
of the magnetic survey and the excavation results will be
presented.
Following the preliminary archaeological studies
in the “64” settlement site, some features relating to the
achaemenid and sassanid periods have been revealed,
which show that this area was used for wine production in the sassanid period. the magnetic survey was
applied on 2 hectares and its magnetic gradient anomaly
map can be seen in figure 1.
anomalies relating to buried architectural features
and also some other anomalies relating to archaeological
objects appeared. the excavation continued, taking into
account the results of magnetometry. in the gradient map
arrows point the place of trenches. during the excavation,
some parts of plans of architectural features appeared in
places shown on the magnetic gradient map.
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excavation in the place of magnetic anomaly, which is indicated by number 1on the map, revealed a structure
that could have been used for wine production.
Figure 2 shows the results of excavation in the place of the magnetic anomaly, which is indicated on the map
by number1. in one of the other trenches, remaining parts of a pottery storage jar were discovered and its magnetic
anomaly is indicated on the map by number 2. the other excavations, which are shown on the gradient map by arrows, are related to the remains of buried architectural features.
Figure 3 shows the magnetic gradient anomaly map relating to the prehistoric period site named “131”, the
nearest site to the dam construction. also, on this map the places with and without remains of settlements have been
divided, which saved time for procedures of rescue archaeology by locating trenches precisely. the places of trenches
are indicated on the gradient map by arrows. after excavation of these places, remains of kilns, ash layers, buried
soil and pits were revealed.
this study can be a proof of the importance of applying geophysical methods in rescue archaeology.

Fig. 3. Magnetic gradient anomaly map of site 131 in tang-e Bolaghi.
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gPr invEStigAtiOnS in thE ArChAEOlOgiCAl ArEA OF FErEntO
(vitErBO, lAziO, itAly)
Pier matteo Barone - Elena Pettinelli - Elisabetta mattei - Alberto de Santis - Elisabetta de minicis
Key words: GPR, Ferento, buried structures
the ruins of Ferento (viterbo, italy) are found on a large plateau of 30 hectares, 8 kms from viterbo (Fig. 1). the
most important monument is the roman theatre, which is still used for performances during the summer months.
Ferento was primarily an etruscan city, which later acquired more importance, in particular in imperial age. in the
next period it was reduced to a village after the barbaric invasions, and destroyed by an incursion of the viterbo
people in 1172.
a 2nd century a.d. epigraph defines it as splendidissima civitas, and there was a rumour that it was the hometown of illustrious people like Flavia domitilla, future wife of titus and otone.
the city was anciently crossed by a roman road named Ferentiensis, which passed by the already mentioned
theatre, the Forum, the Augusteum with 66 statues, the thermal baths and the porch built around a small lake.
Ferento had a remarkable development during the first imperial age, during which the total urbanization of
the large plateau was completed. in the 5th century a.d., it was also a centre of a diocese, and was involved in the
Byzantine-longobard conflict. in that period, the city was totally fortified with a boundary wall and the theatre was
readapted and used as a military defence structure.
currently, the visible monumental remains have been brought back to the light by some diggings completed in
1910, and these ruins represent just a small part of the structures that are still buried.
there are two areas of geophysical interest, both located in the eastern part of the roman theatre and separated
by a modern road.
in the area 1 a gpr noggin plus smart cart system, equipped with a 250 Mhz antennas was used. in this
area two grids were acquired; the first one was collected using a distance of about 0.50 m between lines, a step size
of 0.05 m, a time window of 80 ns and a trace stacking of 4. in all sections the structures were located between 16 ns
and 24 ns. this first grid (15 mx14 m) is larger than the second one and it covers a part where the ancient walls are
partially visible on the surface. it is interesting to note, that all the sections show many hyperbolas probably due to
buried archaeological structures. using the hyperbolas calibration technique, it was possible to calculate an average
signal velocity of about 0.076 m/ns. almost all hyperbolas seem to be continuous across the lines, as it was confirmed
by the penetration maps, made using the average amplitude technique (Fig. 2). these maps show clearly buried
orthogonal structures at a depth of approximately 20 ns (0.80 m ca); these kinds of structures are perhaps due to
religious buildings and this seems to be confirmed by the second gpr grid.
the second grid in area 1 (10 m x 7.1 m) is acquired using the same gpr system, the same antennas and the
same parameters of the first one, but the distance between the lines was changed to 1 m in order to avoid the presence of a lamppost and uneven surfaces on the ground. this zone is remarkable for some surviving archaeological
remains (in particular an apsis setting) that are particularly well visible in the gpr sections; in fact, the penetration
maps show orthogonal anomalies at a depth of approximately 28 ns (1 m ca.) in agreement with what can be seen
on the surface.
in the area 2, on the other side of the modern road, some sparse archaeological remains are visible on the surface. therefore, two gpr grids (6.50 m x 40 m) were collected in order to correlate such remains with the buried ones
and to detect the roman road (Ferentiensis) which, coming from the zone of the theatre, should cross this area.

Fig. 1. a - shows the localization of Ferento in italy; B - puts in evidence the two areas of the gpr investigations.
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the gpr data were acquired using a gpr noggin plus smart cart system, equipped with both 250 and 500 Mhz
antennas; in the area, two parallel grids were collected using a distance of about 0.50 m between lines, a step mode of
0.05 m (for the 250 Mhz antennas) and of 0.025 m (for the 500 Mhz antennas), a time window of 60 ns and an a trace
stacking of 4. the 250 Mhz antennas data give better results than the 500 Mhz ones; in fact the sections acquired

Fig. 2. Map collected in the area using the average amplitude technique algorithm. in evidence the orthogonal structures probably due to building walls.

Fig. 3. section that shows the presence of a sub-horizontal reflector probably due to a buried roman road.
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with the 250 Mhz antennas show clearly, not only some continuous hyperbolas correlated to superficial ruins, but
also a sub-horizontal reflector located at 26 m along the profile, and in a depth of 20 ns (0.80 m ca.), bounded by
two hyperbolas (Fig. 3). such an anomaly is probably due to the buried roman road, which archaeologists have just
partially dug in front of the theatre.
the results obtained with the gpr in the two investigated areas highlight the relevance of the technique in this
specific site. in particular, this kind of archaeological prospection can be used to detect the geometry of the remains
partially outcropping on the surface (the orthogonal structures, the sub-superficial prosecution of ruins and the identification of the Ferentiensis roman road) and emphasize the potential of this site for further archaeological studies.
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FluxgAtE, OvErhOuSEr And CAESium-mAgnEtOmEtry FOr ArChAEOlOgiCAl
PrOSPECtiOn At rOSEllE-AiAli (itAly)
helmut Becker - Stefano Campana - thomas himmler - iacopo nicolosi
Key words: fluxgate, overhouser, caesium-magnetometry, duo-sensor configuration, gradiometer, total field measurement
the place name aiali is sited on lowland between the medieval town of grosseto and the roman town of
roselle in central italy. the site discussed in this paper was detected from the air during the aerial archaeology
research school organized by the university of siena in 2001 (Campana et al. 2006). aerial survey allowed us to recognize an area within which the growth of the wheat varied in such a way as to reveal an articulated group of traces
that made up the plan of a complex of structures interpreted as a roman villa, 4 hectares in extent. in the following
years aiali has become the most important test site for the laboratory of landscape archaeology and remote sensing at grosseto. since 2001 we have collected, processed and interpreted many different kinds of data: Quickbird-2
satellite imagery, historical and recent vertical coverage (from 1954 to 2001), oblique air photographs in various years,
seasons and lighting condition; field-walking survey, and in the course of the Xv international summer school in archaeology at grosseto several geophysical methods were tested for archaeological prospection at the roman site at
roselle-aiali for demonstration to the students. For the purpose of magnetic prospecting a highly automated system
consisting of 4-Foerster-probes (Ferex dlg) on a chart with gps and an overhauser magnetometer (gsM-19) were
applied in the same grid. at the time of the summer school there was no caesium-magnetometer system available.
therefore the whole area had been re-measured some weeks later with a scintrex smartmag sM4g-special in various
sensor configurations again in the same grid and under the same surface conditions for comparison (the magnetometer was made available for the test by schweitzer-gpi company).
Most impressive to everybody was the performance of the Foerster-4-probe system with high resolution differential gps on a chart. hard- and software are very well developed and adjusted to the needs of archaeological
prospection. But the limits of fluxgate-magnetometry are known and became also evident at the site. in general
multi-probe fluxgate magnetometry is the ideal instrument for near surface structures with a high magnetization
contrast. at roselle-aiali this was the case for the main building of the roman villa. But the sensitivity of the Foerster
probes and the vertical gradient configuration were not suitable for the detection of the deeper structures. however
the vertical gradient configuration resulted in a perfect reduction of the very strong noise of the high voltage power
line nearby (some squares were measured directly under the power line). the survey system consisted of 4 vertical
gradient fluxgate probes with sensor spacing of 65 cm. the lower sensor was guided 25 cm above ground. the FereX
data logger offers a sampling rate of up to 100 hz for each of the included 4 channels. in the present case 10 hz had
been selected. a measuring range of 10,000 nt is offered, with a sensitivity of 0.1 nt. one interface of the FereX was
used to connect a high resolution dgps for positioning. the system offers a navigation aid by means a heading indicator on the built in screen that keeps the user on straight tracks during data sampling (Fig. 1).
a part of the roselle-aiali archaeological area has been surveyed with a geM system gsM 19 overhauser
magnetometer equipped with an internal low cost gps board, in order to evaluate the performance of the positioning
system of this instrument compared to the more accurate acquisition by means of on ground grid definition.
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the survey instrument, a single sensor scalar magnetometer, has been configured with a measurement sampling rate of 2 hz maintaining a distance sensor-ground of about 20 cm; this magnetometer has a sensitivity of
0.01 nt with a maximum measurable spatial gradient of 10,000 nt/m. during the survey the magnetometer internal clock is synchronized with the gps signal in order to precisely attribute a spatial datum to the magnetic field
values. the internal gps board is a 12 channel egnos enabled system with a resolution of less than 1.5 meters
(http://www.gemsys.ca/). during the acquisition the gps coverage has been quite good with not less then 8 satellites and egnos correction signal available.
to monitor the magnetic field temporal variations, a second magnetometer has been used in a fixed station
nearby the survey area (base station); a geM system gsM 19 t proton precession magnetometer with a sampling
rate of 1 hz with an internal gps board to synchronize the two magnetometers clocks has been used, assuming that
the temporal variations of the base station and of the survey area were the same. after fixing a reference time, the
temporal variations measured by the base station unit has been removed from the data acquired by the survey unit,
so that the residual magnetic field represents the spatial variations component only.
the global surveyed area is represented in Fig. 2 with two colored lines groups indicating two different acquisitions days; the “blue lines” group (area1) surveyed area, with main lines direction of n10°, is 2 hectares wide, the
“red lines” one (area2), with mean direction n38°, is 0.4 hectares wide. the first group has been acquired in 4 hours
of continuous measurement, the second in 2 hours. the total survey lines length is about 22 km with 43000 measures;
the mean line spacing for the first group is 1.25 meters with a spatial density of 1.4 measures/m2, for the second group
the mean line spacing is 1.1 meters for station density of 3 measures/m2.
in order to map the magnetic anomaly values, a regular data distribution (mesh) of magnetic stations has been
realized applying a gridding algorithm to the real measurements; the grid spacing for both areas is 0.5 meters interpolated.
in Fig. 2 it is reported the resulting magnetic anomaly map displaying the data mesh by means of a grey graded
scale. the chosen grey scale linear dynamic range is +/- 15 nt that represents the best interval to visualize the measured magnetic anomalies.
the overhauser magnetometer seemed to be not very suitable for archaeological prospection independent of
the sensor configuration (vertical gradient measurements, variometer = correction by a base station and non-compensated duo-sensor configuration were tried). Measuring speed, inadequate sensitivity and heavy weight of the sensors
are the main disadvantages for archaeological prospection.
the caesium-magnetometry with smartmag sM 4g-special was applied for the whole field in the duo-sensor
configuration on a chart with half automated positioning by the rotation of the wheel for non compensated total field
measurements. spacing of the lines was set to 0.5 m and sampling rate to 0.1 hz (10 measurements per second, corresponding to 10 - 15 cm sample spacing). later in data processing and visualization of the magnetograms the raster

Fig. 1. Magnetic map of the data collected on the main building of the roman villa using the Foerster-4-probe system.
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was interpolated to 0.25x0.25 cm. For the reduction of the high frequency noise a bandpass filter in the magnetometer
processor was set to 5 hz.
re-sampling and the reduction of the diurnal geomagnetic variations by line-mean and square mean value
were processed by resaM2. Further data processing and visualization of the magnetograms were achieved by
geoplot 3, archaeo-surveyor, surfer 8 and photoshop. in the raw data the long wave length noise of the high voltage
power line is strongly visible. But this could be cancelled by desloping filters in archaeo-surveyor. unfortunately
the main building of the roman villa had been cut by a modern pipe line with steel flanges, which gave very strong
magnetic disturbances, which could only partly removed by filtering techniques (Fig. 3).
part of the main building had been re-measured by smartmag caesium-magnetometer with different methods
for comparison. Fig. 3a, b, c shows the measurement on the chart with long wave length reduction by line mean (a),
square mean (b) and complete reduction by deslope filtering on the line (c). Fig. 3d gives the example of the measurement with a hand carried frame with the distance triggering on the line only every 5 m by switching. the high fre-

Fig. 2. From the left side: surveyed profile
lines at roselle-aiali archaeo-logical area
(utM 32n, Wgs 84); magnetic anomaly
map of roselle-aiali archaeological area;
interpretation of magnetic data.
power line tower;
pipe;
possible subsurface archaeological structures;
linear anomalies;
negative magnetization contrast
area (paleochannel? road?).
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Fig. 3: roselle-aiali. caesium-magnetometry with scintrex smartmag sM4g-special with duo-sensor configuration
on a chart. sensitivity 30 pt at 10 hz cycle. raster 0.10x0.5 m (interpol. 0.25x0.25 m), dynamics +- 25 nt, 40m-grid. roselleaiali. caesium-magnetometry of a part of the main building with various sensor configurations. (a) Measurement
on a chart, reduction of the time dependent anomalies by the reduction on the line mean value, (b) same by square
mean value, (c) reduction of the long wavelength anomalies on the square mean value, (d) measurement with the
hand carried frame and (e) gradiometer measurement with 0.3 m and 1.3 m above ground.
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quency noise is minor, which is due to a more quite movement of the sensor compared with the rather bouncy pushpulling method of the chart over a field with lots of stones at the surface. Fig. 3e shows the result of a hand carried
vertical gradient measurement over 1 m with the lower sensor at 0.3 m and the upper sensor at 1.3 m above ground.
despite of the optimal reduction of the long wave length anomalies of the power line we loose by the gradiometer
setup of the sensors the information of the deep structures under the surface and in speed the factor of 2. considering
the essential importance of the 3 “S” in archaeological prospection - Speed, Spacial resolution and Sensitivity - one
should forget gradiometer- or variometer measurements and not waste the second sensor for minor quality of the
magnetogram of an archaeological site.
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uSAgE OF “COrOnA” SAtEllitE imAgES in thE CrEAtiOn
OF A gEO inFOrmAtiOn SyStEm (giS) “ArChAEOlOgiCAl SitES
OF thE StAvrOPOl rEgiOn”
Andrey Belinskiy
Key words: GIS, CORONA KH-4B, Stavropol Region, Russia
suo “nasledie” (affiliated to the ministry of culture of the stavropol region) is involved in creating a geo information system that incorporates archaeological sites of the region. stavropol region is situated in the central part
of the northern caucasus, between caspian and Black seas. it occupies the area of 66300 km sq. the gis is created on
the basis of arc view software suite. data processing is done via er Mapper suite with occasional usage of erdas imagine system. at the moment gis contains raster layers of topographic maps to the scale 1:25000 and 1:100000, vector
layers of topographic materials and remote sensing data of administrative borders of the region, human settlements,
hydrographical objects, infrastructural objects (roads, power lines, and gas and oil pipelines), relief, archaeological
sites, etc. currently, total amount of archaeological sites in the database is more than 30000. Besides cartographical materials geometrically transformed, coloured multizonal satellite images are used. the images are made with
a camera kFa-1000 and cover the area of 56000 km2. spatial resolution of these images is around 4-5 meters and
8 micron. For some locations, the database contains aero photo images of various scales of the total area of 12000 km
sq. at the moment around 3000 km sq of those images are geo coded. due to the employment of the “elastic sheet”
algorithm during geo coding, it is not possible to obtain a degree of connectedness of air and satellite images of more
than 2-3 pixels. precision of geo coding, after being verified on the spot, constitutes 3-5 meters, which is enough
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to produce maps to the scale of 1:25000. since 2006, “corona kh-4B” satellite images have been used in the gis.
54 scenes are currently being analysed of the total area of 140 097 km sq, 20 000 km sq of which have been geo coded.
the cia programme “corona” had been developed as a secondary system of the ars (advanced reconnaissance system), us air Force, then sentrY, then saMos. unlike saMos the key concept of “corona” programme was the delivery of the film back to the earth. after a year of testing and 14 failed launches, on 18th august
1960 first images of a resolution of 8-12 meters were made by the kh-1 (key hole) camera. until the end of the
programme in 1978, photo equipment was constantly improving, which allowed obtaining images of a resolution of
10-15 cm. in total 145 missions were carried out and 800,000 scenes of the territory of the ussr and other regions of
the world were shot. due to the fact that in 1995 all the images were declassified, it became possible to use them for
scientific purposes. With the appearance of new digital products scanned at 3600 dpi (7 micron) from us geological
survey the image quality increased dramatically.
our main task was the creation of a uniform layer of spatial-visual information of the region during the period
of the late 60s and early 70s, on the basis of these data.

Fig. 1. kurgan graveyard of the early scythian time with typical trenches
around the mound.

Fig. 2. early alanian settlement and the surrounding kurgan graveyard.
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the potential of contemporary means of digital recording of primary data, as well as the high level of spatial
resolution allowed not only to create one of the layers of gis, but also to perform certain specialised tasks in identifying various types of archaeological sites (kurgans and settlements). in some cases it led to the revelation of cultural
and chronological characteristics of monuments. the analysis of the images helped discover, in the south of the
region, kurgan graveyards of early scythian culture, which have peculiarities in the construction of kurgans and
near kurgan space. excavation on the site of one of these objects confirmed the initial attribution of the monument.
in a similar manner numerous settlements and graveyards of early alanian culture were discovered in unexplored
areas. it is important to mention that attempts to discover those sites using conventional methods of field reconnaissance did not bring any fruitful results for decades and in most cases their discovery was accidental.
it is interesting to note that in some locations certain objects are clearer in “corona kh-4B” images than in
aero photos of medium to large scale, or present generation satellite images of high resolution. it might have connection with the “generalisation” effect and higher contrast of black and white imagery. ability to encompass large
territory of fast scaling proves to be very convenient when dealing with these images.
in general, it seems that it is first now that the product of the cold War produces some useful results. this enormous source of data allows us to undertake general tasks of preservation of historic and cultural heritage as well as to
deal with more specific issues of identifying particular types of archaeological sites.

Fig. 3. photograph of a fragment of the kurgan graveyard made by corona kh-4B, May 1972 (left). same fragment aero photo
06 sept 2001 m 1 : 43 000 (right).
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Study OF AnCiEnt City PlAnning With AxiAl mAPS
and viSibility Graph analySiS
Christophe Benech
Key words: magnetic survey, city planning, space syntax, axial map, hippodamian plan
concerning the study of ancient city planning, the geophysical surveys provide an original and important contribution to the archaeological documentation. in many cases, the geophysical map offers a new vision of the spatial
organization of the archaeological site, more homogeneous and more continuous than with excavations. the traditional approach of the study of urbanism is necessarily going to change but first of all, we must define a methodological
approach in agreement with the “nature” of geophysical data.
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Most of the time, the street network is poorly known by archaeological excavations, whose aim is to deduce
the theoretical plan of city planning and to have a stratigraphic sequence of the street. on the geophysical maps, it
is often possible to follow the layout of the streets on their whole length: the result is a more dynamic – and more
complex – street network far from the theoretical plan deduced from the excavations. With such a detailed image, we
can envisage a morphologic study, as usually performed on modern city planning.
the method we propose to use here is the Space Syntax, developed by B. hillier and J. hanson from the Bartlett
school of london. the Space Syntax is a topological method which permits the representation, quantification and
interpretation of spatial configurations in buildings and settlements. For the study of the street network, we will use
“axial maps” which allow us to analyse:
o
circulation inside the city
o
evolution of the parcel of the city planning
o
control points inside the city
o
integration or segregation of different quarters of the city
o
relation of the street network to the administrative, religious and military installations of the city
a complementary approach of the axial is the use of visibility graph analysis, particularly interesting in the
case of orthogonal city planning like the hippodamian plan. this analysis is based on the concept of isovist, which is
an area in a spatial environment directly visible from a location within the space. the visibility graph analysis gives
a good indication of how people might interact with space and move through it. We get thus a more detailed vision
of the irregularities of the hippodamian and of the facilities of circulation, by taking into account the width of the
street along its continuity and its connections with the street network.
the study of the city planning morphology will be presented here on the site of doura-europos (syria). the
city planning of this hellenistic site, located on the right bank of the euphrates, is inspired from the hippodamian
plan based on rectangular blocks separated by an orthogonal street network. in this case, we observe the result of
a centuries long occupation, based on the use of the hippodamian plan. even if the main characteristics of the city
look have been preserved, the evolution of the city modified the egalitarian concept of this type of plan, and we observe a hierarchical organization through the streets and the blocks. in this communication, we will show how the
use of the axial maps with geophysical maps highlights the economic, social and military connections of the city but
also the organization and the evolution of the population inside this urban space.

Fig. 1. Magnetic survey of the southern part of the hellenistic city of doura-europos (syria). Magnetic scale: -10 / +10 nt/m.
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Fig. 2. axial map of the street network from magnetic survey. the connectivity depends on the number of
connections of one street with others.

Fig. 3. visibility graph analysis of the street network: the irregularities of the hippodamian are highlighted. the visualization of the “integration” parameter (minimum blue/maximum red) shows a slightly different hierarchical organization of the streets than with the axial map.
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ElECtriCAl rESiStivity invErSiOn mOdElling StudiES FOr COmmOnly uSEd
ArrAyS in höyük (ArtiFiCiAl hill) tyPE OF ArChAEOlOgiCAl SEttlEmEntS
meriç A. Berge - mahmut g. drahor
Key words: resistivity modelling, inversion, höyük
in archaeological prospection studies, the conventional resistivity survey technique, which provides a map of
apparent resistivity data for single or several levels of electrode separations, has been widely applied since the 1960s.
in this technique, the map is generally produced using the apparent resistivity data which is not only a function of
the subsurface resistivity distribution but of the geometry of electrodes as well. recently, the applications of tomographic resistivity method have quickly increased in archaeological investigations, and the data collection procedures have also advanced. in application, tomographic resistivity data are collected along a measuring line by sequence
of a selected configuration for building up a pseudo-section (2d) or obtained over a selected area by different arrangements of electrode configurations for true 3d surveys (Drahor et al., in print).
the aim of this study was to investigate the performance in determining of buried archaeological structures
settled one after the other using 2d and 3d electrical tomographic methods. thus we firstly performed 2d and 3d
synthetic resistivity modelling studies considering a höyük (artificial hill) settlement type, which could be widely
seen on the anatolian and Mesopotamian landscape. the höyük settlements are formed from complex archaeological contexts which contain the buried structures from different archaeological periods. in the artificial hill sites, mud
brick is generally an important building material. also stone building foundation, walls of various materials, ovens
and workshops are found in these sites. the mud brick quickly erodes by natural reasons and over time, and it turns
into small hills that cover the settlement (Drahor and Kaya, 2000).
the forward and inverse resistivity modelling studies are an important approach to simulate the synthetic models like buried objects. cases similar to the real position of subterranean structures could thus easily be investigated
by synthetic modelling studies before the archaeological application (Papadopoulos et al. 2006). in this study, we used
a synthetic archaeological model that simulates the höyük type of archaeological context. there are three different
archaeological structures settled one after the other in this model. the modelling area is in 40x40 m dimensions. the
top surface of upper structure is buried in 0.25 m depth, and its width and thickness are about 0.5 m and 0.75 m. its
resistivity value is designated as 500 Ωm. the top surface of the middle structure is almost settled under the first
structure. the width and thickness are also similar to the first structure, but the resistivity value is selected as lower
(20 Ωm) to simulate the mud brick structures. the bottom structure is settled between 1.75 and 3.75 m. the width
and thickness are in 1 m and 2 m respectively, and the resistivity value of this structure is 1000 Ωm. however, the
background resistivity was set equal to 100 Ωm (Fig. 1).
in the first stage of modelling studies, the synthetic data was created, assuming that 2d lines parallel the X- and
Y- axes. the line and electrode intervals were set up as 0.5, 1 and 2 m in order to test the effects of these intervals on
the determination of archaeological structures. to obtain the synthetic apparent resistivities, the models created for
different structures were modelled with finite-difference algorithm using res2dMod and res3dMod software for
five various configuration types (Wenner-alpha, Wenner-schlumberger, dipole-dipole, pole-pole and pole-dipole). in
addition, the synthetic data was distorted using gaussian noise (3, 7 and 10%) in order to test the successive determi-
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nation in the presence of noisy conditions. the resistivity inversion studies were carried out in two different phases
(for 2d and 3d investigations). We firstly performed the 2d resistivity tomography using robust (l1 norm) algorithm
(Loke 2001). all apparent resistivity data obtained from synthetic lines was inverted by res2dinv inxand Y directions, respectively. then, the inverted 2d data was combined in order to obtain a quasi-3d resistivity distribution in
the model for the X-axis, Y-axis and XY-axis. afterwards, the 3d data was obtained by combination of all data sets
related with the X-axis, Y-axis and XY-axis to perform the 3d inversion. this procedure was completely performed
by 3d robust inversion routine using res3dinv software according to categories presented by Loke (2001). then, all
2d and 3d inverted data were represented as 3d slices to compare the real resistivity values to each other. to obtain
more visible images, the model limits of investigated area were taken as 20x20 m in the figures.
in Fig. 2a, 3d resistivity inversion slices, resulted from all three data sets (X, Y and XY directions), are given
for dipole-dipole configuration. 2d resistivity inversion slices obtained from same directions are also presented in
Fig. 2B. We obtained these results after six iterations, and the aBs errors were less than 0.6%. as can be seen from
these figures, 3d resistivity inversion results are more successful than 2d results for this depth, and the results
obtained from XY direction in 3d slices are better described in the original synthetic structure. a comparison of 3d
results obtained from XY direction for five different arrays is presented in Fig. 3. these inverted resistivity slices were
obtained from depth of 0.75, 1.25 and 1.75 m. the shallow resistive structure in the model was clearly determined
in all results obtained from five different arrays for 0.75 m depth. the conductive structure is also determined in
other depth levels except for pole-pole array. the second resistive structure settled in a deeper part of the model
is observed in almost all array results. however, the result obtained from dipole-dipole array is more definitive to
describe the third buried model structure (Fig. 3). as a result, we determine that all arrays were generally given informative results in the determining of höyük type of synthetic model structures.
the testing of these results for a real archaeological case has been done in Bayrakli archaeological site near to the
city of izmir, turkey. this archaeological site is an important höyük settlement type in Western anatolia. the archaeological context of this settlement is similar to the synthetic model, and the top layer of settlement is very close to the
surface. We conclude that the first results obtained from this site are also convenient to synthetic modelling results.

Fig. 1. a - plan and B - three-dimensional view of the synthetic model.
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Fig. 2. a - 2d and B - 3d resistivity inversion results in x-, y- and xy-directions for dipole-dipole array in the depth slice of 1.25 m.
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Fig. 3. 3d resistivity inversion results in xy-directions for a - Wenner-alpha, B - Wenner-schlumberger, c - dipole-dipole, d - polepole and e - pole-dipole arrays in the depth slice of 0.75, 1.25 and 1.75 m.
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the site of ancient ptolemais (the modern village of tolmeitha in libya - gps 32°42’25,8n”20°57’9,4e) together
with its necropolis covers the area of over 400 ha. due to the absence of modern constructions the site is suitable for
large scale surveys using large spectrum of non-invasive methods. the town, which was most probably founded in
the 7th or 6th century Bc, rebuilt on the hippodamian plane in the 3rd century Bc and widely used for urban planning
in hellenistic period, was one of the important cities in ancient cyrenaica. in the 4th century ad it became the capital
of roman province Libya Superior. destroyed by earthquakes in 262 and 365 ad, it was rebuilt, and flourished also in
the Byzantine period. however, it never regained its former brilliant position.
the aim of the project started in 2001 by the institute of archaeology of Warsaw university is to localize all
archaeological remains, reconstruct original hellenistic plan of the town and observe its later changes in the roman
and Byzantine periods.
various remote sensing techniques and non-invasive methods were applied for this project:
- geodesic measurements with total station and gps;
- aerial photo and satellite imagery analysis;
- digital terrain modeling with the use of geo-referenced digital images and kite-aerial photographs;
- geophysical survey with electric and magnetic methods;
geodesic plan was prepared with the use of a tcr 407 power and a tc1103 leica total station at the first stage of
the project. leveling measurements with a rtk trimble gps-set completed the plot as a contour map-vector layer.
remains of over 700 buildings visible on the surface were measured, recorded and plot in autocad Map 3d
2007. additional data base prepared as MysQl odBc with main attributes of all objects allows us to work by querries from data base and graphical visualization of selected objects.
raster images - satellite QuickBird images (resolution of 0.60 m - natural color and near infrared channel) and
aerial-kite photographs were connected with the main autocad model. vertical and oblique aerial photographs
taken (from the distance of 20 to 350 meters) with the use of flow form kite with Minolta 200 M digital camera were
rectified (using ground control points), transform to geotiff format and added (together with geo-reference file) as
a layer of autocad 3-d model .
in this way the original plan of the town from hellenistic period has been reconstructed (Fig. 1). possible differences between the theoretical model and the practical layout of the buildings and streets are verified by electric and
magnetic geophysical surveys.
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resisitivity measurements carried out in august and september 2006 were a continuation of the geophysical
survey of the site started by magnetic prospection in 2005 (Małkowski et al. 2005). electrical vertical soundings (ves)
with the schlumberger measuring system were used as the main method of the survey. traverses 1 m apart with
sampling points in the distance of 2 m in „en quenconce” grid (soundings made in even points on traverses with even
numbers and odd on the ones with odd numbers) were traced in the field. disposition of potential probes Mn equal
1 m and current ones aB consequently 3, 5, 7, 10, 13 and 16 m allowed to observe changes of apparent resistivity
to the depth of 0.75, 1.25, 1.75, 2.5, 3.25 and 4 m beneath the surface. over 1260 soundings have been carried out in
6 squares. coordinates for each square and numbering of points on X and Y axes were the same as prepared for the
excavation, as well as for gis and remote sensing analyses. that allowed to correlate geophysical maps (prepared
as color maps and 3-d models of changes in apparent resistivity), with aerial and satellite photographs, and connect
them with plans of structures excavated in trial pits and large scale excavation.
one of the most important aims of the 2006 activity was the survey of the central part of the site in a place suspected to be the agora - the main square of the town in the hellenistic, and probably also in the roman and Byzantine periods (Fig. 2). a square 30 meters wide (probably paved) without any traces of architectural remains, but also
ruins of buildings with deep foundations were localized here as result of electric survey. anomalies caused by the
last features start directly beneath the subsurface layer and go down to the depth of 4 meters, as can be seen on the
set of slices and profiles presented in Fig. 3. the resistivity pseudo-tomography method used for the survey allowed
us to collect data concerning mainly the condition of possible archaeological remains. We were able to find the most
effective method for answering the question “how deep?” and in such layers lie the remains we were looking for. the
next step should be to answer the question “where?” For this purpose the cheaper and less time consuming method
of large scale magnetic survey seems to be the best solution. preliminary magnetic measurements gave satisfactory
results, and are planned for 2007 as the next step of non-invasive survey of the site.
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ArChAEOlOgiCAl intErPrEtAtiOn OF mAgnEtOmEtriC dAtA uSing 3d mAgnEtiC
mOdEling ExAmPlES FrOm ukrAinE
ksenija Bondar - ivan virshylo
Key words: magnetic modelling, archaeomagnetometry
introduction. the paper deals with results from magnetometric survey and 3d magnetic modelling of some
archaeological objects from the Bronze age (14th-11th century B.c.) site Malopolovetske-2a (kyiv region, ukraine)
and scythian Belsk settlement (8th-3rd century B.c.) (poltava region, ukraine).
Magnetic model (MM) is a special case of physical-archaeological model (Koshelev 2004). it is composed of magnetometric and petromagnetic data and serves for archaeological interpretation of magnetic results. on the base of MM
low-intensive archaeomagnetometric anomalies could be distinguished from those caused by topsoil heterogeneity.
ММ improves informativity of archaeological schemes as it characterizes archaeological object quantitatively.
methods. Magnetometric survey on both sites was carried out on the level 0.5 m using izMiran kM-8 magnetometer with sensitivity 0.1 nt. on the base of anomalous magnetic induction maps perspective areas for archaeological studying were defined. some of them were excavated. all types of soil and archaeological materials
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were sampled for laboratory measurements of main magnetic properties - magnetic susceptibility (k) and natural
remanent magnetization (nrM). Magnetic susceptibility was also measured in the field on different depth levels
with Ms2 Bartington susceptimeter with Ms2d loop. all received data were used to create 3d first approximation
magnetic models.
the process of magnetic modelling includes direct and inverse problem resolving.
direct task algorithm performs magnetic field calculation using known magnetic parameters of object and/or
soil. the cells of the model with definite values of model parameters (k and nrM) are organized in a regular grid. it
allows working with heterogeneously magnetized and awkward-shaped objects. By comparing calculated magnetic
field with observed one we receive additional information, which helps to reduce many-valuedness when resolving
inverse problem. inverse algorithm adjusts first approximation model parameters in order to obtain magnetic field
similar to the observed one. With this purpose iterative optimization least-square method is applied (Bandy 1988).
optimization process stops when average difference between calculated and observed magnetic induction does not
exceed given value (in our study 0.2 nt). By combining adjacent cells with similar magnetic properties we can visualize objects. the most convenient way to represent the results of modelling is effective magnetic susceptibility (keff)

Fig. 1. results of magnetic modelling from Malopolovetske 2a visualized as anomalous magnetic induction map in nt (dashed lines)
overlying effective magentic susceptibility plot on the depth 0.3 m. vertical limits of predicted archaeological objects are signed.
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Fig. 2. results of magnetic modelling from Belsk settlement, ash-heap №13, visualized as anomalous magnetic induction map in nt (dashed lines) overlying effective magnetic susceptibility
plot on the depth 0.3 m. vertical limits of predicted archaeological object (floor of the building)
0.3…0.6 m.

Fig. 3. results of magnetic modelling from Belsk settlement, ash-heap №54, visualized as anomalous magnetic induction map in nt (dashed lines) overlying effective magnetic susceptibility
plot on the depth 0.75 m. vertical limits of predicted archaeological object (kiln?) 0.3-1.2 m.
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plot on the given depth. effective value is calculated as difference between k of object and enclosing loess or soil.
Magnetic modelling was performed using specially developed software (Virshylo/Bondar 2007).
the method has some important benefits in comparison with others applied on archaeological objects
(Levashov/Tsymbal 1984, Zavojsky 1978). it permits to work either with the whole soil layer or with small weakly magnetized objects and weak corresponding anomalies. the precision of representation of the object shape is limited by
accuracy of the model only. MM is 3-dimensional. the method gives possibility to consider natural soil contribution
by calculating effective magnetization of archaeological objects. the anomalous field fitting is carried out using
induced and remanent components of total magnetization.
results. the Bronzeage site Malopolovetske-2A is covered with chernozem with k= 28-35 x 10-5 si units, Jn= 9-5 x 10-3a/m.
parent rock is loess with k= 14-23 x 10-5 si units, Jn= 9-5 x 10-3 a/m. objects excavated at this and neighbouring sites are
fireplaces, ovens and earth-houses (Lysenko 2004). Burned clay and soil from oven demonstrate k values over 100x10-5 si
units. the magnetic modelling of perspective area showed complex of objects under composite anomaly with maximum intensity 11 nt (Fig. 1). their depth was defined according to number of 0.2 m layers optimized by the
program. as keff exceeds 150x10-5 si units, we can consider them to be fireplaces. the most intensive source (kiln?)
lies on the depth 0.2-0.6 m and has 1 m diameter.
Magnetic modelling has been applied to explain two curious anomalies observed on ash-heaps from scythian
Belsk settlement. the first one has intensity up to 55 nt and distinctive adjoint negative part (Fig. 2). according to keff
plot, the source is highly magnetized object composed of two plates lying at the depth 0.3-0.6 m with k over 350 x 10-5 si
units. at this place a scythian building was excavated (Zadnikov/Shramko 2006). its floor is made of thick layer of
ceramic shards covered with layer of burned clay. keff anomaly outlines a building with two rooms.
the other anomaly has 4 nt intensity and diameter 6 m (Fig. 3). the source has a round form, approx. 3 m
diameter, deepened in loess down to 1.2 m. keff is 70-110x10-5 si units. When this value is added to natural k of enclosing loess, it gives total magnetic susceptibility 120-160x10-5 si units. it is common for burned clay, so the object is
considered to be kiln.
Conclusions. the proposed technique and developed software for 3d magnetic modelling is a powerful tool
for archaeomagnetometric data interpretation.
heterogenic MM allows considering the archaeological object in context of natural sediments. the reliability
of prognosis model increases as
a) larger quantity of non-magnetometric information is involved in composing of first approximation model;
b) observed values of vertical gradient of magnetic induction are used instead of calculated ones
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thE rOlE OF intEgrAtEd ArChAEOlOgiCAl gEOPhySiCAl SurvEyS
in dEvElOPmEnt-lEd hOuSing And rOAd And COmmunity PrOJECtS in irElAnd
James Bonsall - heather gimson - kevin Barton
Key words: integrated prospection, magnetic susceptibility, gradiometry, electrical resistance, development, infrastructure, tourism
the booming irish economy relies heavily on public and private projects in the housing, road and community
sectors. the irish government places a high priority on the preservation of archaeological sites and monuments
either by record or in-situ. developers are obliged to assess the impact of potential and actual archaeology as part
of the planning process. geophysical survey on archaeological sites was first used in ireland in the 1950s and until
recent times has been largely carried out within an academic environment. in the past ten years geophysical survey
has moved into the commercial environment and has become an integral part of the archaeological assessment of
development sites using a combination of techniques and survey strategies.
as part of the archaeological assessment for a proposed housing development at claremorris, county Mayo,
a series of geophysical surveys were conducted on the site of a previously recorded archaeological monument. the
survey area measures 100 m east-west and 50m north-south. the site had undergone intense agricultural activity
and there were no surface traces of any underlying archaeology. the survey was commissioned to help determine
whether the site was a nineteenth century landscape feature mistakenly classified as a ringfort or if it was another
type of archaeological monument.
a reconnaissance, volume specific magnetic susceptibility survey carried out on a 5x5 m grid using a Bartington Ms2 susceptibility meter (Fig. 1) revealed the presence of possible magnetic enhancement in the topsoil. Follow-up magnetic gradiometer survey using a geoscan research FM256 gradiometer (Fig. 2) with a 1x0.25 m line and
station spacing, and electrical resistance survey using a geoscan research rM15 resistance meter (Fig. 3) and 0.5 m
twin probe array with a 1x1 m line and station spacing revealed a series of anomalies. these anomalies were interpreted to be due to a sub-rectangular feature which may be the footprint of a medieval tower house. the integrated
survey and interpretation also reveals the site to be larger in area than previously recorded with the recognition of
a possible foundation robber trench, an annex and a number of possible ditch features. the geophysical survey confirmed the presence and possible extent of an archaeological monument and has provided the developer with data
on which to base an excavation programme.
one of the growth areas in the use of archaeological geophysics in ireland has been in road development. one
challenge that has had to be addressed is the limited geographical area, or strip, of road corridor or roadtake, typically
less than 40 m in width, within which a geophysical survey has to be carried out. it has been found that for interpretation purposes a minimum survey width of 40 m is necessary. this limited survey area gives rise to interpretation
difficulties where sometimes it is difficult to identify coherent anomalies which can be unambiguously interpreted
as being due to buried archaeological sources.
as part of the archaeological assessment for the national route n7 road widening scheme in county kildare,
a magnetic gradiometer survey using a geoscan FM 256 gradiometer with a 1x0.125 m line and station spacing, was
conducted within the landtake that measured 120x40 m, adjacent to the existing road. a number of strongly enhanced ditches were discovered forming possible enclosures and semi-circular anomalies which partly correspond to
visible, and previously unrecorded, linear earthworks on the site. this site is thought to represent the remains of
a medieval monastic enclosure and associated internal features. a number of plough scars are also visible across part
of the site.

Fig. 1. Magnetic susceptibility in six10 -5 units, high values in
black.

Fig. 2. Magnetic gradiometry in nanotesla/0.5 m, positive gradient in black, negative gradient in white.
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there are a large number of monuments in ireland which are recognized by the state as being of archaeological
importance but are in private ownership and thus do not have the benefit of state funding for renovation, maintenance or presentation to the general public. owners and community groups often carry the financial burden of trying to
preserve and present these monuments as part of tourism developments.
the sixteenth century Moygara castle in county sligo is in private ownership and was surveyed as part of
a project leading to an archaeological conservation and development programme. the 50x50 m grass-covered interior, or bawn, of the castle was subject to an electrical resistance survey carried out using a tr systems resistance meter and 0.5 m twin probe array with 0.5 m line and
station spacing. the survey identified a high resistance
area to the south that has been interpreted as being due
to a cobbled area. a raised platform to the north appears
to have an internal low resistance ditch which encloses
the possible high resistance foundations of an earlier
tower or castle.
archaeological geophysicists in ireland are responding to the demands of current and future development projects by moving from research-based survey
methodologies to rapid reconnaissance, processing,
interpretation and reporting regimes. Future developments include multi-instrument survey platforms and
in-field processing for quality control and survey planFig. 3. electrical resistance in ohms, high values in black, low
values in white.
ning purposes.
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intEgrAtiOn BEtWEEn diFFErEnt rEmOtE-SEnSing SurvEyS tO ChArACtEriSE
AiAli ArChAEOlOgiCAl SitE (grOSSEtO, CEntrAl itAly)
Stefano Campana - Salvatore Piro - Cristina Felici
Key words: Aiali site, aerial photograph, gradiometric survey, GPR
Abstract
to enhance the knowledge of the aiali site (grosseto, central italy), finalised to the location and conservation
of the unknown buried structures below the actual studied levels, a scientific collaboration between landscape
archaeology, department of archaeology and history of arts, (lap&t), università di siena a grosseto and the
institute of technologies applied to cultural heritage (itaBc-c.n.r.) was developed in 2005-2006 and is still in
progress (Campana et al. 2006a).
the site has been studied analysing a set of vertical aerial photographs and making aerial surveys from 2002
to 2004, with the aim to locate buried structures. large scale geophysical surveys employing a differential magnetic
method and a gpr survey were carried out between 2004 and 2006.
integrated remote sensing surveys
as usually, we started working on the oldest available aerial photograph which in this case is the national
coverage of 1954. unfortunately, no features were visible on the historical flight because the site was used for olive
cultivation. nevertheless, the soil use changed to grain cultivation between 1950 and 1970. We did not find any features on verticals acquired in 1976, 1996 and 2001.
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the site was detected in spring 2001 by aerial survey, (Campana et al. 2006b). From the end of May to the middle
of June 2004, during the ripening season of the crop, the site was monitored from the air to record the aerial visibility
of the cropmarks, by repeated flights at intervals of 2 and 4 days. this procedure allowed the clear identification of
new traces, which had not been visible in earlier years (Fig. 1).
during 2004, a gradiometric survey collecting data at intervals of 0.50 m along profiles 1 m apart was carried
out. the results showed a series of magnetic anomalies which match the traces visible on the oblique air photographs (Fig. 2). the clearer visible anomaly consists of a rectangular structure (possible roman villa) measuring about
70x25 m, oriented north-east/southwest, at each end of which are four square rooms 10x10 m across. a break in
the magnetic data is caused by a disused iron pipe, which masks completely the possible presence of walls. on the
evidence of the aerial photographs, which show continuity across the line of the pipe, we can assume that the belowground archaeological deposits are essentially undisturbed. it is fair to suggest that in the absence of the pipe the
gradiometer data would have produced equally positive results. Further magnetic anomalies can be seen in various
parts of the field which were previously blank. some tens of metres to the north-east and south-east of the main
complex a series of linear anomalies, more or less aligned with the main structure, seems to represent an enclosure,
perhaps with an entrance-way.
in 2006, high-resolution gpr surveys (conducted in collaboration with dean goodman, archaeometry laboratory, la, ca, usa) were applied over four areas to test the potential of this technique. For the measurements, a gssi
sir3000, equipped with a 400 MHz bistatic antenna with constant offset was employed. at each site, radar profiles
were collected alternatively in reversed and unreversed directions across the survey grids. the horizontal spacing
between parallel profiles at the site was 0.5 m. radar reflections along transects were recorded continuously across the
ground at 40 scan s-1, with a stack = 3; along each profile, markers were spaced every 1 m to provide spatial reference.
the gain control was manually adjusted to be more effective. all radar reflections within 50 ns (two-way travel time)

Fig. 1. aerial oblique photograph of the site taken in different periods of 2004. starting from above, left side:
25 June, 30 June, 4 July, 9 July, 13 July, 25 september.
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Fig. 2. contour map of the gradient of total Magnetic Field and archaeological interpretation.

time window were recorded digitally in the field as 16
bit data and 512 samples per radar scan. referred to as
time slice processing, the anomaly maps can be generated at various time/depth windows across the recorded
radargram dataset. time slice data were created using the
spatially averaged square wave amplitudes of the return
reflection. these averaged square amplitudes were then
gridded using a kriging routine (Piro et al. 2003; Goodman
et al. 2001). other line noises, parallel to the profile collection direction, were removed using a moving filter with
customized threshold settings. Filter thresholds were set
to signal levels just below the average reflections from buried roman walls. in Area AB total number of 162 parallel
profiles stretching s-n was collected with the instrument
configuration indicated above. after the pre-processing,
all collected gpr profiles were used to calculate the timeslices related to this area. Fig. 3 shows the time-slice in the
depth range 1.05 - 1.38 m. in this slice a linear radar reflections are clearly visible. these anomalies are due to the
presence of portion of walls still present in the ground.

Fig. 3. time-slice of the southeast area of the site in the depth
range 1.05-1.38 m. in this slice there are visible many features
that can be interpreted as walls of the main building of the roman villa still present under the ground.
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giACOmO BOni: A PiOnEEr OF thE ArChAEOlOgiCAl Air PhOtOgrAPh
giuseppe Ceraudo - laura Castrianni
Key words: G. Boni, captive balloon, Roman forum
in order to fully comprehend the real contribution of military aerial photographs to the historical and archaeological research, it is necessary to start from the analysis of the period between the end of 1800 and the explosion
of the World War First.
giacomo Boni’s experience represents the first application of aerial photography in archaeological research in europe.
the venetian architect was in 1898 entrusted by the Minister of education guido Bocelli with the management
of a new excavation campaign in the roman Forum, and availed himself, for the first time, of what this auxiliary
science could offer to archaeology.

Fig. 1. the archaeological central area of rome.
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From 1899 to 1906, Boni carried out a series of ascents with a Brigata specialisti’s captive balloon kindly offered
by the corps of engineers in order to realize a planoaltimetry relief concerning the valley of the roman Forum and
to document the excavations state advancement that from 1907 also concerned the area of palatinum hill.
the aerial photographs, taken from the height of 300 to 500 metres above sea level, are still an exceptional documentation, largely unpublished, of the progressive advancement of excavations, ,and an indispensable instrument
of study and knowledge of the central archaeological area of rome.
they are, moreover, the first example of this auxiliary instrument used in archaeology, so that they gain, in our
opinion, an important documentary value concerning the techniques and the methodologies used, as an experiment,
at the end of the century.
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SAtEllitE imAgES And giS FOr thE ArChAEOlOgiCAl PArk OF ChAn ChAn
Francesca Colosi - gabriele Fangi - roberto gabrielli - roberto Orazi - daniela Peloso
Key words: archaeological park, Quickbird satellite, laser scanner, 3D models, GIS
1. the operative project
the archaeological site of chan chan, located along the northern coast of peru, represents the largest mud brick
pre-columbian settlement (14 km2), and is characterized by three architectural typologies: the palaces or Ciudadelas,
the Huacas or stepped pyramids, and the intermediate architecture.
though it is on the unesco’s World heritage list and World heritage in danger list, chan chan is suffering
a dramatic process of material and urban degradation.
in order to stop the process of decay the “plan Maestro de conservación y Manejo del complejo arqueológico
chan chan” was approved by the president of the republic of peru in January 2000. the main objective of the plan
was to integrate all the actions related to archaeological research, conservation and exploitation of the site with all
the actions addressed to the promotion and the social development of its population.
the Mipe (italian Mission in perù) has been operating in chan chan since 2001, following the directions of the
plan Maestro and carrying out work of documentation and study both at architectural and territorial scale.
the main goals of the project are following:
• planning of the archaeological park of chan chan;
• preparing the restoration project of palacio rivero (one of the nine Ciudadelas);
• creation of a documentation centre for the planning and managing of the archaeological park
2. use of Quickbird satellite images for the study of the territory
the extensive settlement of chan chan cannot be analysed and studied without using great scale images as the
high resolution ones from the Quickbird satellite (operative since 2002) used for the quantitative measurement of the
deterioration and the detailed analysis of the territory.
the satellite image (kindly offered by eurimage) shows us two different factors of territorial decay due to direct
anthropic activity (new paths crossing architectural structures, spontaneous vegetation, uncontrolled agriculture)
and to the aggressive approach to the archaeological area by the near town of trujillo and its airport (Fig. 1).
the comparison between the aerial zenital picture of palacio rivero, which was taken in the seventies by the
university of harvard, and the Quickbird satellite image (May 2003) is particularly helpful for the evaluation of the
degradation process: many structures of the second sector of the palace still visible in the harvard picture have
almost completely disappeared in the satellite image (Fig. 1).
With the aim to improve the quality of the information, a fusion was performed between the real colour and
the panchromatic images and between the infrared and the panchromatic ones (useful for the study of soil and
vegetation). the new images keep all the information of the real colour and the infrared shots but achieve the high
resolution of the panchromatic one.
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the new images show architectural alignments which are not visible on the ground, providing therefore an
important tool for the identification of buried structures (Fig. 2).
3. restoration of Palacio rivero: geometric and photogrammetric documentation
the main objective of the present project is to use the case study of Palacio Rivero as an example of chan chan
architecture to create an operating model allowing the execution and relative application of it to all the phases of
documentation, research, and restoration.
the geometrical survey of the palace was performed using different techniques: the total station for the still
visible structures, the gps for the contour lines of the surface generated by the deterioration of the walls and the
aerial photogrammetry for the Plataforma de Entierro (tomb of the king).
a part of Palacio Rivero regarding the wide area of warehouses and Audiencias was recorded using the laser
scanner callidus cp3200 (trimble).
Following the usual procedure we have been able to create a 3d model that allows the creation of solid models
from which it is possible to extract profiles, sections, elevations and all the other drawings needed for the planning
of the restoration project (Fig. 3).
4. Creation of a geographic information System
during last year we started the construction of the gis called “the archaeological park of chan chan” planned
as a means of managing and valorisation of the archaeological complex and of its territory.
during the year 2006 the following data have been added:
• cartographic data (maps at scale 1:5.000 and 1: 50.000; aerial photogrammetric survey by harvard university in the years 1970-1973);
• photographic data (Quickbird satellite image; aerial photos by harvard university; aerial photo by Mipe of
2003-2005);
• geometrical data (topographic survey with total station, contour lines survey with gps of palacio rivero,
photogrammetric survey of Plataforma de Entierro; polygonal of the archaeological area).

Fig. 1. Quickbird panchromatic image. on the left a zoom of the second sector in palacio rivero. comparison between the aerial
photograph (1970) and the satellite image (2003).
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the final objective of such a system is the gradual creation of a multidisciplinary data archive that will allow
the various research and conservation activities to be updated and to schedule and implement the improvement
activities, as well as to regulate the complex economic activities related to the management of the archaeological
complex (tourist flow, multimedia products, constraints and integration with the modern city).

Fig. 2. Quickbird image. Fusion between the real colour image and the panchromatic one. the
image shows architectural alignments which are not visible on the ground (black arrows).

Fig. 3. laser scanner survey. 3d representation of audiencias and warehouses in palacio rivero.
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intEgrAtiOn OF ArP And AmP FOr rESCuE ArChAEOlOgy:
ExAmPlE OF A 50 hA PrOJECt
michel dabas - x. Cassassolles - m. Chemin - l. Conte - A. Favard - J. m. valet - F. x. Simon
keywords: GIS, resistivity profiling, magnetics profiling, trial trenches, rescue archaeology
archaeological exploration of buried targets with non destructive techniques is becoming more and more important but has to face a specific problem of spatial resolution: most of our cultural heritage is buried in the first meter below the ground surface and in order to obtain a good resolution of images, we need a ground resolution of the
order of several decimetres. exploration of areas of more than several hectares with this resolution needs a lot of time
and money and is not generally compatible with today constraints of rescue archaeology (motorways and railways
planning, industrial zones or housing estates): the two main methods mostly used for archaeological investigation,
that is resistivimetry and magnetometry are generally hand operated and the surfaces that can be covered per day
are - for a resolution of 0,5 m - of maximum 1 ha for magnetometry and 0,3 ha for resistivimetry.
development of towed systems using standard sensors but integrating them into a more complex acquisition
scheme can be seen as a new field of development. new technologies like gps (dgps or rtk-gps), integration of
hybrid technologies (uMts+ gps) for example, inertial navigation systems (ins), auto-guidance systems, real-time
gis for quality checking and integration, real-time processing, open clearly new fields of application for the geophysicist and the archaeologist. For example, mass production of gps has made this technology affordable for the
surveyor and now discards any previous time-consuming topography. this enables lowering of the prices and makes
possible, in particular to archaeology, a massive use of sub-surface geophysics.
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For 6 years, we have been developing towed electrical systems for agriculture applications (geocarta sa.),
the resulting arp© system was released for archaeology in 2003 and enables the survey of more than 6 ha per day
(resolution of 0,5x0,5 m). using the same home-made hardware and software, we developed in June 2005 a continuous magnetic system: the aMp© (automatic Magnetic system) system (more than 10 ha per day). the next step (Hulin
et al., p. 192 in this journal) is the integration of both sensors and/or integration of eM sensors.

Fig. 1. digital elevation Model (1 m) obtained with arp(c) and aerial photo.

Fig. 2. apparent electrical resistivities from arp(c) channel2 (1m investigation depth).
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application of both technologies integrated within a home-made gis (geocarta office) will be presented in
a project for rescue archaeology over an area of 50 ha: the veMars project.
evaluation of archaeological potential in rescue archaeology in France is generally done by spot observations
like trenches and field walking. the latter method can be successful but only if archaeological artefacts are near the
surface and if the land has been ploughed recently. trenches are of course very destructive and can be opened over
a very limited extent of the total area to be studied, generally between 5 and 12%. Moreover, this process implies that
the land is already purchased, which often implies too short time period between evaluation and diggings.
use of an integrated non-destructive approach before the trial trenches has proved to be valuable in the
veMars project (gse-prologis). at the beginning of this project we integrated different layers of information like:
deM, aerial photos since 1946, old maps dating from 1780, napoleonian cadasters, land surveyor data, even a sketch
of the coming industrial park.
arp and aMp surveys were done within a month over the 50ha plots and interpretation was performed using
all existing data. the next month, trial trenches were dug and confrontation of interpretation of geophysical data
with field observation in the trenches was operated. it was found that in this specific context, nearly all archaeological
structures were discovered by geophysics and specifically by the arp system. some structures were even discovered
without doubt by geophysics and not found by archaeologists (“ghost anomalies”). reinterpretation of some archaeological structures was also possible using the information brought by geophysics between the trial trenches.
in conclusion, the combined use of arp, aMp data and trial trenches has greatly enhanced the archaeological
knowledge of this zone. the gain in terms of time of operation (50 ha in one month) compared to a manual approach has been estimated to a minimum of 20. the knowledge of the sub-surface was also beneficial to other partners
involved in this project like civil engineers or hydrologists, and shows that the benefits and consequently the cost of
such an integrated survey can be supported not only by archaeologists.
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diSCOvEring mEdiEvAl SzAmOtuły (WiElkOPOlSkA rEgiOn):
a MultidiSciplinary approach
mirosława dernoga - tomasz herbich - ryszard Pietrzak Włodzimierz rączkowski - dawid Święch
Key words: aerial photography, fieldwalking, magnetic prospection, resitivity prospection, Wielkopolska
there being no existing charter, and due to some enigmatic reports found in the written sources, the issue of
the origins of szamotuły, a town in the great poland (Wielkopolska region), has been widely debated and various,
often contradictory interpretations have been put forward. Most historians have been inclined to seek the town’s
beginnings in a market charter granted by przemysł i some time before 1257 to a village located about 2.5-3 km northnortheast of the modern town. the reasoning was based on a document of 1284, issued by przemysł ii, confirming
the market charter granted to tomisław of szamotuły. somewhat later documents refer to a church with graveyard,
which is said to have existed in the village until the 17th century. it is presumed that voivode tomisław granted
a town charter to szamotuły at the end of the 13th century, and the common opinion has been that this foundation
was located on the spot of the modern city (Jurek 2006).
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identification of the location of this church dedicated to st. Martin and the market settlement proved to be challenge for local historians. archaeologists surveyed the area in search of traces of the old szamotuły, closing in on the
area east of the sama river, about 2.5 km north-northeast of the modern town, as one holding the greatest promise.
the first archaeological excavations were carried out in 1995, but the trenches could not be positioned anywhere but
on the outskirts of cultivated fields. excavations carried out on an area of 270 m2 revealed prehistoric occupation, as
well as remains of a 14th century house (Pawlak/Pietrzak 2002). the results were interesting, but hardly univocal.
non-invasive prospection methods were suggested in an effort to overcome organizational and financial obstacles. aerial photography was first considered and the area for aerial survey was determined, based on archaeological fieldwalking and an analysis of the distribution of individual finds of metal objects. Working on the assumption
that wall foundations should be revealed by cropmarks, the investigators hoped to localize the site of the st. Martin
church. the reconnaissance flight in July 2005 failed to provide the expected results. a repeated flight in 2006, however, brought entirely different and startling results.
the long-lasting spring drought of 2006 was instrumental in making cropmarks tell their story. the difference
in soil structure showed up exceedingly well in the colouring and relative height of ripening crops, tracing a distinct
plan of the old town in the aerial shot (Fig. 1). a market square lined with architecture on all sides can be discerned
in the centre. running along the western side is a street which continues both northward and southward. the section
to the south is also distinctly lined with houses on both sides.
there can be no doubt looking at this picture that we are dealing with a chartered town. the concept of the
13th-century town of tomisław being located on the spot of the modern town has been proved wrong. it seems now
that development proceeded in three stages. the first one was a village functioning from at least the 12th century,
huddling around the church of st. Martin; it was granted a market charter before 1257. next was the town chartered
by tomisław some time between 1284 and 1296. it was founded on new ground, possibly near the village, following
a typical layout. it was destroyed most likely in the second half of the 14th century, this resulting in a second charter,
granted to the town that underlies the modern szamotuły at the end of the 14th century.
the discovery of this town did not resolve all issues connected with the origins of szamotuły. new research
questions appeared. For example, how did the market village with st. Martin’s church relate to the late 13th century town? What was the extent of this town? Was there any architecture in the middle of the market square (the
cropmarks in this area were not very distinct)? Where did the owner of the town reside, considering that towns were
usually located in the vicinity of such residences?
other non-invasive surveying methods, i.e. magnetic and electrical resistivity prospection, were called in to
answer these questions. during the first stage of the research (december 2006) an area of 1.88 ha was surveyed by the
magnetic method, covering 90% of the market square, the architecture on the eastern and northern side of the market and part of the buildings on the western and southern sides. the resistivity method was applied over an area of
0.48 ha, covering the northeastern corner of the market square and adjacent buildings. the magnetic map reflected all
the architectural remains that the crop marks in the aerial photo showed (Fig. 2a). Moreover, the magnetic scanning
recorded a series of features which had not been delineated by crop marks, but which had much higher amplitudes
of magnetic field intensity values compared to the structures interpreted as houses. considering the position of these anomalies mainly in the back and middle parts of particular plots, they were identified as settlement structures.

Fig. 1. aerial photograph of the site. outlined area covered by the magnetic survey. photo
W. rączkowski, 3 July 2006.
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the high amplitude of values (falling in the range -30/+110 nt) leaves little doubt that the corresponding features
are composed of heavily burnt material like burned clay, ashes or cinders. the area of the square itself corresponds
to stable magnetic field intensity values (changes in the range 2 nt), which are similarly stable outside the line of
architecture adjoining the sides of the square.
on the resistivity map this architecture surrounding the market square is reflected by lowered resistivity values (below 100 ohms; Fig. 2B). a series of anomalies (with lowered values, down to 50 ohms) should be seen as corresponding to house vestiges, but the image of particular features is considerably less distinct compared to the magnetic
map results. on the other hand, prospection by this method revealed features of raised resistivity (up to 200 ohms)
within the square itself. could these possibly be stone cobbles (or gravel perhaps)?

Fig. 2. a. Magnetic map. gradiometer geoscan research FM36. sampling grid 0.25x0.5 m, interpolated to 0.25x0.25 m. low pass filter. dynamics -6.8/+10 nt. 1 - trench 1; 2 - trench 2. Frame
marks area covered by the resistivity survey. B - resistivity map. resistivity meter geoscan
research rM15. twin probe array; spacing of mobile probes 0.5 m; spacing of remote probes
1.5 m. sampling grid 0.5x1 m, interpolated to 0.5 m. low pass filter. dynamics 43-230 ohms.

Fig. 3. trench 2, north side. section at the point of the contact of two houses. photo M. dernoga.
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testing by excavation was required in order to determine the chronology of the discovered complex, this in
view of the decision to register the site of the town as historical heritage. trench 1 (2x5 m) was traced by the eastern
side of the market square; the bigger trench 2 (3x10 m) explored the northern side. Features located in the former of
the two trenches included a small cellar and two pits qualified as remains of industrial installations (furnaces). trench
2 proved much more interesting as it revealed the point of contact of two houses, apparent immediately under the
topsoil. in section these features appeared dip-shaped with flat bottom (Fig. 3), reaching a depth of approx. 170 cm.
the floors in these buildings were of tamped earth. impressed wood in chunks of clay is indicative of walls made of
beams and plastered with clay. no traces of posts of the structural kind were observed. the fill consisted of remains
of the clay floor, large chunks of charcoal and a layer of burning that testifies to a conflagration destroying the building. pottery was abundantly represented in the buildings. in terms of chronology, it is quite uniform, dating from
the second half of the 13th through the end of the 14th century.
the discoveries satisfy a broader interest than just that of the residents of szamotuły. the results of the investigations demonstrate beyond doubt that we are dealing with a medieval town foundation that preserves a layout
undisturbed by later occupation. thus, it constitutes excellent comparative material for studies of the origins of
medieval towns in poland and most likely in all of central europe as well.
Funding for the aerial survey came from the international project European Landscapes: Past, Present and Future
(www.muzarp.poznan.pl/eulandscapes/). the geophysical prospection was financed by the Wielkopolski province
conservator in poznań.
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thE uSE OF rEmOtE SEnSing in ArChEOlOgy: thE ExAmPlE
OF CAPEStrAnO PrOJECt
donatella dominici - Filippo del guzzo
Key words: remote sensing, photo-interpretation, satellite images, new technologies
this study aims to investigate capestrano’s archaeological site (abruzzo) with geomatics techniques to realize
a precise cartographic mapping and a three-dimensional description of the structures. the QuickBird panchromatic
and multispectral satellite high resolution images are used for a cartographic mapping using gcp (ground control
point) surveyed with gps techniques. characteristics and identification of buried archaeological structures on multispectral images is carried on with analysis on the spectral features changes using supervised classification (Mahalanobis distance, spectral angle) and testing low and high pass filters or template filters. From the archaeological
pint of view, the aim of this paper is to present one of the most reach archaeological areas in abruzzo (central italy)
especially known for the famous find of the statue of the ‘capestrano Warrior’. the first step of the work is to define
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Fig. 1. high definition satellite image of the area of capestrano (italy).

Fig. 2. digital terrain model of capestrano valley.
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Fig. 3. capestrano project: parallel imaging.

the methodologies of the research in order to analyse homogenously all the archaeological evidences: for this stage
the new techniques of remote sensing has been used to interpret and mark all the so called “anomalies” up to obtain
a sort of thematic map of the archaeological evidences. the second level of the paper is focused on the analysis of
these anomalies in order to understand the features of the finds, presenting and discussing field methodologies, quantitative and qualitative data of the project. Moreover, the possibilities of the use of high definition satellite images
as topographic bases for a multi-layer gis (archaeological, geological, geo-physical, historical) will be discussed, in
particular and especially in combination with detailed cartography, aerial photography and 3d modelling.
donatella dominici
Filippo del guzzo
Facoltà di ingegneria, dipartimento di urbanistica e topolgrafia
università dell’aquila, roio, l’aquila, italy
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gEOinFOrmAtiOnAl mOnitOring OF ArChAEOlOgiCAl mOnumEntS
in the Stavropol reGion
Aleksey dovgalev
Key words: GIS, monitoring, aerial photography, satellite photography, Stavropol Region, Russia
anthropogenic pressure that leads to destruction of archaeological monuments creates new demands to protection
of historic heritage, which are impossible to meet without up-to-date it solutions - the geo informational technologies.
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the threat of destruction for archaeological monuments of the region compels to search the most efficient ways
of protecting the historical heritage and monitoring their condition.
recently, state unitary organization “nasledie” (affiliated to the ministry of culture of the stavropol region)
has been using the gis increasingly to research and preserve historic and cultural heritage as well as to carry out
monitoring research.
Monitoring archaeological monuments involves a thorough analysis of various factors that influence their condition.
currently “nasledie” is developing a uniform monitoring system of archaeological monuments of the stavropol region based on gis in order to meet the needs of cultural protection of the region.
Methodology was tested and improved on a testing site near Budenovsk (a town in the stavropol region). due
to its geographical position the location is abundant with archaeological monuments of various types. numerous

Fig. 1. location of the stavropol region.

Fig. 2. density of archaeological monuments in stavropol krai.
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kurgans, ground burials and settlements dated from the early Bronze (3rd-2nd millennium Bc) to the late middle ages
are constantly being destroyed due to farming and construction.
one of the most interesting archaeological sites, the “Madjary” settlement is located here. it is the site of the
golden horde city of Madjar. this historical monument is of national significance.
Following materials were used as an informational foundation of the research:
- topographic maps to the scale of 1 : 25 000, 1 : 100 000
- data of planned aerial photography reflecting area situation in 1980, 1987 and 2001
- satellite photography received from the satellite resurs F1 with camera kFa-1000 in 2000 and with corona
kn-4B in 1972
gis and rs technologies help to detect the destroyed archaeological objects and to identify archaeological
monuments partially destroyed or under a threat of destruction, as well as to carry out monitoring examination.
For the territory of the stavropol region a cartographic foundation was produced, consisting of topographic maps
to the scale of 1 : 25 000 (948 units), 1 : 100 000 (80 units). to geo encode the basic (array) layers a coordinate conversion
matrix was built containing coordinates from 200 to 400 points evenly distributed over the entire array. at the same time
precision of the geo encoding of the cartographic foundation was measured. it was oscillating between 0,9 m and 3-5 m
(transformation was produced with polynom of the 3rd grade). the purpose of transformation of the cartographic material was correction of errors that appeared through non-linear deformations of foundation on which the initial data
was printed (paper) as well and those of the scanner. as a result of geometrical transformation the basic cartographic
foundation was supplement with coloured polyzonal satellite photographs kFa-1000 (20 items).

Fig. 3. Fragments of orthophotoplans of different time series. a - satellite photography corona kh-4B 1972; b - aerial photography 1980; c - aerial photography 1987; d - aerial photography 2001.
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the images have spatial resolution of 6-10 m. the vector layer contains gps encoded spots acquired as a result
of frequent works on the territory of the stavropol region.
therefore, the foundation of the gis in addition to traditional information will include gps spots that can be
used for geo encoding, ortotransformation of rs data acquired through various sensors as well as creation of different models of relief.
Based on the basic layers, supplementary map materials were aligned; aerial and satellite images were orthorectificated.
a digital elevation Model (deM) was built and used at the final stage of aerial photo orthorectification.
in order to do this, horizontal axis of cartographic data were digitized.
Based on aerial photography of 1980, 1987, 2001 and space photography corona kh-4B orthophotomaps
were made reflecting area situation at different moments. in addition, images were graphically decoded to identify
any presence of archaeological objects. these materials were supplemented with maps of different scales and time
periods as well as data acquired during the field research.
For research convenience, the territory of investigation was divided into clusters, squares with sides of 1000 m,
within which factors determining preservation of objects were identified:
-

relief: gradient of territory, exposition of the slope
human activities: man-induced processes, farming and construction
natural negative factors: fall outs, temperature, wind directions, soil erosion

Factor analysis allowed estimating the impact of territorial conditions on preservation of archaeological sites.
For identified objects protection zones of limited human activity were determined. Buffer zones (polygon-shaped in the vector representation) were established for some objects,
rs data collected for a period of over 30 years allowed to estimate the level of preservation of archaeological
sites as well as to identify natural and anthropogenic processes that contributed to the destruction of burial mounds.
disastrous impact of anthropogenic activity on archaeological monuments has been revealed. the number of visually detectable kurgan decreased, some have partly disappeared, while many sites were completely destroyed and
kurgan moats altered. the entire set of methods resulted in more than 200 previously undetected objects, which
found their way to the list of historical sites; their geographic coordinates for gps system were found.
the resulting “time sections” increased our ability to identify archaeological memorials under destruction, and
to work out a set of steps to protect them. integration of archaeological research, gis technologies, and remote sensing
data (aerial and satellite photography) into a single complex, allowed to rapidly undertake measures aimed at the
preservation of historical and cultural heritage in the region. complex analysis of cartographical and remote sensing
data allows including into a preservation list more than 1000 previously undetected objects with data regarding their
degree of preservation. gps technologies allowed undertaking a purposeful search of unknown, visually undetectable
monuments, and giving specific recommendations for implementing preservation works for immovable objects.
aleksey dovgalev
suo “nasledie”
pr. karl Marks 56, stavropol, 355006, russia
nasledie@nasledie.org

larGe-Scale MaGnetic iMaGinG and electrical reSiStivity toMoGraphy
StudiES in A rOmAn militAry inStAllAtiOn ArEA in zEugmA ArChAEOlOgiCAl
SitE, SOuthEAStErn turkEy
mahmut g. drahor - özgür t. kurtulmuş - meriç A. Berge - martin hartmann -michael A. Speidel
Key words: large-scale, magnetic gradiometer, resistivity inversion, Roman military installation, Zeugma
in antiquity zeugma was the most important city between the Mesopotamia and syria, and it was also the main
passing point in the euphrates river. in the roman empire, a great military roman force was garrisoned in the city.
particularly, the Legio IV Scythica, which had a great military force, approximately 6000 soldiers. Based on the satellite
images the camp of Legio IV Scythica was thought to be in the at Meydanı zone lying at the foot of the western slope
of Belkis tepe. the aim of this study was to reveal the roman military installations found in “at Meydanı” area. large-scale magnetic gradiometry and resistivity imaging surveys in the at Meydanı zone were conducted in the north,
west and east parts of this area between 2002 and 2006.
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Fig. 1. large-scale gradiometer image of at Meydanı area in zeugma,
after low-pass filter (3 by 3 window, with gaussian weighting and brightness and contrast processing).

large-scale gradiometer survey was carried out
over 216 grids, which are 20 x 20 m, with 0.5 m measuring and 1m profile intervals. data was collected by
zigzag measuring technique. thus, we measured a field
with 8.64 ha, approximately. the all data (2002-2003-2005
and 2006) were combined by geoplot software to obtain
a more detailed view in the area investigation and were
represented in gray-scale image after correction processes (Fig. 1). the image representation showed that
magnetic contrast was very good in all of the area. high
magnetic anomalies were represented in dark tone, and
low magnetic anomalies in light tone in this image. as
can be seen from this figure, the general anomaly directions in this area are nW–se and ne-sW directions
and these anomalies are very regular form. as a result,
we can conclude that these directions are rather similar
to architectural plan of roman military on the eastern
frontier of roman era. the application of the magnetic
gradiometer technique appears to yield promising results for the military installations at zeugma.
resistivity data were performed by single channel resistivity instrument that has an apparatus fitting
to collect the 2-d multi-electrode data. 2d surveys were
continued between 2002 and 2003 survey period. during
these surveys, the Wenner type electrode configuration
was used along 21 different profiles, oriented n-s or e-W.
2d resistivity data collected in 2002 and 2003 were evaluated by 2d robust inversion technique using res2dinv
software (geotomo software 2002a). results were usually obtained after five iterations. percentage aBs errors
did not exceed the value of 2.8% (generally, 1.1%). 3d resistivity surveys were also carried out in 2005 and 2006
using a number of combined 2d data sets in four separate

Fig. 2. 3d representation of resistivity inversion images obtained from slices depths of 0.25, 0.79, 1.41, 2.12, 2.93 and 3.87 m
in area-iii.
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areas (i, ii, iii and iv) found in the western, middle and northern parts of the investigated area, which contains very
regular and high magnetic anomalies. during this survey, data was obtained from 26 measuring grids (20x20 m),
and an area of 2.04 ha was investigated by electrical imaging technique. the data was also collected using Wenner
configuration in array spacing 1, 3, 5 and 7 m along profiles oriented e-W. Measuring and profile intervals were 1 and
2 m, respectively. 3d data prepared from 2d data sets was also processed by the robust inversion algorithm using
res3dinv software (geotomo software 2002b). the fitting results for 3d resistivity models were achieved after four
iterations, and percentage aBs errors did not exceed the value of 2.6% (area-i), 4.9% (area-ii), 3.8% (area-iii) and 4.3%
(area-iv). the resistivity inversion images from area-iii are given in Fig. 2. these images were represented as 3d, and
their slices depths are 0.25, 0.79, 1.41, 2.12, 2.93 and 3.87 m, respectively. as can be seen from this 3d representation,
the archaeological context is clearly observed in the area-iii. this result is in compliance with the magnetic imaging
results. the resistivity imaging studies were successful in identifying the depths and extents of structures. the resistivity inversion results showed that the structures in general lay at shallow depths, and some of them reached down
to lower strata (approx. 4 m depth).
3d volumetric visualisation is a useful tool to present the archaeological context determined by geophysical
methods. these visualisations can also be used to produce animations. all inverted resistivity values were combined to process by volumetric representation software. thus, 3d representations obtained from different angles and
depths were displayed by this software. as can be followed from these 3d representations, the extensions of archaeological structures are clearly seen (Fig. 3). two different 3d volumetric representations of resistivity inversion of
area-iv are given in this figure. the top figure represents the 3d visualisation obtained horizontal surface, which
is clipped between depth of 0.75 m (Fig. 3a). the ploughing effect was removed by clipped upper surface in the
depth of 0.75 m. thus, the archaeological structures can clearly observe in this figure. in the second representation,
top surface was clipped in the depth of 2.0 m. in addition, the southeastern part of this volume was also clipped
from depth of 3.8 m. thus, we performed observing the deeper parts of this area (Fig. 3b). as can be seen from this
representation, the deeper archaeological structures settled in the south-western quarter of investigation area can
obviously be described.
the archaeological excavation was performed to check the magnetic and resistivity inversion results in 2002
and 2003, and walls and structural bases were discovered. the excavation results verified that magnetic and resistivity imaging surveys were very informative in determining the archaeological structures. Finally, we conclude that
resistivity and magnetic imaging provided matching results. this means that each method successfully detected
archaeological features in the surveyed area and confirmed the correlation between them. consequently, the combined
usage of these methods allows for a more detailed, less invasive examination of archaeological structures.

Fig. 3. 3d volumetric representations of resistivity inversion data of areaiv in zeugma. a - horizontal surface clipped from the depth of 0.75 m;
b - horizontal surface clipped from the depth of 2 m.
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mAgnEtiC PrOSPECtiOn OF thE rAmPArt OF thE EArly mEdiEvAl hill-FOrt
POhAnSkO By BŘEClAv, CzECh rEPuBliC
Petr dresler - Peter milo - vojtech Šešulka
Key words: magnetic prospection, early medieval hill-fort, fortification
pohansko near Břeclav belonged to the most important centers of the early medieval great Moravia. it is situated
in the downmoravian valley in a bottomland near the confluence of dyje and Moravia river in the south-east of the
czech republic. this is a lowland hill-fort approximately oval shape whose inner part (28 ha) was fortified with two
kilometer long defense rampart – fortification. there are adjoining the north forepart of hill-fort fortified by a palisade
and apparently non-fortified south forepart (Macháček 2005).
results of geophysical measurement of the perimeter rampart by the south hill-fort edge are considered as an
object of this contribution. By archaeologists, there is expected a south gate of this hill-fort in the area of measurement. in addition, this area was chosen on the basis of finds that included burnt materials (daub) on top parts and
slopes of this rampart. geophysical prospection took place at the beginning of the year 2007. 0.22ha were covered
by magnetometer survey. the conditions of measurements were obstructed by steep incline of the terrain and also
by the fact that the rampart is situated in the forest. Measurement was done by cs-magnetometer sM-5 navmag
(scintrex, kanada), in raster 0,15m/1m.
the measuring was realized along longitudinal as well as transverse profiles. then these were crossed, thereby
space error was eliminated by data collection that was basically inevitable as a consequence of field obstructions.
a reference point was located on an axis running approximately on the top of the rampart with the view of data shift
minimalization on the transverse profiles to which came by ascent and descent of the rampart. resulting contour
map is so a combination of partial ascents and descents. several important structures were detected on the magnetograph (Fig. 1). Markedly positive-negative anomaly by the left edge of the area (p) is a consequence of the last archaeological excavation. so there are registered heaps from the archaeological excavation of the removed material near
the north edge of the area. Markedly symmetrical anomaly by the upper sector edge is caused by a recent metal (k).
in terms of archaeology, a linear structure is interesting (l). this is likely a relic of a rear stake wall of the fortification.
a rubble of burnt or fire-through material causes here und there surface extension of positive values in the direct of
the hill-fort. on the other side, positive values from the rampart exterior indicate not so magnetically strong material
that belongs most likely to the front stone wall and its destruction. these surmises can be very good correlate with
a profile gained by archaeological excavation of the rampart in the eastern part of this hill-fort (Fig. 2) the strong
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Fig. 1. pohansko near Břeclav. Magnetometer survey. (l – line structure, probably a relic of a rear
wall of the rampart; s – marked anomaly with values >250 nt/m in a space of the surface finds of
burnt through materials; k - recent metal; p – remains of archaeological excavation)

Fig. 2. a cutout from magnetometer in confrontation with a situation in a section no. 18 in eastern
part of the rampart.
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positive anomalies (s) that achieve the values over 250 nt/m are considered as another significant structure. during
an archaeological prospection on this place there were found strong burnt through earth coming to the surface in
a large amount. similar situation was described by a geophysical prospection in an area of the eastern gate in 1979
(Hašek/Měřínský 1991, 123-125). so we can suppose that some bigger structural wood element existed in the space
with the strong accumulation of the burnt through earth within the fortification. one of possible interpretations can
be an existence of a wooden staircase – a tunnel built in the rampart body. similar structural element was discovered
by archaeological works in another part of hill-fort in 2006.
the results of magnetic prospection in the hill-fort pohansko near Břeclav prove the sense of non-destructive
methods in archaeology. Magnetic prospection enables us to take a view about a situation on an excavated area and
to localize places with special constructive elements within a fortification.
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uSing mEthOdS OF PAlAEOgEOgrAPhy in FiEld ArChAEOlOgiCAl PrOSPECting
Olga druzhinina - ivan Skhodnov
key words: palaeogeography, Palaeolithic - Mesolithic sites, prognosis
the paper deals with the problem of using methods of palaeogeography for optimization of the field archaeological prospecting. archaeological monuments of stone age, especially of the palaeolithic and Mesolithic, are in
a great degree rare ones. they seem to be of a great value because they provide unique information on the earliest
stages of the development of human society. as a consequence of historical causes the data about socioeconomic
process in the palaeolithic – Mesolithic on the territory of kaliningrad region are fewer than those about neighboring
territories of northern poland and south-western lithuania. to optimize the archaeological researches, especially
prospecting, some methods of palaeogeography are applied on the preliminary stage of the studies. they include different kinds of palaeogeographical reconstructions and maps based on them. the latter reflect the geomorphologic,
climate, landscape situation for each of periods of final pleistocene and early holocene. the retrospective analysis
permits to defend territories with the most convenient natural characteristics and therefore settled by the ancient
people in the first turn. the factors that contributed to colonization were parameters of mesorelief (river terraces, dunes), water resources (river and lake net), location of raw-material sources, character of substratum (sandy, gravel).
this approach allows to make prognosis and to share out areas which are the most perspective for field prospecting.
We assume that the river sheshupe valley is that kind of territory.
during the field season of 2006, the terraces in the lower course of the river sheshupe were investigated. the
palaeogeographical reconstructions show that after the recession of the ice sheet in the dryas i period the barrier lake
appeared here. it existed about 300 years and then its waters came down with the appearance of the neman and
the sheshupe rivers. the palaeogeographical data justify the surmise that from the Bölling period the environmental conditions in the lower course of the river sheshupe were rather favourable, or at least did not hamper human
settlement there. the investigated area combined several factors that could attract the first inhabitants to the valley
landscapes, such as sand and sandy-gravel substratum of the terraces and flint resources. during the prospecting on
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the partly preserved second “high” terrace two sites dated to final palaeolithic – early Mesolithic were found. the research continues in the zones where we expect to find new archaeological sites.
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lOCAlizAtiOn OF ring StruCturES in EArth EnvirOnmEntS
lev v. Eppelbaum
Key words: ring structures, potential field analysis, modeling
introduction
ring structures (rs) phenomenon is widely presented in earth environments (Fig. 1). rs may generally be classified as terrestrial, extraterrestrial and archaeological. it should be noted that regardless of the popular opinion,
the dimension of terrestrial and extraterrestrial rs is often compatible with the size of archaeological rs (now we
do not refer to the well-studied rs of tens and hundreds kms in diameter). therefore, the problem that sometimes
arises is not only of rs identification, but also of its correct classification. effectiveness of such classification is increasing with all available geological (geochemical), geophysical and archaeological information. in the developed
block-scheme (Fig. 1), archaeological rs are presented as buried caves, pavements and circus rings, fortress remains
and towers, tailings of vital functions and spiritual constructions. obviously, the number of types of archaeological
rs may be significantly extended.
methodology of rS delineation
the first problem that arises when studying rs, is its revealing (delineation) against the background noises.
very frequently it is difficult to single out rs in complex geological-geophysical environment, especially when taking

Fig. 1. classification of ring structures in earth environments (after eppelbaum et al., 1998, revised and supplemented).
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into account the commonly employed rectangular network of geophysical observations. Besides, one has to discriminate between the anomalies caused by rs and the features of the field stemming from its character on the periphery
of stock-like bodies. For this purpose a special method was developed for distinguishing concentric structures, which
is based on summing up horizontal gradients of geophysical field using a circular “apparent” graticule (this term
means that in practice its program realization is applied; Khesin et al. 1996).
the apparent graticule radii drawn with the interval of 45o determine horizontal gradients (Fig. 2c). When
summing up the gradients in various directions, the presence of circular features should be intensified, whereas
other signals are leveled. here the correlation of the sum of gradients (or the average gradient) for a circle with the
radius Rn and a ring external to this circle limited by Rn and Rn+1 radii makes it possible to determine whether the
circular feature revealed reflects the centric or the ring structure (Fig. 2d). the sum of gradients inside the circle tends
to zero in the absence of a centric texture (Khesin et al. 1996). application of this method is explained on the model of
the inclined circular cylinder magnetized along its dip (Fig. 2a, B).
A unified approach to potential and quasi-potential field analysis
the modern interpreting system developed for magnetic field analysis (Khesin et al. 1996; Eppelbaum et al. 2001)
includes the following components (besides conventional ones): 1 - elimination of the secondary effect of time variations, 2 - calculation of terrain relief influence and estimation of magnetization of the medium, 3 - application

Fig. 2. singling out a ring structure. a - model field of inclined circular cylinder calculated along a profile; b - model field complicated by random noise; c - apparent graticule for ring structure revealing; d - singling out a model body by summing up horizontal
gradients of field within the apparent circular graticule zones. isolines of a model field (b) and the sum of its gradients (d): (1) positive, (2) zero, (3) negative; cylinder edge projection: (4) upper, (5) lower; (6) contour of the portion treated on the (b) (after Khesin
et al., 1996).
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of information approach to geophysical field qualitative
interpretation, 4 - inverse problem solution for complicated environments (inclined relief, oblique magnetization and unknown level of the normal magnetic field;
anomalous bodies are approximated by models of thin
inclined bed, thick inclined bed and horizontal circular
cylinder), 5 - 3-d combined modeling of magnetic and
gravity fields. at the last 6 - stage all the information
obtained at the abovementioned stages as well as by the
use of conventional studies, is integrated, and a final
physical-geological (physical-archaeological) rs model
is developed.
it was proved (Eppelbaum 1991; Eppelbaum and Khesin 1992; Khesin et al. 1993; Alexeyev et al. 1996; Eppelbaum
et al. 1996; Khesin et al. 1996, 1997; Eppelbaum 1999; Eppelbaum and Khesin 2002; Eppelbaum et al. 2006) that procedures enumerated in items (1-4) (especially (4)) may
be effectively adapted in other geophysical methods:
gravity, thermal, self-potential, dc, vlF and induced
polarization.
Example of magnetic field quantitative analysis
of rS
the archaeological site ashqelon-Marina is located on the southern coastal plain of israel, near the
ashqelon town. the ancient pits (indicative material
may be dated to the early Bronze period (Golani 2000))
were all found full of refuse (pottery, flints, bones, stone
Fig. 3. interpretation of magnetic anomaly due to ancient garvessel fragments, some botanical remains and shells).
bage rs on the site of ashqelon-Marina (southern israel, after
the overlying layer of dark brown sandy soil was foEppelbaum et al. 2001, with modifications).
und to be over half a meter in thickness. these features
were displayed in the magnetic map as ring (r1.5-2m)
positive anomalies of 12-20 nt (Eppelbaum et al. 2001). Fig. 3 shows an example of magnetic anomaly interpretation
(improved methods of tangents, characteristic point and areal were applied) over one of such ancient garbage pits
(quasi-karst terrane) (disturbing body was here approximated by a thick bed model).
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EAStEr iSlAnd (ChilE): mAgnEtOmEtry
OF ArChAEOlOgiCAl StruCturES On BASAltiC gEOlOgy
Jorg W. E. Fassbinder - karin Berghausen - Burkhard vogt - Johannes moser
Key words: Easter Island, Moais, magnetometry, ceremonial structures, basaltic geology
introduction
as a joint project of the Bavarian state dept. of Monuments and sites, under the direction of the german archaeological institute and chilenian consejo de Monumentos nacionales, a geophysical survey was undertaken to test the
suitability of geophysical prospecting on archaeological sites of the easter island.
in general it is a widely held belief that the search for archaeological structures by magnetometry on volcanic
soils and/or basaltic geology is utterly impossible because of the strong magnetic background of the geological structures. therefore the geophysical aim of the project was primarily to make tests with the geophysical instruments in
order to find a suitable prospecting method for future work.
Archaeological background
the easter island, located 27°09’ s and 109°27’ W, named in the native language as rapa nui or isla de pascua
in spanish, is an island in the south pacific ocean, situated on the volcanic area of the east pacific ridge. roughly
3900 kms west of continental chile and ca 2,000 kms east of pitcairn island, it is one of the most isolated inhabited
islands in the world, nowadays occupied by nearly 3500 people. it was given its common name of “easter” because
it was discovered by the dutch navigator Jacob roggeveen on the easter sunday on april 5th 1722. the island is
made up of volcanoes, and therefore has a basaltic geology. remarkable from the archaeological point of view are
the numerous and large stone statues, called Moai, for which easter island is world famous. Most of them are located
along the coastlines on stone platforms named ahu. they were carved during a relatively short and intense burst of
creative and productive megalithic activity.
there is considerable uncertainty about the accuracy of the date of settlement. published dates range from
ad 300 to 1200. they are based on glottochronological calculations and on three radiocarbon dates from charcoal,
which seem to have been produced during forest clearance activities. a recent study, including radiocarbon dates
from what is thought to be very early material, indicates that the island was settled as late as ad 1200, the time of
the deforestation of the island. the norwegian ethnographer thor heyerdahl pointed out many cultural similarities
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Fig. 1. ahu akivi. one of the authors prospecting in front of the ahu akivi site with the optical
pumped caesium magnetometer.

between easter island and the pre-columbian cultures of south america, which he suggested might have resulted
from some settlers arriving from the continent. But also the origin of the inhabitants is still under debate. the disappearance of the island’s trees seems to coincide with a decline of the easter island civilization around the 17th-18th
century ad. given the island’s southern latitude, the climatic effects of the little ice age (1650-1850) may also have
contributed to the deforestation of the island and the collapse of the ancient rapa nui culture.
magnetic susceptibility
Measurements of magnetic susceptibility were done with the kappa meter sM30 (zh-instruments, czech republic). this is a suitable instrument to measure the amount and the difference in the content of magnetic minerals
in soil and rocks in situ. the results were surprising. although the basalts have the usual high content in magnetic
minerals, the susceptibility of the topsoil reveals a fourfold value. the effect is that we have enhancement of magnetic
minerals in the top soil as they were usually found in europe, but with 100 fold intensities of the magnetic anomalies.
tab. 1. Magnetic susceptibility of typical soil and rocks which are common on the island.
soil/rock
top soil
sub soil (yellow)

magnetic susceptibility x10-3SI units
19-24
10,1-15,3

sub soil (red)

5,8-18,7

volcanic (white ash layers)

10,0-13,1

basalt black (most widespread)
red tuff (hat of the Moai)

4-6
0,20-0,30

yellow tuff (Moai, Ranu Raku)

1,8-2,4

white sand (Anakena beach)

0,4-0,46

magnetometry
the results of the magnetic susceptibility reveal quite reasonable values to encourage us to use the total field
magnetometer (scintrex sM4g special, canada) in the second stage. the total earth’s magnetic field on the isla de
pascua was ca. 34.000 nanotesla.
For the first tests of magnetometry we selected three archaeological sites in front of the ahus, because on most
of these sites there is a large flat area, which is covered by grass. no archaeological structures are visible from the
surface on these selected sites.
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1) in front of the Moai of the ahu akivi (120x80 m in size)
2) in front of the Moai at the honga te’e (80x80 m in size)
3) part of the area in front of the ahu tahai (80x40 m in size)
the first measured area was the ahu akivi site, which is well known because it is one of the rare sites, were the
Moai’s are facing the ocean.
the results of ahu akivi site were unexpected. concentric to and symmetrically to the stone platform we detected
ring shaped structures. tangential to these structures two linear structures are visible. all these structures are cut or
overlain by other linear structures, which are oriented rectangular to the ahu.
the magnetic remanence vector of the archaeological structures has the same direction as the induced magnetization vector; therefore we suppose that these linear structures are due to a ditch refilled by highly magnetic topsoil

Fig. 2. Magnetogramm of the ahu akivi site. smartmag sM4g special in an uncompensated duosensor configuration, total earth’s magnetic field ca. 34.000 nanotesla, dynamics +/- 800 nanotesla,
in 256 grey values from black to white, grid size 40x40 meter, sampling rate interpolated to
25x25 cm. (notice the high intensities of the magnetic anomalies).

Fig. 3. 3d view of the magnetic data of the ahu akivi site. smartmag sM4g special in duo-sensor
configuration, total earth’s magnetic field ca. 34.000 nanotesla, dynamics +/- 500 nanotesla,
in colour display 40x40 meter, sampling rate interpolated to 25x25 cm.
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rather than to basaltic rocks. We suggest that these structures are due to the arrangement of a ceremonial area in
front of the ahus. Moreover we were able to detect also a stratigraphy of the site, and we suppose that the area was
modified several times and therefore used by the ancients for a longer time.
Conclusion
the results show that we are able to trace archaeological structures beneath the ground although we were prospecting on basaltic geology. all these archaeological researches and results were done without touching the ground
and without destruction or excavation of the monument. the method is thus an excellent tool to recover and to understand further archaeological details and the history of these extraordinary monuments. it will help archaeologists
to reduce excavation to small size or trenches, which will help to preserve the archaeological sites.
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mAgnEtOmEtry On nEWly diSCOvErEd BrOnzE AgE SEttlEmEntS
in thE nOrth CAuCASuS (ruSSiA)
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in 2004, dmitry korobov and sabine reinhold discovered Bronze age settlements of a so far unknown type.
the major characteristic of these sites is a symmetric layout around a large central place. on an area of about 30 km2
more than 55 sites are situated on a plateau in the north caucasian piedmonts, south of the town kislovodsk. analysis of satellite images, aerial photos and topographical survey combined with intensive field survey and small
scaled excavations allowed already to present detailed maps of these settlements. here we report on the results of the
large-area geophysical prospecting of three of these settlements. the combined interpretation of aerial photographs,
satellite images and topographical maps and geophysical data provide detailed information on the structure; the
excavation gave the dating of the settlement.
Archaeology
the characteristic trait of the newly discovered settlements is a central oval place, around which rows of up to 35
buildings are attached. Most of these sites have a symmetrical layout with bear resemblance to the shape of a horseshoe.
there are, however, others in form of large rows of houses. the configuration of the buildings forms small villages of
roughly one hectare in size. the architecture is of stone, so that their ruins are still on the surface and on the remote
sensing data. they occur in a zone between the foreland and the high mountains of the elbrus massif around the city of
kislovodsk. so far 55 sites of this type are arranged from the pokunsyt to kabardinka mountain ranges and are located
on the plateau edges which decline to the north. the sites are in an altitude of 1400-2400 meters above sea level and
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therefore far beyond the zone of agriculture today. grazing land is used only up to an altitude of 1800 m. therefore we
do not talk of a few individual settlements but of a whole cultural landscape with a certain mode of subsistence.
magnetometry
concurrently with the analysis of aerial photographs and to the topographical work on the site we carried out
a large area magnetometer survey. For prospecting we used the cesium smartmag sM 4 magnetometer in a total
field configuration in order to obtain also information on the sub soil and the geological underground. as an example
we picked out the settlements kabardinka 2 to 5. on the site kabardika 2 only about 120x100 m in size was visible
from the air and topographical survey. We extended the grid to 300x240 m to obtain also information on possible, but
yet undetected structures.
the magnetometer data revealed further archaeological details of the inner structure of the houses. inside of
some of the houses we detect fireplaces but no traces of pottery kilns. some other houses were detected by their negative anomaly from the fundaments made by limestone.
the topographically visible structures of the buildings, (nonmagnetic limestone) show up as negative magnetic
anomalies in the adjacent soil. these structures are slightly diffuse due to the fact that the stone debris from the walls
covers the groundwork of the houses. the interior of these two rowed houses, which faces the inner central place,
reveals higher magnetic anomalies than the other rooms of the building. this is due to a higher activity and the use
of hearths and fireplaces, or it is due to ceramic or organic material. (remarkable is a thin line of high magnetic anomalies just on the fringes of the walls, which borders the central place, and showed up as wall debris when excavated.
here in the so far excavated areas the highest density of ceramics was noticeable).
the results reveal also details on the environment of the settlement. some of the topographically visible burial
mounds have stone chambers and others do not. Moreover, some yet unknown burials were detected by magnetometry. south of the biggest burial mound we suggest the occurrence of roughly 15 urn-graves. in archaeological
knowledge, urn-graves, however, are generally unknown from this area.
an additional outcome of the magnetometer survey, which was only detectable by the uncompensated duo
sensor configuration of the Bavarian magnetometer system, was the discovery of a ring shaped zone of highly magnetic material outside the settlements. this material, which consists of highly magnetic material like midden, is
found in the ca 30-meter broad zone around the whole settlement. the zone obviously refers to the arrangement
of the whole settlement and was detected on the other settlement sites as well. important for the interpretation was
also the fact that this zone is correlating with an area where, during archaeological survey, also a high concentration
of pottery findings was located. Whether this is due only to debris or whether it is the trace of seasonal settlement
aligned parallel to the stone houses can be clarified only by archaeological excavation.
Conclusion
a combination of the magnetometer finding with a selective archaeological excavation will yield further evidence on the dating but moreover it will also explain the utilization of the settlement in detail, e.g. if the building was
used for living, for fireplaces or a as stable, not only for a single building but for the settlement as a whole.
Magnetometry is a suitable archaeological method, both to find and to trace previously unseen structures beneath the large area of settlements, as it avoids destruction and excavation in favour of the combination of geophysical
interpretation of magnetometer data with archaeological finding. it thus contributes effectively to the understanding
of large archaeological sites.

Fig. 1. view of the surveyed site. in the background the elbrus massif with an altitude of 5600 meters, the highest mountain of
europe.
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Fig. 2. Magnetogramm of the kabardinka 2. smartmag sM4g special in
duo-sensor configuration, total earth’s magnetic field ca. 49.450 nanotesla,
dynamics +/-13,00 nanotesla in 256 grey values from black to white, grid
size 40x40 meter, sampling density interpolated to 25x25 cm.

Fig. 3. Magnetogramm of the kabardinka 3 and 4. smartmag sM4g
special in duo-sensor configuration, total earth’s magnetic field ca. 49.450
nanotesla, dynamics +/-13,00 nanotesla in 256 grey values from black to
white, grid size 40x40 m, sampling density interpolated to 25x25 cm.
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SurvEying AnCiEnt CitiES in thE nilE dEltA: thE tEll El-dABca caSe
irene Forstner-müller - tomasz herbich - Christian Schweitzer
keywords: Ancient Egypt, Nile Delta, magnetic prospection
tell el-dabca is located in the eastern part of the nile delta, egypt. known to egyptologists since 1885 thanks to
e. naville’s excavation, the site was later investigated by M. Hamza (1928), L. Habaschi (1941-42), Sh. Adam (1951-54) and
the austrian archaeological institute in cairo, under the direction of M. Bietak (1966-69 and from 1975 onwards).
the site can be identified with Avaris, capital of the Hyksos (15th dynasty, 1640-1532 Bc) and with the southern
part of piramesse, the delta residence of ramesses ii (1290-1224 Bc) and his successors. Most probably this place
was also identical with the biblical town raamses/ ramesse from the time of the ramessides (19th and 20th dynasties,
1307-1070 Bc) (Bietak and Forstner-Müller in print).
the town was founded on now buried sand mounds (geziras) on the southeastern bank of the ancient pelusiac
branch of nile. the geziras were preferred for settlement for they remained unflooded during annual nile inundations. at present the whole area is cultivated and remains of ancient settlement mounds survive in only a few places.
From 1985 to 1990 the ancient landscape of tell el-dabca/Qantir was reconstructed over an area of 12 km² based on
900 core drillings (Dorner 1994). his map of the reconstructed historical landscape with the old pelusiac branch, the
river system and turtlebacks set the framework for all prospective work in tell el-dabca.
the oldest settlement of which there is evidence, founded by the early 12th dynasty, was probably of modest
size. towards the end of the 12th dynasty the settlement expanded to the south and covered c. 75 ha. during the second intermediate period, the reign of the hyksos (1640-1532 Bc), the settlement attained a size of appor. 250 ha and
became one of the largest towns of egypt. consequently, classical archaeological methods like excavation were of no
use for the reocnstruction of the urban plan, necessitating the use of other surveying methods. the survey carried
out by h. Becker and J. Fassbinder in neighbouring Qantir showed the efficiency of the magnetometer prospection
method applied to this kind of research (Pusch et al. 2000).
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in 1999, t. herbich began a magnetic survey of tell el-dabca. Measurements were taken in parallel mode in
a grid 0.50 by 0.25 m with a fluxgate gradiometer geoscan research FM36 (Herbich 2001). the readings fell in the
range of +/- 10 nt and after several days of work there was no doubt that the method would be just useful as it had
turned out in Qantir. the survey, carried out at cezbet helmi in the northwestern part of the old town of avaris,
revealed remains of the tuthmoside palatial platform (palace g), remains of the hyksos citadel ramparts (section of
buttressed wall) and remains of town architecture with houses demonstrating a typical new kingdom layout (Bietak
et al. 2001; Herbich 2003).

Fig. 1. Magnetic map superimposed on a satellite image (google earth). reconstruction of
the course of the pelusiac branch of the nile in transparent blue. geoscan research fluxgate
magnetometer FM18/FM36/FM256 and caesium scintrex smartmag sM-4/4g-special.

Fig. 2. cezbet rushdi. the Middle kingdom settlement featuring an orthogonal plan. scintrex
smartmag sM-4/4g-special.
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in 2000 the survey was continued by ch. schweitzer using an FM18 instrument. other sections of the thuthmoside palatial complex in cezbet helmi were revealed, as well as remains of a city wall from the horemheb period
(1319-1307 Bc).
since 2002 the survey has been continued with two different magnetometers: Fluxgates FM18/36 (from 2007:
two FM256) and a caesium scintrex smartmag sM-4/4g-special system, with two sensors set in parallel mode measuring the total value of the earth’s magnetic field intensity (identical to the system used in Qantir). the readings with
caesium instruments were taken in zigzag mode and after resampling, the measurement grid was 0.25 by 0.50 m.
the area surveyed so far, amounting to 110 ha, is bounded to the west by the longitudinal section of the ancient
pelusiac nile branch and to the north by the latitudinal stretch (Fig. 1). to the east, the survey encompassed an area
east of cezbet rushdi, at cezbet Machali reaching almost to the southwestern edge of the large area of nearly 200 ha
surveyed by Becker and Fassbinder in Qantir.
the survey east of cezbet rushdi revealed an early Middle kingdom settlement with orthogonal layout (Forstner-Müller et al. 2005) (Fig. 2). to the south, remains of the town from the 15th dynasty have been mapped. in area
F/i (between cezbet helmi and tell el-dabca), a palatial complex from the hyksos period was discovered (Bietak et
al. 2007) (Fig. 3). the dating of these structures is known due to earlier excavations (orthogonal settlement at esbet
rushdi) or verificatory testing following the magnetic survey (palatial complex in F/i). the survey on the mound of
tell el-dabca revealed remains of large buildings which, to judge by their plans, date to the late period (ForstnerMüller and Müller 2007). in the area neighbouring with the earlier excavation in F/i, remains of tombs of the 13th
dynasty and second intermediate period were registered.
the survey done with caesium instruments provided a clear picture of the paleomorphology of the nile delta
showing the pelusiac main branch with river banks and deep water sediments, less rapid flowing side branches and
lagoon areas with limnic sedimentation.
the survey was done within the program framework of the austrian archaeological institute in cairo. Between
2002 and 2007 a. Buszek, p. kołodziejczyk, M. kurzyk and d. Święch participated in the survey. topographical support

Fig. 3. F/i. the hyksos period palatial complex. geoscan research
FM36.
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was provided by J. dorner, W. Müller, a. hassler, a.-c. escher and M. Weissl. one of the FM instruments used in the
prospection comes under a cooperation agreement between the polish centre of Mediterranean archaeology in cairo
and programa de estudios de egiptología (consejo nacional de investigationes científicas y técnicas, Buenos aires).
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Geophysics and Geo-electrical investiGations inteGratinG
the Gis of iuvanum survey project
domenico fossataro
Key words: geophysics, geo-electrical, geo-prospections, GIS, field survey, landscape archaeology, digital elevation model
iuvanum survey project was planned as a joint project among italian, english and spanish institutions in order
to analyse as much intensively as possible the mechanisms of settling the area of the romano-italic sanctuary and the
roman municipium of iuvanum (chieti- italy). the focus was on the location of the main sites, their hierarchic organization in different periods and their inter-visibility for reconstructing territorial sub-units and districts. Within the
context of the project several seasons of intensive field survey were completed and in the last 4 years also several excavations of some of the sites were organised in order to test the area stratigraphically. in the context of this wide project
a multilayer gis was planned and the aim of last field seasons was the geo-physical and geo–electric investigation of
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the most representative sites in order to complete as much as possible the data of the gis and get a wider picture of the
area, integrating the data of the geo-prospections with remote sensing and photo-interpretation both from a geological
and an archaeological point of view.
the aim of the data processing in the survey project of the area of iuvanum has been, since the beginning, not
only the creation of a complete database, but also, and more importantly, the construction of a gis project which
could guarantee as global as possible a view of the mechanisms of the settlement and exploitation of the territory
in antiquity. there are numerous gis programs for this kind of project which can be easily adapted to a wide range
of needs; the most common feature of the various gis products is to correlate the database precisely with the topographic base of the area. however, the methodologies of application of these programs vary from area to area and
from project to project, and the organization of gis in different levels is often very subjective. in our case, in order
to get a most detailed view, different cartographic bases have been used for our gis, including the results of remote
sensing, photo-interpretation and geo-physical surveys that are still in progress.
the cartographic base is extremely important in this kind of project and for a gis project it must be as complete
as possible, as well as continuously improvable. at the beginning of the project we began by using cadastral maps and
black and white aerial photographic maps with different resolutions and scales, but unfortunately most of them were old.
however, in the last two years, thanks to the reorganization of the aerial photographic maps of the region, new images

Fig. 1. iuvanum survey project: multilayers gis.

Fig. 2. iuvanum survey project. topographic model of the area.
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Fig. 3. iuvanum survey project. 3d model of the area.

of the territory have been taken and are available, already hortorectified and georeferenced, in a digital version and with
adjustable image resolutions. in the initial compilation of our gis, the original cadastral maps and black and white aerial
photographic maps were scanned, hortorectified and georeferenced, and served on different levels, as the only topographic bases for the survey. then the new colour aerial images of the area, taken in 2000 by voloitalia, were included as
a new topographic level of our gis, in order to make the complete sequence of images easily accessible. the structure
of the database of the iuvanum survey project derives from the database of the sangro valley project, maintaining the
general basic architecture of the database, in order to allow easy comparison of the data and the merging of the two databases in the future. this will provide a general gis of the two sample areas in the sangro valley, which are closely related
historically and archaeologically. the original structure of the database was based on four main linked tables, consisting
of the field, site scatter, structure and finds forms, which always depend hierarchically on the field form. We have added
a fifth table, the site form, to record the numerous villages, fortified centres and pseudo-urban sites dating from the preroman period to the post-medieval age, which have not been surveyed intensively, but which are particularly interesting
and numerous in this area. the different tables allow a differentiation of the data within the database in order to maintain
the different levels separately, and at the same time, having linked them, it is possible to have a complete view of the relationships between surveyed fields, finds or structures which have been found and eventual site scatters which have been
delimited within the fields.
the organization of the database and the ease of creating crossed links is an extremely important aspect of the organization of a gis project; in fact, a perfect correspondence and balance among the different levels of the database is fundamental in making a gis as precise as possible. in this way, the database of the project can be integrated within the topographic
context, and individual contextualised data are geographically linked with their areas of find, drawing the limits of fields or
site scatters within a shape file. With this gis structure, new information can be inserted daily, showing directly, either graphically or statistically, the progress of the project. this phase is certainly the most elaborate and problematic, but it enables
us to make all kinds of queries, through the use of sQl, and resulting in thematic and chronological distribution maps. the
combination of these resulting maps and the study of the topography of the area are important in building a general territorial model and investigating the main dynamics of the local settlement pattern and exploitation of the soil.
through the analysis of the topographical base of the specific levels of the database in combination with a digital elevation Model (deM) file it is possible to create a digital terrain Model (dtM) and reconstruct the distribution
of ancient sites, their intervisibility, the different areas of interest and influence of the main sites, and the hierarchical
position of sites, using thiessen polygons.
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photoGrammetry and remote sensinG in archaeoloGy
Alin Frînculeasa - Mădălina Frînculeasa
Key words: photogrammetry, remote sensing, archaeology, benefits and limits, Romania
to understand cultural development and activities from the past, archaeologists try to obtain as much relevant
information as possible. today, a wide range of prospecting methods is available and provides different results and
clues to interpretations of archaeological sites. in order to retrieve a maximum of information, prospection data has
to be combined and interpreted together. combination of traditional archaeological prospecting methods can be
done on different scales, ranging from landscape to individual features.
photogrammetry consists of accurate measurement of man-made or natural lands features through the production and use of aerial photographs, and can be supplemented by field-edited surveys. the aerial view can show
archaeological landscape in ways that emphasize their most important and valuable aspects. archaeological interpretation of aerial photographs is not easy.
remote sensing provides unique clues for recognizing the distribution and relations between objects and phenomena on the earth surface, especially when integrated with dtMs. nevertheless, the interpretation of the patterns and
nature of detected features often needs validation through ground survey. this is particularly crucial in the reconstruction of archaeological landscape, due to modification of the environmental and cultural variables through time.
the different techniques have different success and failure rates depending principally on ambient environmental conditions. however, with some exceptions, the current state of knowledge in romania is incipient.
in this paper we try to demonstrate various examples of data integration showing the benefits and limits of
the applied methods. on second plane we present some preliminary result along with the problems raised by each
method of data acquisition in romania.
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applications to landsat thematic mapper imaGery in Geosciences research
(special view to GeoloGy and archaeoloGy)
Mădălina Frînculeasa - Alin Frînculeasa
Key words: Landsat Thematic Mapper Imagery, geology, archaeology, Romania
the multi-informational character of the satellite images taken by informational satellites at the end of the
20th century has given remote sensing an ever-increasing significance. in the geological and archaeological field,
remote sensing represents a method that can help us verify the results and interpret phenomena and events, using
a modern and competitive method of analysis.
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the main objective of our research was to determine the possibilities of using the average and high spatial
resolution satellite images landsat 5 thematic Mapper (tM) and landsat 7 enhanced thematic Mapper plus (etM+)
in the domain of geological and archaeological research. this derived from our main purpose, that of introducing
satellite images and using them on a regular basis in geoscience, according to the current global tendencies, as they
appear more and more frequently, not only in geology and archaeology but also in other domains, by comparison
with the aerial one (e.g. the landsat thematic Mapper application of prospection techniques makes more efficient
the recovery of information and makes it possible to reach a higher level of interpretation of archaeological sites
before excavation).
this paper examines the use of multispectral sensors in identifing the loci of past human activity and tectonicostructural phenomena with examples in romania, giving specific emphasis on those remains that would normally
go unnoticed if other research methods were used.
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maGnetometer survey at the roman town of cyrene, libya
Chris Gaffney - Vince Gaffney - Richard Cuttler - Helen Goodchild - Susan Kane - Gareth Sears
Key words: magnetic prospection, Roman town, Cyrene, Libya
the cyrenaica archaeological project (cap) is an international mission under the direction of professor susan
kane, oberlin college. cap comprises experts from a range of universities and scientific establishments in north
america and europe who are committed to the investigation of cyrene and the surrounding area using a range of
archaeological techniques.
cyrene, a designated unesco World heritage site in eastern modern libya, was the leading city of the libyan
pentapolis. settled by greek colonists toward the end of the 7th century B.c., it remained an active graeco-roman city
of distinctively hellenic character until the time of the islamic conquest (a.d. 643). the first scientific archaeological
mission to cyrene was led by richard norton on behalf of the archaeological institute of america in the early 20th
century. subsequent foreign archaeological missions from america, italy, and the united kingdom have excavated
in cyrene for more than a century.
during the 2006 preliminary field study (Cuttler et al 2006) the authors noted the following:
• that the primary requirement of the world heritage site at cyrene is an adequate base map of contemporary
and ancient features to assist in the management and development of the site
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• that the value of data from current and future excavations at cyrene would be significantly enhanced by
provision of remote sensed data for the settlement as a whole and that this would support the provision of a management plan for the world heritage site.
• that historical and archaeological data from the town would be enhanced by a regional survey
experience gained while mapping other townscapes, such as Wroxeter (Gaffney et al 2000) and Forum novum
(Gaffney et al 2004) suggests that remote sensing will play an important part in the analysis of cyrene. during the
2007 field season it was decided to trial the multi sensor Ferrex system for large scale coverage of the city. the logic
behind the decision to use this system was based on field trials at Wroxeter using a non-magnetic cart which was
enabled with real time gps for navigation and three dimensional data location. While the sensors are not as sensitive
as many on the market, the magnetic anomalies within most ancient towns are normally well above the minimum
detection level for this sensor. at Wroxeter the system easily matched the results from earlier surveys, partly due to
the strength of response, the increased sampling density resulting from 0.5 m traverse separation and a reduction in
pre-processing due to exact positioning of data.
the work from the 2007 field season will be presented including aspects of data integration that will be inherent in the analysis of the city.
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hiGh resolution maGnetometry and resistivity imaGinG
in archaeoloGical prospectinG - case studies
FRoM tHe teRRitoRy oF SloVAKiA
Vojtech Gajdoš - Miroslav Hajach - Roman Pašteka - Kamil Rozimant
Key words: geoelectrical methods, geophysical instruments, electrical resistivity tomography, high resolution magnetics
introduction
technical progress in the branch of new geophysical instrument development allows to use “classical” geophysical methods with high density data acquisition. these data are used for new interpretation and visualisation
techniques, which allow to obtain detailed information about explored anomalous objects (Clark 1990). these new
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instruments include high-sensitivity cesium magnetometers and resistivity imaging instruments. We have
carried out various measurements on different archaeological sites by means of the magnetometer tM-4 from
the australian company gtl and electrical resistivity
device resistar rs-100M from the expired czech company geofyzika - in this contribution three selected casestudies have been used.
Biely Kostol - Hallstatt burial barrows site
hallstatt barrow site in Biely kostol (small village
sW of trnava) belongs to the relatively recently discovered archaeological sites of the kalendberg culture in
slovakia. Major part of the site consists of four burial barrows, which can be recognized on the relief of the earth
surface (site is positioned on agricultural land). the barrows are circular and were built from the centre to the
margin (sometimes with a burial chamber close to the
centre), the soil was taken from the wide surroundings of
the barrow mantle and also from the ditch around the object. original height of the barrows could be from 2 to 3 m
above the actual surface, but over time this elevation was
smoothed by weathering processes, and today it is only
0.5-1 m. diameter of these structures varies from 20 to 30 m
(Urminský 2001).
the findings in one of the barrows (structure i., realized in 1999-2000) were represented mainly by ceramics
(approximately 21 vessels were found). part of the wooden
burial chamber was opened up. it was a simple log-cabin
structure with a wooden floor and supporting pillars in the

Fig. 1. image of the anomalous total magnetic field on the site
Biely kostol with indicated parts for interpretation.

Fig. 2. horizontal resistivity section from part of the site lučenec - opatová.
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centre. geophysical research, realized in summer 2002 was focused on the next barrows structures - mainly on their central
part, where the burial chamber should be positioned. precise measurements of magnetic field could bring a new insight into
this very interesting archaeological problem. data acquisition was performed by means of a high quality cs-vapour magnetometer tM-4. surveyed territory was approximately 70x150 m in a series of lines with the distance 0.5 m with a step of 5 cm
on each line. obtained data were processed by means of standard techniques into a map of t field (Fig. 1). positioning of
measurements was realised in a local coordinate system, axes were oriented parallel to the existing fences in the site.
results from the realised geophysical research brought important results. the map of Δt field shows two full
patterns of barrows, which are manifested by means of concentrated circular anomalies. the pattern of this anomalous field is very close to that obtained in cases of ancient ditch systems (Kuzma/Tirpák 2001). By means of the earth
surface analysis of the site there where expected four barrows - by means of high-sensitivity magnetometry two of
them were fully determined (structures ii. and iii.), one partly (struct. i.) and one did not have the typical response in
the magnetic field (struct. iv.). a part of what is probably a new barrow was recognised (structure 5.).
additionally electrical resistivity tomography (ert) measurements were realised along two lines, crossing the
structure ii. high correlation between ∆t field maxima and higher resistivity values along the profiles was followed.
this phenomenon is not explained in present and we hope that future archaeological excavations will help us to
move forward in understanding this special feature of the site.
lučenec - opatová - Cistercian abbey remains
a medieval cistercian abbey - church is supposed to be situated in the area of lučenec city, part opatová. some
artefacts from years 1172-1196 were found, which could be an evidence of the oldest structure in novohrad territory.
it is from this time up to year 1247 we assume that the abbey was established. the abbey played a role in the historical
battle between hussites and hungarians in 1451.
the archaeological research has been running for a few years. last year, geophysical measurements of geomagnetic field (pMg1, proton magnetometer) and electrical resistivity tomography (resistar rs-100M) along selected survey lines were realized. Wenner - schlumberger electrode array with electrodes distance 2m was used for
geoelectrical tomography.
exploration site is located in the area of an old cemetery. remains of old architecture were found by digging
some graves. From understandable reasons there were only limited possibilities to dig classical archaeological probes. only a minor hole was opened and in the depth of 2 to 2.5 m several narrow tunnels were excavated. recently,
before geophysical survey, underground archaeological probes were dug successfully for remains of old foundations
and stone blocks. the remains found are roughly situated along three thick lines (Fig. 2), which could indicate the
possible strike of walls.
survey lines were situated according to local conditions among graves. though there was a contrast between
susceptibilities of old foundations and surrounding clays, considerable effect of disturbing ferrous items in cemetery
objects influenced the survey. For these reasons the measured magnetic field did not give convincing evidence about
possible presence of architectural remains.
electrical resistivity tomography method was more successful as a consequence of greater resistivity contrast
of studied objects against their vicinity. in Fig. 2 selected parallel lines of interpreted resistivity are visible - depth
sections from one part of the studied area. line Mk11a was situated above the remains found (marked area). there
are higher resistive parts on other survey lines, which could also indicate occurrence of wall remains. From measured
ert lines we have constructed vertical resistivity cross sections as a result of inversion process. We have used these
results for the creation of horizontal resistivity sections (approx. at levels 1.25 and 1.85 m). represented maxima
connecting line (dashed) differs from supposed foundation lines approx. 20° (Fig. 2).
Poľný Kesov - old church remains
in the cadastre of homonymous village there are known several sites with finds of settlements from several
prehistoric periods. some of the remains were already found at the end of the 19th century. close to the church was
a cemetery, and the whole area was surrounded by a ditch. in 1958, two fragments of foundations and some shards
were uncovered by ploughing. the church lies on area of about 30x20 m.
Former church was identified by aerial photography in 2000, and subsequently the archaeological and geophysical survey was done (Samuel et al. 2004). the geophysical exploration was carried out by the archaeological
institute of the slovak academy of sciences - to identify remains of the church, magnetometric and geoelectric surveys were used. Magnetometer smartmag sM 4g (scintreX) caesium vapour type was used with 2 horizontal
sensors (with 0.5 m separation) in the height of 0,3 m with sampling step of 0.2 m. resistivity profiling was measured
in a grid of 1x1 m. Both methods proved the existence of church remains, especially the geoelectrical measurement
showed positively the structure of the church plan. department of applied and environmental geophysics at the
Faculty of sciences cu selected survey lines in the investigated region. electrical resistivity tomography was used
(resistar rs-100M) with Wenner - schlumberger electrode array and 2 m electrodes distance.
on constructed Magnetic map carries features of remains of the church foundations and a ditch around the church.
More detailed picture of the church foundations is represented on the electric resistivity map. selected ert survey lines
(one in W-e direction and two in s-n direction) were situated above the church remains. there exists an observable excellent congruence in the areal representation of resistivity profiling and ert vertical cross sections (Fig. 3).
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conclusions
obtained and interpreted anomalous features from high resolution magnetics and electrical resistivity tomography
at investigated localities brought some new information, which could be important from the historical point of view. We
believe that some of the selected interpreted anomalous objects will be verified by archaeological excavations in near future. the studies were also important from the point of view of methodical aspects of high-definition geophysics.

Fig. 3. Measured ert survey lines versus areal resistivity.
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hiGhly inteGrated non-destructive investiGation
for the reconstruction of ancient sites

Danilo Gallo - Marcello Ciminale - Helmut Becker
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the combined application of non-destructive methods is often the most effective way for deepening the
knowledge on large archaeological sites (several hectares). in particular geophysics and aerial photography could
yield very detailed information on buried structures (i.e. Becker et al. 2004) outlining their location but also in many
cases, defining their planimetry. the accurate geocoding of different data sets and the use of gis. for their integration, allow us to extract the most complete information from a combined study.
in this paper the results of a highly integrated non-intrusive investigation are presented.
the study site is located in the celone valley (southern italy) and is part of a very important and rich archaeological landscape. it was already identified by archaeologists during the field survey. the remains recovered on the
ground belong to different types of structures generally referable to neolithic, roman and the Middle ages.
the main purpose of the combined study was to locate and identify the buried structures.
in cooperation with otto Braasch of the aarg, in may 2005 a set of oblique coloured photos was acquired to better
define the extension of the site and plan the magnetic survey on the ground (Fig. 1). clear and sharp cropmarks revealed
a diffuse presence of archaeological features. in some areas (a, B, c) signals were completely absent because the fields
were cultivated with olive trees or vegetables. as the land use could have changed completely from year to year, previous
aerial images of the site were searched with the aim of obtaining some information mainly on the area a.
the position and orientation of the grids for the magnetic survey were chosen on the basis of the aerial evidences. total field measurements were acquired by employing two scintrex smart Mag sM4g with four sensors
arranged in quadro-sensors configuration and one geometrix g858 in duo-sensors configuration (Becker 2001).
since the cropmarks indicated the double external ditch passing through areas B and c, an attempt of magnetic
survey was also tried in the olive groove. the 40 x 40 m2 grids were set only in the area B. the acquisition procedure
was adapted, trying to minimize the effect of the presence of the trees with the aim of detecting at least the signals
related to the biggest features. For practical reasons the duo-sensors configuration was used.
the magnetic grids were geocoded through high accuracy gps differential measurements. the absolute positions of some features (ground control points) recognizable in the oblique photos were also measured for the
subsequent orthorectifying process (Doneus 2001).
the magnetic data were processed to reduce unwelcome disturbances (i.e spikes, stripes and zig-zag effect;
Becker 2001; Ciminale et al. 2001). the oblique images were orthorectified by using the airphoto software (http://www.
uni-koeln.de/~al001/airdown.html). afterwards they were used as base map for processing an older set of photographs
that showed a good readability of cropmarks in the area a.
all the processed and geocoded data were inserted in a gis. environment. Fig. 2 shows the superimposition
of the different sets of orthorectified photographs with the processed magnetograms. the visual integration of magnetic and aerial signals was improved by applying digital image processing (dip.) techniques (Mather 1999) such
as contrast enhancement, rgB spectral bands separation and colour inversion. the image shows a high correlation
between aerial and magnetic data and outlines sharply all the detected anomalies (aerial and magnetic), giving an
almost complete overview of the site and particularly of the neolithic settlement.
significant elements came out by analysing the final results.
in spite of the difficult working conditions, the magnetic survey executed in the olive groove succeeded. even
though at present the processing has not been completed yet, the plan of the double external ditch plus many other
structures seems to be already identifiable in the partially processed data. at the same time the multitemporal analysis of the aerial images and their suitable processing allowed an effective integration with the magnetic data and
the identification of several neolithic compounds in the area a, which were not accessible for the geophysical
investigation. the magnetic anomalies generally appeared sharper and more visible compared to the correspondent cropmarks. they also pointed out many structures undetectable in the aerial photographs. through the integrated interpretation of the data, several remains were recognized which belonged to different periods occurred on
the site. as it specifically concerns the neolithic settlement, it is worth of noting that in the eastern surveyed area,
the magnetic anomaly connected to the outer external ditch cannot be recognized, while other signals that refer to
neolithic structures are well-visible. this could mean that the external ditch was planned but not finished.
Finally, in order to verify the high compatibility and thus integratibility of the magnetic data acquired by the
two different magnetometers which were arranged and moved in different ways, one more day was spent in the
field to survey the tested area with both configurations. results are very satisfactory.
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Fig. 1. aerial oblique photo acquired in 2005. the cropmarks reveal the presence of bedded structures of different ages. the archaeological signals are completely missing in some areas (delimited with a black line) owing to the presence of vegetables or olive trees in place of wheat.

Fig. 2. processed magnetograms displayed in 256 grey tone (-25 white, +25 black) nt, and overlapped to the orthorectified aerial photographs. the magnetic and aerial data appear highly correlated. the good readability of the signals was achieved after all the processing procedures and
by applying dip. techniques.
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tHe GReeK Colony tAnAiS CASe StuDy: inteGRAteD PRoSPeCtion APPRoACHeS
Gennady Garbuzov - irina Viktorovna tolochko
Key words: Northern Black Sea region, lower reaches of the Don River, Greek colony Tanais and its agricultural zone (Chora),
ancient cultural landscape
For centuries, the region of the lower reaches of the don river (nizhneye podonye) used to be a contact zone
between the representatives of different ethno-cultural traditions. in the ancient world, close contact and interaction
of hellenic and Barbaric elements promoted creation of a unique culture, having generated the character of the
northern Black sea region (severnoye prichernomorye) of the second half of the ist millennium Bc. till the first half
of the ist millennium a.d. the town of tanais, being the most remote to the northeast centre of the ancient civilization
(iiird century a.d. - vth century a.d.), played a special and significant role in this process. in the first centuries a.d.
tanais was inseparably linked with the Bosporan kingdom over the whole history of its existence, and served as
a link in the economic and political ties of the ancient Bosporus with steppes populations of priazovye and prydonye.
it became the central regional and economic zone of the lower reaches of the don river settlement and consisted
of a group of fortified settlements, stretching out from the west to the east. during the whole period of its existence,
among the main characteristics of the settled culture micro region in the lower don region remained the following:
compactness, territorial remoteness from the mother country, i.e. from the main territory of Bosporus, and its complete (undivided) nomadic environment.
complex ethno-cultural situation was expressed in a peculiar development (evolution) of the ancient city state
of tanais and its neighborhood, located in the lower reaches of the don river and being rich in manifold diverse
and different-type archaeological artifacts such as fortified agricultural settlements of tanais chora, or large burial
mounds of sarmatians tribes.
on the whole, the region of the lower reaches of the don river gives one a unique opportunity to apply both
methods and technologies of the archaeological geo-information science and non-destructive search archeology, as
well as electronic registration and joint spatial analysis of all the elements of the richest regional archaeological heritage. the application of such methods tends to become particularly relevant because of the intensive destruction of
the material attributes of this original cultural heritage, being hidden in a modern landscape under the impact of the
accelerated economic developing of the territory over the recent years.
the general purpose of the study consists in a theoretical substantiation and working-out of the optimal strategy and methodology of a complex data ware for a series of archaeological studies in the field of the ancient archaeology, being characterized both by the scrutiny of the problems of the spatial analysis and by the renascence of the
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ancient cultural landscape. the archaeological investigations of the regional ancient cultural landscape, being held
within the frames of the uniform universal geo-information environment and based both on methods and analytical
tools of modern archaeological geo-information science and geophysics, are organized with the region of the lower
reaches of the don river as an example.
in practice, the whole of the complex of the studies is realized through the creation of a specialized archaeological geo-information project, uniting all spatial data types. among the aforementioned are archival archaeological
databases, thematic data on properties and characteristics of the natural environment and modern landscape, data
on geophysical and archaeological field shootings, as well as data on the remote sounding of the earth. Within the
archaeological geo-information project we are planning to carry out practical non-uniformly scaled studies of properties, structures, internal interrelations of various components of the ancient cultural landscape in the near-by and
far districts of ancient tanais, geographically corresponding to lower reaches of the vast flood-lands of the don river
and its delta, as well as to the adjoining flat steppe sites. on the basis of such studies, the construction and objective
check of a series of models is assumed. among the former are: 1) predicative models, i.e. models, forecasting the distribution of various classes of archaeological objects within the limits of the territory under investigation; 2) models
describing social and economic spatial relations and evolution of the regional systems of settlings; 3) models reflecting perception and understanding of the outward phenomena by the ancient societies and individuals.
one of the most significant specific targets in modeling the spatial organization of the neighborhood of ancient
tanais is the study of its political, administrative, and economic structure, as well as the analysis of its time variability. the guiding lines here are the distinctive features of the spatial distribution of the well-known archaeological
artefacts, with the comparative analysis playing a significant part on the territory of the project with available natural
resources.

Fig. 1. the map of settlements of tanais chora. the view of don delta. tanais - the nothernmost centre of the ancient civilization.
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the universal character of the archaeological project, being presently worked-out, will allow its application
for the monitoring of the historical landscapes condition and especially protected territories, such as, for example,
a unique landscape of the delta of the don river. the results of the studies will serve as a scientific substantiation of
a series of actions for protection of the natural and cultural heritage of the region.
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GeomaGnetic survey at the meroitic settlement hamadab, sudan
thomas Goldmann - Ronny Wutzler - Beate Mekiffer - Pawel Wolf Mohamed Abdelwahab Mohamed Ali
Key words: magnetic prospection, Sudan archaeology, Hamadab, Kingdom of Kush
Abstract
three kilometres south of the Meroitic capital
Meroë-city two ancient settlement sites are situated on
two hills in the area between the village domat al hamadab in the northern part of the modern sudanese town
kabushiya and the nile. With an extension of 200x250 m
(the northern hill) and the 250x500 m (southern hill) the
sites have an area comparable to Meroë-city. a settlement of both sites in the classic and late Meroitic period
is evident from findings and excavations. in 1914, the
temple B1000 was excavated by the university of liverpool. remarkable for a rather small temple like B1000
(24x8 m) are two stelas, of Queen amanirenas and vize
king akinidad, which were found in front of the temple, showing Meroitc inscriptions which have not been
translated yet.
new excavations, carried out in the north-east of
temple h1000 by the university of shendy/sudan and
the humboldt universität zu Berlin/germany showed
a dense net of outlines of houses from mud bricks and
a 2.5 m thick city wall from mud bricks with an outside
shell of fired bricks. the excavated part of the city wall
showed an orthogonal corner in the north-east. amassments of red bricks in the west, outside the city wall
could be the remains of large representative buildings.
dumps of ashes, bones, pottery shards and iron slags,
outside the city wall in the south and east of the site
indicate a highly developed industrial art. except the
temple all excavated buildings inside the city wall are
made of non-fired mud bricks with a wall thickness of
one stone.
as resulted from the magnetic mapping, the city
wall has a shape comparable to the basic structure of
a roman military camp (castrum), but otherwise some
important features of a castrum are missing. it is assumed that the ancient hamadab was an urban settlement with both a military and civil purpose.

Fig. 1. Magnetic map of the Meroitic settlement hamadab with
embedded excavation plan.
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Method and equipment
the magnetic survey took place in March 2006 and February 2007. the magnetic gradient was measured with
a cycle time of 0.2 seconds, using an overhauser proton precession magnetometer gsM 19. after the mathematical
data processing by our own software the map was displayed using surfer®. the mapping provided us with a grid of
data with nearly 12 cm between points and a distance of 25 cm between the lines for magnetic mapping. this very
narrow line to line distance was due to the thin walls of the excavated buildings. Before the magnetic survey the
surface had to be cleared from red bricks which were scattered all over the site, because they would cause a high
magnetic noise.
results
Within the two seasons the area of the northern hill was mapped nearly completely. Fig. 1 shows the magnetic
map with an embedded excavation plan. the grey-blue coloured areas could not be measured because of vegetation.
the large Building in the excavated area is temple h1000.
the main structure in the magnetic map is the city wall of rectangular shape with a sloped south-west corner.
the north-west corner shows an orthogonal shape but additionally there is also a sloped wall to be seen. Maybe these
are remains of two construction periods. the magnetic anomaly of the city wall has a sharp north to south polarisation with gradient values up to +/-100 nt/m.
inside the city wall a lot of strong magnetic anomalies, resulting from fired bricks, is present but clear structures are not identifiable because of the high magnetic noise of the irregular scattered red bricks below the surface
and/or the ruinous state of the buildings from fired bricks. only in the south east corner the outline of a rectangular
building is to be seen. some straight lines, maybe showing streets, are recognisable in the north. the structures of the
mud brick buildings inside the city wall vanish in the noise of the fired bricks.
at the sloped edge of the south east corner of the city wall two large anomalies, resulting from fired bricks, could be
the remains of two monumental buildings or, maybe embankments of an assumed port (?).
outside the city wall the magnetic anomalies are much weaker, except those resulting from the iron sledge dumps
in the south and the east. in the south of the castle several ensembles of mud brick buildings are visible. Just in front
of the south-west city wall a great rectangular building with wide inside rooms is to be seen. all the other houses have
nearly the same orientation like the city walls and are arranged in several ensembles in the south of the fortification.

Fig. 2. a view of the site hamadab showing an example of the excavated mud-brick walls.
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multi-scaled approaches of a renewed survey proGram into the plain
of persepolis (central fars, iran). did everyone live
in palaces durinG achaemenid times ?
Sébastien Gondet
Key words: multiscaled survey, geophysic, systematic surface survey, Achaemenid, Persepolis
the persepolis plain, also known as the Marv dasht plain, is located in the centre of the iranian province of
Fars, some 50 km north of shiraz. although in a semi-arid climate, this mountain-bordered plain is one of the most
fertile of Fars, and this especially from the time when a big dam was constructed for irrigation in the late sixties.
since then, the plain has not only witnessed an agricultural intensification but also an increased urbanisation, due to
establishment of industries around the city of Marv dasht. this dramatic change results in a steadily rising pressure
on the archaeological heritage, especially on the highly vulnerable tells.
the archaeology of the centre of the achaemenid empire (560-330 Bc) is characterised by a well-known monumental palatial architecture. the foundation of these royal centres, their rich textual records and documented
secondary occupation traces (canals, quarries, dams) might suggest a renewed occupation of the region. nevertheless, even though several tell-oriented surveys were carried out in the last seventy years, the very nature of the
hinterland to sites like persepolis or pasargadae is only known in a limited number of settlement mounds.
intensive tell-oriented surveys were conducted in the 1970’s (Alden 1980; Jacobs 1979; Sumner 1972) and these are to
be credited for our present-day understanding, especially for the timeframe stretching from the neolithic to the end of
the Bronze age. however, numerous questions still remain as to the occupation during the first millennium Bc and the
lack of archaeological evidence corresponding to this later period. although the achaemenid and transitional periods
are of course dealt with in these past surveys, scholarly focus has primarily drawn on the earlier periods, while for the
achaemenid period interest and excavation efforts still concentrated on the palatial complex of persepolis.
in close connection with renewed research of the royal zones themselves, particularly in pasargadae, the joint
iranian-French survey program aims to provide a more complete and diverse image of the achaemenid presence and
its impact on the surrounding landscape. this entails revisiting known sites, evaluating the presence and characterisation of achaemenid elements and the start of a systematic survey into the zones thus far lacking archaeological
traces: fields and piedmonts. the first seasons (2005-2006) already proved to be very instructive, as they confirmed
the archaeological potential of these new zones and highlighted different methodological problems linked to the
intense agricultural land use. these problems, together with the current state of archaeological research, need a wider scope, ranging from the regional scale, over off-site structures (canals, dams, roads,…) to the area of the site itself
(geophysics, topography, aerial photography,…).
First stage consisted of revisiting reported sites with an assigned achaemenid date and this in order to evaluate
their archaeological potential for more thorough studies. as such, it was also an opportunity to get a better idea of
what types of ceramics and settlement patterns characterise the achaemenid period. We found ourselves confronted
with the destruction of numerous sites, due to the intensified agricultural practice. Field observations and estimates
indicate that more than 30% of the achaemenid sites have been levelled and that, when only taking into acount the
mounded site, more than 50% are lost. comparing our results with those of previous surveys, the resulting number
of achaemenid sites to be taken into account is quite poor, and our observations bring us to a more cautious re-evaluation, since the presence of achaemenid elements could not alway be reconfirmed. nevertheless, one conclusion
became evident: possible achaemenid sites are generally low in height and show a very low density of diagnostic
sherds. this could explain their high level of destruction as well as difficulties in the field to locate them.
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Fig. 1. landsat images composition of the persepolis plain (green areas correspond to piedmont surveyed, geophysic surveys have
been conducted on sites tagged with yellow points).

Fig. 2. Magnetic gradient map of site called tol-e ajari within
Firuzi northeast of archaeological area, the survey has revealed
a squared baked brick building (level line each 20 cm, magnetic
gradient scale -10/+10 nt).

Fig. 3. Magnetic gradient map of dawlatabad site (level line
each 15 cm, magnetic gradient scale -3/+3 nt).
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giving the large destruction of sites on the plain and the somewhat doubtful character of those sites still preserved, one must also look elsewhere for elements of achaemenid occupation. therefore, systematic test surveys were also
undertaken on two piedmont-zones (kuh-e hussein and kuh-e gondashlu piedmont areas - Fig. 1). these areas are still
quite well-preserved from destruction and they also have the benefit of being spatially limited. on the other hand, with
the proximity of several wells and arable land, such areas are also favourable for human occupation and could finally
highlight possible variations in settlement patterns.
no clear evidence of achaemenid occupation was found along these piedmonts, althoug some unknown ceramic collections could be attested. even though it is quite impossible to determine their date without any stratigraphy reference, these
artefacts might well be linked with occupations during less studied transitional periods. in such a way, the systematic survey
of piedmonts provides unseen archaeological artefacts, as well as high number of new and preserved archaeological sites.
in a similar respect, magnetic surveys have been carried out on reported achaemenid sites that are still well
preserved. Most of these have been conducted on sites with associated architectural remains, almost all in the vicinity
of persepolis (for example tol-e ajori - Fig. 2).
on the other hand, a magnetic survey was also undertaken on a site in the centre of the plain, called dawlatabad (Fig. 3). this unmounded surface site presented quite a high concentration of sherds of a possible achaemenid
date. although the site might well be another levelled mound, the resulting geomagnetic map shows several anomalies resembling a clear architectural layout, probably built out of mud bricks, indicated by the shape of the anomalies and the low response values. For sure, the surveyed area needs to be enlarged to get a better idea of the spatial
organization of the settlement. But already from this limited survey large-spaced buildings can be distinguished and
show that geomagnetic survey can shed light on the spatial character of some of these low-visibility surface sites.
the main objective of this lecture is to present the results of this first stage of the ongoing research, and will
focus ot the characters of the achaemenid occupation (site morphology, environment location, attested diagnostics
sherds,…), and first of all concentrate on the combination of systematic surface survey and geophysical survey.
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understandinG of the succession of GeomaGnetic anomalies due
to a complex defence system: the case of al-rawda (syria)
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the site of al-rawda, which has been excavated since 2002 by a French and syrian team, is located in the shamiyeh, on the very edge of early Bronze age settlements in the syrian steppe lands (Castel & al. 2005). the presence of
well-preserved archaeological levels from the latter part of the early Bronze age just below the surface has led us to
carry out a magnetic survey on the tell during autumn 2003 and 2005 in order to understand the spatial organization
of the city and its surroundings.
this survey has revealed a dense settlement plan (Fig. 1), organised around a radial and concentric street
network system, which is probably the result of a pre-established planning (Gondet/Castel 2004). the domestic and
monumental buildings respect the general organisation of the town. these survey results combined with information obtained through excavations allow us to consider the site of al-rawda located in a bitter semi-arid area as a real
town with these multiple attributes (defensive, residential, economic, religious, funerary), at least in the last phases
of occupation at the end of the early Bronze age.
First field surveys and topographic works on the site helped to seek fortification around the site. the stone
foundations of a huge wall were visible on the surface on the border of tell. archaeologists were able to assume that
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Fig. 1. geomagnetic gradient map of al-rawda (magnetic gradient scale -5/+5 nt).

Fig. 2. comparison between section across al-rawda defence system and geophysical survey results
(magnetic gradient scale -5/+5 nt).
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this structure was not continuous but consisted of succession of linear sections. therefore, when excavations began,
the defence system was considered as a single line of rampart: this assumption has not been disproved by two small
archaeological soundings operated on the western and northern ramparts. geophysical survey allows us to review
this assumption, and reveals a more complex 30 m wide defence system around the town fringes. although the survey renewed our understanding of the defence system of the site, the nature of the anomalies succession along the
border of the site was quite hard to specify. at this stage, the only possible conclusion was to affirm that the starting
hypothesis of a single rampart was false. the lack of reference on the defence system for this period and the unusual
value and shape of some anomalies give accurate interpretations though.
in order to determine the nature of this complex defence system, a 50 m long trench was dug across it east of the
site. it allows us to notice that the town was surrounded by a succession of two ramparts and two ditches (Fig. 2). the
outermost ditch is 15 m wide in the mean, the other one is 8 m wide. Both are covered with a sort of coarse concrete.
it is therefore interesting to reconsider the variations of the magnetic signal following the different type of constructions which have been laid out for the defensive system of al-rawda. if the “geophysical signatures” are clearly identified, it
is then possible to characterize the whole system of fortifications and to follow its evolution and eventual modifications.
the study of the al-rawda defence system illustrates an interesting dialogue between the different archaeological research methods. a detailed interpretation of the magnetic gradient map helps to highlight the main characteristics of the fortifications, their evolution which reflect the life of the city (period of war or peace, expansion…) and
their relation to the city planning.
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maGnetometry on the GeoGlyphs of palpa and nasca (peru)
tomasz Gorka - Jörg W. e. Fassbinder - Karsten lambers
Key words: magnetic prospection, horizontal gradiometer, geoglyphs, Nasca, Peru
the geoglyphs of palpa and nasca in southern peru are considered one of the greatest mysteries of archaeology
(Aveni 1990). thousands of lines, cleared fields and figures were carved on flat plateaus in the desert, the so-called
pampas, during the paracas and nasca cultures (800 Bc - 650 ad). ever since the first report of peruvian archaeologist toribio Mejía Xesspe in 1927, serious archaeological investigations have by far been outnumbered by unscientific
interpretations. the geoglyphs of palpa, in the northern nasca basin, have been studied in detail with archaeological
methods since 1997 by the nasca - palpa project (Reindel/Grün 2006) supported by the german Federal Ministry
of education and research (BMBF). in the framework of this project, we conducted in 2003 the first prospection
with geophysical methods in the pampa (Fassbinder/Reindel 2005). during the following field seasons we chose four
geoglyph sites in the vicinity of palpa that had previously been documented in the framework of the same project
through a combined field survey and analysis of high resolution aerial images (Lambers 2006). a reference data set
was thus available for these sites. as the geoglyphs of palpa and nasca are part of a unesco World heritage site,
geophysical prospection is the only none-destructive technique of site exploration apart from aerial archaeology, and
the only tool to detect and map possible unknown features beneath the lines and trapezoids.
so far, magnetometry has rarely been used for archaeological prospection in south america. as the magnetic
inclination in palpa is less than 15° and the intensity of the total earth’s magnetic field hardly exceeds 24.000 nanotesla,
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Fig. 1. orthophoto (resolution: 25 cm) of geoglyphs on site pap 51a north of palpa. the complex is composed of lines, spirals and
trapezoids constructed over several centuries. orthoimage courtesy of institute of geodesy and photogrammetry, eth zurich.

Fig. 2. Magnetogram of geoglyphs on site pap 51a north of palpa. smartmag sM4g - special in duo-sensor configuration, total field
mode. earth’s magnetic field ca. 24 000 nanotesla, dynamics +/-12.00 nt in 256 grey values from black to white, grid size 40x40 m,
sampling density 50x12.5 cm, interpolated by graduated shade view based technique.

Fig. 3. Magnetogram of geoglyphs on site pap 51a north of palpa. smartmag sM4g - special in duo-sensor configuration, horizontal
gradiometer mode. earth’s magnetic field ca. 24 000 nanotesla, dynamics +/-13.00 nt in 256 grey values from black to white, grid size
40x40 m, sampling density 100x12.5 cm, interpolated by graduated shade view based technique
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the highly sensitive total field caesium magnetometer (scintrex smartmag sM 4g-special) to be used during fieldwork
needed to be adapted to these conditions. in addition, geochemical processes forming iron oxides in soil, which usually
cause clear magnetic anomalies, could not be expected because of the lack of precipitation. on the contrary, due to the
flat inclination of the earth’s magnetic field, simple anomalies created more complicated patterns, which were difficult
to interpret. to overcome this problem and to enhance the visibility of magnetic data, two sensors were arranged for the
first time in a horizontal gradiometer configuration. the application of the magnetometer in such an arrangement, in
combination with magnetic total field data, allowed to enhance the visibility of archaeological features in a region close
to the magnetic equator. this enabled us to trace old lineal geoglyphs that had been obliterated during the construction
of the larger trapezoids on the same site even in nasca times.
a wooden frame, on which the probes were fixed, ensured a constant distance between magnetometer probes
and topsoil. in this configuration two sensors were carried over the site in a zigzag mode, 30 cm above the ground.
the sampling speed of the magnetometer (10 readings per second) allowed a 40 m profile of the grid (40x40 m) to
be measured in less than 30 seconds. a band pass filter in the hardware of the magnetometer processor was used to
eliminate the natural micro-pulsations of the earth’s magnetic field. the slower changes in the daily variation of the
geomagnetic field were reduced to the mean value of the 40 m sampling profile and alternatively to the mean value
of all data of a 40 m grid (Fassbinder/Irlinger 1999). For data processing the magnetometer readings were imported
to geoplot 3.00 (geoscan research) and surfer (golden software) and converted into greyscale values ranging from
0 = white to 255 = black. the horizontal gradient was processed by archeosurveyor (dW consulting).
here we report the results of magnetic prospection on four large trapezoids on the pampas to the north, east,
and south of palpa. the magnetograms of the total field measurements are dominated by remanent magnetization of
lightning strikes, which clearly demonstrate a climate change in the past (Eitel et al. 2005; Mächtle et al. 2006). as far
as archaeological features are concerned, the most important result is the detection of a series of old lineal geoglyphs
beneath trapezoids in large geoglyph complexes. Most of these complexes were in use during several centuries and
grew considerably over time (Lambers 2006). new geoglyphs were frequently added and existing ones enlarged or
remodelled. in this process, large trapezoids often covered older lines. during their construction the stones of the
desert pavement between the existing lines were removed, rendering the older lines invisible on the surface. the
magnetograms clearly revealed the course of several old lines on all four investigated sites.
the lineal geoglyphs are visible in the magnetograms due to their heavily compacted surface, which was caused
by people frequently walking over them in the course of ritual activity taking place on geoglyph sites (Lambers 2006).
this compactation destroyed the vesicular horizon of the exposed loess sediment. in contrast, the large trapezoids constructed later did not confine movement of people over them, so their surface is generally less compacted. this is why
the older lines are visible in the magnetogram even though their cleared surface resembles that of the trapezoids.
apart from the geoglyphs, there was no indication at any of the four sites of the presence of archaeological features not related to the geoglyphs, nor had they been used for habitation. thus, from an archaeological point of view,
it seemed unlikely to find any buried archaeological remains predating the construction of the geoglyphs. however,
the magnetic measurements showed anomalies that may be interpreted as traces of buildings, postholes, pits or other
man-made structures. the relation of these possible structures to the geoglyphs remains to be investigated.
Without destruction and excavation, magnetometry has thus proven to be a powerful archaeological method
for studying geoglyph stratigraphy. these findings not only shed new light on the development of large geoglyph
complexes over time but also on the understanding of the paracas and nasca cultures and the history of the region
in general. Magnetometry is thus a welcome tool for nasca archaeology to confront unsound theories proposed by
amateur archaeologists with scientific data.
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Mapping the ChiCkasaw with integrated MagnetiC geophysiCs
Bryan s. haley - Jay k. Johnson
Key words: geophysics, magnetics, electromagnetics, magnetic susceptibility, North America
geophysical techniques have been very productive on late prehistoric sites in the southeastern unites states.
specifically, features exhibiting thermoremnant magnetism, such as burned waddle and daub structures, can produce dramatic responses with the magnetic gradiometer. however, sites containing more ephemeral features, including
historic native american villages, offer a more challenging target for geophysical survey. research was conducted
by the university of Mississippi on protohistoric and historic chickasaw sites to determine the utility of integrated
geophysical survey on these targets.
study area
the homeland of the chickasaw is located near the city of tupelo in northeastern Mississippi. chickasaw sites
are characterized by a small to moderate number of dwellings, associated burials, and large midden pits containing
high densities of ceramics, lithics, and trade material. the latter type of feature was typically in use for a relatively
short period of time and is particularly useful for determining the chronology of the sites. surface features are rarely
visible to guide archaeological investigations. the chickasaw area is under increasing threat by development projects due to substantial population growth. geophysical survey, when included in a multistage research design, has
the potential to efficiently determine the extent of archaeological resources on endangered chickasaw sites.
three sites were investigated as part of the research: slope (22le1004), reed Branch iii (22le678), and Weilmon
(22le613). the sites are situated on low ridges overlooking floodplains, the most common location for chickasaw
sites of this time period. since all three sites faced some impact from modern highway or subdivision development
activities, rapid and efficient investigations of the sites were required. such investigations are typical of cultural resource management projects, which make up the bulk of the archaeological research in the united states.
Methods
the university of Mississippi center for archaeological research owns and operates a number of geophysical
instruments, including a geoscan FM36 fluxgate gradiometer and a geonics eM38B electromagnetic induction meter.
Magnetic gradiometer has proven itself not only for targets exhibiting thermoremnant magnetism, but also organicfilled midden pits with enhanced levels of magnetic susceptibility. More recently, we have begun to realize the effectiveness of the in-phase (magnetic susceptibility) recording mode of the eM38B for delineating pit features. Furthermore,
since the magnetic gradiometer responds to both remnant and induced magnetism and in-phase electromagnetics respond to induced magnetism, a comparison of the two may allow a qualitative assessment of the two magnetic properties. an integrated approach such as this may lead to better discrimination between various types of magnetic targets.
results
investigations at each site began with traditional archaeological techniques consisting of either systematic surface collection or shovel testing. in two cases, slope and reed Branch iii, artifacts encountered were modest. in the
third case, Weilmon, artifact numbers were high, but their distribution was fairly uniform and did little to guide the
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placement of test excavation. in all three cases, traditional archaeological methods were of little help in evaluating
the likelihood intact cultural deposits.
the geophysical survey results at these sites contain several anomalies which are unique to one or the other
of the instruments. however, similar anomalies were found in both the magnetic gradiometer and in-phase electromagnetic induction data. the anomalies were high amplitude, ranged from about 2 meters to 4 meters in diameter,
and were roughly circular in shape (Fig. 1, 2, 3). in one case (reed Branch iii), a dipole was superimposed on the high
amplitude monopole in the magnetic gradient data. due to their appearance in multiple data sets, these were chosen
for additional subsurface investigation.
excavation revealed that the anomalies were caused by the large midden pits typical of chickasaw village sites.
the features exhibited the common characteristic dark, organic-rich soil and high densities of chickasaw artefacts.
in several cases, metal european trade items were encountered. the dipole in the pit at reed Branch was caused by
a hoe of spanish origin.
discussion
the in-phase component of electromagnetic data has often been overlooked in north american archaeological
geophysics. With the development of the eM38B, which simultaneously collects quadrature and in-phase components, there is no time penalty for collecting both data sets. as we understand the response of the in-phase com-

Fig. 1. results from magnetic gradiometer (left) and the in-phase component of the electromagnetic induction (right) for slope.

Fig. 2. results from magnetic gradiometer (left) and the in-phase component of electromagnetic induction (right) for reed Branch iii.
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Fig. 3. results from magnetic gradiometer (left) and the in-phase component of the electromagnetic induction (right) for Weilmon.

ponent to various archaeological features, its utility can be better assessed. our results indicate that it can be quite
productive, even rivaling the magnetic gradiometer in anomaly contrast and accuracy of shape.
More importantly, additional information can be gained by a systemic comparison of the two types of magnetic
data. in this case, chickasaw midden pits appear to be distinguishable due to a unique relationship between magnetic gradient and magnetic susceptibility. a statistical comparison of the data layers indicates that it is possible to
develop a signature for these anomalies that can aid their interpretation.
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the present state of non-destruCtive arChaeologiCal
surveying in Moravia
vladimír hašek - Jaromír kovárník - Jaroslav peška
Key words: magnetic prospection, aerial photography, Moravia
non-destructive archaeological surveying in Moravia has one of the longest traditions within the countries of
central and eastern europe. the beginnings of systematic use of archaeogeophysical surveying reach back to the
middle of 1970’s and aerial archaeological surveys to the turn of the year 1982/1983.
non-destructive archaeological surveying in Moravia includes, besides geophysical methods, the use of aerial
reconnaissance and documentation of archaeological monuments:
1. archaeogeophysical surveying: magnetometric measuring (cesium and proton magnetometer), soil radar,
deMp method etc.
2. Follow-up checking by terrain surface archaeological research and test-pits.
3. the final phase in positive archaeological sites discovered is overall pre-research.
in the past period we focused especially on non-destructive surveying of the routes of important international
and inland roads planned in the areas of building of large-scale premises (of production, storage, sale etc.), on verifying of archaeological monuments detected during aerial surveys of selected archaeological monuments etc.
ad 1
the all-european transport network will comprise trans-european transport routes of Western europe
(ten), central and eastern europe, european countries of the former soviet union and partners of the eu
around the Mediterranean sea. in view of new countries that joined the eu in 2004, the process tina is being
realized, its purpose being to determine wider scope of necessary measures concerning both extending the routes
- european transport networks in these countries, and developing connections among transport routes of individual states.
Motorways that are part of pan-european corridors iv and vi are ranked to the mainstay network tina, future extension of the network ten (corridor iv: Berlin - dresden - prague - Brno - Bratislava - Budapest - thessalonica - istanbul);
multimodal corridor vi ( gdansk/Łódź - katowice - Bohumín - ostrava - Brno - vienna): d 8, d 1 and d 2 in corridor iv: d
5 in branch a of corridor iv, d 1 and d 47 continuation in polish motorway a 1 in a branch of corridor vi. the project thus
deals with quality connection of the national road network to the european road network and the highroad network in
the czech republic (focusing on Moravia and silesia) will consist of parts of d 1 motorway vyškov - lipník nad Bečvou,
d 2, d 47 lipník nad Bečvou - the border of the cr and pr and of the speedway r 35 křelov - lipník nad Bečvou, r 43,
r 46, r 48, r 49 hulín- the border of the cr and sk and r 55 Břeclav - hulín, respectively přerov- olomouc.
this designed building of road network means huge destructive intervention in the terrain morphology,
where it violates, or possibly destroys, probably many archaeological sites. For elimination of this negative impact
on archaeological monuments it is necessary, according to current documentation in the form of territorial archaeological studies, made up for individual building projects, gradual realization of a number of rescue excavations
of all parts of find spots at risk, which will include permanent, but also temporary occupation of the intended
routes, but especially at unfinished segments of motorways d 1 (see Fig. 1), d 3, d 47, respectively also express
highways r 35, r 49 and r 55.
ad 2
significant activities included complex archaeological surveying, e.g. of the building sites of factory plant opavia in opava, building sites of shopping centres in olomouc, tábor, one-family houses in olomouc-neředín etc.
ad 3
archaeogeophysical surveys also focused on objects discovered by aerial reconnaissance. Measuring took place in these types of archaeological sites with line and spot anomalies:
- rondels from neolite (Běhařovice, němčičky, vedrovice, district of znojmo; rašovice, distr. of vyškov)
- rondeloids of early bronze age (šumice, troskotovice, distr. of znojmo, vlasatice, distr. of Břeclav, kyjov,
distr. of hodonín)
- ditch fortifications of prehistoric age (hrušovany nad Jevišovkou, distr. of znojmo; štibořice, distr. of Břeclav,
Čejč, distr. of hodonín (Fig. 2); vážany nad litavou, distr. of vyškov, tučapy, distr. of olomouc)
ad 4
archaeogeophysical measuring was also realized in selected archaeological monuments. they are represented
primarily by religious architecture. so far we explored:
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Fig. 1. stříbrnice, district of přerov: shadow map of the gradient of the vector of total geomagnetic
intensity (tz) of the Bell-beaker culture grave pits.

Fig. 2. Čejč, distr. of hodonín: shadow map of the gradient of the vector of total geomagnetic intensity (tz) of a fence with four arc ditches probably from únětice culture from thr early Bronze age.
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Fig. 3. třebíč. aerial view of the basilica of st. prokop from romanesque-gothic period (around 1240).

- basilicas with crypts (romanesque basilica of st.Wenceslas in premonstratensian monastery in znojmo-louka,
basilica of st. prokop with romanesque-gothic crypt in třebíč (Fig. 3), the synagogue in tábor)
- convents and convent churches (the former Minorite convent in znojmo, a part of premonstratensian convent
in znojmo-louka, the church of premonstratensian convent in Želiva
- city and cemetery churches (the church of st. thomas in Brno, the church of st. nicholas in znojmo with
ground plan of an older, probably romanesque church, the church of st. John the Baptist at t. g. Masaryk square in
znojmo, st. Martin in Blansko, the holy trinity in hostinné etc.
thanks to combining of all above-mentioned surveying methods we obtained very good results in archaeological practice itself, especially in the area of archaeological preservation of monuments.
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high-resolution integrated surveys in the arChaeologiCal site
of st. John lateran BasiliCa (roMa, italy)
Ian Haynes - Vince Gaffney - Michael Lobb - Margaret Watters - Steve Wilkes salvatore piro - d. Zamuner
Key words: GPR, 3D laser scanner, HP-Vista, St. John Lateran Basilica, Rome
st. John lateran Basilica has been the focus of intense antiquarian and archaeological interest since 1730s.
in recent years it has benefited particularly from scholarly investigation by prof. p. liverani (university of Florence,
consultant to the vatican Museums). liverani’s work at the lateran site has focussed on understanding the extensive
excavations beneath the modern basilica. analysis of the structures within the excavated area has suffered from a lack
of proper documentation by previous studies of the complex, lack of a reliable plan and lack of systematic analysis.
the one area that is now receiving intensive attention is the famous Baptistery, the first in western christendom.
the aim of this project is to undertake an intensive survey of the entire complex, integrating standing buildings, excavated structures and sub-surface features. the use of detailed survey techniques and 3d scanning will
facilitate the interaction of different specialists and materials.
to enhance the knowledge of the subsoil of st. John lateran Basilica (rome), and to locate the unknown buried
structures below the actual studied levels, a scientific collaboration between Birkbeck college (university of london), hp vista centre (university of Birmingham) and the institute of technologies applied to cultural heritage
(itaBc-c.n.r.) has been developed, starting in 2006 and being still in progress.
a series of tests on the site, which demonstrate the potential of various methods for this form of analysis, fully assess
the cost implications of the study and win support from local collaborations, were developed during october 2006.

Fig. 1. archaeological map of the st. John lateran site (courtesy of liverani).
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Fig. 2. laser scanner survey. 3d model of the nymphaeum complex.

3D Scanning Survey & Modelling
interest in the development of the lateran complex spans many disciplines, from archaeology and art history
to engineering and fabric structure. each seeks to record and investigate often differing aspects of the same lateran
substructure. Melding these interests to avoid constant resurveying activity requires a methodology that can best
address as many potential survey requirements as possible. to this end the primary objective of the laser scanning
survey was to illustrate the potential for provision of a spatially accurate, precisely detailed, 3d representation of the
subsurface structure. this was then to enable dissemination of a 3d surface model among the many, and disparate,
interested researchers that still reflected all the intricacies of the lateran subsurface complex.
a lecia hds 3000 and Minolta vi-900 were utilised for the initial survey with the main targets in the nymphaeum area of the complex. data was collected with the hds from five different scanner positions, at a point spacing
of at least 5mm. point spacing was dropped to 1mm if the initial scan was deemed to be missing the required level
of surface texture. a series of high reflectance survey targets were recorded to enable the ‘stitching’ of the separate
scanner positions to form a single, unified, ‘scan world’. point clouds were then processed to produce detailed cad
floor plans and elevations along with detailed solid surface meshes. the resulting data was then integrated with the
subsurface features identified by gpr survey (below) to produce a spatially accurate, precise, full 3d model of the
nymphaeum complex, Fig. 2.
gpr survey
For the measurements a gpr sir 3000 (gssi), equipped with a 400, 500 and 900 Mhz bistatic antenna with
constant offset were employed. some signal processing and representation techniques have been used for data elaboration and interpretation.
gpr surveys were performed, employing the sir 3000 (gssi) to survey the selected area of the bath complex
associated with the later Baptistery, the “market” within the archaeological excavations and the area to the north of
Baptistery Fig. 1.
the horizontal spacing between parallel profiles at the site was 0.5 m, employing the two indicated antennas.
radar reflections along the transepts were recorded continuously, with different length, across the ground at 40 scan
s-1; horizontal stacking was set to 3 scans. along each profile markers were spaced every 1 m to provide spatial reference. all radar reflections within the 50 ns (with 400 and 500 Mhz antenna) and 30 ns (for 900 Mhz antenna) (twoway-travel time) time window were recorded digitally in the field as 16 bit data and 512 samples per radar scans.
With the aim of obtaining a planimetric vision of all possible anomalous bodies the time-slice representation
technique was applied using all field profiles (Goodman et al. 1995; Piro et al. 2003). time-slices are calculated by creating
2-d horizontal contour maps of the averaged absolute value of the wave amplitude from a specified time value across
parallel profiles. time slice data sets were generated by spatially averaging the squared wave amplitudes of radar
reflections in the horizontal as well as the vertical. the data were gridded using a kriging algorithm that included
a search of all data within a 1.0 m radius of the desired point to be interpolated on the grid. Filter was used to remove
the background reflections.
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Fig. 3. st. John lateran site - Macellum area. example of gpr time-slice.

in Fig. 3 the time-slice (in the time window 18-20 ns twt) for the investigated Macellum area is shown. on this
map the individuated anomalies are better visible.
this project is still in progress and new surveys, employing integrated geophysical methods, are planned for
the next year.
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geophysiCal surveying in egypt: periodiC report for 2005-2006
Tomasz Herbich
Key words: Egypt, magnetic prospecting, resistivity prospecting
Magnetic scanning as a useful method for tracing the layout of archaeological sites has been winning followers
in egypt lately. this translates into the number of geophysical surveys that are being commissioned. the present
article concerns the author’s work in 2005 and 2006, previous reports having been presented at conferences in vienna
(Herbich 2001), cracow (Herbich 2003) and rome (Herbich 2005).
in 2005-2006, ongoing projects at tell daba, Buto, Bawit, Marea, tell Balamun, Fayum oasis and Farkha were
continued. new projects included investigations at Baharija, gurob, karnak, kellia, Wadi natrun, Memphis, napta
playa, pelusium, sohag, tell daba, tell Borg and tell herr. if not mentioned otherwise, the method used was magnetic prospection, occasionally supplemented by resistivity.
the purpose of the research at napta playa (Western desert) was to determine the makeup of the ground under concentrations of neolithic megaliths. resistivity research demonstrated that the concentrations were localized
above monadrocks, which served as a kind of foundation. investigations on the northeastern side of karanis lake in
Fayum oasis in the region of neolithic settlement (kom k and kom W, investigated in the 1930s) revealed traces of
occupation (pits, fireplaces) and determined the extent of the sites.
prospection in gurob (Fayum) was supposed to complete the plan of the town from the Middle and new
kingdoms prepared by F. petrie’s expedition in the early 20th century. the extent of site destruction, as well as low
susceptibility of the material used in brick production resulted in a geophysical survey providing little new data. What
the survey did reveal were fairly extensive traces of industrial manufacturing.
research in tell daba in the eastern delta (carried out in association with christian schweitzer) uncovered
an entire palace and a temple complex from the hyksos period (Fig. 1), and led to the discovery of a town from the
Middle kingdom, which had an orthogonal plan, as well as of urban architecture dated to new kingdom and late
period. the total area surveyed amounts to 90 ha.

Fig. 1. tell daba, area F/ii. a - magnetic map of palatial complex form the hyksos period.
geoscan research FM36. sampling grid 0.25 by 0.50 m interpolated to 0.25 by 0.25 m.
outlined areas correspond to trenches. B - results of the excavation of the austrian
archaeological institute (M. Bietak, i. Forstner-Müller).
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prospection in karnak (upper egypt) did not reveal the remains of the temple of ahenaton, as expected, but it did
trace the northern section of the temenos wall around the temple from the tuthmoside period.
at tell el Borg (northern sinai) the survey concentrated on the settlement around the new kingdom forts. sections of a ditch surrounding the eighteenth-dynasty fort were discovered, and the extent of the necropolis examined.
destruction of the settlement itself during recent israeli occupation turned geophysical methods useless in this case.
in Memphis (nile valley) the area neighboring with the palace of apres was investigated. unfortunately, the
topmost layers had been disturbed for the most part by excavations and plundering. some remains of urban architecture turned up as anomalies on geophysical maps. Fragmentary preservation of the structures precluded identification of either function or date. only archaeological excavations can redress the situation in this case.
Buto in the northwestern delta contained a complex of mudbrick structures of unidentified function, located in the
northwestern part of the site. archaeological excavations of some of these structures dated them to the late period. in the
southern end there were two sections of a wall of unknown function (temenos?); the wall, which was 10 m thick, proved to
originate from the ptolemaic period. the total length of all discovered sections of the wall runs close to 600 m.
geophysical surveying in Balamun (northeastern delta) covered 60% of the late period temple complex (Fig. 2).
production centers were located behind the known structures, and previously unknown and functionally unidentified features were located in association with the excavated temples. one such feature, for instance, is a stone building in front of
nectanebo’s temple and an additional pylon before the temple of psamtik. Moreover, an unknown temple of earlier date
was recorded. the plan of the fort was filled in, and a gate was discovered in the southeastern side of the temenos.

Fig. 2. tell Balamun. Magnetic map of the temple area. geoscan research FM36. sampling
grid 0.25 by 0.50 m interpolated to 0.25 by 0.25 m. grid lines every 40 m. 1 - enclosure
wall of the 26th dynasty; 2 - enclosure wall of the 30th dynasty; 3 - temple of psamtik i;
4 - temple of nectanebo i; 5 - unknown temple; 6 - fort with annexes; 7, 8 - industrial
areas; 9 - gate in the wall of the 26th dynasty; 10 - houses from the saitic period.
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in Marea (Mediterranean coast) a complete magnetic map was prepared of a roman industrial center investigated by a French team on a promontory in the eastern part of the town. the survey also helped to trace the course
of the road connecting the promontory with the rest of the town.
at Bîr el-Farachîn in Bahariyah oasis, the prospection was a means of updating the plan of a roman-period
architectural complex discovered as a result of analysing satellite photography. a set of furnaces was also discovered.
at Qasr ‘allam, architecture accompanying a late-period platform was discovered.
in Fayum oasis, research was carried out on two sites. at karanis the objective was to trace the southwestern borders
of the site; a few furnaces were also discovered. investigations at Qaret rusas, where no archaeological digging had ever been
done, determined the extent of a town which was known mainly on the basis of collected surface archaeological material. the
run of the main streets was reconstructed and the approximate orientation of a number of buildings established.
the survey at pelusium (north sinai, late roman/early christian period) covered the area between the theater
and the northern edge of the town (Fig. 3). Magnetic scanning recorded the street network and isolated dried mudbrick architecture from the prevalent red-brick architecture on the site. resistivity measurements helped to clarify

Fig. 3. pelusium. a. Magnetic map. geoscan research FM36. sampling grid 0.25 by 0.50 m
interpolated to 0.25 by 0.25 m. Frame marks area covered by the resistivity survey, arrows
mark streets. B. resistivity map. geoscan research rM15. twin probe array; spacing of
mobile probes 0.5 m; spacing of remote probes 1.5 m. sampling grid 0.5x1 m, interpolated
to 0.5 m. low pass filter.
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the plan of a number of buildings, and were instrumental in reconstructing the plan of a few others by recording
trenches that were left by ghost walls after the foundations had been plundered.
research at kellia (in the west delta) filled in plans of hermitages from the early christian period; the plans
were drawn from the surface evidence and shallow testing. the method identified very clearly the kitchen and
domestic part of the hermitages, mainly due to the presence of furnaces and fireplaces. in a few cases, the known
borders of hermitages were revised.
Magnetic scanning of monastic architecture around the early christian church in sohag (Middle eypt) failed
to give the expected results. the area has been in continuous use for 1500 years, which has left it dotted with various
metal objects, cinder heaps and ash dumps disturbing magnetic measurements. the resistivity method was useful in
these conditions, and there are plans to continue the survey with application of this method.
at Wadi natrun remains of monastic complexes around the early christian monastery of st. John the little were
recorded. the picture of the architecture originating from a fieldwalking of the area was clarified in many instances.
the research at Bawit (coptic period) has already covered 30 ha, which constitutes 3/4 of the town’s surface.
two previously unknown churches were identified, fragments of monastic complexes and an industrial centre (consisting of several dozen furnaces). the extent of the town can be established quite precisely by the survey. one of the
tasks of the survey was a real map of the archaeological site, which resulted from the proper localization of features
identified during excavations in the early 20th century.
the work was conducted in cooperation with the polish centre of Mediterranean archaeology of Warsaw
university, cairo branch; programa de estudios de egiptología (consejo nacional de investigaciones científicas
y técnicas) in Buenos aires, american research center in cairo, British Museum, centre d’etudes alexandrines,
centre Franco-egyptien d’etude des temples de karnak, deutsches archäologisches institut, trinity international
university, institut Français d’archéologie orientale du caire, Musée du louvre, Österreichisches archäologisches
institut, university of california los angeles, university of liverpool and Yale university.
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late BronZe age settleMent in the Middle nitra region:
appliCaBility of gis analyses
Milan Horňák - Susanne Stegmann-Rajtár
Key words: landscape archaeology, GIS, Late Bronze Age, settlements
the cultural mosaic of the middle nitra region underwent intensive changes in the late Bronze age. the archaeological record of the Čaka culture certainly vanished, and the related lusatian culture started to model the
cultural landscape. it is necessary to stress that the latter culture is not a new factor in this region, but rather represents continuity in the settlement, which is based on the development of the Younger Bronze age. the people of the
lusatian culture kept the main forms and characteristics of the settlement patterns (for example settlement types,
building of hill forts, long duration of cemeteries) during the whole late Bronze age as well as in the beginning of
the hallstatt period. this means long duration of the cultural landscape, which is more stable and compact than the
visible changes of the material culture. this stability is highly determined by environmental factors (such as morphology of terrain, hydrology, suitability of the soil for agriculture), and also by the intensity of economic, social, cultural
and historic processes, which are connected with the organization of landscape and settlement.
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the intensity of this cultural and historic processes
can be observed in the changes in quantity, quality and
uses of archaeological artefacts, in the acceptance of material and ideological impulses from others cultural groups and, of course, in changes in the settlement patterns.
these kinds of modifications in the archaeological record
and in the landscape can be analyzed on different levels
of archaeological entities: artefacts, ecofacts and settlement complexes. this means that the understanding or
the archaeological reconstruction of a cultural landscape
depends on the analyses and syntheses of the material culture, settlement patterns, paleoenvironmental conditions
and on other cultural concepts and habits (e.g. symbols,
religious or cosmologic perceptions). processing such data
enables us to define, understand and interpret settlement
patterns of regional and macroregional importance as well
as to identify the reciprocal relationships among sites and
their relationship towards the environment and society.
the map of distribution that shows these relationships is not merely an archaeological map of points
(artefacts, sites), but rather a rich and structured map of
settlement shapes or areas. every relationship or its weight and intensity defines the correlation between the
environmental conditions (terrain, river network, natural
sources) and archaeological complexes (hill forts, villages,
cemeteries and other sites). all this is additionally conditioned by cultural and social factors (level of civilization,
ideology, organization of landscape, local economy).
With regard to the distinct long duration or small
changes in the cultural landscape or settlement patterns
of the researched region, we suppose that all of the above is a result of the defined determinants (environmental and cultural), which we try to confirm with gis and
others landscape analyses.

Fig. 1. distribution of the main hB/hc hill forts, shown on an
enlarged hillshaded map of the Middle nitra region. 1 - nitradrážovce, distr. nitra; 2 - nitra-zobor, distr. nitra; 3 - štitáreŽibrica, distr. nitra; 4 - kostoľany pod tribečom-veľký lysec,
distr. nitra; 5 - kovarce-veľký tribeč, distr. topoľčany; 6 - klátová nová ves-šiance, distr. topoľčany; 7 - krnča-tábor, distr.
topoľčany; 8 - Malé kršteňany, distr. topoľčany; 9 - hradište,
distr. topoľčany.
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feasiBility of a towed eM and MagnetiC deviCe
for arChaeologiCal prospeCting
Guillaume Hulin - Michel Dabas - Alain Tabbagh - Jeanne Tabbagh - Julien Thiesson
Key words: magneting prospecting, EM prospecting, forward modelling, towed arrays, sensors
nowadays, the magnetic method is mainly used in archaeological survey due to its easy implementation and also
its good efficiency to detect buried structures. indeed, whether the electrical method is the best solution for detection of
buried masonry remains, methods based on magnetic properties give the best results in detecting excavated structures
(pits, post holes, ditches, field boundaries,…) which are the most common structures discovered during evaluation over
large surfaces in rescue archaeology (surfaces generally more than 10 ha such as motorways, industrial parks,…). if
such buried features are not detected over large areas that means we neglect a very important part of archaeological information specifically for pre-roman periods. For several years, geocarta has developed a technology of continuous
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Fig. 1. automatic Magnetic profiling (aMp) survey on the a19 iron age site (0.9 ha in less than 2 h).
only the large ditch enclosure was detected by resistivity survey. the square corresponds to the
test area (50x50 m).

electrical resistivity measurements (arp) and since 2006 has developed a similar technology for magnetometry (aMp)
which has been validated over several fieldworks. the combination of several methods measuring different physical
properties is recognized to be a primordial aspect in order to optimize the geophysical information and interpretation.
however, due to practical issues of electromagnetic interferences between arp and aMp, combination of both techniques is not easily possible and a new solution has to be developed. thus, coupling of magnetic and electromagnetic
sensors on a same platform towed by an all terrain vehicle (quad bike) seems to be an excellent trade-off to satisfy
multiple expectations of archaeologists.
the paper presents a complete approach of different magnetic configurations allowing the optimal detection
of the most common archaeological structures. in a first step, measurements of magnetic susceptibility on soil samples from typical archaeological structures gave us an idea of magnetic contrasts which occur in such structures. in
a second step, 3d forward modelling of magnetic responses created by realistic features permit us to estimate values
which could be measured by different sensors off the shelf. a close attention was focused on the optimization of some
instrumentation and configuration parameters like scalar versus vector measurements, total field versus differential
measurements, elevation of sensors, horizontal and vertical spacing… Modelling of effects occurring during the
survey (angular oscillations, variations of sensor’s height…) was also performed. in a third part different sensors
and configuration arrays were evaluated on a test area in order to confirm and show up the possible weaknesses of
the forward modelling. the last step concerned the integration of eM and magnetic sensors on a same platform and
problems due to the highly magnetic effect of the towing vehicle.
thus, this study highlights different important points allowing the best design of sensor array in order to detect
the largest possible range of structures.
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appliCation of georadar Method for engineering
and geologiCal surveying of historiCal plaCes
Sergey K. Izyumov - S. Mironov - Vojtech Gajdoš
Key words: geoelectrical methods, radar tomography, archaeological prospecting
introduction
conventional methods of engineering-and-geological surveying such as drifting of excavations (prospecting
shafts, ditches, clearings etc.) or well-boring are sometimes not enough to completely solve the task of obtaining full
and reliable engineering-and-geological information when surveying foundations of church buildings and structures which are over 100 years old.
this accounts for by the fact that wells and excavations are made at definite distances from each other. in between
positions can be imagined as a result of interpolation and are as a rule of subjective nature. densening of well and excavations pattern leads to increase in the cost of surveying, which sometimes can not be executed at all because of the

Fig. 1. antenna photos of tr-geo radar modified for archaeological measurements.

Fig. 2. photos from radar measurements on the territory of
new-Jerusalem Monastery.

Fig. 3. anomaly of radar reflex in the depth of 6-7 m.
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dense conditions for those works. Moreover, this type of surveying has to be conducted in a very careful and detailed
manner. the surveying must be guided by “do not cause damage” principle. therefore, for obtaining more specific
engineering-and-geological information it is necessary to apply additional non-destructive surveying methods. geophysics provides for numerous methods of solving of geological tasks, including electrical sounding, seismic surveying
etc. georadar method is considered to be one of the most advanced and fast-developing methods.
at present our company has gained a lot of experience in practical application of tr-geo georadars for monitoring of the state of a ground massif. We have at our disposal a number of tr-geo georadars for various applications which differ in ranges of working frequencies and in depth of sounding. tr-geo-d georadars with antennas
which are 55x100 cm in size and with the maximum depth of sounding in ground of about 40 m are applied when
executing sounding from ground surface and imaging geological sections. tr-geo-01 georadars with antennas
which are 30x40 cm or 40x40 cm in size are designed for detecting flaws in structures and for sounding of grounds
which are lying in close vicinity from the surface at the depth of up to 6-7 m.
tr-geo georadars are equipped with screened slot antennas which have been specially developed for application in
dense urban conditions. those antennas have low level of parasitic reflection in reversed direction. it is of importance when
operating the instrument in conditions of multistoried dense buildings, since reflections from reinforced concrete walls and
metallic objects (motor transport) produce noise. deformable layer of resistive material can be added to the upper and lower
sides of antenna, ensuring thus the suppression of that noise. this material partially filled in the uneven surface and prevented wave outlet in the gap between the antenna and the ground. this technique and other coverings of antennas (on the side
and at the rear) were studied experimentally and numerically by using the finite difference method.
tr-geo georadars are designed for detecting of metallic, dielectric items and other objects or layers, as well
as of cavities and decompaction zones which have rather sharp boundaries and differ in dielectric permeability or
conductivity as compared to the surrounding ground.
the video pulse method of sounding serves as a basis for performance of tr-geo georadars. a transmitting
antenna produces a short video pulse, which, upon being reflected from the object, is received by a receiving antenna. the radars can be applied in media with low and moderate attenuation of radio waves, i.e. in hard rocks, wet
sandy grounds and sandy loams, low wet clays and clay loams. the radar usually allows for distinguishing of more
or less conductive objects and of more wet areas as compared to the surrounding ground, which is based on the sign
of the first half-period of reflected signal.
in accordance with the frequency increase, especially starting with frequencies of 100-200 Mhz, the absorption
of radio waves by the wet sandy-and-loamy ground is also in increase. the absorption is especially high in wet loamy grounds. therefore the mean spectrum frequency for signal and hence the type of radar and the size of used
antennas are selected to ensure the necessary amplitude of reflected signal at required depth of sounding in given
grounds. in some cases the application of instrument with high resolution makes it possible to proceed with detecting small objects and special characteristics of ground composition. it requires the increase in working frequencies
within pulse spectrum and selecting of radar with higher frequencies.
For interpretation of data it is necessary to be aware
of amplitude and form of the signals reflected from various man-made and natural objects depending on depth,
type and moisture-content of ground. to ensure it, a lot of
measurements and numerical modelling of complex dielectric permittivity of wet sandy-and-loamy ground in broad frequency range was arranged. signals upon reflection
from possible objects of sounding were modeled. the data
base which has been obtained in that way is planned to be
used for future development of automatic result interpretation software.
Archaeological sites

Fig. 4. the same anomaly of radar reflex in the 3d imaging.

geophysical surveying using tr-geo georadars
was arranged in holy trinity and st. sergius Monastery in
sergiev posad, in new-Jerusalem Monastery, in holy assumption Monastery and in many other historical places
in russia.
on the territory of holy trinity and st. sergius Monastery following objects were under investigation: geological massif for foundations of architectural group consisting of cathedral and hospital chambers along with
the adjacent church, geological massif in the inner yard
of academic Building, the floors in big room of the refectory. as a result of surveying it was possible to detect
abnormalities in composition of ground basis for foundations in buildings of architectural group as well as zones
with increased water saturation. underground structures
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– fragments of drainage system as well as buried cellars were found in the yard of academic Building. numerous passage air ducts were detected under the floor of refectory (result examples of these fragments are on the Fig. 3 and 4).
on the territory of new-Jerusalem Monastery geological massif of foundations for walls and floors in resurrection cathedral was surveyed. it was possible to localize peculiar characteristics in composition of ground basis for
wall foundations as well as a great number of abnormalities in the foundation of floor in cathedral including very
old burial places.
the surveying conducted on the territory of holy assumption Monastery allowed to fix the foundations of
destructed cathedral and numerous buildings and structures as well as to determine the depth of cultural layer.
Conclusion
the data obtained testify that the proposed method is promising for investigating man-made grounds of cultural
layer on the territory of historical places. high density of the measuring net of radar surveying can allow location of
relatively little piece of archaeological structure in area of architecture relict.
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geophysiCal survey at tokushiMa Castle in Japan
akihiro kaneda - yasushi nishimura - yoshiaki Miyake - Jyunichi shimoda - hisao nezu
Key words: GPR, Resistivity, castle
tokushima castle was constructed in the early 17th century as a base for operations by a local clan
empowered to rule the surrounding territories on the southern island of shikoku in Japan. according to
visual observations, some parts of the medieval castle fortifications appear to have different methods used

Fig. 1. gpr time slice, 200 & 70 Mhz antennae.
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in construction, with some areas of the wall
adorned with protective and decorative
soils. it is believed that the wall was remodelled several times by the addition of new
soils and stone to the outside portions, with
older parts of the wall kept buried as an interior
reinforcement. For detecting the subsurface wall
structures, gpr and resistivity surveys were applied. a gssi sir 3000 employing both 200Mhz
and a 70 Mhz antenna for deeper penetration
was collected at profile intervals of 50 cm and
1m respectively. the gpr survey results clearly
detected an unexpected rectangular stone fortification, which was also corroborated by resistivity
profiling.

Fig. 2. resistivity survey result.
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integrated geophysiCal survey around Mt. kaiMondake, Japan to searCh an original loCation of hirakiki shrine
K. Kogawa - H. Kamei - M. Honda - S. Nagase - D. Kamimura - K. Shinba
Key words: volcanic disaster area, resistivity survey, GPR survey
Mt. kaimondake is an active volcano and is located in the southwestern part of kagoshima prefecture, Japan. it is called “satsuma-Fuji” because it is a typical stratovolcano and has a beautiful conical shape like Mt. Fuji.
Mt. kaimondake has been recognized as a home of a god since ancient times; hirakiki shrine was originally built
to worship the mountain as a home of a god. the shrine has a history of more than 1200 years. now the shrine is
located in the northeastern part of Mt. kaimondake (Fig. 1). according to the tephrochronology, the mountain has
erupted four times in the last two thousands years. the eruption in 874 was recorded in historical texts “nihon
sandai Jitsuroku”. hirakiki shrine suffered from a volcanic disaster in 874 and was moved far from Mt. kaimondake. it is presumed that the shrine originally existed where the kaimon junior-high school stands now. two
geophysical techniques, the resistivity and gpr surveys, were applied to detect any remains of the shrine in the
schoolyard.
in the resistivity survey, Medusa (Multi electrode device for underground survey in archaeology) was
used. this data acquisition system is composed of a resistivity meter superstring r8/ip (advanced geosciences,
inc., usa), which is capable of simultaneous measuring in 8 channels, 32 electrode selectors and a personal computer (pc). the electrode selector has two current terminals and two potential ones, and can connect each terminal
to an arbitrary electrode. Four terminals (two of them are current terminals and others are potential terminals) of
the supersting r8/ip are parallel connected to terminals of each electrode selector. the pc controls the supersting
r8/ip via rs-232c interface and the electrode selector via usB interface. the electrode selector is composed of
a usB interface and units as a set of one controlling board and two relay boards. the unit is connected to maximum 16 electrodes. as one electrode selector can control maximum of 16 units, totally there can be controlled up to
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Fig. 1. Map of around Mt.kaimondake. these maps are modified on the internet, Yahoo! Japan
(http://map.yahoo.co.jp) and craftMap (http://www.craftmap.box-i.net).

256 electrodes. usB interface has 32 id addresses, and can therefore logically connect up to 32 electrode selectors at
the same time. in other words, this Medusa system can control a maximum of 8192 electrodes.
the Medusa system is designed for the surface potential method and can also be used as a conventional
survey system with several electrode configurations, for instance, Wenner array, schlumberger configuration, dipoledipole etc (arai, et al., 2005).
in this survey, 128 electrodes were set every 0.5 m in one line. Wenner array with its electrode spacing of 0.5 m
to 14.0 m was adopted to make an apparent resistivity profile. a distribution of resistivity is shown in Fig. 2 converted from the apparent resistivity profile by the inversion software res2dinv. on the whole, the resistivity values
are very high, because most of the geologic formations are made of lava and consolidated volcanic ash. the result of
boring exploration at the point of 40 m from the southern end on the line shows that an inclining high resistivity part
is volcanic ash layer. it is also assumed that another high resistivity part around 20 m on the line is a volcanic ash
layer. it seems that these inclining layers are deposited along the mountain’s body. on the contrary, a high resistivity
part around 10 m shows a different shape from the other two; it is nearly vertical.
gpr survey was implemented with the pulse ekko pro system (sensors and software inc., canada). Fig. 3
shows a gpr profile by use of 500 Mhz antenna along the line overlapping the line of resistivity survey. the length
of its line is 75 m and its starting point is 10 m to the south of the origin of resistivity. the two volcanic ash deposits found by resistivity survey could be seen at the same points in the gpr profile. in addition, it can be seen that
there is a linear reflection pattern around 10 m point. the inclination of this reflection pattern is steep. We can find
a hyperbolic reflection pattern at the end of liner reflection pattern. this anomaly seems to be artificial and may be
interpreted as a stone wall.
this research was supported by grant-in-aid for scientific research, grant number 16089206, the Ministry of
education, science, sports and culture, Japan.
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Fig. 2. the result of resistivity survey.

Fig. 3. the result of gpr survey.
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early Medieval settleMents in the kislovodsk Basin
(south of russia): gis, aerial photography and geophysiCs
Dmitry S. Korobov
Key words: GIS, aerial photography, geophysics, South of Russia, settlements, Early Middle Ages
one of the most important approaches in modern archaeology is the investigation of the settled systems of
the past. such studies are the main part of ‘landscape archaeology’, which researches interactions of humans and
the environment. gis, which has been employed by archaeologists more and more actively since the mid 1980s, is
a stimulus to this research.
in 1996, a project led by dr. g.e. afanasiev was begun at the institute of archaeology of the russian academy of sciences, its main goal being investigation of
the settlement system of the alans. these multiple tribes
occupied the south of russia in the Middle ages, and
played an important role in east-european history. the
kislovodsk basin was chosen as a region of investigation
because it is comparatively small and geographically
closed depression in the central caucasus with a huge
number of known sites. during several years our team
was making a field survey preparing a map of the archaeological sites of the region, which was the first gis
project in russia (Korobov 2001). not long ago the results
of this survey were published as a monograph (Afanasiev
et al. 2004). this work formed the background for the
analysis of the sites of different periods and types found
near the modern spa-town of kislovodsk.
the poster concerns an investigation of the settlement system of the alans in the kislovodsk basin in the
early Middle ages. this research is carried out by modern computer technologies and unique programs such
as a special module for paleoclimate reconstruction.
aerial photography is also used and sometimes gives us
an impression of the sites as a whole (Fig. 1). Field studies are carried out on settlements of several types and
they are based on the instrumental topography, which is
the basis for computer 3d modelling (Fig. 2), and on the
small test excavations and geophysical prospection.
at the moment the first results were obtained.
First, all the settlements were divided into several classes according to their topographic position (remnants,
Fig. 1. 3d-model of the landscape with the early Medieval
edges of promontories, slopes, hills and so on). site catstrongholds of Moseykin Mys 1-2 near kislovodsk.
chment’s analysis in gis shows that these settlements are
connected very close with the local catacomb cemeteries
and most of them could be dated to the period between
450 and 750 ad. viewshed analysis gave very interesting
results that prove our topographic classification: the type
of the small strongholds made on the top of the hills had
the largest area of visibility around and could be seen as
a special system of the “signal posts”. the experiment on
transfer of a smoke signal helps in calculation of the 10 km
zones around these posts for optimal visibility. a modelling of the viewshed areas with a 10 km limit around the
strongholds demonstrates the system of control over the
whole territory in the kislovodsk basin. in this system
each “signal post” observed a part of area and was able to
communicate with other similar sites.
the special module of investigation of a paleoclimate made by specialists in gis and geography is a powerful
tool for climate reconstruction. using these module 3500
Fig. 2. aerial photo of the Medieval settlement of ullu-dorbunlu near kislovodsk.
measurements of temperature, humidity and radiation
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of the modern and “disturbed” climate of early Medieval period were done. all the settlements were combined to
groups with similar climatic characteristics with a help of cluster analysis. as a result four groups of sites of modern
and ‘disturbed’ climatic situation were divided and their climatic values were analyzed with a procedure of Box-andWhisker plot, and the results of the cluster analysis were mapped with gis. Mapping the climatic characteristics of four
clusters of the settlements allowed define two main landscape zones of habitation in the kislovodsk basin depending
on the different height. the main result of the simulation is a hypothesis that in the early Middle ages the populated
zones of the basin were fit for agriculture besides cattle farming. the traces of this early Medieval agriculture could be
observed as terraced fields that partly have been already mapped with help of aerial photography (Korobov 2003).
an effective and detailed analysis of the settlement could be done by means of geophysical prospection that
was done on several sites. part of the stronghold of Moseykin Mys 2 was investigated by s. v. Merkulov (gup “nasledie”, stavropol’ region) in 2003. the gpr model of “loza-M” with antennas of 50 Mhz frequency was used.
small structures observed on the depth of around 1 m were found later in the excavation trench. in 2006, J. W. e.
Fassbinder (Bavarian state department of Monuments and sites) prospected around 22 000 m sq. on the settlement
of Borgoustanskoe 4 using the cesium smartmag sM 4 magnetometer in a total field configuration. traces of a ditch
and a fire place (Fig. 3) were possibly found there and should be proved by consecutive excavations.
the investigation of the early Medieval settlements in the kislovodsk basin makes the first steps towards reconstruction of the settlement system of the alans in the south of russia. We expect to obtain new interesting results
in the nearest future.

Fig. 3. results of magnetic prospection on the settlement of Borgoustanskoe 4 near kislovodsk.
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possiBilities and liMitations of surveys By CaesiuM
MagnetoMeters in forested terrains of arChaeologiCal sites
Roman Křivánek
Key words: magnetometric survey, settlement, production feature, barrow cemetery, field condition
the continuous style of measurement by different types of atomic magnetometers has been an intensively applied
method of archaeoprospection in the last years. these very powerful geophysical instruments were effectively used in
different scales of surveys of open and mainly flat archaeological terrains. agricultural areas as arable fields, pastures
and meadows or abandoned desert areas in arid regions seemed to be optimal landscapes for this type of magnetometric survey. generally it is only in these conditions that it is possible to use large scale magnetometric measurements also
with parallel measurement of more sensors. the application of for example caesium magnetometers in a more complicated sloped or forested terrain seemed to be problematic and less efficient or non-perspective, due to more aspects of
specific measurement, sensitivity or interpretation. this contribution documents that magnetometric surveys by single
cs-magnetometer could bring interesting results also from various forested archaeological sites.
caesium magnetometer smartmag has been used for magnetometric surveys in prague since beginning of
1998. the most of gradient single profile variant measurements were concentrated also to larger surveys of (present
or former) ploughed out archaeological terrains. But more situations were also studied and surveyed in less suitable
conditions as in locally remodelled, variably sloped or forested terrains or in more complicated geological and pedological conditions. Magnetometric measurements in forested areas of important archaeological sites were realised
also in archaeological projects in the last years (project “geophysical survey in the archaeologically uninvestigated
parts of czech oppida”, grant agency of the academy of sciences of the czech republic: Křivánek et al. 2003-2007,
a8002301 or research project “the neglected archaeology”, dept. of archaeology of the university of West Bohemia
in pilsen:, 2005-2009, MsM 4977751314). Most of the magnetometric measurements were applied in grid-net 1x0.25 m,
details and smaller situations also in grid-net 0.5x0.2 m. Magnetometric results from more complicated situations
were combined also with other methods.
hillforts
geophysical surveys of hillforts in forested areas without lower vegetation and hardly passable terrains could
be applied by different methods of survey. Magnetometric measurement could be concentrated to verification of hillfort fortification or study of inner structure of settlement and other activities. in combination with geoelectric resistivity measurements we can concentrate on entrances, gates, ramparts or communications. suitable areas for surveys
and for quality of results are only more limited by (modern or later) landscape and terrain changes and intensity of
vegetation. Magnetometric surveys of more forested areas of la tène oppidum near závist, distr. prague-west were
done during an archaeogeophysical project in last years (Křivánek 2004). a new gate, an old communication or deser-

Fig. 1. the identification of narrow interruptions of perimeter rampart and internal terrace without intensive settlement activity in
outer forested part of oppidum závist (surveyed area 0.5 ha).
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ted arable fields older than 18th century were identified in forested parts of the oppidum (Křivánek 2005). the other
magnetometric surveys over an extremely large site confirmed presence of more interruptions (narrow entrances
from lower sloped terrains) in perimeter rampart and terrace inside a fortified area without identification of concentrated settlement (different use of area) or sunken features (Fig. 1).
Barrow cemeteries
the efficiency of applications of magnetometric measurements in areas of forested barrows depends on the type
and material of barrow and/or on funeral activity. Magnetometric measurements are often combined with geoelectric
resistivity measurements, but also with electromagnetic or gpr measurement. the result from cs-magnetometers is
possible to use not only for identification of burial mounds but also for separation of potential outer flat graves or for
observation of the state of subsurface preservation of funeral features. Magnetometric measurement in forested area
of a Bronze age barrow cemetery near údraž, district písek, confirmed expected coincidence of mapped elevations
with magnetic anomalies of barrows (Fig. 2). results showed also more subrectangular shape of barrows, possible
interruptions inside the features and place of possible sunken feature outside the barrows.

Fig. 2. the separation of 3 subrectangular barrows of larger forested Bronze
age barrow cemetery near údraž (surveyed area 23x25 m).

Deserted villages
in the observed area the magnetometric method can be combined with other geophysical methods such as
geoelectric resistivity measurement. the combination of these methods in the survey of assumed farmsteads of deserted medieval village near kersko, distr. nymburk helped to separate different subsurface remains and materials
of medieval homesteads (remains of stony masonry, clay concentrations, presence of loam, brickwork remains,…)
damaged by new forestation of flood plain and lowland area (Křivánek/Klír 2007).
production areas
Magnetometric method (in combination with detailed field surface survey) is generally the most suitable geophysical method for field prospections or detailed studies of all of production features (for example iron, glass-working
sites). depending on density of vegetation we can apply slower but precise point measurements, in more open areas
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of forest we can also apply on limited areas successful continuous measurements by cs-magnetometers. By the same
geophysical equipment we can also identify other production areas or features. the survey of the forested area of
a medieval pitch-production centre near rynartice, distr. děčín helped to identify the most magnetic parts of terrain
elevations within massive layers of burned ashes (Fig. 3). subsequent archaeological excavation by p. lissek uncovered
a pitch furnace with high burned clay materials and also partly stony construction of furnace of neovolcanic material.

Fig. 3. the combination of results of magnetometric prospection with detailed
field surface survey at forested medieval pitch-production site near rynartice
(surveyed area approx. 0.1 ha).

Magnetometric surveys in forested terrains of archaeological sites can be carried out at suitable non-vegetation time
in suitable, often smaller areas outside the steep slopes and modern landscape changes. it is clear that the speed of this
survey cannot be the same as in case of arable fields, and depends on the type of vegetation and need of cleaning of lower
vegetation and bottom boughs of trees. in case of magnetometric surveys in forested areas it is necessary to calculate with
more risks of measurement errors and longer time for processing of data. the field results can also be locally influenced
by terrain or geological changes or variable speed of measurement, which can complicate local filtering of data and interpretation of results. But generally atomic magnetometer with continuous measurement can be applied in conditions of
different forested archaeological sites. on the other hand, some particular results from these sites show that some forested
archaeological terrains could offer better subsurface state of preservation of archaeological situations.
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the CoMBination of MagnetoMetriC prospeCtion and other
NoN-DeSTRucTIVe SuRVey MeTHoDS of A LARGe LA TèNe SITe NeAR NěMčIce,
Central Moravia. present results and future possiBilities
Roman Křivánek - Miloš čižmář
Key words: magnetometric survey, Celtic coin, La Tène settlement, production feature, archaeological monument
the late la tène settlement near the border of cadastres němčice nad hanou and víceměřice has been known
from archaeological finds since the early 20th century. But the real significance of site as a la tène trading and industrial centre has been recognised since 2000 due to amateurs and their surface artefact collection and metal detector
prospection. these amateur activities finally brought archaeologists (and museums) approx. 420 coins, 1500 bronze
fragments, over 100 iron finds, 380 glass bracelet fragments and 550 glass beads. presence of various coins (mainly
autochtonous but also allochtonous celtic and other ancient coins from sW, southern and se europe and from north
africa) helped to the dating of this centre to the period from the end of the lt B2 to the lt c2, i.e. from the end of the
3rd century to the end of the 2nd century Bc (Čižmář 2005; Čižmář/Kolníková 2006).
the systematic non-destructive investigations of this unprotected and ploughed out site have been undertaken by aerial and geophysical prospection since 2002. subsequent magnetometric measurements of chosen parts
of locality were then, in 2004-2006, incorporated to a project supported by the grant agency of the czech republic
(„a new la tène industrial and trading centre in Moravia“, no. 404/04/0118, Čižmář et al. 2004-2006). the field magnetometric measurements of all areas were undertaken by gradient variant of caesium magnetometer (smartmag
sM-4g, scintrex) in a square grid net 50x50 m with density approx. 1x0.2-0.25 m. the same n-s oriented grid net
was also used for subsequent surface artefact collection and for metal detector surveys. the same grid net offered
possibility of comparing magnetometric field data with density and concentration of archaeological finds.

Fig. 1. the overall results of magnetometric prospection near němčice combined with contour
line map (surveyed area approx. 21.4 ha).
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the main aims of geophysical survey of this extremely large locality were to study the extent and
character of the settlement, confirm the assumed production features and identify possible fortification of
locality. results also showed that magnetometric measurements of various sloped arable fields could contribute to better understanding of erosion processes
on the site. during 5 years of prospection (2002-2006)
there were surveyed approx. 21.4 ha but this area probably still represents only a smaller part of the whole
locality. From the overall results of magnetometric prospection (Fig. 1) we can assume that only the extent of
the most used plateau within more concentrated subsurface activities and features covers an area of at least
35-40 hectares. that means that for a full separation of
these activities from less intensively used areas we would need to prospect another dozens of hectares. the
complete size of the area of la tène site in use could be
also much larger.
particular magnetometric results brought more
detail information about the character of subsurface activities. in central or ne part of the site we can find the
highest intensity of settlement. By different amplitudes
of magnetic anomalies we can separate less magnetic
probable sunken features from more magnetic probable
production features (Křivánek 2006). For the same areas
(with concentrated higher magnetic anomalies) results
from surface artefact collection and metal detector survey are the highest concentration of bronze finds, slag,
coins or glass fragments or beads. it seems that these
areas could very probably indicate local metallurgical,
coin or glass production. in some places of these intensive activities we can identify non-fortuitous order within
some main orientation of groups of features ne-sW or
nW-se (Fig. 2). together with many sunken settlement
and production features (or features with burned materials) we identified at the same area also one smaller
and narrow oval (or subrectangular) ditch enclosure.
Fig. 2. the identification of different magnetic anomalies in the
the indication of possible perimeter ditch fortification
ne part of the site, separation of probable sunken settlement
and production activities and some linear orientation in groups
of site (without possibility of dating) was identified only
of features (detail of area approx. 5 ha).
in one place, approx. 400 m east of the central part of
locality. presence or absence of fortification of la tène
site remains unclear.
archaeological situation was different in central and highest area of the plateau and the whole site. there were
three separated small and closed square ditch enclosures oriented in similar distances n-s (with similar dimensions
from 10x10 m to 15x15 m) and one other, probably closed ring ditch enclosure with central sunken feature. in the
central part of the site, funeral activity was documented with ploughed out barrows or flat graves with perimeter enclosure (Fig. 3). only future archaeological excavation could bring exact dating of these funeral features to la tène or
to older prehistoric periods (for example eneolithic finds known also from surface artefact collection). For southern
or western part of the site are typical smaller groups of concentrated features with more empty surrounding zones.
in outer parts of the site were indicated ploughed out remains of possible narrow ditch enclosures (unclear dating)
and other linear remains of probable extinct field paths.
the whole area of the site near němčice lies on arable fields with large plateau bordered by more sloped
terrains. this terrain conditions could be, from the point of view of archaeological prospection, advantageous for
future extensive magnetometric survey of another promising areas of the site. the la tène site near němčice is
unfortunately still an officially unprotected archaeological monument without precisely known extent of the whole
site. Magnetometric measurements should concentrate on separation of the most intensive settlement, production or
funeral activities but also on verification of outer zones within potential remains of fortification or other ditch enclosure systems. the same field conditions are unfortunately also disadvantageous as for the intensive soil erosion and
local accumulation. Wide open arable fields of the site are also continuously endangered by illegal metal detector
prospectors without possibility of change of agricultural use of private fields. archaeologists in the region hope that
this unique la tène site will soon be declared as protected archaeological monument by the Ministry of culture of
the czech republic.
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Fig. 3. the identification of probable funeral activities in the central and highest plateau of the site, separation of 3 small and closed
square and one other, probably a closed ring ditch enclosure (detail of area approx. 2 ha).
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On the Use Of satellite imagery in archaeOlOgical cOntext:
a cOmprehensive review
rosa lasaponara - antonio lanorte - rosa coluzzi - nicola masini
Key words: remote sensing, imaging, GIS
during the last century, aerial photos have been the most common remote sensing data source used for the
study of ancient landscape. More recently, the application of satellite imagery can fruitfully aid the identification of
large-scale cultural features, such as ancient land use patterns, roads, irrigations networks, paleohydrological systems. in particular, the recent availability of very high resolution (vhr) satellite images, such as ikonos (1999)
and QuickBird (2001), may provide new perspectives in the field of archaeological prospection ranging from small
details (single building) to landscape archaeology analyses which involve investigations of large areas. compared
to aerial photo, the vhr satellite data can be promptly geo-referenced, offer a very large coverage, are available at
lower costs and for a wider spectral range. the vhr satellite imagery could be ideal for investigations on regional
scale as well as for studies performed in areas where aerial photography is restricted because of military or political
reasons. nevertheless, the possibility of locating unknown individual sites as well as large scale cultural features is
highly dependent on many factors, such as the image spatial resolution, extension of buried sites, ground characteristics, illumination conditions. the practical potential of satellite-based approaches needs to be tested in relation to
the specific archaeological problems of individual regions.
this paper provides a review of satellite, landsat, ikonos, and Quickbird data successfully applied in the archaeological context from site identification to landscape archaeology analyses.
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cOmpUter-assisted gpr data interpretatiOn
Jürg leckebusch - andreas weibel - flurin Bühler
Key words: GPR, semi-automatic interpretation, feature extraction, three-dimensional, regression
ground-penetrating radar (gpr) is an excellent prospection technique because it provides three-dimensional
information about the underground. unfortunately, the display and interpretation of these data sets is still a difficult
task. the first results were presented in the form of profiles, later as time- or depth-slices (Nishimura/Kamei 1991) and
more recently by using alpha-blending or even iso-surfaces (Leckebusch/Peikert 2001). in the next step, it was attempted to use local iso-surfaces to better adapt to local conditions (Leckebusch et al. 2001). all these techniques only provide a better view of the data; some require special and expensive hardware or a large amount of computing power.
unfortunately, the problem of understanding and interpreting the data cube is not resolved.
concept
the new idea is to combine visualisation and interpretation in one single step. in general, the user can easily
recognize some structures in the 2-d data. this information can be used as starting point for software to extract the
complete 3-d geometry automatically and display it in a three-dimensional view.
similar systems exist for medical applications. careful analysis of the gpr data revealed some significant differences to the medical data: the signal-to-noise ratio of gpr data is very low and varying considerably inside a single
data set. additionally, the reflections of a single structure are not constant at all. Finally, the sampling interval along
the three coordinate axes is different. some of these problems can be overcome if relative amplitudes are used. the
complete data cube has to be converted from the measured signal amplitudes to the reflection strength first.
the question is now how to model the detected structures. We decided to use a surrounding box composed
of six planes. this represents an adequate model for walls, floors, pipes or even ditches, the most frequently found
anomalies with gpr.
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pre-processing
as mentioned above, the reflection strength of each trace has to be calculated, and all profiles combined into
a 3-d data cube.
Pre-filtering
tests with different local and global filters have shown that the combination of median filter - dilation - erosion
produces the best results (Heincke et al. 2006). this pre-filtering sequence reduces the background noise and thus preserves and enhances the relevant structures. For good results, the filter sizes have to be adapted to the dimensions
of the searched structures and used sampling intervals.
Finally, a 3-d gradient is calculated, and all features should now have high amplitudes along their boundaries.
feature extraction

Fig. 1. semi-automatic feature extraction verified by synthetic
data sets, shown with a depth-slice and as a 3-d display. data
cube a. with perfect structure and b. with gaussian noise (snr
of one to one) added.

the main process is started by the user, who has
to define a starting line on a depth-slice of the data cube.
the advantage of this is that only the surrounding area
has to be loaded and treated. therefore, there is almost
no limit of the size of the data set that can be processed.
at the same time, the necessary computing time can be
significantly cut down.
Basically, either hough transforms (Leavers 1992)
or regression-based methods (Meer et al. 1991) can be
used to fit planes to three-dimensional data. the former
one has already been used to detect linear objects like
pipes, but it is difficult to extend the method to more
complex objects. Furthermore, the hough transform quickly becomes unstable in the presence of noise, and the
parameter space grows uncomfortably big when it is extended to three dimensions. Because regression methods
do not lack these problems and are relatively robust,

Fig. 2. computer-assisted interpretation of real survey data. the structures are properly and easily extracted in 3-d by the designed processing sequence. a depth-slice is displayed transparently
as reference. dimensions: 20 x 21.5 m.
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a least-median-of-squares method (lMeds) is used to fit the planes to the point cloud. unfortunately, the geometry
of the planes is sometimes suboptimal. constraining the planes to be perpendicular or parallel to each other to some
extent made the feature detection much more reliable.
display
the extracted three-dimensional objects are finally displayed in a 3-d environment. all other relevant data
are already in a gis and therefore the display and storing capabilities of these software packages are used as
front-end. the features can also be exported as a 3-d dXF-file facilitating data exchange with other users.
examples
the designed processing sequence was first tested on synthetic data sets and proved to be very efficient, even in
the presence of a signal to noise ratio of 1 to 1 (Fig. 1). the detection of a standard structure such as a wall took about
one second on a modern pc, making it suitable for routine application.
the semi-automatic interpretation was successful in extracting the three-dimensional geometry of different
roman sites, including a town (Fig. 2) and a water channel. as expected, strong modern disturbances posed no
problems and even data sets with severe positioning errors were easily handled. to be successful, the technique only
requires proper sampling of the structures, i.e. the cross-line sampling must be dense enough.
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large scale gpr sUrveys in aUgst
Jürg Leckebusch - Hans Sütterlin
Key words: GPR, data processing, documentation
during the last years, several geophysical prospections with ground-penetrating radar were done on the site of
the roman town of augusta raurica, today called augst in switzerland. all the work was done in direct relation to
archaeological projects. the possible range of application of the method is illustrated by these surveys: in some cases
the prospection was done in advance of the excavation to have a better basis for planning. other areas were surveyed
for documentation purposes and to complete the archaeological monument records. the technique was able to show
the structures in the surrounding area of excavations and hence to answer questions from the excavations.
the data were recorded with an in-line spacing of 0.025 m and a cross-line spacing of at least 0.25 m. tests and
theoretical considerations show (Doerksen 2002) that a coarser cross-line spacing leads to aliasing and would therefore result in degraded data quality. two 400 Mhz or two 500 Mhz antennas, mounted on a vehicle, were used to
survey the areas (Fig. 1). such a configuration allowed covering of more than 10.000 m2 a day, which makes the speed
of the field recording comparable to standard magnetic surveys.
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it was the aim of the data processing to provide the best possible results for archaeologists. therefore, the following processing sequence was applied: at the first stage, the electronic noise was removed from the data. several
other disturbances like noise bursts and spikes had to be eliminated afterwards (Leckebusch 2003). it is important that
these steps are applied before rubber banding or binning, because the latter would otherwise smear out the disturbances. after determination of a proper velocity function by constant velocity migration tests (Leckebusch 2000), the
datasets were migrated and converted from time to depth. in case of a significant undulation of the terrain, a static shift
according to the topography was applied. as it is difficult to fully understand the data cube without experience and
special tools, interpretation must be provided for the archaeologist. all anomalies were manually converted to vector
information and coded with the archaeological feature type. as the height information was extracted together with the
geometry, pull-up corrections became possible to further correct the imaging problems (Leckebusch in print).

Fig. 1. Quad with two gpr antennas and prism for the real-time positioning system, used to
survey the areas.

Fig. 2. plan of the roman site augusta raurica with the interpretations of the ground-penetrating radar data in colour and the
already excavated structures in black.
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all the results from the ground-penetrating radar provided a detailed insight into the roman town and helped
to complete the map of the ancient town (Fig. 2).
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geOphysical evidence fOr assessing plOUgh damage
neil linford - paul linford - louise martin - andrew payne
Key words: GPR, plough damage
geophysical survey provides a rapid and non-invasive means for locating and identifying buried remains,
which has often been used as a qualitative tool to assess the survival of underlying archaeological features on plough-threatened sites. recent developments have seen an increased application of ground penetrating radar (gpr),
allowing a more detailed image of the subsurface to be drawn, including the variation of geophysical response with
depth. results from an arable site at dunkirt Barn, near andover, hampshire, located roman building remains
through an initial combination of caesium magnetometer and earth resistance survey to complement known, but
poorly recorded, antiquarian excavations and aerial photographic evidence.
subsequent high sample density gpr (over a total area of 2.6 ha) revealed clouds of individual point source reflectors in the very near surface data between 0 and 10ns (effectively from the ground surface to a depth of
~0.3 m) which, from the resolution of the 450 Mhz centre frequency antenna used for the gpr survey, are likely
to be caused by targets at least 0.1 m in size (Fig. 1: a). these dimensions would match the fragments of plough
damaged building remains, mainly large flint nodules from the rammed chalk and flint walls of the underlying
villa, observed in the topsoil during the survey. this dense cloud of debris has, perhaps, masked the deeper
buried archaeology and therefore restricted the use of aerial photographs for identifying building remains at
this site (Fig. 2).
this data was then used to provide a semi-quantitative estimate of the volume of displaced building material in
the topsoil compared to the surviving wall footings at a depth beyond the reach of the plough (Fig. 1: B). these results
not only provide a highly visual demonstration of the threat posed by ploughing but also the potential, through repeat gpr survey, to allow the degree of attrition through mechanical agriculture to be assessed over time.
the survey at dunkirt Barn demonstrates that where appropriate masonry building remains exist, high resolution geophysical survey can provide a means to identify prevailing patterns of plough damage and indicate the
depth to which the archaeology is threatened. such information could in future assist in developing appropriate
mitigation strategies to protect vulnerable archaeology, perhaps being deployed in advance of, or alongside the use
of physical markers in the soil.
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Fig. 1. selected amplitude time slices from the gpr survey over the main villa building illustrating the “cloud” of plough
damaged building material present within the topsoil. archaeological remains appear to be well preserved below a depth
of approximately 0.5 m. inset images within the individual gpr time slices show the reduced Boolean data sets used to
estimate (B) the volume of plough damaged material in the topsoil and the total volume of building remains visible to
the gpr.

Fig. 2. 3d interpretation of a plough damaged roman building drawn from the gpr data collected at dunkirt Barn. the
cloud of displaced building material in the topsoil is shown as a semi-transparent bitmap image superimposed over the solid
model of the surviving remains (vertical axis exaggerated x 3).
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perfOrmance evalUatiOn Of edge detectiOn algOrithms
fOr the detectiOn Of archaeOlOgical featUres By Using satellite data
nicola masini - rosa coluzzi - antonio lanorte - rosa lasaponara
Key words: satellite imagery, high resolution
the recent availability of very high resolution (vhr) satellite imagery, such as ikonos (1999) and QuickBird
(2001), may be able to open new perspectives in the field of archaeological remote sensing. in particular, QuickBird
offers panchromatic and multispectral imagery with the highest spatial resolution currently available within the
satellite sensors. it has panchromatic and multispectral sensors with spatial resolutions (sr) of 61-72 cm and 2.44-2.88 m,
respectively, depending upon the off-nadir viewing angle (0-25 degrees).
the high spatial resolution and spectral capability can make the vhr satellite images a valuable data source for
archaeological investigation ranging from synoptic view (i.e. identification of high probability locations of ancient
buried sites) to small details (i.e. single subsurface building).
nevertheless, the satellite-based detection of archaeological marks faces several challenges, particularly in the
case of buried remains. in fact, the presence of underlying structures produces weak signals that can be easily
covered by noise. responses from true features and those from noise can not be distinguishable. this kind of problem could be reduced using suitable edge detection algorithms, which allow the enhancement of spatial features, so
facilitating their identification.
the most common edge detection algorithms were tested in this paper in order to evaluate their performance
for the detection of archaeological features. the evaluation is performed by using satellite QuickBird imagery
acquired for some study cases located in the south of italy.
Flow chart of the procedure adopted for the identification of archaeological marks.
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gis project of the cyrenaican valleys (libya)
Oliva menozzi
Key words: GIS, remote sensing, intensive field survey, mapping, landscape archaeology
since 1997, the team of chieti university has been mapping the area around ancient cyrene, a rich greek colony, romanised in the 1st century Bc, centrally located on the fertile Jebel akdar (green Mountain) in eastern libya.
the aim of our project is the survey and mapping of the valleys around this greco-roman town, in order to understand the mechanisms of exploitation and settling of this territory in antiquity.
the region has been investigated at different levels of intensity of the field survey. at a wider level the main
sites, structures, villages and scatters have been mapped with a judgemental typology of survey. Moreover, two
transects have been chosen for a more intensive survey. the data coming from the numerous past seasons have
been collected in a geo-database which represents the focal point of our gis project. as topographic base of the gis,
high definition B/W and col. images have been used, after their hortorectify and georeference, in combination with
a cartographic base at detailed scale. the database was developed under access Xp that is easily interacting with
arcMap and also is more suitable for import-export of the information from different software. therefore, thanks to
our database, we can make a digital elevation model, useful to make a general plot of our main sites and a general
gis of the region, recording the main archaeological sites, investigated only with a preliminary judgmental survey
that gave us a general idea of the archaeological landscape in order to individuate one or more transects for a more
intensive survey. the surveys and the excavations have been integrated by remote sensing of the satellite images and
of the aerial photos. therefore, the gis represents the combination of all the data coming from different levels and
typologies of research and scientific approaches.
among the preliminary finds in the first seasons of the survey we analysed rocky sanctuaries located in the
widian around the town, which were extremely important in greek times as religious boundaries where greeks and
natives could meet and interact. For roman and late roman periods, the main archaeological evidence that attracted
our attention was the quantity of fortified settlements, which are locally named gsur. in these sites they are often characterised by the presence of oil and wine presses, cisterns, which made them crucial for understanding of the economy

Fig. 1. gis of cyrenaica, with the main fortified settlements, villages, towns and indication of the main valleys, on a landsat mosaic
satellite image used as a base.
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and agricultural exploitation of this territory. Moreover,
the area is intensively characterised by numerous tombs
widespread around cyrene, which represent the most
spectacular necropolis of the Mediterranean basin. the
survey of these tombs has been organised for areas and
is giving interesting results on funerary uses and architecture from greek to late roman times.
the excavations concentrated on one of the transects,
known as Wadi ain hofra, which is particularly rich in
cult chambers relating to a chtonian greek sanctuary, to
a later sanctuary of zeus ammon and to numerous rocky tombs located at the margins of these religious sites.
Methodologically, the first step of our gis was to follow
the natural division of the area in four sub units. it gave
us also the possibility to organise the work easier and
to take all the documentation organised “online” and
Fig. 2. deM of the territory closest to cyrene, with the location
daily printable to see the results of the survey and orgaof the main rocky sanctuaries.
nise it day by day. then we decided to combine the two
field survey techniques, and combine properly the two
very different phases of the work. the first phase is based on a judgemental survey with a preliminary record
and documentation of the main archaeological remains.
the second phase is based on the intensive survey of the
area with an analytic documentation and a high sampling strategy.
at this point of the survey, the use of gps was important because the topography of the region is characterised by upland plateaux and terraces running parallel
to the sea-coast and vertically cut by deep and steep
widian (valleys), which do not allow a homogeneous
control of the sampling strategy of the survey. therefore, we had to test methodology for monitoring and keep
constant the sampling strategy, using the tracks of the
gps of each team. in fact, walking with the gps switched on, and recording the gps tracks and knowing the
number of people working for each team we could easily reconstruct and keep constant the sampling strategy
used in the area. the kinds of gps used by our team are:
Waas gps for each team and dgps for corrections and
Fig. 3. gis of Wadi ain hofra, with the main sites and the orgadetailed mapping.
nization of the valley in 4 sub-units.
as for the progress of our gis: in the first area we
have finished the first phase of the survey, and in the
next seasons we will try to finish also the second phase. in the second, the third and the fourth area, we have already
finished the two phases of the survey. a preliminary result of the survey of ain hofra is that 35% of the remains are
coming from funerary contexts and in particular represent the different typologies of tombs. on the other hand we
have a 65% of the remains belonging to ancient roads, votive contexts, rural evidence and so on.
in conclusion, we have found different types of archaeological remains, showing that the area was in the centre
of religious life of the ancient cyrene. From the chronological point of view, in the first area, where the survey is still
in progress, mainly late roman phases concerning small terraced areas used for farming have been attested. in the
second area, where the survey has been completed during the last season, mainly funerary monuments are attested,
dated to the hellenistic period and often closely related to remains of roads or walls supporting terraces. the third
quadrant, where the survey is finished, presents tombs dated to the fourth century B.c. together with remains of the
ancient road network and water channels. last quadrant presents mainly votive remains, such as niches with greek
inscriptions, and probably dated to the classical period.
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rOman centUrie recOnstrUcted By hyperspectral remOte sensing
pasquale merola
Key words: remote sensing, archaeology, MIVIS airborne hyperspectral sensors, Roman Centurie, GIS
in the last 20 years the air photograph and the remote sensing, both from airplane and satellite, allowed to gain
useful information for the location of archaeological structures, based on the analysis of the superficial land units
characteristics
data acquired by Mivis (Multispectral infrared and visible imaging spectrometer) appear to be useful in the
plan that cnr atmospheric pollution institute has carried out on several archaeological sites since 1994: selinunte,
arpi, villa adriana, Sipontum and Lilybaeum (Marsala).
to investigate these archaeological areas, we have analyzed the Mivis airborne hyperspectral sensors. Mivis is
a modular instrument composed of 4 spectrometers, which simultaneously collect radiation coming from the earth’s
surface in the visible (0.43-0.83 µm), the near-infrared (1.15-1.55 µm), the Mid-infrared (2.0-2.5 µm), and the thermal-infrared (8.2-12.7 µm), a total of 102 spectral bands.
the Mivis data, which can be enhanced, rectified and reclassified using several algorithms and specific software, permit the identification of archaeological structures as buried ruins, either of human or natural origin, are
affected over time, soil surface characteristics creating anomalies.
these anomalies are due to different factors, such as physical and chemical soil features and vegetation cover
status. the above factors are strictly connected and are responsible for surface spectral responses. in particular the
spectral response of vegetated areas presents a complex mixture of vegetation, soil brightness, environmental effects,
shadow, soil colour and moisture.
Mivis remote sensing permits to analyse simultaneously a wide range of different wavelengths: the use of the
red and near-infrared channels of the Mivis sensor are particularly useful for the study of cover vegetation.
to highlight the surface anomalies identified in the Mivis images, due to variations of texture, humidity and
vegetation brought about by the presence of buried structures, different hyperspectral data processing procedures
were used.
the images, derived as output of different methods, were interpreted from archaeological and topographic
points of view. the results have been a number of traces drawn and compared with earlier archaeological findings.
the roman conquest was accompanied by a complete reorganisation of the territory, divided into many parts
called “centurie”, which were intensely cultivated and inhabited by roman farmers. With its road conditions, its
drains and its land settlements the roman centurie was important to determine economics during the following
centuries.

Fig. 1. lilybeaum (Marsala, italy). lineaments considered as relating to
the urban scheme, white rectangles indicate the insulae.
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Fig. 2. Mivis images of the archaeological Sipontum (Foggia,
italy) area.
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the aim of this work is to assess useful information for the recognition of the ancient archaeological traces
corresponding to ancient roman centurie (a system to divide the territory), in salento area, puglia region (italy),
identified by anomalies due to the textures, humidity and vegetation variations of ground surface and by survival
traces (some examples are current roads precisely corresponding to ancient routes).
archaeological hypotheses get by traditional investigation methods and results obtained by remote sensing
approach sometimes do not correspond. the results must be always ascertained directly in situ.
digitalizing the output and inserting these results in gis (geographical information system) environment
provided an overlaying of multiple geographic information, useful to place the investigated archaeological areas in
its present and over time environmental, social and territorial context.
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frOm searching tO 3d imaging: gpr Ultra-dense grid methOdOlOgies
alexandre novo - henrique lorenzo - fernando i. rial - manuel pereira mercedes solla - pedro arias
Key words: GPR, 3D imaging, archaeology
ground-penetrating radar (gpr), especially related to 3d imaging has been increasingly used in archaeological
surveys in the last decade due to its resolution. nowadays, gpr techniques are able not only to find but also to obtain
3d reconstructions of buried objects.
understanding of gpr results by non-geophysicists has long been a challenge. the huge improvement of 3d
imaging and processing software and the application of different dense-grid methodologies in the last years have
produced great results.
3d imaging techniques were already successfully applied in gpr surveys (Leckebusch 2003; Nuzzo et al. 2002;
Leucci/Negri 2006) at different archaeological sites such as roman buildings, Japanese burial mounds, etc. these are
usually wide areas with large targets that often have a well-known geometry. so usually a space between profiles
of 50 cm is used, mid-low frequency antennas and a vast interpolation among data do not matter to obtain valuable
time slices that clearly show the shape of those targets.
on the other hand, gpr dense-grid methodologies based on the nyquist theory are employed to obtain 3d and
4d imaging of the shallow subsurface geometries: sand stratigraphy, tree roots, fractures and fluid flow (Grasmueck
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et al. 2004b). the complexity of the targets makes almost impossible to get 3d high resolution images by only applying
image processing unless the grid spacing is reduced to λ/4.
the suitability of gpr in the location of man-made underground masonry (such as galleries or crypts) is
already well-known (Lorenzo et al. 2002; Martinaud et al. 2004) but a more ambitious study is shown in this paper. the
aim of the presented work was to find a sarcophagus and define its shape.
in this gpr investigation in the convent of santo domingo (lugo, spain) a mudéjar sarcophagus was found
where it was not expected to be according to historical records. Moreover, images of its shape were obtained after
applying several gpr ultra-dense grids as well as some of the newer 3d imaging techniques.

Fig. 1. situation of the convent of santo domingo in the city of lugo (nW spain).

Fig. 2. ultra-dense grid adquisition inside st pedro Mártir´s chapel (500 Mhz antenna).
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Malå ramac equipment 250, 500 and 800 Mhz antennas were used in order to cover different depths and
resolutions because of the uncertain situation of the sarcophagus. the small indoor areas allowed a meticulous
work, and a large number of parallel profiles very close
to each other was recorded in X and Y directions.
various surveys were carried out in the two chapels
following the historic clues, and after deducing the most
suspected site by real-time data interpretation as well as
some rapid 3d processing, 28 transversal profiles were
acquired in the Major chapel with a 500 Mhz antenna, 5 cm
cross-line spacing and 1 cm in-line sampling interval.
obviously, the profile parallelism was facilitated by
the alignments on the floor tiles. however, tape measure
and ropes were utilized to accurately design the mesh.
that we did nt use laser devices for accurate
Fig. 3. time-slice at 11.3-15.4 ns showing a stretched reflector at
positioning of the profiles was convenient in this case
a depth less than 1 m.
because of the special characteristics of the floor, the
very small grid and the extreme care of the operators. however, a more precise system would be necessary
in other field conditions so as to prevent irregular distribution of gpr lines (Grasmueck/Viggiano 2006; Lualdi
et al. 2006).
in addition, different software was applied and combined to obtain a large variety of displays and to find the
most reliable 3d results. easy 3d software of Malå geoscience was used to build rough 3d cubes from raw data in
order to rapidly visualise first results and then choose the right data set for deeper processing methods. First depthslices were created with reflexW 4.1 software and then enhanced with surfer8.
a more advanced time slice data analysis was done with gpr-slicev5.0 software. after applying a signal
processing flow consisted in manual gain, dc drift removal, background removal and migration, the newer 3d
imaging gpr data processing techniques such as: isosurface rendering and overlay analysis offered the best results.
animations, overlapped time-slices, virtual c-scans and isosurface renders have managed to discern the shape of the
sarcophagus and to interpret the prospection data easily.
to sum up, intuitive comprehension of data by archaeologists or historians is very useful in most archaeological projects and this is achieved by displaying the gpr data in this manner. Moreover, comparison of the present
work with previous searches of other man-made masonry structures such as voids or crypts shows that the application of such a dense methodology combined with a proper 3d imaging process of data is worth it.
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micrOgravity measUrements and gpr techniqUe in the search fOr medieval
crypts: a case stUdy frOm st. nichOlas chUrch in trnava, sw slOvakia
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introduction
detection of cavities is an important task of near-surface geophysics and there exists a great variety of applications of various geophysical methods (in engineering, environmental and archaeological cases). in the frame of
a complex study of the history and structure of st. nicholas church in the city of trnava (sW slovakia, approx. 45 km
north of Bratislava) detailed geophysical measurements were realized. the aim of this study was the detection of
several medieval crypts, which should be located in the
interior of the church, but the exact position of which
was unknown.
the methods used
Microgravity measurements (by means of scintrex
cg-3M and cg-5 instruments) were realized in a 1×1 m
net of points in the accessible parts of the church (Pašteka
et al. 2006). results from the measurements were processed into a Bouguer anomaly map with incorporated
corrections for the gravity effect of walls (Fig. 1). Modelling of the gravity effects of the surrounding walls was
one of the most important steps in the processing of the
gravity data - a total number of 18 vertical prisms with
polygonal cross-section and density of 1.70 g.cm-3 (brick)
formed the structure of the walls. Based on the qualitative interpretation, seven important anomalies were
recognized as responses of cavities, whose amplitude
(from 30 to 50 microgal) and pattern was very close to
that of crypts in relatively shallow depths. Quantitative
interpretation by means of the 3d density modelling and
euler deconvolution confirmed this information. one of
the outputs of the density modeling was the fact that the
crypts were filled by air and not water as it was expected
by experts from the city government.
parallel to the microgravity survey a 2d gpr survey in a tracing modification (by means of Mala easy
locator eXM+ with 500 Mhz and 350 Mhz antennas)
was realized (Terray 2006). all seven crypts were detected (typical case in Fig. 2) and one additional was recognized in a close vicinity of the left-hand side wall of

Fig. 2. typical character of received 2d radarograms by means
of the gpr technique - in the area of the anomaly nr. 3 from
Fig. 1 (units of axes are metres).
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Fig. 1. Final version of the Bouguer anomaly (for the correction density 1.80 g.cm-3), with removed gravity effect of the walls and
a linear regional trend.
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the church. this structure was not detected by means of the microgravity survey because of the covering effect of the
near wall - this effect was modelled, but as it can be seen in the results presented, not with 100% efficiency. on the
other hand, the anomaly nr. 4 (Fig. 1) was relatively hardly recognized by means of the gpr measurements, because
of a higher content of clayey soils covering the crypt structure.
results
combining the two geophysical methods presented, a very high efficiency was achieved and their supplementary information could be utilized in problematic situations. all seven anomalies (plus one additional, recognized
only by means of gpr survey) were additionally verified by means of a simple camera system, which was entered in
a simple borehole, made by means of a hand-held drill system. the majority of the recovered crypts were empty, two
of them had coffins inside. But the most important information obtained was the detailed description of the building
structure of the crypts and their relation to the structure of the basement of the church - valuable facts for architects
and historians.
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applicatiOn Of gpr investigatiOns
in the UrBan area Of fOrUm (rOma, italy)
salvatore piro
Key words: GPR, archaeological excavations, Palatino Hill, Colosseum Valley, Rome.
to enhance the knowledge of the subsoil between the s. Bonaventura site (palatino hill), the n-e foot of palatino hill and colosseum valley (rome), and to locate the unknown buried structures below the actual studied levels,
a scientific collaboration between la sapienza university of roma (department of archaeology) and the institute
of technologies applied to cultural heritage (itaBc-c.n.r.) has been developed, starting in 2001 and still being in
progress.
this area is characterised by a sequence of complex buildings, related to the roman period between the late
republican and severo’s age. archaeological excavations made during 2004-2006 located a portion of the foundation
of a portico, which bordered the way through the colosseum valley and roman Forum, a portion of a sewerage
system with s-n direction and a foundation with e shape, which closed the elagabalo’s thermae.
in this complex site, a new series of gpr surveys employing different frequencies was carried out (Fig. 1),
taking into account results of previous surveys (Piro/Panella 2005; Cardarelli/Piro 2005).
two different gpr sir systems (gssi), equipped with a 500 Mhz bistatic antenna with constant offset and
a 70 Mhz monostatic antenna were employed for the measurements. some signal processing and representation
techniques were used for data elaboration and interpretation.
gpr surveys were performed, employing both a sir 10a+ (gssi) and a sir 3000 (gssi), equipped with a 500 Mhz
bistatic antenna with constant offset, to survey the selected area on the foot of palatino hill (area a) and on s. Bonaventura site (area c), Fig. 1. gpr surveys were also performed, employing a sir 10a+ (gssi), equipped with a 500 Mhz
bistatic antenna with constant offset and a 70 Mhz monostatic antenna, to survey a selected area in the colosseum
valley (area B).
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Fig. 1. roma, palatino hill. location of the investigated area:
a, B and c.
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Fig. 2. roma - colosseum valley. gpr time-slice related to the
estimated depth of 2.40 m.

Fig. 3. roma - palatino (s. Bonaventura). gpr time slice related to the
estimated depth of 1.0 m.
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the horizontal spacing between parallel profiles at the site was 0.5 m, employing the two indicated antennas.
radar reflections along the transepts were recorded continuously, with different length, across the ground at 80 scan s-1;
horizontal stacking was set to 4 scans. along each profile markers were spaced every 1 m to provide spatial reference.
all radar reflections within the 95 ns, 105 ns and 113 ns (two-way-travel time) time window were recorded digitally
in the field as 8 bit data and 512 samples per radar scans.
With the aim of obtaining a planimetric vision of all possible anomalous bodies the time-slice representation
technique was applied using all field profiles (Goodman et al. 1995; Piro et al. 2003, 2005). time-slices are calculated by
creating 2-d horizontal contour maps of the averaged absolute value of the wave amplitude from a specified time
value across parallel profiles. time slice data sets were generated by spatially averaging the squared wave amplitudes of radar reflections in the horizontal as well as the vertical. the data were gridded using a kriging algorithm that
included a search of all data within a 1.0 m radius of the desired point to be interpolated on the grid. Filter was used
to remove the background reflections.
in Fig. 2 the time-slice (22-27 ns twt) for the investigated block of the area B, between n-e foot of palatino hill
and colosseum valley, is shown. in Fig. 3 the time-slice (estimated depth 1.0 m) for the investigated block of the area
c, s. Bonaventura site, is shown. on this map the individuated anomalies are better visible.
recent archaeological excavations made by university la sapienza of rome, in the last three years in the area
a and near the area B, have confirmed the structures individuated by geophysical methods. this project is still in
progress and new surveys, employing integrated geophysical methods, are planned for the next year.
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the location of subsurface archaeological features and the estimation of their dimensions are one of the most
important problems in planning archaeological prospection.
this paper presents differential magnetic surveys at an archaeological test site to detect subsurface anomalous
bodies and topographical and 3d laser scanner surveys made after archaeological excavation to fix the state of
conservation of the studied tombs.
the site is located at the same grounds as the installations of itaBc near rome and hosts a sabine necropolis.
the integrated surveys
geologically, this area is characterised by a series of lithoid tuffs about 10 m thick, lying on pleistocene-Quaternary sandy-clay sediments. the resistivity of the tuffs is about 30 Ω⋅m. the tuffs are capped by a thin layer of soil
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Fig. 1. Map of the sabine necropolis at colle del Forno (Montelibretti, rome). arrows indicate the surveyed area and the
location of previously excavated tombs.
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Fig. 2. Fluxgate gradiometer gridded colour contour map of the
surveyed area.

Fig. 3. digital view of the archaeological structure after a ground-based
3d laser scanner survey.
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20-30 cm thick (Piro et al. 2001a). From the archaeological point of view, the test area comprises the sabine necropolis
(700-300 B.c.) at colle del Forno (Montelibretti, rome), characterised by chamber tombs with corridor (dromos).
previous excavations showed that the average dimensions of cavities are 2x2x1.5 m3, while their roofs are about 1 m
below the ground surface. the top-soil layer is about 0.3 m (Piro/Santoro 2001b).
taking into account the surface of the “colle del Forno” hill, the selected area has been surveyed topographically employing a d-gps (differential global positioning system) model sr530 leica, integrated with an elettronic
total station trimble (model 5600).
during the dgps survey, done to reduce the inaccuracy due to the different synchronism between the signal
received from the satellite and the signal emitted from the receiver, the distance between the satellite and the receiver
was correlated to the phase of the signal, Fig. 1 (Colosi et al. 2000; Gabrielli 2001).
For the specific magnetic survey (May 2003), measurements were carried out employing a geoscan FM 36
fluxgate gradiometer. during the survey the bottom sensor was used at a constant height (0.30 m) from the soil. the
60x150 m area was subdivided into many 10 m squares due to instrument memory capacity and logistic reasons,
wherein we recorded parallel s-n profiles spaced 0.5 m apart each 10 m long. the Magnetic data, after the usual
pre-elaboration techniques such as despiking, filtering and rearranging (Brizzolari et al. 1992; Piro et al. 1998), were
represented by scale of contour maps of the residual values of the gradient of the z component for the 4 assembled
squares.
the analysis of this map shows that the area is characterised by many dipolar anomalies in a range of
-40 to +35 nt/m. these anomalies are spatially organised as a pseudolinear or circular structures.
the most significant magnetic result is related to the presence of a well defined dipolar anomaly, characterised
by a prevalence of the negative component of the dipole (Fig. 2). the very intense negative nucleus can be likely ascribed to a buried structure showing negative susceptibility contrast with respect to the surrounding material. this is
particular true in the case of an empty cavity or in the case of the corridor full of sediments with lower susceptibility
value respect to that of the tuff layer (volcanic material).
taking into account the results of previous magnetic surveys and the subsequent archaeological excavations
made in the period 1999-2001 (Piro/Santoro 2001b), we can claim that this kind of magnetic anomaly corresponds to
the searched tombs (chamber tomb with corridor).
as known, the 3d laser scanner acquisition technique is a methodology based on the acquisition of geometrical
data with very high accuracy and speed, and represents a non-invasive technique of investigation. this technique
was used after the excavation of the biggest tomb located. For the high-resolution survey of the excavated tomb
a laser scanner callidus cp 3200 system (trimble) was employed. the measurements were collected from 12 viewpoints with a sampling of 0.125°, for the horizontal resolution, and a sampling of 0.25° for a vertical resolution.
during the survey, a digital camera was used to collect pictures of the investigated surface of the monument. For the
elaboration the 3d-extractor software was employed, which automatically lines up the pictures made by digital camera together with a polygonal model, making a three-dimensional geometrical reconstruction. the software stores
automatically the three-dimensional measurements and reconstructs only one three-dimensional object (in this case
the excavated tomb), Fig. 3.
the tomb, located exactly in the position of the geophysical anomalies, was interpreted, by the archaeologists,
in the preliminary step as a king tomb of eretum town. this tomb is characterized by three different rooms with
squared dimensions of about 2x2 m2 and a very long corridor with the length of 27 m, filled with sediments.
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electrOmagnetic, gpr and resistivity imaging measUrements fOr stUdying
the lOess archaeOlOgical site Of karmanOwice (pOland)
artur poreba
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the results of electromagnetic, gpr and resistivity imaging surveys carried out at the neolithic archaeological
site of karmanowice situated on naleczow plateau (central-east poland, lublin province). the site of ca. 10 ha of
surface area is located on the loess hill slope. loess areas, prone to erosion processes and agricultural activities are
a great treasury of ancient sites, which unfortunately undergo processes of serious destruction (Kruk et al. 1996).
during past archeological research of the site, the settlement and burial-ground were found (farm pits, graves, huts,
Nogaj-Chachaj 1991).
the investigation presented was performed by three non-invasive geophysical techniques: electromagnetic,
ground penetrating radar (gpr) and resistivity imaging method.
First, electromagnetic measurements along the parallel profiles, situated with 1m distance were carried out
(Poręba et al. 2003). resistivity imaging and gpr profiles were surveyed along profiles selected of former soil apparent conductivity and archaeological surveys.
gpr system with antenna of 500 Mhz frequency was applied, and the measurements were done with a 30
and 60 ns time windows. the resistivity imaging was applied using schlumberger array with a constant electrode
separation of 0,5 m.
the results of gpr and resistivity measurements indicate the sedimentary sequences and specific structures of
loess deposits. the border between anthropogenic changed layer and undisturbed loess stratum can be established
as well.

Fig. 1. selected gpr section profile of the archaeological site in loess. the anomalous zone was assumed to be an ancient tomb.
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Fig. 2. Map of inversion resistivity section, perpendicular to directions of the selected gpr profile (Fig. 1), and the corresponding
location of ancient tomb.

the employment of geophysical techniques for karmanowice site allowed to outline some anomalies in subsurface soil layers, and to define the geometry and depth of deposition of a few buried archaeological structures (Fig. 1, 2).
the geophysical methods applied in karmanowice site appeared to be effective in determination of genetic
stratification in loess and location of buried archaeological objects. this geophysical data was verified by drilling.
integrated application of geophysical methods and geological probes considerably decreased the ambiguity of data
interpretation.
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geOradar and electrical tOmOgraphy sUrveys cOmpared tO an Old
archaeOlOgical map (necrOpOlis Of “casale del fOssO” - veiO, italy)
Valeria Poscetti
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in summer 2006, georadar and electrical tomography surveys were performed at the archaeological site of the
ancient necropolis at “casale del Fosso”, which is one of the several necropoli of the important etruscan town Veio.
the surveyed area (Fig. 1) was partially excavated at the beginning of the 20th century (1915-16). the archaeological reports dating from that period describe the typology of the tombs and the related material (pottery, iron tools
etc.). the archaeological structures consist mainly of fossa graves and some chamber tombs with entrance corridor
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Fig. 1. topography of the surveyed area (cartography by cartesia-cartografia digitale, s.p.a.
www.cartesiaspa.it). gray zones surveyed with gpr and black lines with electrical tomography.
the gpr profiles are acquired nW-se.

Fig. 2. partial view of radargrams and tomography profiles on excavated tomb no. 809.
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- dromos (Buranelli et al. 1997). nothing of the ancient necropolis is currently visible, except for the dromos chamber
tomb no. 809 (Buranelli et al. 1997, Figs. 2 and 51-54) which, until recently, was used as a farmer’s cellar.
gpr and resistivity methods were applied at the site in order to find correlations between geophysical anomalies and the tombs on the original map but not visible in the field at present. Moreover, the aim of the geophysical
survey was to detect the possible existence of other structures, related to the ancient necropolis, outside and below
the area excavated in 1915-16.
preliminary measurement tests were carried out above and near the tomb no. 809 in order to establish the performance of the geophysical methods at the site. the tomb was also used as a topographic reference for matching the
old map with the geophysical data acquired on the field.
geoarchaeological background
the necropolis is located on a small hill which is geologically characterized by lithoid tuff covered by a thin layer of top soil, of variable thickness from 0.20 to 0.5 m (Cammarano et al. 1997; Piro 2005). Most of the tombs discovered
in the early 1900s were made up of medium size (usually “fossa”) tombs and chamber tombs of about 2-3.5 m in size
with entrance corridors (dromos) of a few metres. the fossa tombs, mainly located on the top of the hill, generally
belong to the older phases of the necropolis (8th century B.c.); the dromos chamber tombs are more recent (7th and beginning of the 6th century B.c.) and are located along the slopes of the hill. the tomb mentioned above is part of these
chamber tombs and is also one of the most important structures found in the necropolis so far. tombs are excavated
in the lithoid tuff, at different depths that do not generally exceed 3-4 metres.
data acquisition
gpr survey was conducted over two adjacent areas (Fig. 1) using a georadar of ids corporation equipped with
80 and 200 Mhz antennas. the data were collected in continuous mode along parallel profiles stretching nW-se. the
profiles acquired with 80 Mhz antenna were 1 m apart and with the 200 Mhz antenna 0.5 m apart. the first area,
40x40 m wide, was surveyed with a time window of 256 ns, a sampling time interval of 0.5 ns and sampling spatial
interval of 0.048 m for 80 Mhz and a time window of 256 ns, a sampling time interval of 0.5 ns and sampling spatial
interval of 0.025 m for 200 Mhz. the second area, 40 x 25 m, was investigated with 200 Mhz antenna.
electrical tomography (Fig. 1) was applied in a 40 x 25 m area partially overlaying the gpr surveyed area. ten
lines were acquired in a nW-se direction, and three lines perpendicular to the previous ones. these three lines have
the zero located in correspondence of the chamber tomb no. 809. lines were spaced 1.5 m apart, each line arranged
with 48 electrodes 1 m apart. the data were collected using Wenner, dipole-dipole and schlumberger arrays.
processing and results
the gpr data are processed with setting time zero, band pass filter and traces mix. the band pass filter was
80-400 Mhz for 200 Mhz antenna and 40-250 Mhz for 80 Mhz. the profiles were used for a 3d representation
(Malagodi et al. 1996; Piro et al. 2003).
the profiles and the time slice related to the first area (Fig. 2, 3) clearly show the anomaly caused by the hypogean chamber of the tomb no. 809. this anomaly, which is
located at about 2 m below ground level, corresponds to
the top of the burial chamber and is clearly visible on both
the 80 Mhz and the 200 Mhz radargrams (Fig. 2: a, b).
the hypogean chamber was clearly detected also by the
electrical tomography, which shows a sharp high resistive anomaly whose dimensions roughly correspond to the
tomb size (Fig. 2: c). it is interesting to observe that resistivity data give estimation of the chamber height.
Moreover, the gpr and resistivity data show many
anomalies located at the depth range of 0.50-2.00 m
probably caused by fossa tombs of the necropolis. in
particular the 200 Mhz time slices (Fig. 3) show a clear
anomaly pattern that matches the high density of fossa
tombs excavated in the area (Fig. 1).
in the southern part of the 40x40 m area, the time
slices relating to the depth range of 2-3 m show a high
amplitude anomaly, about 20 m long and 8 m wide.
considering the topography, the anomaly is flat and its
east extremity corresponds roughly to the position of
the chamber tomb. the anomaly is better detected with
the 80 Mhz profiles. this strong reflector partially coincides with the bottom of a high resistive layer, detected
Fig. 3. gpr survey in the 40x40 m area: 200 Mhz time slice
by electrical method, located roughly in the first 2-3 merelated to a depth of 1.20 m
ters below ground level.
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conclusion
the integrated geophysical prospection at “casale del Fosso” has shown the effectiveness of gpr and geoelectrical methods in detecting the archaeological structures of the necropolis. comparisons of the geophysical data
with the old map of the archaeological site prove that an exhaustive geophysical survey could be useful for a complete archaeological mapping of the site. specifically, the good results obtained in detecting the chamber tomb lead
to the possible finding of other structures of the same kind.
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geOphysics and excavatiOn - layers Of archaeOlOgical feedBack
martin posselt
Key words: archaeological feedback, magnetometry, radar, landscape archaeology, Neolithic, Roman, Near East
still often called an auxiliary method, geophysics with its unique properties as a non-destructive, fast and
large-scale working survey technique is used throughout archaeology in many different ways. its use ranges from
a method which is reduced to tell that in a certain spot of a site there might be “something” underneath for excavation up to delivering the main arguments for defining the size, character and dating of features and sites. there are
different ways and there might be many more ways of using geophysical methods in archaeology. the knowledge
about the potential of geophysics for archaeological research which is derived from the discussion of geophysicists
and archaeologists enables to integrate geophysics into archaeological research and research strategies in the proper
way. the paper at hand aims to show the difference how geophysics contributes to archaeological research. it is pictured by three case studies, which show different ways of integration into a project depending on the archaeological
object and aim of research.
at a roman site at kelsterbach (germany) by order of the local historical association (volksbildungswerk
kelsterbach e.v.) geophysics surveyed a roman site completely and detected the main features which allowed
a revised interpretation of the site. initially the site was estimated as a simple small roman villa rustica. But results
of a combined Magnetometer, resistivity and radar survey indicated a picture of the site differing from the usual
ground plan of a typical roman villa rustica. the succeeding excavation (university of Frankfurt/Main) of a central
building, which comprised a well with a stone wall detected by radar, lead to the interpretation of the site as a place
of intense religious activity.
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during a long term research project at tell chuera (syria), a city of the third millennium Bc the results of
a large scale magnetometer-survey which started in 1997 changed the objectives of the archaeologists through the
years. While in the beginning the interest of the archaeologists was focused on the interpretation of large stone
buildings scattered all over the site the magnetometer survey gradually drawed a growing map of the site and its
near environs showing a plan of the street system and quarters of different function (dwelling, religious/worship
activity, storage, crafts etc.). Furthermore a system of channels inside and outside the outer city walls and more
settlements in the near environs of the city lead to new ideas about the meaning and function of the city within the
surrounding landscape. thus research objectives at tell chuera were guided from separate spots within the city to
the origin of the particular street system and the city just as one of many elements of the ancient cultural landscape.
since 2001 the project vBi (“vorgeschichtliche siedlungsgeschichte in der idsteiner senke”) researches the
early neolithic settlement system in a small landscape in the environs of the city of idstein (germany). it is a joint
project by the cultural heritage department of hesse (Wiesbaden) and the university of Frankfurt/Main. the project
aims to research the processes of settlement activity by the first farmers, who used the landscape and its resources.
Field walking and magnetometry were the major field techniques to survey known sites and to detect new sites as
well as to collect data about size and duration of the settlements throughout an area of about 15 km². reasonably,
excavation merely would have been able to contribute few information regarding the dimension of a landscape. thus
the concept of the project refrained from excavation generally. Magnetometry was planned to identify early neolithic
houses non-destructively and to define the limits of each settlement allowing to gain data about the number of
houses and inhabitants within each settlement during the phases of the early neolithic period. Finally a picture was
created how the first farmers took hold of the landscape, how the settlement system was increasing and decaying
over a period of about 500 years in the second half of the 6th millennium Bc.
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visUalising the iBerO-rOman site Of pUig-ciUtat (catalOnia, spain)
frOm magnetic variatiOn maps and gpr time-slices
roger sala - maria lafuente
Key words: fluxgate gradiometer, GPR, time-slicing, Iberian-Roman, Catalonia
the prospection by means of Fluxgate gradiometer over the buried site of Puig-Ciutat (catalonia, spain), which
has never been excavated and was only known by the subsistence of the place name, the medieval written sources
and the presence of abundant iberian-roman pottery sherds on the surface, provided us with a magnetic variation
map that revealed the existence of a possible urban net beneath the present cultivation field.
a square building was detected in the centre of the field and as a way to gain more details of the feature we
surveyed it again by means of gpr with a 400 Mhz antenna. the resulting data were processed and visualised using
GPR-Slice software and this provided us with new information on its shape and internal distribution at different
stages, and its depth of burial.
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Fig. 1. a - magnetic map (+/- 1.6 nt); B - interpretation of magnetic anomalies.
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Fig. 2. gpr slices, radargram and interpretation.
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geographical and historical background of the site
From a historical point of view, the written sources and the material remains over the site suggest that it belongs to the period between the hegemony of the iberian culture and the early romanisation, and that it could be one
of the several iberian urban settlements, in this case, one belonging to the tribe that settled in the llucanès area.
the site is located on an elevated peninsula generated by a meander of the river gavarresa. it is thought that
the settlement extends under the field on top of the hill as well as under the woodland areas surrounding it, and
that the total extension of the site may have been of 4 ha (400x160 m). the orography of the area makes puig-ciutat
a good place to settle, an optimum strategic point, which enables to control all the communication net on the ne of
the lluçanes area, and an easy place to defence (Fig. 1B).
geophysical prospections carried over the site
a. data aquisition: geomagnetics and gpr
two geophysical techniques were used to locate and define the remains in puig-ciutat: geomagnetics and gpr.
as for the mangetometry, a Fluxgate gradiometer (FM256 geoscan reserch) was used as a first stage to survey
the whole field (120x90 m) following a measuring density of 50x25 cm on a 30x30 m grid net.
as a second stage, a grid (18x20 m) over the previously detected building was surveyed by means of gpr (gssi
sir-3000) with a 400 Mhz antenna and surveying wheel to obtain information on the depth of burial of the feature and
a more detailed description of its shape (Fig. 3). a 70 ns time window was used, and the measurement density was
40 sc/m in 512 samples over a grid where the separation between traverses was 50 cm and the collecting mode zig-zag.
B. data processing
Magnetic data were processed with Geoplot v. 3 (Geoscan 2003) using zero-mean corrections on traverses and
grids, interpolation to obtain a regular data mesh (25x25 cm) and low pass filtering. gpr data were processed with
GPR-Slice v.5 background removal filter (Goodman 2004) to eliminate the high frequency noise and obtain clearest
view in the slices (Fig. 3B).
c. data visualising
as for the magnetic prospection, the resulting plot showed, on one hand, the presence of low contrast magnetic
anomalies in most parts of the explored area (+/-2 nt), probably due to the use of local materials in buildings. and
on the other hand, few high contrast magnetic dipoles in the W and s areas (Fig. 2a).
in order to obtain a clearer view of the anomalies, a black and white scale at +/-1.6 nt was used to show only
the anomalies over -0.4 nt (Fig. 2a). a sketch of the identified features was drawn to facilitate the understanding of
the magnetic plot.
as for the grp data, the time-slicing visualising technique (Goodman 2004) was used to generate a 3d block of data
obtained by the interpolation of radagrams. to generate
the slices, thickness of several slices was tested from 3 ns
to 6 ns to obtain as much coherent images as possible of
the building. Fig. 3c shows a set of 7 overlapping slices
of 3 ns, from 4 to 19 ns (0.16-0.76 m at v = 0.08 m/ns).
Finally, an overlay of these slices (Fig. 3d) and a volume
render were generated too.

Fig. 3. volume render of gpr data.

1

2

d. data interpretation
the magnetic variations plot suggests the existence of an urban network, which is composed by a big
square building (12.5x12.5 m) located in the centre of the
surveyed field plus the remains of other big buildings,
two possible streets, two sets of smaller buildings, combustion areas and possible silos around it1.
as for the gpr prospection, taking into account the
results of the wave velocity test (0.08 m/ns), it was estimated that the remains begin to appear at 35-40 cm below the
surface and continue up to a maximum depth of 120 cm.
the overlapping of 4 to 8th slices (Fig. 3d) revealed new
remains (i) attached to the W side of the already detected
one, and a possible room (J) was detected, and the shape
of the s entrance -a corridor- was defined (k)2.

our interpretation is based on examples from other sites prospected by means of fluxgate gradiometer: creW, 2002; hounsloW & chroston, 2002; MarMet, 1999; proceedings, 2005.
our interpretation is based on examples from other sites prospected by means of gpr: linFord, 2004; linFord & linFord, 2004; nishiMura & goodMan, 2000; proceedings, 2005.
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conclusions
imaging and presenting information is the last but not the least part of the prospection. in fact, it is the final
result of a meticulous work that curators and archaeologists may have not seen. in commercial geophysics it is very
important to find a way how to communicate results to our customers, so that they can visualise what there is
beneath the soil of the site they take care of, and plan how to record and protect the new heritage.
the survey by means of a combination of Fluxgate gradiometer and gpr over puig-ciutat provided us with
a high volume of information, in both an extended view and in a detail view, which remains the only source of
description of the shape and contents of the site.
the obtention of a magnetic variation map at first instance was useful for recording a first schematic idea of the
extension of the site, locating the main archaeologically affected areas, determining the type of features it contains
and defining the shape and size of the most consistent architectural remains.
the use of the time-slicing technique to visualise gpr data collected over the building appeared to be the best
aid to imaging this buried site, being able to define the inner distribution of the square feature, which was interpreted
as a building, and to make evident its evolution with depth. the identification of the building feature in a traditional
radargram analysis would have been much more difficult than in a time-slice analysis.
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geOphysical prOspectiOn fOr archaeOlOgical investigatiOns
in sOUth asia
armin schmidt - robin coningham
Key words: South Asia, archaeology, magnetometer, earth resistance
archaeological geophysics is successful where archaeological and geophysical investigations are combined
to resolve archaeological questions. simply listing all geophysical anomalies of a survey does not lead to the
understanding of a site; data have to be interpreted archaeologically. and this in turn requires a thorough understanding of the geophysical signatures associated with archaeological features in different geological and environmental settings. this paper demonstrates how such integrated investigations have led to new insights in south
asian archaeology.
geophysical prospection for archaeology is well established in many regions of the world and the conditions
under which such surveys can reveal buried archaeological features are mostly understood. however, south asia
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Fig. 1. ramagrama, nepal. Magnetometer survey showing brick
foundation of vihara structure.
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Fig. 2. Marathamaduwa, near anuradhapura, sri lanka (site c112). Magnetometer survey showing small bipolar anomalies of individual stones, demonstrating the anthropogenic
origin of wall structures.

has seen only few projects of archaeological prospection and the relationship between buried archaeological remains
and measured geophysical anomalies has not been thoroughly explored. in 1997, the authors have started a project
to evaluate the use of archaeological geophysical techniques throughout south asia and have since then undertaken
geophysical site studies (using FM36 and rM15) in Bangladesh, nepal, pakistan and sri lanka. a synopsis of the
findings is reported in this paper.
Brick foundations: brick structures can be the best or the worst target for magnetometer surveys, depending
on the surrounding matrix. Where the bricks of an abandoned structure were removed, for example for reuse in domestic buildings, the remaining brick foundations can show a very clear magnetic contrast against the less magnetic
sedimentary fill. at ramagrama, nepal, buildings with cellular structures were detected around a prominent mound
(Fig. 1) and their shape and arrangement allowed to interpret them as small Buddhist monasteries (viharas). the
„mound“ is considered to be the last unopened relic stupa of the lord Buddha and the grouping of viharas around it
demonstrates that it was already held in high religious regard in antiquity. on other sites, where brick buildings were
instead demolished and the resulting rubble spread out, it is very difficult to detect the brick foundation’s aligned
remanent magnetization within the randomised magnetic site matrix.
Igneous geology: stones from igneous geological sources can produce distinct magnetic bipolar anomalies.
if such stones were used as building material, magnetometer surveys can sometimes differentiate the remains of
such buildings from geological background. at Marathamaduwa, near anuradhapura, sri lanka, stones of walls
on top of a large rock outcrop are clearly visible as individual bipolar magnetic anomalies against much broader
geological signals (Fig. 2). however, in some instances the anomalies of igneous geological features, even at several metres depth, can be overwhelmingly strong so that small and weak anthropogenic anomalies cannot be
resolved.
Soil moisture: on most investigated sites magnetic survey data proved to be more informative than earth
resistance measurements, often due to very dry soil conditions. however, at tilaurakot, nepal, earth resistance data
clearly revealed the layout of shallow foundations, reminiscent of the „palace complex“ excavated in a different area
of the site (Fig. 3). Where buried archaeological features produce anomalies in magnetometer as well as earth
resistance data, the latter are often preferable since they usually have more clearly delineated shapes, improving the
accuracy of archaeological interpretation.
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Fig. 3. tilaurakot, taulihawa, nepal. earth resistance survey east of the western gate, clearly
showing structural remains.

site conditions were not always conducive to geophysical surveys (e.g. dry soil, high vegetation, agricultural
crops) and compromises in survey layout had to be made. however, it was demonstrated that the combination of
results from confined survey areas into a data patchwork, using gis, provided opportunities for meaningful site
assessment. the importance of reasonably high spatial resolution (e.g. 0.5×0.5 m for earth resistance surveys) has
to be stressed, especially on sites with relatively high data variability, for example due to rubble spreads. the project demonstrated similarities of site conditions across south asia (e.g. remains of brick buildings). Based on these
findings guidance for geophysical prospection on the subcontinent can now be compiled.
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large-scale, fast and sensitive geOmagnetic archaeOmetry Using
a sqUid-Based measUrement system
volkmar schultze - sven linzen - tim schüler - ronny stolz - andreas chwala
- marco schulz - hans-georg meyer
Key words: geomagnetic prospection, archaeometry, SQUID, Neolithic ring ditch
a new, unique system for geomagnetic archaeometry is presented. it uses extremely sensitive superconducting
Quantum interference devices (sQuids) as magnetic field sensors.
our sQuids are laid out as integrated sQuid gradiometers. therefore, they measure intrinsically the magnetic field gradient and are - in the ideal status - not sensitive to homogeneous magnetic fields. this has two
advantages. First, this enables the sQuids to be moved freely in the earth’s magnetic field. Because sQuids are
vectorial sensors, as magnetometers they would sense any movement with respect to the earth’s magnetic field
vector, which would completely overwhelm the small signals from the ancient structures. the second advantage
of the integrated gradiometers with base lengths (this is distance between the two sensitive areas) of only 4 cm is
the stronger sensitivity to near-surface patterns compared to a magnetometer. this helps to resolve weak signals
of archaeological patterns from coexistent deeper geological formations. nevertheless, due to the heir ultimate
magnetic field resolution of few femto teslas, also deep sources can be resolved with good resolution with the
sQuids.
one major challenge of the system development was to make the used sQuid gradiometers really that insensitive to the homogeneous earth’s field during movement. With three additional, less sensitive orthogonal sQuid
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Fig. 1. the measurement cart pulled by a cross-country vehicle.

Fig. 2. Magnetic chart of the complete neolithic double-ring ditch of niederzimmern, mapped onto the simultaneously measured
altitude profile.

magnetometers, the suppression of the gradiometers’ parasitic sensitivity to homogeneous fields can be raised up to
some 107. With this value, for smooth movement the noise-limited field resolution of the sQuid gradiometers is not
disturbed improperly.
sQuids have the additional advantage of keeping their sensitivity also for high frequencies. this offered the
possibility to set up a measurement system which allows for fast surveying of large areas. this demands an adequate
fast and accurate measurement of the sensor position. For this purpose a differential gps is implemented, consisting
of a gps antenna on the moved cart together with the other sensors, and a gps reference station with fixed position.
thus, a position accuracy of some centimetres is achieved. however, on uneven terrain the position of the gps
antenna may stagger unacceptably. to calculate the position of the sQuids out of the gps antenna position, the attitude of the cart is measured with an inertial system. all data are stored in a data logger and partially online displayed
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on the laptop. due to gps the measured magnetic field
gradient data are located geo-referenced on the mapped
area. also the altitude profile is provided.
all sensors - two sQuid channels with a distance of 0.5 m, gps and inertial system - are mounted on
a non-metallic cart with separately suspended wheels.
this enables smooth movement even at high speeds.
With a 4 m long towing bar it is even possible to pull
the measurement system with a motor traction vehicle
(Fig. 1). With a typical driving speed of about 30 km/h
and a distance of 1 m between the driven lines, three
hectares can be mapped in one hour. Because the surface
does not always allow for such a high speed and the turnarounds add, this may decrease to about 1 ha/h.
the complete measurement system and its parameters are described in more detail in [1]. on areas
difficult to access, the cart can be converted to a version
pushed manually.
With this system the large neolithic double-ring
ditch of niederzimmern near Weimar, germany, with
a diameter of 400 m was investigated. this was only
possible with our fast measurement system, since the
area is intensively agriculturally used, and because of
the fragmentation into various fields only winter time
with enough snow as protection of the surface can be
used to cover the whole area without disruptions.
Fig. 3. north-eastern gateway of the double ring ditch.
therefore, the complete ring ditch area of 27 hectares
was measured on three winter days.
a picture of the complete double-ring ditch mapped onto the simultaneously measured altitude profile is
shown in Fig. 2. a closer look shows periglacial patterns due to the hilly landscape, surface patterns originated by
the agriculture, magnetic dirt on the surface and of course several archaeologically interesting features. this is exemplary shown for the north-eastern part in Fig. 3. part of this area was already measured before with the antecessor
version of our system, yet pushed manually. reference [2] shows the origin of the signal of the ring ditch, the differing susceptibility inside the ditch, which is now refilled.
remains of palisades and buildings could be found at all four gateways. the large inner area of the 400 m
diameter ring ditch was, however, found nearly empty of archaeological patterns. Because of the large size of the
ring this was a little bit surprising. the fact can be used for further interpretation and discussion of the purpose of
such neolithic ring ditches.
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what are the advantages Of several magnetic parameters measUrements
in prOspectiOn?
Julien thiesson - alain tabbagh - michel dabas
Key words: magnetic viscosity, magnetic susceptibility, electromagnetism, magnetic signal
For nearly 50 years, magnetic prospecting is the most widely used technique in archaeological prospecting
and the so-called “magnetic signal” has been widely recognized as a relevant indicator of both pedogenesis and soil
anthropisation. it permitted the detection of numerous types of features such as post-holes, ditches, or fireplaces.
however, this method has some weaknesses:
-

a huge sensitivity to either modern or archaeological metallic ferrous objects
a small sensitivity to shallow depth lens shaped features
it corresponds to total magnetization contrasts
depths of the source bodies is unknown, their maximum values can only be defined

the electromagnetic methods open new paths which overcome these limitations (Desvignes/Tabbagh 1995). the
measurement of the magnetic susceptibility using frequency domain electromagnetic devices is possible over a soil
thickness driven by the device geometry. given such measurements, one can evaluate the part of induced magnetization in the total magnetic field anomaly and different devices with different geometries permit a proper estimation of
both feature depth extents and lateral limit locations. For metallic objects, electromagnetic instruments allow a good
precision in their location, which also corresponds to a smaller extent of the “blind zone” where other features are
undistinguishable (Tabbagh 1984).
having determined the magnetic susceptibility distribution, it is possible (Benech et al. 2002) to calculate the
magnetic anomalies due to the induced magnetization and to subtract it from total magnetic field anomalies.
the remanent magnetizations can be thus evidenced, which is important because they correspond to undisturbed
features. nevertheless, the kind of remanent magnetization, viscous or thermoremanent, must be known. the differentiation is possible according to the hypothesis that material with “long time” viscous magnetization will likely
present “short time” viscous magnetization (the number of comparison is yet limited but all the experiments lead to
this conclusion); the direct measurement of the magnetic viscosity (by t.d.e.M. instrument) may permit the discriminating of the two types of remanent magnetization. the ratio of magnetic viscosity to magnetic susceptibility is also
informative about the size of magnetic grains. the archaeological significance of this size is not well established yet
but this research path merits to be followed.
the use of different techniques has proved to be very relevant in the study of a craft feature on the roman site
of vieil evreux, France (Thiesson et al. 2007) and on other protohistoric archaeological sites. all these studies show
both the interest of associating magnetic and electromagnetic prospecting method and designing a new pulled
continuous moving instrument that performs these measurements.
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geOinfOrmatiOn system (gis) Of archeOlOgical sites
Of nOrtheast Black sea cOast
galina v. trebeleva
Key words: geoinformation system (GIS), archaeological sites, historical modelling, archaeological research, spatial analyst
one of the main priorities of modern archaeology is not only the analysis of the definite sites but also its study
in the context of natural and historical landscape. in this connection the archaeological analysis requirements have
been changed at present. it is necessary to not only gain information about archaeological site or complex of sites but
also to investigate them on the basis of historical, geographical and archaeological information within a particular
territory. archaeologists show more and more interest in such spheres of science as spatial archaeology, system of
settling and land tenure, and also in adjacent sciences such as paleogeography, paleoecology and so on.
the first works connected with the gis creation of archaeological monuments on north-eastern coast of the
Black sea were begun in 1998-2000, during the russian - French project of regional archaeological taman. a database of archaeological monuments of the taman peninsula was created, comprising more than 300 objects of the ancient
time. it was created on the basis of Microsoft access. this system was prepared by specialists of the top school with
application of the mathematical and statistical methods in the region, the study by the house of the science of the
humanitarian problems (paris, France). started in 2001, the work was continued by the russians, who carried out
complex investigations of paleogeografy and archaeology on the caucasian coast of the Black sea. archaeological
monuments of given region have a series of the features. due to the important changes during the last 30 years, the
identification of many monuments became problematic. the natural scenery of many artificial patios has loudly
changed. parts of the monuments disappeared in the area of constructions. the monuments in the riverside area
were destroyed as by soil slides and the riverside graze. the slope of the south of the caucasian loin is hidden by
the powerful massifs of forest and of shrubbery. Many of earlier well-known monuments did not have the exact tie
in the locality. the georgian - abkhasia situation of 1992-1993 was complicated by the consequences of the war. the
historical-geographical certificates of the caucasian coast are fragmentary, and the real contained news of them is
alternated with a high quantity of mythological information. often the situation of an epoch extrapolates very much
in other. there are often little localities absolutely fantastic. that is why the concrete geographical information found
in literary sources should be accessed cautiously.
on the whole, the works are not finished but the database already includes more than 600 objects. its geographical territory includes the coast of the Black sea of the peninsula taman up to the republic of abkhasia. chronologically the monuments reflect the period of the palaeolithic up to the Middle ages but they have relations with the
period of antiquity.
spatial image spot as the air photos, the topographic letters of the scale from 1 : 100 000 up to 1 : 10 000 were
used as the topographic base of gis. as the system of coordinates it will use projection utM with the model of the
earth Wgs-84 basic along with the work with the gps-recipients. election of the model of the earth based on the
aspiration to create the maximum technological process faced directly to dad gps recipients, to the system of information used for the direct interactive application in large conditions.
the work under gis creation is not finished, but in spite of this there is already now a series of interesting
examples of application of given gis in the analytical targets. For example, an attempt to create the model of defence
organization of the kingdom of Bospor in the roman period has already been made.
galina v. trebeleva
institute of archaeology of russian academy of sciences
60-let oktiabria h. 20 ap. 23
117036 Moscow, russia
g_gis@mail.ru
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mapping Of sweden’s first tOwn Birka Using geOradar
and magnetOmeter prOspectiOn
immo trinks - lars-inge larsson - alois eder-hinterleitner
Key words: georadar, GPR, magnetometer, prospection, Viking age
geophysical archaeological prospection allows for detailed mapping of structures that are hidden in the subsurface. in particular high-resolution georadar (ground penetrating radar/gpr) and magnetometer measurements
can be used very efficiently for the non-destructive survey of large areas in short time and at relatively low costs.
in central europe and the united kingdom the use of geophysical archaeological prospection methods is relatively
common and enjoys an increasing popularity among archaeologists. in scandinavia, however, these methods have
so far been used to a much lesser degree, often at a low technical level and only on very small areas.
since the beginning of 2005, a professional archaeological prospection unit has been set up within the
archaeological excavation department of the swedish national heritage Board in close collaboration with internationally leading experts in the field. a comprehensive series of test measurements has been conducted in sweden,
demonstrating the successful applicability of both magnetometer and georadar prospection methods to scandinavian archaeological sites under suitable geological and environmental conditions.
in May 2006, an archaeological prospection test survey was conducted in the course of four days at the
unesco world cultural heritage site Birka-hovgården resulting in data of exceptional high quality. roads, houses,
property plots, an outer and an older inner town wall as well as the varying thickness of the cultural layer have been
mapped in great detail in the test areas.
Birka, located on the island of Björkö in lake Mälar 35 km west of stockholm, is one of the best known
archaeological places in sweden, visited every year by thousands of tourists. the settlement and trading place Birka
existed for approximately 200 years between 750 and 950 ad. Birka is considered to have been the first real town in
the area that is sweden today. archaeological finds show that it was an important market place during the period
commonly known as viking age, with far reaching trading connections and a home to skilled craftsmen.
despite several archaeological investigations undertaken in the last century we still know very little about
Birka. only small areas have been investigated through destructive archaeological excavation (less than 1% of the
town area). earlier geochemical and geophysical prospection surveys at Birka have not resulted in any significant
new archaeological knowledge about the site and its development. as the site has been left relatively undisturbed since
the town of Birka was abandoned 1000 years ago, the preservation and prospection conditions are excellent. agricultural land use caused no deepgoing disturbances and left the cultural layer widely intact below plough depth.
a part of the viking age town wall is still visible as topographical feature in the landscape. since this wall ends
abruptly, it had been unclear whether it actually continued all the way to a nearby hill-fort. in order to investigate

Fig. 1. view across the Black earth of Birka from the town wall in the east to the hill-fort in the
west. the field between the hill-fort and the town wall was during the viking age (750 to 950 ad)
home to a lively trading place, covered with houses, huts, workshops, roads, fortifications and
harbour constructions.
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the possible continuation of the town wall in a meadow where several large stones stick through the surface, a small
magnetometer survey was conducted. By surveying a 50 m by 50 m test square it was possible to determine that
a linear band of highly magnetic anomalies crossed the test area, connecting the end of the visible town wall with
the hill-fort along the assumed course of the fortification. the observed anomalies are believed to be caused by large
stone blocks in the subsurface that once formed the fundament of the town wall. the result of the magnetometer
measurement is the first proof that the today still visible town wall once actually continued all the way to the hillfort. a weak linear anomaly outside the wall could not be identified with certainty as an accompanying viking age
fortification trench since historical maps from the 17th century show a ditch at the same location.

Fig. 2. Magnetometer survey with four Förster gradiometer probes mounted with 50 cm spacing
into a manually operated cart (top image). georadar survey using the Sensors&Software NogginPlus 500 Mhz antenna system mounted in the SmartCart (bottom image).

Fig. 3. view of the magnetometer survey area across the outer town wall (top). the magnetometer prospection data showing the fundament of the town wall as linear band of highly magnetic
anomalies (bottom left) and interpretation (bottom right).
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as second test site a 50 m by 100 m measuring rectangle was chosen centrally in the old town area for high
resolution georadar measurements. due to the occurrence of particularly dark soil this area is called “Black earth”.
since an approximate thickness of 2.5 m of the cultural layer a 500 Mhz Sensors & Software NogginPlus antenna
system mounted in a SmartCart was chosen. the survey was conducted along 50 m profile lines with 5 cm inline trace
spacing and 25 cm crossline spacing. two people working in the field were able to survey one 50 m by 50 m square in
one day. a three-dimensional data volume was generated, filtered and subsequently sliced into 5 cm thick horizontal
depth-slices under the simplifying assumption of a constant velocity of 10 cm/ns for the entire subsurface. Below
a depth of 40 cm a great number of distinct archaeological structures becomes visible: the fundaments of houses, property boundaries, roads and paths, trenches and a second, inner and older town wall including a gate and possible
gate building. the thickness of the cultural layer varies considerably across the survey area, being thickest in the
north-west where the oldest part of Birka is assumed to be located at the bottom of the cultural layer in vicinity of an
old bay with harbour constructions. towards the east the cultural layer is thinning. outside the older town wall considerable fewer anomalies in a much thinner layer are visible in the georadar data. the old town wall appears partly
as band of reduced reflectivity. it is therefore interpreted as clay wall/ridge. this wall is interrupted by a port through
which a road is leading. the wall changes its appearance in the west where it possibly had the form of a palisade.
after discovery of the older town wall in the georadar data this structure became recognisable in satellite and
aerial images as well. the road leading through the older wall can be seen in orthophotos to continue into the
magnetometer test area, indicating a second gate in the outer town wall.
the georadar data from different depths shows how Birka developed over time. the overlapping of structures
visible in the data allows in some cases their relative dating.
this archaeological prospection test illustrates how georadar and magnetometer measurements can be used
very successfully to map the viking age town Birka.
immo trinks
lars-inge larsson

alois eder-hinterleitner

swedish national heritage Board, archaeological excavation department
instrumentvägen 19
126 53 hägersten, sweden
immo.trinks@raa.se
lars-inge.larsson@raa.se
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geOphysical prOspectiOn and archaeOlOgical feedBack
in rescUe archaeOlOgy – examples frOm sweden
immo trinks - lars-inge larsson
Key words: georadar, GPR, magnetometer, prospection, interpretation, excavation
until recently, rescue archaeology in sweden had been conducted through partial trenching of sites during
pre-investigations, which were followed by large scale excavations if archaeological material was found. under the
right conditions geophysical prospection can add valuable information to archaeological site investigations in a time
and cost effective manner. since 2005, archaeological prospection using high-resolution magnetometer and georadar
measurements has been tested by the archaeological excavation department of the swedish national heritage
Board as a tool for rescue archaeology in sweden.
the aim of this paper is to demonstrate the potential and pitfalls of geophysical archaeological prospection based
on the archaeological feedback obtained through excavation of the prospected sites. We will present two case studies in
which georadar (gpr), or magnetometer prospection was used to investigate archaeological sites threatened by development. the archaeological problem, field work and data interpretation will be discussed, followed by a comparison of the
prospection results with the findings of the subsequent archaeological excavation. While good agreement between structures discovered using geophysical measurement techniques and those found in a later excavation is pleasing and may be
suited to convince archaeologists of the benefits of the approach, disagreement or impossibility to detect structures that
actually exist in the ground can cause doubts in applicability of geophysical methods, particularly if a survey is conducted
as part of a commercial enterprise. ideally an archaeological prospection survey results in data showing anomalies that are
interpretable and attributable to natural or man-made structures in the subsurface. often the exact cause for many anomalies visible in the data is unknown and may only be possible to ascertain the presence of “something” in the subsurface.
information about the presence or absence of distinct anomalies can in itself be of value to archaeological investigation.
however, the lack of positively interpretable structures in the data can lead to disappointment among archaeologists or
the contractor of an archaeological prospection survey. therefore, not only the understanding of physical causes for the
presence or absence of anomalies in the prospection data is of great importance, but also the way of communicating the
strengths and weaknesses of the method, and the outcome of the geophysical survey.
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Fig. 1. georadar depth-slice of the data measured with 25 cm profile spacing. compare this image
with the interpretation and excavation results shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

Fig. 2. interpretation of the georadar data shown in Fig. 1. the excavated area shown in Fig. 3 is
marked with a red box.
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Fig. 3. photo showing the excavated area. the natural stone and brick walls are clearly recognizable in the georadar data and in its interpretation in Figs. 1 and 2 (photo: Magnus stibéus).

the first example will discuss the georadar survey of the medieval st. olof convent in skänninge (Östergötland county). the extension of the railway track Motala-Mjölby in Östra götaland from single to double track led to archaeological excavations in skänninge from 2002 to 2006. along the railway track massive foundation walls of the medieval st. olof’s convent came to light. due to the well preserved stone structures in the ground this site was considered ideal to test and
demonstrate the potential of high-resolution georadar measurements for archaeological prospection. to this purpose the
Archeo Prospections team from austria was invited in 2004 to conduct georadar measurements on the area neighbouring
the excavation site. a total area of 7,000 square metres was surveyed by measuring with a Malå Geosciences 500Mhz georadar system along parallel profiles with 50 cm crossline and 5 cm inline trace spacing. the resulting georadar images show
in great detail the reflections of the radar signal from the foundation walls of the entire medieval convent in the ground.
the archaeological interpretation of the georadar data revealed the layout of the entire convent, including an inner court
yard with cloister and presumably the convent church. the archaeological prospection survey allowed the archaeologists
to gain an overview across the entire site and to put the results of the excavation into bigger picture. it is important to
understand that the georadar data represents a summary of all structures in the subsurface, independent of their age and
construction date. From the georadar data alone it is in general impossible to date the structures, or to deduct the order of
construction during the 300 years of the existence of the convent. archaeological prospection helped to add a large amount
of valuable information to the archaeological investigation at little extra costs and in very short time. in spring 2006, the
central area of st. olof’s convent was surveyed by Sensors & Software NogginPlus 500 Mhz georadar system and 25 cm
crossline profile spacing. in summer 2006, research excavation was conducted over some of the structures identified in the
georadar data. the excavated structures agree very well with the anomalies seen in the georadar data.
the second case will highlight differences between results obtained through magnetometer prospection and those
obtained from archaeological excavation of an iron-age settlement and iron production site at harbo (västmanlans
county). this study demonstrates the strength and weakness of the magnetic prospection method under challenging geological (unsorted moraine) and archaeological conditions. the visibility and invisibility of archaeological structures in the
magnetic data is addressed on the basis of magnetic susceptibility measurements conducted on the excavated surface.
immo trinks
lars-inge larsson

swedish national heritage Board, archaeological excavation department
instrumentvägen 19
126 53 hägersten, sweden
immo.trinks@raa.se; lars-inge.larsson@raa.se
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nOn-destrUctive ert sUrvey at the sOUth wall Of acrOpOlis Of athens
gregory n. tsokas - panagiotis i. tsourlos
Key words: non-destructive, ERT, flat base electrodes, acropolis, Athens
introduction
very few attempts to apply resistivity measurements in a non-destructive manner are described in geophysical
literature (Carrara et al. 2001). More recent systematic studies indicate that by using appropriate materials as electrodes, ert can be efficiently applied in a fully non-destructive manner.
this work describes the application and results of a fully non-destructive large scale ert survey that was
conducted at the south wall of athens acropolis. the acropolis hill is certainly the most important site of athens
and probably the most important archaeological site of greece. it is situated on a precipitous hill 160 metres above
sea level. the site was already occupied in the 17th century B.c., and took its final shape during the 5th century B.c.
(golden era). it hosts masterpieces of ancient greek architecture such as the parthenon and is surrounded by a thick
wall with thickness up to 5 m. the south acropolis wall has been build at the beginning of the golden era and since
then it withstood several additions, excavations and repairs even until recently (beginning of the 20th century) which
altered its original masonry (Stewart/Korres 2004). the south wall has been distorted due to the pressure of the fill
behind it. Further areas of increased moisture show up, which threaten the integrity of the construction. as part of
an extended conservation and restoration project of the circuit walls of the acropolis undertaken by the acropolis
restoration service, the application of geophysical techniques was considered useful for gaining a better insight into
the structure of the south acropolis wall.
the project had to face unusual technical (mounting the cable on the external wall) and processing challenges
(wall-to-surface, cross-wall measuring modes), yet the final results suggest that ert can be used successfully in this
type of surveys.
field survey
several 2d ert sections were collected at the south acropolis wall using different measuring modes:
wall-to-surface (Fig. 1a), vertical on the wall (Fig. 1b), horizontal on the wall surface and on the surface of the hill
(Fig. 1c). Further, due to the existence of a few open pits it was possible to collect cross-wall ert data (Fig. 1d). the
cable was fitted on to the external wall by two experienced climbers (Fig. 2 left). Wet bentonite in a plasticine form
was stack on the wall and was used as electrode (Fig. 2 right) while the cable was tag-taped on to the wall to avoid
cable movement due to the wind. electrode positioning on the wall was assisted by a surveyor positioned at

Fig. 1. Measuring modes used.
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the foothills of the acropolis. the electrode spacing was 1m for all measured sections and data were obtained either
using the Wenner-schlumberger or the dipole-dipole array depending on the quality of the signal. relatively low
conduct resistances (typically 1-2 kohms) allowed the collection of good quality measurements.
a total of 20 2d ert lines were collected along the wall. to verify that bentonite electrodes perform equally
well to standard electrodes a test was conducted in an area where we were allowed to insert electrodes into the
ground. the relative deviation of the measurements using different electrode types was 2.7%.
processing and results
standard 2d inversion software (Tsourlos 1995) was used for processing the wall and surface data-sets. Yet for
the wall-to-surface measurements the inversion software was modified to cope with this type of measurements: the
finite element mesh initially designed for borehole-to-surface ert measurements was modified by assigning very

Fig. 2. climbers fitting the cable on the wall (left), bentonite electrode (right).

Fig. 3. 3d inversion results of the cross-wall ert sections.
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large resistivities (109 ohm-m) to simulate the effect of the air on the wall electrodes. Finally, the reconstruction space
was decided after a model resolution analysis. similar modifications were applied to a 3d inversion code to invert
the cross-wall ert data which were dense enough (5 sections 1m apart) to be processed in a full 3d fashion. the
central and east part of the wall appears to have areas of very low resistivity indicative of high moisture content. this
is attributed to the drainage system which is not fully mapped yet. in Fig. 3a, 3d resistivity volume (low and high
resistivies) produced after the 3d inversion of 5 dense cross-wall ert lines is presented. the wall structure and the
filling material are clearly depicted.
conclusions
in this work the ert technique was applied for the first time in a fully non-destructive manner to image the
interior of the south wall of athens acropolis. it is showed that this type of survey is perfectly feasible and can produce results which give informative images to archaeologists and restoration scientists.
gregory n. tsokas
panagiotis i. tsourlos
exploration geophysics lab.
dept. of geophysics
aristotle university of thessaloniki panepistimioupolis
54124 thessaloniki, greece
gtsokas@geo.auth.gr
tsourlos@geo.auth.gr

archeOlOgical prOspectiOn By means Of fUlly nOn-destrUctive
dc resistivity sUrveying
panagiotis i. tsourlos - gregory n. tsokas
Key words: non-destructive resistivity prospecting, flat base electrodes, non-destructive DC prospecting, non-destructive ERT,
resistivity prospecting
introduction
the application of flat base electrodes in performing geoelectrical measurements is examined. this study is
motivated by the inability to use geoelectrical techniques in grounds where it is not possible to insert conventional
electrodes. the performance of flat base electrodes is examined in various environments, using different measuring
modes, and proved to be working satisfactorily in most cases, producing data almost identical to the measurements
obtained using standard electrodes.
Comparison between conventional and flat base electrode measurements
over the last decade there has been a particular interest in studying techniques, such as the use of flat base
electrodes, which permit the application of resistivity measurements in a non-destructive manner (Carrara et al. 2001)
and expand in this way the use of ert in other environments (e.g. urban).

Fig. 1. (a) resistivities acquired from conventional and flat base electrodes. (b) correlation
between the logarithmic apparent resistivities measured using the two electrode types.
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in an attempt to study the performance of flat base electrodes several field tests were carried out using flat base
copper electrodes. to decrease the contact resistances a conductive cellulose gel was placed between the electrodes
and the ground (Athanasiou 2006). also, various other methods to decrease the contact resistivity were tested. in particular, the use of bentonite produced satisfactory results as well.
different arrays with varying spacing were measured employing both electrode types over the same positions;
i.e. the centres of the flat base electrodes were placed at exactly the same spots where conventional electrodes had
been previously inserted. a typical example is shown in Fig. 1a where the results acquired from flat base and standard electrodes are depicted. they exhibit very good correlation (Fig. 1b) with a relative error below 1%.
tests indicate that this electrode type can be used to investigate the subsurface under concrete, cement pavement, marble plates etc. good contact resistances were routinely encountered (usually less than 1 kohm) resulting
into very good data quality. however, the technique fails to work over tarmac. several field surveys were carried
out either using both conventional and flat base electrodes or by employing flat base electrodes over areas of
known subsurface structure. one representative field application is presented below. the tomographic data were
interpreted using a fully automatic 2-d inversion algorithm (Tsourlos 1995) based on the “smoothness constrain”
principle.

Fig. 2. the left part shows the roman pipe being cut when the trench was opened for the foundations of a modern building. the line of the flat base electrodes used along with the multicore
cable. the arrows depict the tomographic transect.

Fig. 3. the resistivity tomography superimposed on the photograph of the side
of the trench.
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application
an ancient water supplying brick lined tunnel is laid under a concrete pavement and it was exposed in a trench
pit dug for the foundations of a modern building. an electrical resistivity tomography was carried out on top of the
concrete pavement as shown in Fig. 2. various electrode arrays were tested employing 24 flat base electrodes spaced 1 m
apart. the maximum n-separation was set to 7. the tomographic transect was at a distance of 2.3 m from the trench.
By comparing the exposure of the side of the trench to the geoelectrical combined weighted inverted model
(Fig. 3), it is clear that the pipe is successfully detected.
conclusions
the tests performed in this study indicate that results obtained with flat base electrodes are in good agreement
with the ones obtained with conventional ones. they operate in most environments and surface materials except
asphalt. Moreover, tests with various electrode arrays indicate that the subsurface geoelectrical structures imaged via
flat base electrodes are clearly depicted. Flat base electrodes can also be used in combination with standard electrodes in cases that otherwise would result in incomplete resistivity data sets.
panagiotis i. tsourlos
gregory n. tsokas
exploration geophysics lab., dept. of geophysics,
aristotle university of thessaloniki
panepistimioupolis
54124 thessaloniki, greece
tsourlos@geo.auth.gr
gtsokas@geo.auth.gr

geOphysical prOspectiOn Of the scythian fOrtificatiOn Of Belsk
(Boľšoe BeLSkoe Gorodišče)
Burkart Ullrich - henning Zöllner - sergey makhortykh - michail Orliuk - renate rolle
Key words: Scythians, kurgan, geophysics, geomagnetics
the enormous Belsk hill fort and the surrounding kurgan cemeteries have been investigated by means of geophysical prospection and topographic surveying methods since a ukrainian-german joint project started in 2002.
geomagnetic mapping was carried out on an area of 30 ha, i.e. almost half of the total area of the hill fort (65 ha).
an array of five fluxgate magnetometers was used for the geomagnetic measurements. the system was mounted on
a fibreglass frame and carried while walking. additionally a prototype of a sled supported system was tested in
order to make the investigation of this large site more efficient.
the results of the geomagnetic mapping proved the existence of scythian burial mounds in the surrounding
area of the hill fort for the first time. the thereby localised tumuli most probably hold tombs of high-rank members of
the scythian society. in two necropoles, skorobor and Marchenki, special circular structures called “maidans” were
investigated (maidan ukrainian, persian = site, special place). the geomagnetic mapping results brought to light that
those conspicuous round areas represent the remains of destroyed burial mounds, i.e. of kurgans of significant size.
For instance, a circular ditch surrounding one of the destroyed kurgans at skorobor necropolis had a diameter of
100 m. levelling for agricultural purposes, looting and saltpetre extraction were the main reasons for the destruction
of the kurgans.
on the Marchenki field a big kurgan was the objective of archaeological excavation as well as of further geomagnetic prospection. after having removed a layer of 1 m thickness, the magnetic measurements were repeated,
this time applying a higher density of measurements. additionally, samples of the filling of the burial chamber and of
the surrounding soil layers were taken to determine magnetic susceptibility. afterwards the geomagnetic field data
were compared with the results of model calculations, with a view to improving the interpretation techniques for
identifying and localising kurgans and their burial chambers.
another noticeable result of the geophysical investigations at Belsk hill fort between 2004 and 2006 was the discovery of several alignments of strong circular geomagnetic anomalies in the zapadnoe (western) fortification. these
groups of two or three single round dipole anomalies are situated along the inner rampart. the conclusion drawn
from excavation results and from the study of historical sources was that the anomalies show fireplaces used to boil
the nitrous soil (chernozem), especially the earth of the rampart and the kurgans, to extract saltpetre, an important
raw material for gunpowder production in the 17th and 18th centuries.
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Fig. 1. kurgan Marchenki 3.

Fig. 2. overlay of aerial photographs and geomagnetic mapping on zapadnoe (Western) fortification (greyscale: ±6 nt/m).
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results of the geophysical and topographical investigation of this unique archaeological site of Belsk have
immensely contributed to the knowledge of ancient customs and the social structure in the Middle vorskla basin, one
of the most advanced regions of the extensive scythian settlement area between the 7th and 5th century Bc.
Burkart ullrich
henning zöllner
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aerial prOspectiOn in mOravia
Jaromír kovárník
Key words: Moravia, Aerial Prospection
the application of aerial archaeology brings in southern, central and northern Moravia many effective results.
inspired by o. Braasch (Braasch/Christlein 1982), the author started to use the systematic aerial prospection in the year
1982 (Kovárník 1985; 1986). the research is focused mainly on the territory of southern Moravia, especially the regions
of central and lower dyje and svratka river basins and lower Morava basin, Jevišovka, rokytná and Jihlava river

Fig. 1. trstěnice-karolina mansion, distr. znojmo. ring ditch.
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Fig. 2. přítluky, distr. Břeclav. pit alignments, cropmarks.

Fig. 3. derflice, distr. znojmo. distinct crop marks of a rectangular ditch with one or two etrances.
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Fig. 4. hrušovany n/J, distr. znojmo. trapezoid-shaped ground plan of a long house, cropmarks.

Fig. 5. podivín, distr. Břeclav. group of rectangular gound plans of houses.
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Fig. 6. charvátská nová ves, distr. Břeclav. West Front of roman temporary camp.

Fig. 7. znojmo-oblekovice, distr. znojmo. large burial-ground, cropmarks.
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basins and krumlovský les, Ždánický les and chřiby highlands. some of prospection flights are made in autumn
and winter, but most of them in spring and summer months. analytical surface survey offers data on the cognition
of the structure of past landscapes and settlement dynamics in prehistory. the aerial reconnaissance includes the
study of the density and distribution of single settlement. aerial prospection contributed, apart from other things, to
important knowledge about number of pits, houses or graves in a certain area. the author documented in cadastral
district of village trstěnice, znojmo district, three graves with circular ditches and more than 190 indicants (indubitable archaeological features) on the large area of about 28 hectares, which amounts to almost seven features per area
of 1 hectare. therefore it is necessary to verify their cultural belonging for demographic and statistical research (to
what extent it is possible to reckon single or polycultural settlement in the locality and exploiting of the sources of
the monitored microregion in the certain period of prehistory or protohistory).
crop and soil marks of many possible archaeological features and monuments have been detected: settlement
sites (localities), traces of deserted medieval villages, other hill forts, various prehistoric (trstěnice: Fig. 1; vedrovice,
znojmo district, linear pottery culture) and post-prehistoric (derflice, near of znojmo: Fig. 3; exact dating can only
be provided by excavation) ditches, i.e. fortifications of various types and dating. very interesting are pit alignments
(ivaň, přítluky: Fig. 2, Břeclav district).
crop marks of long rectangular houses with drain-outlined ground plans have also been taken (e.g. in the
neighbourhood of the village Jevišovka iv, vranovice, distr. Břeclav, zastávka, Brno-venkov district etc.). vegetation has only allowed tracing parts of ground plans with one gable wall. a long trapezoid ground plan appears to
be a regularly as a ground cover pattern on neighbouring plots, which belong to the cadastral district of hrušovany n/J (Fig. 4). our finds also include an interesting ground plan located in drnholec “holenická pole”, possibly
formed by footing bottom with distinctive ends of side walls extending from the gable wall corners. the inner
space was divided by two or three partitions; on the middle axis there are distinctive post holes, whose original
posts supported the roof. the characteristics mentioned above indicate that the ground plan in drnholec “holenická pole” is a new type which has both - the elements of long houses with a partition and trapezoid houses.
a unique arrangement of houses has been encountered at the multicultural site (settlement and burial-ground) in
podivín i (six houses: Fig. 5), distr. Břeclav, and in Božice-Česká kolonie, znojmo district. Four houses in BožiceČeská kolonie were built in pairs, other houses were located in the vicinity. this is a simple arrangement of houses
next to and behind one another. Most frequently occur small densely concentrated rectangle-shaped houses from
hallstatt, la téne and roman periods (horákov, chrlice ii, opatovice ii, popice ii, Brno-venkov district.; Brod
n/d, Březí, Bulhary, ivaň vi, Jevišovka ii-iii, kostice, Mušov iii, nové Mlýny i-ii, pasohlávky ii, přibice iv, stará
Břeclav, vranovice v, Břeclav district; Jaroměřice n/r, třebíč district; Božice vi, hrádek iv, litobratřice i-ii, Mackovice, prosiměřice, valtrovice, Žerotice, znojmo district).
Burial-grounds have been found as well (Fig. 7: znojmo-oblekovice, znojmo district; rakvice, Břeclav
district), mounds and graves with circular ditches and flat burial sites. a ring ditch of a large barrow has been
detected (věteřov, distr. hodonín) and other graves with rings (němčičky, Brno-venkov district; cvrčovice, nosislav, pasohlávky, Břeclav district; Čeložnice, hodonín district; Borotice, Božice, Mackovice, trstěnice, znojmo
district).
phenomena are in the region of southern and south-western Moravia: single or double circular enclosures
(roundel) dated to the late neolithic (lengyel culture, Moravian painted pottery) and to the Bronze age. Marching
or temporary roman camps (Fig. 6) were found in the southern Moravia (the lower dyje and svratka river basin,
lower Morava river basin, e.g. charvátská nová ves, Mušov, šakvice, Břeclav district: Kovárník 1998) and more
recently in the central and northern Moravia (central Morava and lower Bečva river basin: veselíčko-osek, přerov
district), which is very surprising. in veselíčko-osek, marks consist of two lines, which are 100 meters from each
other. one of them makes the typical rounded corner which looks like it was “doubled”. it indicates the ditch
enclosure, being rather post-prehistoric. the structure is located at the entrance of the so-called Moravian gate,
heading due north-east of town přerov (Kovárník 2005). Moravian gate was a part of a trade and migration route
(amber road) of major importance, connecting the adriatic sea (Mediterranean; town aquileia) with the Baltic sea.
in the south and in the south-western Moravia were until recently known only three circular enclosures (Bulhary, Břeclav district; křepice těšetice-kyjovice, znojmo district: Podborský 1988). nevertheless, more then 15 circular
enclosures were discovered until today (Kovárník 1997; 2004; Podborský ed. 1999). their diameter ranges between
40 up to 240 m (Kovárník 2004, 13-17; Kuzma 2005, 53-57; Kuzma/Tirpák 2000). southern and central Moravia is the
north-western borderland of the Middle danube region, where circular enclosures of the lengyel period are found.
the author emphasizes their significance for a gradually increasing complexness of prehistoric social structures.
their function is believed to be connected with farming cults of the neolithic and with the observation of the sun
and Moon.
in the district of Bruntál, Jeseník, šumperk, vsetín and zlín, in the mountain range of Moravské Beskydy and
Jeseníky a great number of medieval plough lands were recorded. similar examples were found in the area of Českomoravská vysočina in district of třebíč, Jihlava and Žďár n/s as well. on slopes occurs characteristic layout of plough
lands of original wood tract villages from the Middle ages.
documentation of old, probably medieval roads (from the town hrotovice to the deserted medieval village
Mstěnice, třebíč district; from hustopeče to strachotín, Břeclav district; from Jevišovice to slatina, znojmo district
etc.) as well as of town centres (znojmo, Moravský krumlov, třebíč) or castles, monasteries and churches is
questioning.
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the author applies the combination of aerial and geophysical survey in the field survey. Magnetometry is the
main geophysical method used here (by using caesium magnetometer). geophysical measurements were applied for
verification of foundations of the late neolithic circular enclosures in rašovice, vyškov district, vedrovice, znojmo
district, of elliptic enclosures (oval-shaped ditches - rondeloids) in troskotovice, znojmo district, from the Bronze
age (Hašek/Kovárník 1999) and of other structures (znojmo-hradiště) etc. (Hašek/Kovárník 1996).
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Air survey And remote-sensed dAtA AnAlysis in BohemiA (CZ).
A joint projeCts of the institute of ArChAeology,
Prague and university of West Bohemia, Plzeň
martin gojda
Key words: Bohemia, air survey, remote sensing
during the last few years aerial archaeology in Bohemia has been developing especially due to financial support allocated by the ministry of education to the department of archaeology of the university of West Bohemia.
due to an agreement between the department and prague institute of archaeology (czech academy of sciences),
which since 1997 owns a small aircraft cessna 172, more than 50 flying hours have been annually flown over the
country during which many new sites and features were identified, recorded and photographed. special attention
has been given to the territory around the sacred hill of Říp situated north of prague in which a long-term project
focused on non-destructive survey (aerial prospection, fieldwalking and surface collection, geophysical measurement and test diggs) and palaeoenvironmental study has ben launched in 2006. the paper will inform about current
achievements within this project including results of digital aerial and satellite ortophotos analysis both on the Říp
territory and in surrounding regions.
Martin gojda
university of West Bohemia
department of archaeology
sedláčkova 15
306 14 plzeň, czech republic
gojda@kar.zcu.cz

Fig. 1. Map of the central Říp territory with areas of archaeological sites identified by cropmarks as indicated by black
quadrangles (their size corresponds to the size of area with cropmarks).
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Fig. 2. deM of the area se of the hill of Říp with the setting of a rectangular double enclosure - a structure which with most probabbility of funeral origine identified recently from the air.

Fig. 3. Map of sub-soil substrates of the area north-west of the Říp with recently evicenced cropmark sites (red circles). they are
almost completely spread over sand/gravel substrate (lines of small circles).

